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Abstract 

This thesis explores how English is perceived in Taiwan and what impact it has 

on society and culture by drawing on three kinds of data: (i) analysis of policy and 

documents, (ii) critical discourse analysis of textual data, and (iii) interviews with 

respondents from different levels of the education system. It aims to provide an in

depth study of the role and cultural politics of English in Taiwan. Rather than 

offering a general and quantitative picture of global English, this research 

concentrates on qualitative and contextual data. It focuses on issues which arise 

when English is given an important role in national policy and when English 

instruction is introduced into Taiwan's elementary education system. 

By analysing governmental documents, educational publications and media 

texts, this research identifies a number of ideological assumptions about English in 

Taiwan and argues that the ideology of English in Taiwan is based on a strong 

association between English, globalization and economic competitiveness. It also 

reflects, to an extent, the underlying uncertainty and anxiety regarding Taiwanese's 

politico-economic future. Furthermore, in the investigation of perceptions of 

English in Taiwan~ informants' responses corresponded somewhat with ideological 

assumptions embedded in discourses on English. English is highly approved of in 

areas related to national and personal economic well-being, while the prevalence of 

English also leads to concern about locallanguages and cultures. 

This research suggests that the overall impact of English is considered more 

positive than negative. Moreover, since the necessity of English is assumed by 

Taiwanese society, the main concern is thus how to adapt global English effectively 

without undermining local languages and cultures. Taiwan can be regarded as a 

typical case among East Asian countries in terms of the socio-economic and 

educational impact of English, while the ideological assumptions and perceptions of 

global English reflect Taiwan's unique cultural, economic and political status in the 

world. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The global spread of English has stimulated considerable critical debate, with 

Phillipson's (1992) Linguistic Imperialism and Pennycook's (1994) The Cultural 

Politics of English as an International Language as key representations. Much of 

the debate, however, has been conducted at a very abstract, ideological level with 

less detailed empirical work on the socio-political and economic role played by 

English in particular contexts (e.g. Fishman, 1996). In particular, there has been 

little empirical study on the effect of English in Taiwan, with the exception of the 

studies by Ebele (2001) and Chen (2003). However, such research either focuses on 

the development of English education and language-in-education policy or regards 

the spread of English as a background phenomenon and tends to pay more attention 

to issues of globalizati<?n and local cultures. Therefore, this thesis seeks to 

contribute to, as well as enrich, the debate over the effect of the global spread of 

English by empirically examining the impact of English on education, culture, 

politics and ideology, and by investigating local responses to English. I also place 

Taiwan within the wider context of East Asia and aim to examine the differences 

and similarities regarding the spread of English in Taiwan and other East Asian 

countries. 

The thesis is organized as follows. The second chapter reviews the relevant 

literature concerning the global spread of English and its development in East Asia 

and Taiwan. Firstly, it discusses the current shape of English and implications of the 

emergence of English as a global language. It then discusses several critical 

perspectives on global English. By focusing on cultural imperialism, inequality and 

ELT industry, Phillipson's critical account of English linguistic imperialism are 
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reviewed and evaluated. Also examined are other important related issues: English 

in relation to language endangerment, the controversy of New Englishes, and the 

ownership of English. Finally, the study examines the socio-historical background 

of Taiwan and the role of English within an East Asian and Taiwanese context. 

Chapter 3 presents the research methodology of this thesis. It first sets out the 

detailed aims and background of this thesis along with the research framework and 

research questions. Focusing on the sociopolitical and ideological implications of 

English spread in Taiwan, this research looks at four levels which can assess the 

impact of English: the international, the educational, the socio-cultural, and the 

perceptional. The third part provides an overview of res~arch methods employed in 

the thesis. The final part of the chapter explains the significance of this thesis and 

what contribution it can make to the research of global English. 

In Chapter 4, the focus is on language policies in education and English 

education in Taiwan. In order to provide a detailed description to Taiwan's 

sociolinguistic context, the ethno-linguistic background and a historical review of 

language policy in education in Taiwan are discussed. In addition, a state-of-the-art 

description of English education in the state education system is presented. This 

Chapter also examines the recent developments in extending English education at 

the elementary level, and discusses the background and implications of this new 

English language policy. 

Chapter 5 examines discourses on English in Taiwan, focusing on the prevailing 

beliefs, values and assumptions relating to English as a global language in Taiwan 

and aims to analyze how it is presented in governmental and educational documents, 

news reports, and advertisements. The first part of this Chapter provides an 

overview of the concept of ideology, the relation between ideology and language, 

and the ideology of English. The second part moves to research methods employed 

in this chapter, including Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) and criteria for data 

collection. The final part analyzes the construction of discourses about English and 

formulates ideological assumptions regarding the English language in Taiwan. 

Chapter 6 further explores the impact of the spread of English at the individual 

level. It focuses on how the spread of English is perceived and what responses are 

made by individuals in Taiwan, and examines individuals' experiences, beliefs, and 
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attitudes regarding the English language. Through the employment of semi

structured interviews, the following aspects of informants' perceptions are 

investigated: attitudes towards local languages; English and other foreign languages; 

English learning experiences; the use and functions of English; and the impact of 

English on the individual, socio-cultural and politico-economic levels in Taiwan. 

Finally, Chapter 7 provides a systematic presentation of the research findings of 

the thesis. Based on these findings, it assesses their implications for current and 

future research, and formulates a list of policy recommendations for Taiwanese 

society in regard to the present and future use of English. 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Current Shapes of English and the Global 

Language System 

It would be safe to say that a considerable number of the world's population is 

motivated to learn English for possible benefits in their lives. Indeed, English is no 

longer a simple foreign language acquired for personal interests or hobbies. Rather, 

it represents an unprecedented phenomenon in our so-called 'global age' and can 

exert some profound influences on individuals and communities in the world. This 

section discusses the current status of English as a global language and its role in 

the global language system. 

2.1.1 Three Concentric Circles of English 

The world spread of English has resulted in English diversifying into many 

forms. Kachru (1985) suggests a model of the global spread of English representing 

the world as three concentric circles, denoting different ways in which the English 

language has been acquired and is currently used. The inner circle (where English is 

used as the mother tongue or the native language/ ENL) refers to the traditional 

home base of English, e.g. the U.S., THE U.K., Canada, Ireland, Australia, and New 

Zealand. The outer or extended circle (where English is learned as the second 

language/ ESL) involves the earlier spread of English and its institutionalization in 

non-native contexts, e.g. India, Singapore, Nigeria, and in over fifty other territories. 

The expanding circle (where English is learned as a foreign language/ EFL) 
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involves those nations recognizing the fact that English is an intemationallanguage, 

though they do not have a history of colonization by users of the inner circle, e.g. 

China, Japan, Greece, Taiwan, and a steadi ly increasing numbers of other states. 

The rapid expansion of the latter two circles has resulted in numerous varieties of 

Engli sh (Kachru and Quirk, 1981) and strengthened the claims of English as a 

global language (Kachru, 1985). 

Focusing on Standard English and its regional varieties, McArthur (1998) 

proposes a circle of world English (see Figure 2.1). He divides world Engli sh into 

eight divisions according to regional standards. In the circle of world Engli sh, 

World Standard English is encompassed by a band of regional varieties, such as the 

standard and other forms of African English, American English, Canadian English, 

and Caribbean Engli sh. Each of the regional varieties is linked by a fringe of 

subvarieties such as Indian Engli sh, Aboriginal English, Singapore Engli sh, and 

Ulster Scots. Again, the formulation suggested by McArthur demonstrates the 

complex nature of the spread of English worldwide and the contradictions 

underlying the phenomenon of English as a global lingua franca. 

Figure 2.1 McArthur's (1998: 97) circle of world English 
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2.1.2 Indices of English as a Global Language 

According to Jenkins (2003: 14) (cf. Crystal, 1997 and Graddol, 1997), with 

around 350 million Ll speakers, 350 million L2 speakers, and around 350 million 

EFL speakers, the population of English speakers has reached an unprecedented 

level. In fact, those who use English as a second or foreign language have 

outnumbered first-language speakers. English has become the most widespread 

language in the world with a rapid rate of expansion, especially since 1950. 

After the Second World War, the growth of international organizations and the 

developments of technologies such as the telegraph, computers and the Internet, 

have reinforced the functional power of the English language in international 

communication. Furthermore, English has become the main working language in 

major international domains (see Table 2.1). As well as in the fields of international 

communication and administration, English has also gained its dominant status in 

the international media, including radio, TV, magazines and newspapers. The spread 

of English at this stage is at a truly global level, whereby English is recognized as 

an important international medium. 

Table 2.1 Major Intemational domains of English 

1.Working language of International organizations and conferences 
2. Scientific publication 

3. International banking, economic affairs and trade 
4. AdvertiSing for global brand 

5. Audio-visual cultural product (e.g. film, TV, popular music) 

6. International tourism 

7. Tertiary education 

8. International safety (e.g. 'airspeak', 'seaspeak') 

9. International law 

10. As a 'relay language' in Interpretation and translation 
11. Technology transfer 
12. Internet communication 

(Graddol, 1997:8) 

Since the end of the 20th century, significant global trends, such as the world 

economy, advances in technology, knowledge-intensive industries and cultural 

flows, have promoted the dominance of English as a global language. As the main 

language of political and economic communication, technology and other 

professional level of knowledge, English can be considered as the language of 

power. 
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2. 1.3 English and the Global Language System 

Combining the theoretical perspectives of political sociology with political 

economy of language, a framework of the world's languages is proposed by De 

Swaan (2001a). The aim here is to explain the development of languages in the 

world and examine mechanisms involved in the global spread of English. De Swaan 

proposes a global language system as the linguistic dimension of the world system 

where language groups compete unequally in a global context on different levels, 

and describes the global language system as 'very much the product of prior 

conquest and domination and of ongoing relations of power and exchange' (ibid. 

p.18). 

In the global language system, all languages in the world and the multi-linguals 

that connect them constitute a hierarchical pattern of the linguistic galaxy. From the 

lower level to the higher level of the hierarchy, De Swaan divides the world's 

languages into peripheral languages (98% of the world's languages, used by less 

than 10% of humankind), central languages (usually national or official languages, 

used by around 95% of humankind), super-central languages (mostly with more 

than one hundred million speakers, including Arabic, Chinese, English, French, 

German, Hindi, Japanese, Malay, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish and Swahili) and 

hyper-central language (the language of global communication, English). Members 

of the various languages at the same level are more likely to acquire one and the 

same second language which is situated at the higher level. As De Swaan suggests, 

language learning occurs mostly upwards. The more resourceful a language is, the 

higher level of the global language system it is situated; and the more attractive it is 

for language learners. In this regard, languages are not equal. Each of them has 

different values and, therefore, different demands within the global language system. 

For De Swaan, language can be regarded as a commodity. One of the major 

characteristics of languages as commodities is the 'Snowball Effect': this concept 

refers to the 'value of a language commodity increases by every speaker who 

acquires it, or whom it acquired. (Coulmas, 1992: 79)' More specifically, the 

preferences people have for learning one ianguage rather than another is due to the 

'external network effects' operating in the case of languages as they gain new 

speakers. For example, for every actual speaker of the language, the number and 

variety of possible conversation partners or correspondents increases with each new 
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speaker added (De Swaan, 2001a). Whenever people opt for learning a given 

language, they increase the utility of that language for all speakers who are already 

using it. De Swaan defines languages as 'hyper-collective goods' by illustrating the 

features of languages as collective goods and pointing out their external network 

effects. 

Therefore it is argued that languages are completely accessible for anyone 

making the effort to use them, and they thus depend on the whole community 

safeguarding their existence and maintenance. According to De Swaan, people will 

learn the language that provides them with the highest communicative advantage 

(ibid.). That is, it depends on the greater 'Q-value': a measure of its communication 

value according to the prevalence and the centrality of a language. This notion of 

prevalence refers to the proportion of speakers of a language within the 

constellation of languages, and centrality refers to the proportion of multilingual 

speakers that are also competent in a language in the constellation. In other words, 

the Q-value of a language is determined by the number of its speakers and its 

connectedness to other languages. People thus tend to prefer to learn the language 

that most increases the Q-value of their linguistic repertoire. 

In the case of English, the recent developments in economy, technology, culture 

and politics have led to English acquired as a foreign language by more individuals 

and institutions than any other languages. With greater Q-value (high centrality and 

a quite large population of native speakers), English is at the top of the language 

hierarchy and certainly has become the commodity highly demanded worldwide. 

2.2 The Global Spread of English 

This section focuses on the spread of English and discusses the implications of 

the emergence of English as a global language. 

2.2. 1 Types of Language Spread and Reasons for English 

Spread 

Germane to the above issues, Coulmas (1992) makes the valid distinction of 

language expansion caused .by population growth of native speakers and that by 
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language shift, gammg additional speakers from other language communities. 

Coulmas differentiates demographic langUage spread from functional language 

spread (ibid.). He suggests that though demographic strength is one of the factors 

that affect language spread, it is the geographic and socio-economic distribution of a 

language that helps it achieve an international status. For instance, with a very large 

population, Chinese does not reflect its demographic strength in its international 

function. English, by contrast, has a relatively small population and moderate 

demographic growth of native speakers. However, the economic strength of English 

speaking countries and the wide geographic distribution of its speech communities 

have resulted in its penetration of many functional domains in the world. In other 

words, the dynamics of language spread do not necessarily lie in a single economic 

or demographic factor; rather, it involves all factors that can contribute to the utility 

of a language. 

As Edwards (1994) suggests, language spread is associated with socio-cultural 

and politico-economic activities such as trade, colonization and proselytism. They 

are also related to other factors, such as the power of maintaining and furthering 

language spread, the degree of accepting its varieties by others, and the recognition 

6fits status from 'third parties' (Le. secondary speakers). 

Historically, the British Empire and the rise of American hegemony were the 

main agents of political and military power. These influences helped maintain and 

enhance the spread of English as a world language. This process is also manifest in 

the acceptance of English varieties and the important role of secondary speakers. 

Edwards, for example, points out that 'the degree to which a language community is 

open to the use of "its" variety by others is often important' for language spread 

(ibid. p.105). The indigenization of English in former British colonies has 

transformed English from an imposed imperial language to a language of local 

identity. The acceptance of local varieties of English can reinforce the prevalence of 

English in the world, and in a way that facilitates English becoming a truly 

international language. Furthermore, the increase of secondary speakers is often the 

outcome of language spread and the key factor in establishing and maintaining the 

utility value of a language. The more devoted third parties a language has, the 

longer a language tends to perpetuate. 

In the case of English, it can be seem that a great number of people around the 
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world invest considerable time and money in learning the language. Many have 

certainly seen the benefits the language can provide and as a result will help 

preserve the status quo of English as an international language. 

Another reason for the spread of English is the increased international 

interaction in the twentieth century, namely globalization, which has reinforced the 

need of a common tongue for international communication and has accelerated the 

process of language diffusion. Although political and military power is the most 

important basis of a global language (Crystal, 1996, 1997), the English language 

could not easily reach its dominant position without globalization in the twentieth 

century. 

Overall, the spread of English can be attributed to the following factors: the 

British Empire and colonialism, American power after World War Two, the impact 

of globalization, the acceptance of local varieties, and the role of secondary 

speakers. These factors will be further discussed in the following sections. 

2.2.2. The British Empire and Colonialism 

As Graddol (1997: 6) points out, the British Empire, with its distinctive mix of 

trade and cultural politics, consolidated the world position of English, creating a 

'language on which the sun never sets'. Through trade, colonization and conquest, 

English started to spread outside the British Isles and eventually reached its present 

status as a global language. Between 1600 and 1750 saw significant developments 

which later resulted in the global spread of English. During this period, British 

explorers, merchant adventurers, traders, settlers, soldiers, and administrators 

established settlements and colonies overseas (Strevens, 1992). The process began 

when English speakers settled in North America in the seventeenth and eighteenth 

century. In areas such as the Caribbean, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, 

South Asia, and former colonial Africa, British rule was firmly established by 

British colonialism and the growth of English settlements. From 1750 to the 1900s, 

the population of the overseas English settlements greatly increased in size and 

consequently developed a growing sense of separate identity, which extended to the 

English they used. 

In the United States and then later In Australia and elsewhere, their 
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independence from Britain reinforced linguistic differences and a resulting sense of 

identity. In addition, the stabilization and predomination of English in these areas 

made learning English an important activity for non-native speakers of English 

(indigenous people and immigrants) as they had to survive or find employment with 

the governing class (ibid.). 

Apart from the political and economic power of Britain, the Industrial 

Revolution also made English the language of scientific and technological 

knowledge. Britain, at the forefront of the Industrial Revolution, pioneered some of 

the major technological innovations. In addition, as the language of the first 

telegraph system, English became the international language for telegraphing and 

the major language for wire services. These developments also strengthened the 

position of the language internationally. 

2.2.3 Consolidation of English as a Global Language 

Wright (2004) argues that the US dominated developments after World War Two 

in the spheres of global economy, politics, science, and culture. This influence has 

consequently consolidated English as a global language. Although it would be 

simplistic to identify the global capitalist system as US dominated, it is 

unquestionable that the US has a profound influence on the global economy. 

According to Wright (2004: 144): 

Free market principles and the neo-liberal paradigm derive directly from the 
United States, frame the Capitalist system and structure the inter-government 
organizations that ensure its survival. It is through the acceptance of its 
philosophy that the United States dominates. 

Through its ideological dominance, the US has enhanced the status of English in 

economic discourse, international organizations, and business networks. 

Furthermore, the new style of economic globalization (see Section 2.2.4). The 

development of knowledge-based industries has also reinforced the role of English 

in the economic sphere. 

In the political sphere, the dominance of the US is overt and undisputed, so is its 

linguistic influence. English as the language of the world's greatest power has 

established its predominant status in international organizations and multinational 
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communication. In the sphere of culture, the penetration of American culture can 

easily be found around the world, e.g. Hollywood movies, US made TV programs, 

and US food and fashion styles. 

In the sphere of technology and science, the US has achieved a certain degree of 

dominance, though other industrial countries might have a leading role in certain 

technological developments (e.g., Japan in the audio-visual hardware and France in 

'transport industries). However, in terms of publishing and conferences in the 

scientific community, there is little challenge to the dominance of English. Although 

some scholars claim that English as the language of technology and science might 

restrict intellectual development 1, English does provide a common base of 

intellectual interaction. Apart from the leading position of the US in technology, 

Kaplan (2001) suggests that English as the predominant language of technology and 

science can also be attributed to the international development after World War Two, 

the invention of the computer, and the dramatic growth of science and technology. 

Consequently, in the second half of the twentieth century, the dominant status of 

the US in the global system has resulted in the strengthening of English as a world 

language. 

2.2.4 Impact of Globalization 

By focusing on the impact of globalization, this section looks at the features of 

globalization and the relation between globalization and the emergence of English 

as a global language. 

'Globalization' can refer to many different phenomena: a number of 

commentators have offered various interpretations. For example, Gray (1998: 55) 

suggests that it involves 'the worldwide spread of modern technologies of industrial 

production and communication of all kinds across frontiers- in trade, capital, 

production and information', and relates to the reality that 'nearly all economies are 

networked with other economies throughout the world'. Furthermore, globalization 

I It is argued that English as the medium of technology and knowledge might restrict the intellectual 
development by favouring English native speakers and limiting contributions of intellectuals from 
other linguistic background. It is argued that it is easier for native English speakers to use and 
produce utterances and texts, and English is a language within a cultural tradition which might 
restrict the interpretation and transmission of terminology and ideas from other languages in the 
social sciences and the humanities (Ammon, 2001; Siguan, 2001; De Swaan, 200Ib). 
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can also be 'the intensification of worldwide social relations which link distant 

realities in such a way that local happenings are shaped by events occurring many 

miles away and vice versa' (Giddens, 1990: 64). More generally, it can refer to 'the 

rapidly developing process of complex interconnections between societies, cultures, 

institutions and individuals worldwide' (Tomlinson, 1997: 170). 

From the above comments, it can be seen that the term 'Globalization' can be 

interpreted as a political-economic concept, as well as a cultural description. It thus 

implies a historical process which involves compressing time and space of the 

world, and can lead to be expansion of social relations from local contexts to global 

contexts . 

. Although there is a general acknowledgement of the intensification of global 

interconnections, globalization is still a controversial idea in terms of its origins, 

conceptualization, driving forces and structural consequences. For example, Held 

and McGrew (2000, 2002) summarize the diversity and conflict of interpreting the 

phenomenon of globalization by categorizing them into two ideal-type 

constructions, namely, globalists a'nd sceptics 1. However, no matter how 

controversial or divergent its origins, forces and impacts might be, the concept of 

globalization has been widely used to describe the intensifying development of 

interconnectedness of the world. 

The process of globalization can be applied to language in different ways. They 

include the diffusion of anyone individual language across the globe and the 

globalization of language or language capacities through the diffusion of 

bilingualism and multilingualism. It also involves facilitating the transmission of 

cultural products and ideas. Language, as the major means of international 

communication, plays a crucial role in the process of globalization. As Held et al. 

(1999: 345) suggest, the existence of shared languages or language capacities is the 

key element which reinforces the basic infrastructure of intercultural 

communication and interaction. Without shared languages or linguistic 

competencies, none of the telecommunications could actually facilitate and 

I Sceptics (e.g. Hirst and Thompson, 1996) argue that the discourse of globalization perfonns as a 
primarily ideological construction, a convenient myth which helps justify and legitimize the creation 
of a global free market and the consolidation of Anglo-American capitalism and Western 
imperialism. The globalist (e.g. Giddens, 1996; Rosenau, 1997) account gives equal status to other 
dimensions of social activity and emphasizes the spatial attributes of globalization rather than 
conceiving globalization a solely economic phenomenon or a purely ideological construction. 
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maintain global communication. 

According to De Swaan's (200Ia) political-economic framework of the global 

language system (see Section 2.1.3), English is labeled as a 'hyper-central' language 

connecting 'super-central' languages with one another and that therefore constitutes 

the linguistic hub of the global system. As super-central languages serve as a 

regional lingua franca, English, located at the very center of the global language 

system, has become the main language of international communication as well as 

the dominant language of global advertising and popular culture. Consequently, 

globalization both facilitates the spread of English and is facilitated by it in a 

dialectical, reciprocal manner. 

2.2.5 Features of English as a Global Language 

Brutt-Griffier (2002) provi~es a unifying theoretical perspective in order to 

identify the various strands involved in the making of World English. Focusing on 

the development of world English, she differentiates four central features of global 

language as a explanatory framework for English spread: (1) econo-cultural 

functions; (2) the transcendence of the role of an elite lingua franca; (3) the 

coexistence of the world language with other languages in a multilingual context 

with bilingual speakers; (4) language change via the process of world language 

convergence and world language divergence (ibid. pp. 110-124). 

As mentioned earlier, language spread depends crucially on the functional and 

communicative value of a language. In the case of global language, according to 

Brutt-Griffier (2002: 110), 

World language is a product of the socio-historical development of the world 
econo-cultural system, which includes the world market, business community, 

technology, science and cultural and intellectual life in the global scale. 

(original italic) 

A global language is, therefore, a language that penetrates most of the domains of 

the world 'econo-cultural' system. In terms of the econo-cultural spread of English, 

the evolution of global language coincides with the predominance of English native 

speakers in the world system where the spheres of the capitalist system, technology, 

knowledge and culture are linked. While technological developments, knowledge 
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industries and cultural goods have played an important role in the global economy 

and the process of globalization, English as the major medium of these spheres has 

become the language of econo-cultural functions. 

Another feature of English as a global language is related to its prevalence and 

accessibility. According to Brutt-Griller (2002), English is not a language 

exclusively used by certain socioeconomic elites. Rather, it is available to anyone 

who is willing to invest time and effort of learning it. In addition, rather than 

replacing other languages, English as a global language has spread in 

bilingual/multilingual contexts, which establish English alongside other languages 

(ibid.). On the one hand, the large number of ESL and EFL speakers strengthen the 

'external network effects' of English and contribute to its 'Q-value' by increasing 

the prevalence of English. On the other hand, the strength of linguistic third parties 

also reinforces the status quo of English as a global language in the global language 

system. 

The final feature of English as a global language derives from language change 

In the process of the spread of English. Brutt-Griller (2002) identifies two 

directions of language change within the development of global language: 

divergence and convergence; both of them reflect the inherent sociopolitical 

processes. While the process of world English divergence results in the 

indigenization of English and new varieties of English, the process of world English 

convergence creates the demand of maintaining unity in the global language. Beutt

Griller provides a linguistic model of macro-acquisition of world English (see 

Section 2.3.3) and argues that not only mother-tongue English language nations, 

mainly the UK and the US, but also non-mother tongue English speech 

communities, especially post-colonial countries in Africa and Asia, are active agents 

in the process of the creation of world English (ibid) 

Overall, Brutt-Griiller offers a historical and linguistic exploration of the 

development of English as a global language (ibid.). She argues that World English 

is the product of a world historical process and challenges critical accounts of 

English as an imperial tool (e.g. Phillipson, 1992). In the next section, the focus 

turns to socio-political and ideological dimensions of English and critical 

perspectives on global English will be examined. 
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2.3 Critical Perspectives on Global English 

This section reviews the critiques of the global spread of English, that is, 

criticisms of the socio-political and linguistic impact of English spread. Firstly, it 

examines Phillipson's theory of linguistic imperialism and the key issues in his 

account: the spread of English in relation to cultural imperialism, inequality, and the 

ELT industry. Then, it further discusses the critique of the effect of English on 

language death and language change. Section 2.3.2 assesses the notion of English as 

a so-called 'killer language' while Section 2.3.3 explores the development of New 

Englishes, and the concept of the ownership of English claimed by non-native 

English users. 

2.3.1 English Linguistic Imperialism 

Among all the criticisms of the global spread of English, Phillipson's (1992) 

Linguistic Imperialism is one of the most influential and controversial works in 

which he critiques the causes and impact of English spread. He claims to uncover a 

conspiracy behind the global spread of English and English language teaching. 

What Phillipson proposes is a linguistic counterpart of imperialism in Galtung's 

(1988) imperialism theory which analyses the world by making distinction between 

a dominant Centre (the powerful western countries and interests) and dominated 

Peripheries (the underdeveloped countries). It is claimed that the norms imposed by 

the dominant Centre have been internalized by those in power in the Periphery in 

order to legitimate exploitation. Language as the primary means for communication 

plays an essential role in the Centre's cultural and linguistic penetration of the 

Periphery. Therefore, by transmitting norms and ideas of the Centre through 

language, linguistic imperialism is not only a distinct type of imperialism but also 

pervades all the types of imperialism. In other words, linguistic imperialism is a 

subtype as well as an integral part of cultural imperialism, along with media-based, 

educational and scientific imperialism. 

Phillipson (1992: 47) defines 'English linguistic imperialism' as follows: 'the 

dominance of English is asserted and maintained by the establishment and 

continuous reconstruction of structural and cultural inequalities between English 

and other languages.' English linguistic imperialism is a subtype of 'linguicism', 
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and is defined by Skutnabb-Kangas (1988: 13) as 'ideologies, structures, and 

practices which are used to legitimate, effectuate, and reproduce an unequal 

division of power and resources (both material and immaterial) between groups 

which are defined on the basis of language.' Two main mechanisms legitimate 

English as the dominant language: 'anglo-centricity' - the ethnocentrism of original 

English users, referring to the practice of judging other cultures by the standards of 

one's own, and 'professionalism' - referring to see methods, techniques, procedures 

and theories followed in ELT as sufficient for understanding and analyzing language 

learning (Phillipson, 1992: 47-48). Phillipson argues that the unequal allocation of 

power and resources between core English-speaking countries and periphery

English countries has been affected and legitimated by anglo-centricity as well as 

professionalism in the field of ELT. The English language has been promoted in 

order to serve the interests of the Centre. 

Thus in Phillipson's theory of linguistic imperialism, English is placed at the 

core of the socio-political process of imperialism where the dominant Centre 

controls over the economic and political fate of the dominated Periphery. In short, 

what he attempts to uncover is how English has been promoted and supported by a 

range of institutions promoting the structural power of English linguistic hegemony. 

According to Pennycook (1999: l50), what Phillipson's view lacks is 'a view of 

how English is taken up, how people use English, why people choose to use English. 

Thus, the power of Phillipson's framework that is also its weakness.' Phillipson's 

notion of linguistic imperialism has been criticized by writers such as Davies (1996) 

and Bisong (1995) for his over-emphasis on the domination and effect of the 

English language, for neglecting other factors in the process of English spread and 

for his self-confirming hypotheses (Fishman, 1993). Criticisms of Phillipson's 

argument can be generally divided into two categories: empirical examination and 

theoretical debate. 

Scholars from post-colonial countries have questioned Phillipson's claim of 

English linguistic imperialism. It is argued that linguistic imperialism should not be 

over-generalized and needs to be scrutinized contextually. Bisong (1995) evaluates 

Phillipson's claims by examining the following questions in the context of Nigeria: 

Has English succeeded in displacing or replacing other languages in the post

colonial countries? Has the dominance of English caused local culture to be 
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undervalued and marginalized? Why did writers literate and fluent in their mother 

tongues write in English? Through these pragmatic and relevant questions, Bisong 

argues that in Nigeria English, like other indigenous languages, is one of the 

linguistic choices and it functions as a pragmatic instrument without endangering 

indigenous languages and cultures. He then criticizes Phillipson for failing to 

. perceive the complexities of the sociolinguistic situation in Nigeria and for 

attempting to over-generalize the situation in one part of the Periphery. 

In Post-Imperial English, a volume of empirical research on status change and 

English in post-colonial countries from 1940 to 1990, three interlocking questions 

were raised in order to seek empirical evidence for Phillipson's linguistic 

imperialism (Fishman, 1996): Was English still 'spreading' in the non-English 

mother-tongue world? Was the continued spread in any way directly orchestrated by, 

fostered by, or exploitatively beneficial to the English mother-tongue world? Were 

there forces or processes contributing to the continued spread of English? From case 

studies of English in various former British and American colonies, Fishman 

concludes that the continued spread of English was related more to their 

involvement of the modern world economy rather than to the English mother

tongue world. In addition, English in most former British and American colonies 

was no longer a reflection of externally imposed hegemony, but part of the everyday 

discourse following its own commonsense needs and desires. Although English can 

be linked to social stratification (e.g. a functional division of labor between English 

and the local vernaculars) and the increasing use of English in the future is 

foreseeable), English and local languages can actually complement each other by 

satisfying different needs and having different social functions. 

Rubal-Lopez (1996) argues that Phillipson's focus on the relationship between 

colonialism and the spread of English excludes potentially significant factors for 

analyzing the spread of English worldwide. These include details and characteristics 

of nations where English is used, and the comparison between colonial and non

colonial countries, and can lead to over-generalizations regarding the spread of 

English. Phillipson's macro-social perspective is also criticized for failing to attend 

the micro-social issues of domination as well as to apprehend the reality of 

periphery classrooms (ibid.). From his perspective, the status of English will only 

be challenged by changing the structure of geopolitical relations, and the existing 
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resistance to English in the Periphery, e.g. nativized visions of English and the 

hybrid mixing of languages in indigenous communities, is ignored (Canagarajah, 

1999). As Canagarajah further argues, the determinism and impersonality of 

Phillipson's analytical models, i.e. Galtung's theory of imperialism and dependent 

theory, preclude him from investigating some of the more complex issues of 

linguistic domination and resistance. 

The theoretical foundation of Phillipson's linguistic imperialism has also been 

questioned. Davies (1996) challenges Phillipson's Linguistic Imperialism by 

pointing out his ahistorical and insular view of English and the problem of his self

confirming hypotheses. The latter refers to Phillipson's deterministic insistence of 

revealing the unequal power relations behind the post colonial promotion of English, 

and it has biased the judgments of the facts and the presentation of his arguments. 

Davies also argues that in Linguistic Imperialism the post colonial development of 

English is isolated from other imperial languages, and not only the interaction of 

English with other languages but also the responses, decisions and resistance from 

the Periphery has been ignored. In addition, Phillipson is criticized for 

overemphasizing the role of language and the structural and hegemonic power of 

English spread, and for blaming the English language as the major cause of 

disadvantage in the Anglophone Third World (ibid.). 

From a Marxist point of view, Holborow (1999) argues that Phillipson's Center

Periphery model fails to explain the material realities in the Periphery, in the sense 

that the Periphery is not uniformly suppressed by the Center and that local ruling 

classes of the periphery countries are the actual beneficiaries of capitalist 

development. In fact, education and linguistic policies in these countries are 

measures conforming to local ruling classes' interests rather than the consequence 

of cultural imperialism. The term 'linguistic imperialism' is therefore misleading 

because 'it deflects attention from the source of the inequalities, as well as missing 

the contradictory character of language itself' (ibid. p.78). According to Holborow, 

Phillipson's theoretical tool and analysis is not sufficient to explain the modem 

world today and language is not a determinant of the world order. Conrad (1996) 

argues that it is not Iinguicism but imperialism that induces the exploitation and 

disadvantage of the former British and American colonies. Language is only an 

irtdication of imperialism, and it is not languages per se that are in conflict. Instead, 
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it is people merely using different languages to create conflict in the first place. 

Consequently, the concept of linguistic imperialism in part reveals the socio

political role of languages and power relations between different language speakers 

under the global structure, and it needs to be investigated further in different 

contexts. The significance of the criticisms made by Phillipson, and other writers 

such as Pennycook and Tollefson, is that they have brought socio-political and 

ideologically radical questions to the forefront. These issues have tended to be 

ignored in the field of Applied Linguistics and ELT for some time. They also offer 

an interdisciplinary view on the unprecedented phenomena of global English. For a 

fuller discussion of the criticisms of English spread, the following sections will 

focus on the key issues in Phillipson's argument of linguistic imperialism: cultural 

imperialism, inequality and the ELT industry. 

English and cultural Imperialism 

Tomlinson (1991) summarizes four approaches to analyzing the characteristics 

of cultural imperialism, namely: cultural imperialism as media imperialism; cultural 

imperialism as a discourse of nationality; cultural imperialism as the critique of 

global capitalism; cultural imperialism as the critique' of modernity. He points out 

that the first three can be seen as detenninants of the cultural condition of modernity, 

and argues that the various discourses of cultural imperialism could be regarded as 

protests against the spread of (capitalist) modernity. In this respect, the spread of 

Western imagery and culture is construed as a new fonn of imperialism. This is 

referred to as 'cultural imperialism', and it is claimed that it can reinforce the 

dependency of the Periphery on the Centre. 

One of the most profound cultural impacts of imperialism might be language 

practice. As Laitin (1993) (quoted in Sreberny-Mohammadi, 1997: 61) claims: 

Of all the cultural ties that still bind Africa to Europe, it is the continued use of 

European languages as the official languages of African states that remains 

most significant. 

For languages are both a medium of communication as well as an identity symbol. 

On the one hand, it, in part, signify one's nationality, culture, ideology and ethnicity, 

and works as a social organism constructing its communities and in tum constructed 
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by its users, on the other. In most former British colonies in Africa and Asia, e.g. 

Nigeria, Kenya, and Malaysia, English has often been adopted as the official 

language in education, administration and law. The language policies and language 

politics in these countries tend to reflect a twofold dilemma in the process of their 

nation building, i.e. national unity vs. linguistic nationalism, and modernization vs. 

resistance to imperialism. For example, Kembo-Sure (2003: 247-8) describes the 

prevailing attitudes towards English in Kenya. 

For many Kenyans the position of English in their environment is taken for 

granted, for it is the language their children have to learn at school. To this 

group it is simply the language children must learn in order that they may get 

ahead in life and other questions may not be warranted. [ ... ] On the other 

extreme there are Kenyans, mainly the educated elites, who link English to 

their country's inglorious past of political and cultural subjugation. This group 

is opposed to the status of English as an official language, the language that 

dominates the public life of many Kenyans. The link with the ignoble past 

causes this group to assert that Kenya will not be fully free from neo

colonialism until it divests itself of the language of slavery and oppression. 

In the global context, it is claimed that English is learned because of its connection 

to popular culture and the mass media, e.g. American films, television, popular 

music and other mass entertainment. In other words, the domination of American 

culture has reinforced the spread of English while English as a mechanism for 

participating mass consumer culture facilitates the process of Americanization. 

However, the concept of cultural imperialism has been criticized as it fails to 

explain how a cultural practice can be accepted in a context without coercive 

imposition (Tomlinson, 1991) and for overstating external determinants and 

undervaluing the internal dynamics in the Periphery (Garofalo, 1993, cited in 

Golding and Harries, 1997: 5). As Kroes (1999) argues, most of the research on 

cultural production tends to focus on the senders (the Centre) rather than the 

receivers (the Periphery). They often over-emphasize the hegemonic and structural 

power that can benefit the Centre (the senders), and hypothesize the Periphery as 

passive and submissive receivers. Therefore the subjectivity of the receivers and the 

resistance from the receiving end is often ignored. In the case of the global spread 

of English, similar argument has been raised by scholars such as Davies (1996) and 

Bisong (1995). It is argued that the spread of English is not a static interaction but 

rather a dynamic one. Moreover, the decisions of the Periphery are far from 
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dependent but can be contextually different. The subjectivity of the receiving end is 

therefore legitimated by the notion of choice and the resistance to hegemony. 

Following Phillipson's (1992) linguistic imperialism and Pennycook's (1994) 

claim of restricted notions of choice, Bamgbose (2003: 421) raises a valid point in 

the debate regarding the global spread of English; he poses the question: 'Is the 

choice of English a free choice or are there constraints that make the choice 

inevitable?' English language users and learners in ESL and EFL countries around 

the world do have a choice which, however, is constrained by 'functionalist' or 

'hegemonic' reasons, e.g. international communication and national unity. For 

example, in Asian contexts the dominance of English might be driven by internal 

needs and interests. However, as Tsui and Tollefson (2007: 18) claim, 

their language policy responses to globalization have been shaped, and even 

detennined, by the linguistic practices and preference of multinational 

corporations, transnational organizations, and international aid agencies. Asian 

countries have little choice but to legitimize the hegemony of English. 

In this sense, Pennycook appears justified in arguing that the notion of choice is 

problematic in tenns of its meaning and interpretation. Constraints on a choice 

cannot deny the subjectivity of the decision makers while a choice under constraints 

cannot legitimate the freedom that the notion of choice implies. In other words, both 

the concept of cultural imperialism and the notion of choice are weakened as well as 

hindered by the resistance to hegemony and appropriation of English in the 

Periphery. The dichotomy between the dominant Centre and the dominated 

Periphery in discourses of cultural imperialism is problematic, especially when the 

Periphery is no longer a passive and submissive receiver but a more active 

participant in the process of English spread. However, the resistance to the nonns of 

the ENL countries in a way reveals the existing power relationship between the 

Centre and the Periphery. 

Pennycook (1995:48) argues for a more dynamic as well as clearer picture of the 

global spread of English: 

A critical paradigm [is needed] that acknowledges human agency and looks 

not only at how people's lives are regulated by language, culture and discourse 

but also at how people both resist those fonns and produce their own fonns. 
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Rather than only focusing on English speaking countries (the senders) and the 

norms (messages), it is claimed that there is a need to attend the receiving end: in 

other words, the resistance and localization or hybridisation of messages. Many 

researchers (e.g. Canagarajah, 1999; Sonntag, 2003; Eoyang, 2003) have 

investigated the anti-hegemonic or resistance perspectives which can provide a 

more interactive and integrated view on the global spread of English. And by 

shifting the focus from the Center to the Periphery, it allows Periphery participants 

to claim their ownership of English. (see Section 2.3.3) 

Inequality and English 

Tollefson (2000:8) raises a paradox regarding the global spread of English: 

[Although] English is widely seen as a key to the economic success of nations 

and the economic well-being of individuals, the spread of English also 

contributes to significant social, political and economic inequalities. 

The dominant status of English as a global language, on the one hand, facilitates 

and increases intem.ational communication and interaction. However, it may also 

result in a new form of global stratification that depends on access to the lingua 

franca of a global elite. It is claimed that the dominance of global English has 

resulted in unbalanced power relations between native English speakers and non

native English speakers (Phillipson, 1992; Pennycook, 1994, 1995; Tollefson, 2000). 

In addition, while English has taken a very important position in many education 

systems around the world, it has also become a gatekeeper to positions of prestige 

in society (Pennycook 1994, 1995). 

In former British and American colonies where English is used as an official 

language in the education system and government, English is an instrument by 

which individuals, who can afford to learn English in expensive schools, can have 

greater educational and economic advantages later in life. In the global context, 

English as a global language has become the dominant language of international 

communication, business and technology, and is the most widely studied language 

in the world 1 (Graddol, 1997; Ho and Wong, 2003). While English-speaking 

I The proportion of all school students studying modem languages in Europe: English 60.3%, French 
30.4%, German 5.2%, Spanish 3.5%, other 0.6% (Graddol, 1997: 45). 
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countries may benefit from the privilege of their mother tongue and from the 

English education industry, non-English speaking countries and individuals have to 

invest their own time, effort and expense in order to acquire the English language. 

It is therefore argued by some (e.g. Tollefson, 1995, 2000) that a new form of 

socio-economic inequality has emerged between native English speakers and non

native English speakers in international contexts, and between those with and 

without English proficiency in the outer and expanding circles. Under this 

stratification, English as a variety or as a lingua franca is still subject to the 

legitimacy and constrains of ENL countries in terms of standards and education (see 

Section 2.3.3 for further discussion on new Englishes and the ownership of English). 

Scholars such as Pennycook (1995), Auerbach (1995) and Tollefson (1995) 

question the widespread ideological view of English as an instrument for gaining 

individual economic opportunity, and argue that the global spread of English is part 

of a wider political, social and economic process that results in economic inequality. 

Their argument regarding the relationship between global English and global 

inequality deserves careful examination. 

To a certain extent, their critique of global English has some plausibility. The 

global spread of English is not a simple phenomenon of prevalence of skills or 

technique, but a complicated process with socio-cultural and politico-economic 

implications. English might not be the cause of global inequality but has become an 

important factor in intensifying inequality. However, as several writers have pointed 

out (Fishman, 1996; Conrad, 1996; Davies, 1996), it is the world political-economic 

system rather than the English language alone that is responsible for global 

inequality. English is not the centre or the major cause of global inequality but only 

part of the world system that indicates the unbalanced power relations. Therefore, 

English as a global language can be seen as an infras~ructure and a medium for the 

world political-economic system, and will continue to be the prestigious instrument 

for development as long as its predominant status retains. 

English, the ELT Industry and international education 

Another important aspect of English spread is the global development of 

English language teaching and learning, and the ELT industry. As one of the major 
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growth industries around the world in the past thirty years (Crystal, 1997), the ELT 

industry provides the inner circle English users, including the US, the UK, Canada, 

Australia and New Zealand with a new form of international trade: English 

education industry. This market process may well intensify and expand the use of 

English around the world (Kaplan, 2001). 

In addition, the global spread of English and the dominant status of English in 

major international domains (see Table 1.1) also promotes higher education in ENL 

countries, as well as the English-medium higher education. For example, in the case 

of the natural sciences, English has obtained a predominant status, and up-to-date 

textbooks and research articles are more easily obtainable in English. The 

dominance of English in the sciences (Ammon, 2001) results in the growth of 

higher education in English-speaking countries, mainly the US and Britain, and 

leads to the development of the English-medium higher education in non-English 

speaking countries. Graddol (1997) suggests that the international demand for 

specialist courses of ESL will rapidly increase in the following decades and new 

forms of higher education will become an important part of international education. 

These may include hybrid courses (e.g. Information technology in English) and 

joint venture enterprises between institutes in English-speaking and non-English 

speaking countries. 

The promotion and revenue of international education provides not only 

educational and economic benefits, but also political and national interests. In a way, 

the ELT industry, international education, and the predominance of English have 

established an influential global framework of English promotion. On the one hand, 

the predominant status of English benefits the ENL countries in the global market of 

higher education and enhances the development of the ELT industry worldwide. On 

the other hand, the international education provided by the ENL countries, and the 

rapid growth of English language teaching and learning worldwide, tends to 

reinforce the predomination of global English. 

However, as the dominant language in the global market of education, can 

English function as a neutral language without imposing the underlying ideological 

and cultural values of its original users? By examining the discourse of English as 

an international language, Pennycook (1994) argues that the promotion of English 

has changed from the pre-Second World War era in that development aid became a 
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global commodity. He claims that English language teaching practices are cultural 

practices rather than the neutral, natural and beneficial classroom methodology or 

technology. Furthermore, the ELT industry is not only a world commodity or a 

service industry, but also an integral part of international capitalism and global 

structures of dependency (ibid.). Pennycook (2000) therefore argues that socio

political and cultural political viewpoints are needed in the English language 

classroom in order to reflect the larger cultural and social world. By examining the 

government policy of the UK and the US, the capitalist global market of English, as 

well as the academic discourses of English language teaching and learning, 

Phillipson (1992, 2000) also challenges the neutrality of ELT. He argues that ELT is 

promoted worldwide by agencies, such as the British Council, which not only 

respond to the demand for the English language, but also aim to reinforce the 

demand. In addition, the ELT profession, including language teachers and those 

training the profession, conspire to keep the predominance of English by tenets, 

beliefs and practices adopted in ELT. It is argued that English has been promoted by 

the UK and the US for their national interests. A conspiratorial role therefore is 

imposed on ELT activities. 

However, it can be argued that Phillipson's account considerably overstates the 

political influence and status of the ELT profession and ignores the subjectivity of 

English learners around the world. As De Swaan (200Ia) suggests, the global 

popularity of the English language is mainly due to the benefits it can provide. 

People worldwide choose to learn English not just because of the promotion by 

agents, such as the British Council, but also because of its high communicative 

potential. Crystal (1997) and Graddol (1997) maintain that the global spread of 

English should be regarded as a consequence of modem historical development of 

the world politico-economic system, rather than a conspiracy to retain the 

domination of English speaking countries. In other words, the dominance of a 

certain language is more a byproduct of the politico-economic world, rather than a 

political goal in itself. 

Nevertheless, it is also undeniable that ELT practices and international 

education cannot be value-free nor culturally appropriate. The impact of global 

English is social, cultural, as well as ideological, for language is culture-bounded 

and so are its pedagogy, textbooks and methodology. ~anagarajah (2002) and Gray 
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(2002) argue that there is a need to examine various paradigms of ELI' from the 

Centre in terms of its methodology, pedagogy and coursebooks and to have a say in 

the Periphery language classrooms. Although it is native English speakers who are 

believed to be in the legitimate position of holding the norms and standards of 

English (also see Section 2.3.3), the power relation in the scenario of ELI and 

international education is not static. ELI is not a one-way transmission of language 

norms and cultures. As far as learners from different cultures are concerned, ELI is 

not only a huge business worldwide but also a forum where different cultures, 

ideologies and viewpoints can meet. 

2.3.2 English, Language Endangerment, and Linguistic Rights 

The commonly accepted estimate of languages in the world is between six and 

seven thousand. According to recent estimates, 2,500 languages are likely to die out 

by the end of the twenty-first century. Research on endangered languages has been 

conducted by scholars (e.g. Crystal, 2000; Dalby, 2002) who advocate the need to 

halt the loss of languages and investigate the cause of language death. Ihe reason 

why the loss of languages should be stopped lies in the multiple and abundant 

resources embodied in different languages. The existence of linguistic diversity not 

only provides us various linguistic properties but also the evolution of human mind 

that languages can reveal. Moreover, languages can preserve and transmit a number 

of unique elements including insights into the structure of the human world 

embodied in other languages, and the creativity and flexibility generated by 

interaction between languages (Dalby, 2002). 

One of the criticisms of the spread of English is its threatening impact on other 

languages. In most former colonies of British Empire in Africa and Asia, as a 

language of imperialism and predominance in government, education, technology 

and business, English has been blamed as the major cause of language death. It is 

claimed that English curtails the developments of other languages or poses a direct 

threat to the existence of other languages while it becomes dominant in most 

significant domains oflanguage usage (e.g. Phillipson and Skuttnab-Kangas, 1996, 

1997; Miihlhausler, 1996; Skuttnab-Kangas, 2000a). For instance, Skuttnab-Kangas 

(2000b: 24) argues that the 'consciousness industry' (by which she means formal 
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education and the mass media) is one of the direct main agents for causing language 

death. Through the education system and the mass media, the necessity of the 

dominant language and the inferiority of other languages tend to become reinforced. 

Linguistic genocide therefore happens when speakers learn the dominant language 

at the cost of their mother tongues, rather than in addition to them. 

This is also the case in the context of globalizing world. Fishman (2001) points 

out that the sheer difficulty of saving threatened languages is due to the worldwide 

movement toward modernization and Westernization driven by American

dominated globalization. The dominant languages in the world are the so-called 

'killer languages', and it is claimed that the foremost among them is English. 

In order to protect linguistic diversity threatened by English, Linguistic Human 

Rights as one type of human rights have been advocated (Phillipson and Skuttnab

Kangas 1995, 1996, 1997; Skuttnab-Kangas and Phillipson 1995; Skuttnab-Kangas 

2000b). It is claimed that 'rights are needed for speakers of dominated languages, 

who individually and collectively experience linguistic "wrongs", marginalization, 

and ultimately the extinction of the languages' (Phillipson and Skuttnab-Kangas 

1995:483). By legally binding linguistic human rights in language policy and 

language education, linguistic and cultural diversity is then possible to be cultivated 

and preserved in terms of language ecology. 

English can be a cause of endangerment of minority languages in contexts 

where it has direct contact with other languages (Mllhlhausler, 1996; Skuttnab

Kangas 2000a). English as a locally dominant lingua franca has indeed curtailed 

small languages. However, it should be noted that other regional lingua franca and 

national languages can have the same threatening impact on the small languages in 

the regions or territories. Dalby (2002) suggests that the decline in the total numbers 

of languages worldwide is caused by the development of large centralized political 

units in human society. He maintains that if we focus on the development of world 

languages in the twentieth century, it is the underlying assumptions and ideological 

paradigm of the nation-state that often leads to linguistic nationalism. These 

political entities tend to emphasize the need for ethnic and linguistic unity and, 

therefore, invariably marginalize other smaller languages. 

As a result, in most former colonies of British Empire and America, English has 
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been retained its official status in the process of nation building for solving the 

problem of considerable ethno-linguistic diversity in their territories and for access 

to Western knowledge and technology (see Wright, 2004; Ferguson, 2006). 

Holborow (1999) argues that Phillipson's appeal for the promotion of local 

languages, in order to counteract inequality, does not necessarily promote linguistic 

rights. On the contrary, linguistic rights can lead to nationalist policies and has been 

used by local elites as an excuse for oppression and division in parts of Africa and 

Eastern Europe. 

Consequently, although English might be responsible for language death in 

certain contexts, it is the political and ideological development of human society, 

e.g. nationalism, that can cause the decline of the number of world's languages. To 

some degree language is an index as well as an instrument of political power. For 

threatened languages, the major threats are their weak political status and the 

domination of the national or official languages in education, government, and 

media. 

2.3.3 'New Eng/ishes' and the Ownership of English 

The global spread of English and its predominant status worldwide had a 

significant impact not only on its users, but also the way it can be used and 

developed. This section examines the controversial issue of the status of 'New 

Englishes' and the claim of the ownership of English in the outer and expanding 

circles. 

The other tongue: The emergence of New Englishes 

At the end of colonial period, 'New Englishes' emerged. They were defined as 

the localized forms of English in post-colonial countries, such as India, Singapore, 

Nigeria and Philippines. The 'indigenisation' or 'nativization' of English varieties 

manifests the diversification of English and has provoked the controversy over the 

models, norms and standards for English in the outer-circle countries. 

On one side of the controversy, Kachru (1985, 1992a, 1992b) proposes a 

paradigm shift for the study of World Englishes and advocates that many types of 

English, instead of a unified form, exist in the outer-circle countries. It is argued 
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that they have their own sociological, linguistic, and literary manifestations. In this 

sense, English no longer exclusively belongs to the inner-circle countries. It is a 

. medium for expressing context-specific meanings, and an independent and 

decolonized identity. 

According to Kachru (1985, 1992b), there are two types of models of English: 

native and institutionalized non-native. The new varieties of English in the outer- . 

circle countries are the institutionalized varieties of non-native English. Their main 

characteristics are as follows: 

(a) they have an extended range of uses in the sociolinguistic context of a 

nation; (b) they have an extended register and style range; (c) a process of 

nativization of the registers and styles has taken place, both in fonnal and in 

contextual tenns; and (d) a body of nativized English literature has developed 

which has fonnal contextual characteristics which mark it localized. (Kachru, 
1992b: 55) (original italic) 

Focusing on the acculturation and navitization of English in the outer-circle 

countries, Kachru's work provides a framework of sociolinguistic and sociopolitical 

analysis in the study of World Englishes and advocates their rights of the language. 

In contrast, Quirk (1990) advocates the necessity of teaching Standard English 

in all three of Kachru's circles. He argues that new English varieties in the outer 

circle are not legitimate varieties of English because of the instability and because 

of their lack of description of local norms. There is also considerable concern 

regarding the loss of, intelligibility if the drift of English varieties accelerates. 

Additionally, in terms of English language teaching, scholars in Applied Linguistics 

and the public are skeptical of the non-native English norms not only for the 

linguistic deviation, but also for international intelligibility. 

The debate on the status of New Englishes tends to focus on the tension between 

international intelligibility and local identity. McArthur (1998,2001) suggests there 

is a centripetal/centrifugal paradox in world English in that there may be an increase 

in the variety and local prestige of the language which may be at odds with 

powerful pressures towards a world standard. Moreover, it is claimed that this trend 

may continue. 

Brutt-Grimer (2002) provides a framework to explain the development of world 

English (see Section 2.2.5). In her view, second language acquisition is a socio-
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historical process, and New Englishes are regarded as the products of social second 

language acquisition when 'a speech community not only acquires the language but 

also makes the language its own' (ibid, p.13 7). In order to explain the unity of 

varieties of English, Brutt-Griiller proposes a centripetal diagram of forces (see 

Figure 2.2) which distinguishes between the two types of bilingual speech 

communities in terms of macro-acquisition 1 (type A macro-acqusition coincides 

with ESL contexts of English spread; type B macro-acqusition coincides with EFL 

contexts of English spread). By continuing mutual interaction in major international 

domains (e.g. business, popular culture, science and technology), World English, 

that is, the language of the world speech community of English, creates a 'centre of 

gravity' which retains the essential linguistic unity among the varieties of English. 

Mother Tongue 
Englishes 

Type A 
macro-acquisition 
Englishes 

\.\......... .... 

\-'.... . .. , .... 1'/ \ .. \\ .... __ --r __ 

TypeB 
macroacquisition 
EngJishes 

Figure 2.2 Language convergence with world English (Brutt-Griffler 2002:178) 

In the past two decades, much research on New Englishes has been conducted 

(see Bolton, 2003). Through the claim of pi uri-centricity of English, the codification 

of innovations and bilingual's creativity, the model of New Englishes has been 

recognized and accepted by many scholars (e.g. Kachru 1992a, 1992b, 2005; 

Bamgbose,1998). It is argued that to a certain extent the ownership of English has 

been passed from native to non-native speakers in the outer circle (Seidlhofer and 

1 According to Brutt-Griffler (2002), macro-acqusition refers to the acquisition of a second language 
by a speech community and emphasizes the thrust for change in the process of social second 
language acquisition. 
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Jenkins, 2003). However, as Ferguson (2006) points out, the recognition of New 

Englishes as legitimate varieties does not necessarily lead to the acceptance of 

teaching a local model of English in school. This is because of the lack of 

codification of local norms and the benefits that learning Standard English can 

provide. Overall, the New Englishes have obtained socio-political and 

sociolinguistic recognition but there are still doubts in regard to adopting them as 

adequate teaching models. 

In the next section, I will move on to the expanding circle and the international 

context, and examine the issue of English as a global lingua franca and its 

pedagogical implications. 

The ownership of English and the pedagogical implications of 

English as a lingua franca 

Following the paradigm of New Englishes, the native speakers' ownership of 

English has been questioned by several writers (e.g. Widdowson, 1994, 1997; 

Seidlhofer and Jenkins, 2003) in order to establish the legitimacy of English using 

in the outer circle and to justify the use of English as a lingua franca (ELF) in EFL 

countries without being constrained by the norms of the inner circle. In general, 

there has been considerable discussion regarding the norms and models involved in 

teaching English worldwide, especially in the outer and expanding countries 

(Widdowson, 1997, 1998; Brutt-Grimer, 1998; Deneire, 1998; Seidlhofer, 2001, 

2004; Jenkins, 2000, 2004). The difference between ENL and English as a lingua 

franca needs to be addressed as it reflects a fundamental shift of the orientation of 

TEFL (Teaching English as a Foreign Language). The issues involved include: 

levels of correctness to appropriateness and differences between native-like to 

forms of global inclusiveness. In the face of English varieties and English language 

teaching worldwide, the nature and practice of Standard English has thus become an 

important issue among ELT practitioners and academics. 

Widdowson (1994) questions the native speakers' 'ownership of English' and . 
proposes that Standard English is an international language that serves a whole 

range of different communities and their institutional purposes. Widdowson (1997) 

goes on to argue that through the development of autonomous registers which can 
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guarantee specialist communication within global expert communities, English has 

spread as an international language. He therefore suggests that English as an 

international language is English for specific purposes (ESP) and proposes an 

approach of English teaching focusing on the language use in the secondary 

international communities, e.g. academic and professional activities, rather than one 

focusing on the authentic language of use in current English pedagogy. However, in 

spite of the difficulty of imposing ESP in school curriculums and the question of the 

suitability of ESP for international communication and interaction (Brutt-Griffler, 

1998), Widdowson's ESP approach reveals the paradox of English as an 

international language in EFL countries. Although ESP approach emphasizes 

communication and information rather than community and identity, it is still 

subject to constraints of the academic criteria of the original English speaking 

countries. 

In attempting to democratize English, Seidlhofer and Jenkins (2003) argue that 

the goal of English education in the expanding-circle countries is to teach English 

as a lingua franca rather than English as a native language, because the goal of 

learning English for non-English speakers is not to 'communicate with native 

speakers but with non-native speakers around the world (Seidlhofer, 2001). Jenkins 

(2000) identifies pronunciation as the area of greatest prejudice and argues that the 

main accent in EFL pedagogy, e.g. RP or GA, is not widely used among Ll 

speakers and is unlikely to be appropriate for L2 pedagogy. An alternative model of 

phonological core of intelligibility which excludes difficult and irrelevant items for 

interlanguage intelligibility, e.g. I e I and 10/, is therefore proposed. In addition, as 

Seidlhofer (ibid.) points out, the lack of empirical work on the most extensive use of 

English as a lingua franca worldwide among 'non-native' speakers prevents us 

from regarding speakers of lingua franca Eng(ish as language users in their own 

right, and results in the continuing dominance of native English. She therefore 

suggests an alternative model for teaching English as a lingua franca and argues 

that 'the most typically English' features, e.g. third person-s, tags, idioms, are not 

crucial for communication of English as a lingua franca in international contexts 

(Seidlhofer, 2001: 149). 

Graddol (1997, 2006) argues that when English becomes an international lingua 

franca, the future of English is no longei determined by its native speakers but by 
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all users around the world. For a more democratic and fair world of international 

communication, an ELF norm might be necessary. Ammon (2000: Ill), for 

example, refers to the 'postulate of the non-native speakers' right to linguistic 

perculiarities'. However, the model of ELF is still more a socio-political claim than 

a practical objective in pedagogy. As Ferguson (2006) points out, there are some 

methodological difficulties in codifying ELF norms (e.g. the diversity of ELF users' 

proficiency level and linguistic background, and the instability of communicative 

contexts) and conceptual obstacles in accepting an ELF model, i.e. the attachment 

to native-speaker-like competence as the ultimate benchmark. Overall, the claim of 

the ownership of English and an alternative model of ELF can be regarded as an 

attempt to resolve the unbalanced power relations between native and non-native 

English users in terms of communication and pedagogy. Nevertheless, it also shows 

the inevitable gap between theoretical conceptualization and educational practices 

in the spread of global English. 

2.3.4 Conclusion 

To sum up, criticisms of the wide spread global use of English reveals the 

complexity of this unprecedented phenomenon, and also shows the need for more 

thorough and contextually-based investigations. Jenkins (2000: 4) makes the point 

that since English is the global language and the necessity of global English is 

confirmed, it is more important to look ahead and consider how to 'make the 

language more cross-culturally democratic' for all English users around the world, 

rather than argue the socio-historical inequality in English spread. Consequently, the 

critical perspectives of global English are significant for it provides socio-cultural 

and political analyses of the dominance of English and provokes further 

investigation of its impact on different contexts. In the next section, the focus will 

be on the context of East Asia and Taiwan, and the contextual development of 

global English will be examined. 
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2.4 Global English in East Asia and Taiwan 

Neither globalization nor the global spread of English is a monolithic 

phenomenon. Diversities not only exist between ESL and EFL countries, e.g. India 

vs. Japan, but also between different ESL countries, e.g. Botswana vs. India, and 

between different EFL countries, e.g. Germany vs. Taiwan. The implications of 

global English are different according to different local contexts, including 

historical and cultural backgrounds, ethnic and linguistic situations, and different 

local responses. 

This section focuses on Taiwan in the context of East Asia, and looks at the 

contemporary history of its development, and the implications of globalization and 

the English language. Although East Asia refers to a geographical region and has 

been used for describing a group of societies in that area, the concept of East Asia is 

far from explicit. The main characteristic of East Asia is its wide diversity in terms 

of geography, ethnic origins, languages, religious beliefs and philosophies. However, 

in this section, East Asia refers to countries with similar economic development and 

cultural-historical background, and focuses mainly on China, Japan, Korea and 

Taiwan. 

2.4. 1 The Context of East Asia 

This section reviews the wider context of East Asia in relation to Taiwan and 

looks at its socio-historical and politico-economic development. It is important to 

provide this historical background as it can explain the main factors which helped 

create modem East Asia and clarify its relationship to the current spread of English 

in this region. 

A brief historical review: East Asia and the world in the nineteenth 

and twentieth century 

The Western intrusion in East Asia in the nineteenth century 

The intrusion of Western. power was the dominant theme of contemporary 

development of East Asia in the nineteenth century. The Opium War in China in 

1839 manifested the beginning of the Western intrusion. Through modem 
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technology and advanced warships, the British Empire not only won the Opium War 

but also imposed an 'unequal treaty' on the Chinese government, including the 

demand for a large indemnity. These demands included, among others, the opening 

of more trading ports, and the possession of Hong Kong. This pattern was repeated. 

Later in the nineteenth century more concessions were given to the British, the 

French, Americans and Russians. Aware of Western intrusion in China, other East 

Asian countries e.g. Japan and Korea, had been looking for the means to reject or 

cope with the threat of the Western power. However, to a certain extent, most of 

East Asia had encountered the intimidation of the Western power and were forced to 

open the country to contact and trade. 

Western expanSIOn had resulted In confrontations, resistance and 

transformations in East Asian societies in terms of economy, military, politics and 

culture. However, while modernization theorists claimed that Asian societies before 

the nineteenth century were static and unchanging societies awaiting 'opening' and 

'modernization', it is far from the truth. According to Tipton (1998), Asian societies, 

such as China, Japan, Korea and other Southeast Asian societies, actually 

experienced significant economic development and social changes before the 

Western intrusion. What happened in the mid-nineteenth century in East Asian 

societies e.g. China, Korea and Japan, was, in a sense, a 'double crisis' where 

internal disorder provided opportunities for the expansion of Western power. 

For instance, in the mid-nineteenth century China not only suffered the Opium 

War in 1839-42 but also the Taiping Rebellion of 1851-64. It revealed the two mian 

crises confronted the Chinese government, namely: the increasing pressure from 

Britain-led Western powers seeking for trade and diplomatic equality, and the 

internal unrest reflecting the failure of Chinese bureaucratic system, economic 

disorder and influence of the West. On the other hand, in Japan, in 1854, the 

American fleet arrived. At that time the Tokugawa government was debating of how 

to deal with the inevitable threat of the Western hegemony. This double crisis led to 

the Meiji Restoration of 1868 and later led to far-reaching transformations of 

Japanese society which included the decline of traditional aristocratic power. 

The consequence of Western expansion in East Asia was less a process of 

modernization than a confrontation of civilizations. Based on industrial technology, 

Western power not only proved superior in East Asia but also announced the 
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opening of the industrial age where East Asian societies had no choice but have to 

confront challenges from outside and change. As Tipton (1998: 19) suggests, 

Change was imperative. [ ... ] To retain or regain one's independence, to 
achieve wealth and power, indeed to survive, Asians needed modern -
meaning Western - technologies, both in industry and in agriculture. The 
tensions between the need for change and resistance to change, and the 
divisions between individuals and groups over who would benefit from change, 
form key themes in the histories of all Asian countries. 

By 1870, most of East Asia had been opened up to Western goods and ideas, and 

by the early twentieth century, all of Southeast Asia except Thailand had been 

incorporated into Britain, French, Dutch, and Spanish-American empires. As Cohen 

(2000: 2) points out, from a perspective of international relations, the events in 

contemporary East Asia actually had no difference from the pattern that could be 

found in most of human history: 'the constant struggle of states for wealth and 

power'. It was this tendency of human history that helped shape the background of 

the rise of East Asia in the following century. 

Imperialism and nationalism in East Asia and Taiwan 

China and Japan were two major actors in the recent history of East Asia as well 

as in the contemporary development of Taiwan. Clearly, China was influential due 

to its immense size and its historical 'and cultural relations with Asian societies, 

while Japan, as the first industrialized economy in Asia, became a new power and 

provided patterns and models for the other countries of Asia. The responses of the 

Chinese and the Japanese to the Western intrusion led to different national 

developments later in the twentieth century. But they also provided successful 

paradigms for the rest of Asia. Historically, Taiwan was under Chinese rule since 

1683, and under Japanese colonial ruler from 1895. However, these experiences 

provided the initial foundations of it modem development. 

Facing the intrusion of the West in the nineteenth century, the Chinese 

government understood that modernization of military technology ,and 

industrialization was crucial in order to compete with the West. Although a 

consistent self-strengthening program had been implemented, including building 

arsenals, armies, navies, railways and steamship companies, the lack of central 
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direction combined with the continuing internal disorder were fatal to China's 

resistance to the Western expansion. This failure resulted in its later incompetence. 

in combating the intrusion of the new imperialist power within East Asia, namely, 

Japan. 

Cohen (2000) proposes that in the late nineteenth century the most noticeable 

development was not the continuing expansion of Western power in East Asia, but 

the rapid recovery and transfonnation of Japan. The intrusion of the West and the 

need for rapid industrialization led to the restoration of Japanese imperial power and 

united the country under the Meiji Emperor. Detennined to defend themselves 

against the Americans and the Europeans and to become one of the great powers, 

the Japanese learned from the West and established a strong central government, a 

strong military and the basis of later Japanese imperialism. Alongside the 

transfonnation of its political and military system and the development of Japanese 

imperialism, a new Japanese national identity was developed at the same time. 

Rather than emerging from an inherited Japanese tradition, Japanese nationalism 

was constructed by ideas and elements from Japan, China and the West. By 

distinguishing the Japanese from other Asians, the belief in Japanese uniqueness 

and racial superiority was created and therefore used to justified Japanese 

expansionism and militarism. 

In the 1920s and the 1930s Japan established its imperialist system in East Asia, 

including Taiwan, Korea, and Kwantung and Manchuria in China. Japan's intention 

to take over Taiwan from China started from the 1870s. In 1895 China was defeated 

by Japan in the Sino-Japanese war and ceded Taiwan to Japan in perpetuity in 

accordance with the Shimonoseki Treaty. As Japan's first experience of colonialism, 

Taiwan was an important colony of Japan for half a century until Japan's defeat in 

the World War Two. By 1945, the colonial rule of Japan had established the 

conditions for the emergence of a Taiwan nationalism fostered by the negative 

effects of Japanese rule. There was systematic social discrimination against 

Taiwanese in employment and professional opportunities and the forceful 

introduction of Japanese as a common language in Taiwan (Huang, 2000). 

Tipton (1998) points out that Japan as a successful model of defending itself 

against the West was a double irony for the development of Asian nationalism. On 

the one hand, the Japanese exemplified a nation-building process through an 
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artificial creation of national identity. But it also created the conditions· for 

establishing new nation states in the rest of Asia by its expansionism and 

imperialism. In spite of the wide diversity in language, culture and politics, most 

East Asian countries subjected to direct colonization, or informal empire by the 

early twentieth century, had tried to create a sense of nationalism in order to gain 

their national independence. 

Although from a global point of view Taiwan is a part of East Asia, the 

influence of imperialism on it was contradictory as well as twofold in the late 

nineteenth century and twentieth century. It had experienced the Western 

imperialism as well as imperialism within Asia. Unsurprisingly, such experiences 

led to ambivalent feelings towards the West and its rulers. Taiwan is an island of 

key strategic position in East Asia had to struggle for survival and seek its own 

identity between the old Asian empires-China, and the newly arising Asian 

imperialism-Japan. However it also needed the support of the western countries in 

order to gain its own independence. In a sense, the ambiguous and contradictory 

status of Taiwan determined its development later in the twentieth century. 

The East Asian 'Miracle' 

Taiwan together with some of its Asian neighbors has been epitomized as the 

Miracle in East Asia by the World Bank (World Bank, 1993). It has been seen a 

successful transformation from an agrarian economy to a newly industrialized 

country since the postwar period. The explosive economic development of East 

Asia in the past decades can be perceived clearly in the rapid increase in its share of 

the global market (see Table 2.2) where the East Asian share of world GNP (Gross 

National Product) between 1960 and 1999 doubled in contrast with the inactive 

share of most other regions. Arrighi et al. (2003) also examined the changes in the 

relative GNP per capita (GNPPC) in order to exclude the influence of factors, such 

as regional increase of the share of world population. Table 2.3 again highlights the 

rapid growth of its economic performance in East Asian region. The rise of East 

Asia has drawn much attention and to a certain extent has shifted the power of 

world economy eastward in the post-Cold War era. However, according to Table 2.2 

and 2.3, the share of North American, Western Europe, and Australia and New 

Zealand, though stagnant, remains significant and predominant, and in a way 
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reveals the nature of the world economy in the late twentieth century. 

Table 2.2 Regional Shares of World GNP (and population) (Arrighi et al., 2003: 303) 

Region 1960 1970 1980 1990 1999 

EastAsia 13.0 19.5 21.S 25.9 25.9 

(3 S02) (3 83) (3 8.0) (37.1) (35 .9) 

Australia and New Zealand I.7 1. 6 1.5 1.5 1. 6 

(0.5) (0.5) (0.5) (0.5) (0.5) 

North America 35. 1 30.6 29.2 29.2 29.8 

(7.9) (7.4) (6.8) (6.2) (6. 1) 

South and Central America 5.8 5.7 7.0 5.6 5.S 

(8.2) (88) (93) (9.5) (9.7) 

Western Europe 40.5 38.7 36.4 33.5 32.3 

( 12.4) (10.9) (9 .5) (8. 1) (7 .7) 

Sub-Saharan Africa 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.0 1.0 

(6.8) (7.2) (7.8) (S.S) (9.4) 

Middle East and North Africa 1.2 1.3 I.7 1.7 1.7 

(4.0) (4 .2) (4.5) (4.9) (5.1) 

South Asia 1.3 1.3 1.2 1. 5 1.9 

(22 .0) (22.7) (23 .8) (24.8) (25 .7) 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

( 100.0) ( 100.0) (100.0) (100 .0) (100.0) 

• Calculations based on World Bank (1984,2001) 
• Countries included in East Asia : China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, 

Singapore, Taiwan and Thailand. 

Table 2.3 Regional GNPPC as percentage of "world" GNPPC (Arrighi el al., 2003: 304) 

Region ~ 1960 1970 1980 1990 1999 

East Asia 34.2 5 1.0 57.4 69.8 72. 1 

Australia and New Zealand 339.4 330.5 32 1.0 317. 1 356.9 

North America 442.9 415 .7 432. 8 468.9 489.4 

South and Central America 70.7 65.0 75.7 58.9 59.9 

Western Europe 327.6 353.4 384 .2 411.4 417.4 

Sub-Saharan Africa 18.8 17.4 15.5 11 .8 10.5 

Middle East and North Africa 31.2 31.1 37.5 35.5 33.9 

South Asia 5.8 5.6 5.0 6. 1 7.4 

Weighted Average 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Source: See Table 2.2 

The economic development of East Asia in the past decades has stimu lated 

discussion of these rising economic powers, namely: Japan and the four 'Tiger 

Economies' including South Korea, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Singapore, as well as 

China. As several writers show (Tipton, 1998; Berger and Borer, 1997; Pape, 1998), 

the rise of East Asia lies in the past events which helped transform today's Asia and 

in its relative standing with the West. 

From the end of the Second World War to the collapse of the sociali st regimes in 

Eastern Europe in 1989 and the disintegration of the Soviet Union in 1991 , the Cold 

War was the core framework of world politics after 1945. The East-West 
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antagonism led by the Soviet Union and the USA created a competitive 

international circumstance for power politics, the arms race as well as ideological 

and cultural expansion. The threat of nuclear weapons and intense hostility between 

the two blocs resulted in a critical ideological hiatus between their respective 

members. The USA as the superpower of the world and the representative of 

capitalism provided the strategically key countries in East Asia the membership for 

not only its political alliance, but also the global capitalist system. 

As Berger and Borer (1997) argue that the Cold War determined the industrial 

rise of East Asia after 1945. It is suggested that the US-led politico-economic order 

in Asia and the economic resurgence of Japan provided the framework for 'East 

Asian Miracle' (Cummings, 1984). Under the framework of the Cold War, the 

restriction of international and intra-national politics combined with the economic 

support and tolerance from the US had made economic growth an inevitable priority 

on the agenda of national development in East Asia. 

In the Socialist camp, Mainland China took a very different route of economic 

development in the late twentieth century. Since 1978 China has been through 

major changes in its political system. China's anti-Soviet status was confirmed with 

the rapprochement of the US-China relations and with its commitment to socialist 

modernization and its Open Door policy of 1978. 

Deng Xiaoping's rise to power signified a fundamental shift in China's national 

and foreign policy. By concentrating on economic construction, China maintained a 

dialogue with the Western countries and with former socialist camp and made great 

efforts to re-integrate China into the world economic system (Li, 1999). Deng's 

rationale of his economic reform was to improve the people's material and cultural 

life. As Starr (2001: 73) suggests, Deng operated economic reform with just two 

principles: 

Reform measures were legitimate if they-promoted rapid economic growth and 

if they did not weaken the Party's control of the political system; everything 

else was subject to compromise. 

For Deng, socialism became 'socialism with Chinese characteristics'. Under this 

slogan, China as an economy has made, liberal use of capitalist methods to jump

start and fuel its remarkable growth since the reforms began (ibid.). Although there 
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are still many problems remaining in China's political and business environment, 

China has been, and will continue to be, an important economy in the world. This is 

partly due to its vast domestic market and the advantages attributed to its immense 

size. 

2.4.2 Political and Economic Development of Taiwan 

Focusing on the politico-economic development of Taiwan, this section 

provides an overview of the socio-historical background that has transformed the 

position of Taiwan in the world and influenced its language and education policies. 

The modern history of Taiwan 

The emergence of Taiwan in world history 

Taiwan's first appearance in the modern history of the world was around 1590, 

when the first Western ship passed by the island. Jan Huygen van Linschoten, a 

Dutch navigator on a Portuguese ship, exclaimed "!lila Formosa" (meaning 

'Beautiful island~). Originally, Taiwan was inhabited by tribes of Austronesian 

aborigines. After the subsequent settlement of the Dutch and the waves of settlers 

form China, the aborigines retreated to the hills and mountains, and became later 

called Gaoshan Zu (the Mountain tribes). 

The Dutch invaded the southern part of Taiwan in 1624 and establishes colonial 

rule from 1624 to 1662. In 1662 the Dutch were defeated by Zheng Cheng-kung 

(better known in the west as Koxinga), a loyalist of the Ming dynasty, who was 

against the newly established Qing dynasty. He and his family ruled this island for 

21 years until 1689. The Manchus of the Qing dynasty replaced Zheng and ruled 

Taiwan for the next two hundred years' (1683-1895). During this period oftime, 

Taiwan remained a forgotten corner of the Qing Empire and became an island for 

people to escape to, in order to avoid the wars and famines on the mainland China. 

Taiwan in relations with China and Japan before 1945 

In 1887 the Qing government decided to declare Taiwan as a province of the 

Empire for preventing the expansion of Japan's influence in the South. However, 
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China was defeated by the Japanese in the Sino-Japanese war (1894-1895). In the 

Treaty of Shimonoseki Taiwan was ceded to Japan and became a colony of Japan 

for the next fifty years (1895-1945). Although the Japanese encountered resistance 

at the beginning of its occupation, through a powerful centralized bureaucracy and a 

brutal police force, the colonial rule of Japan was very strict but relatively 

successful in purely material ways, such as instigating modernization projects. 

For example, Gold (1986) points out that it was the Japanese who got capitalist 

development underway in Taiwan and modernized Taiwan's economic 

infrastructure in order to support foodstuffs and raw' materials for Japan, and to 

convince the Western powers that Japan deserved to be treated as an equal power. 

For most of the Taiwanese, the occupation of Japan had been very oppressive. 

Japanese rule saw the imposition of the Japanese language, its exploitation of 

Taiwan's natural resources and the privileged status of the Japanese masters. 

However, as argued above, Taiwan did in fact materially benefit from Japanese rule 

in terms of new transportation infrastructure, health and education systems and the 

development of agriculture and industries. 

While Taiwan was colonized by Japan in the late nineteenth and early twentieth . 

century, China had suffered from a series of external pressures and internal 

disturbance, e.g. the attack on China by the western powers; 'unequal treaties' that 

China was forced to sign with the West; domestic rebellion and the internal demand 

of political and social reform grown from the increasing national poverty and 

weakness. In 1911 revolutionaries led by Dr. Sun Vat-sen (1866-1925), who is 

regarded as the father of modern China by the People's Republic of China (the PRC, 

Mainland China) and the Republic of China (the ROC, Taiwan), overthrew the Qing 

dynasty and then established a new government: the Republic of China. However, 

the new Republic of China was only a nominally single nation, for without broad 

basis of mass support and without an effective leadership and army to enforce 

political power, China soon disintegrated into regional kingdoms dominated by 

warlords. 

In the early 1920s the Kuomintang (KMT, the Nationalist Party), which was 

founded by Dr. Sun to. spearhead the revolution, was reorganized. Under the 

leadership of Chiang Kai-shek (1887-1975) who became party leader in 1925 

following Dr. Sun's death, the KMT army from Canton on a Northern Expedition 
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gained control over the heartland of China and started a decade of Nationalist rule 

of China (1927-1937). However, in the late period of the Northern Expedition, 

Chiang started to purge the Communists in the KMT for suspecting the Communists 

of intending to destroy the Nationalist revolution, and led to the conflict between 

the KMT and the Chinese Communist Party in modem China. 

During the following two decades China encountered both foreign invasion 

throughout China and a devastating civil war. When the Sino-Japanese war (the 

Pacific War) ended with Japan's surrender in 1945, Taiwan was formally returned to 

China on 25 October 1945 and meanwhile the Nationalists and the Communists 

began a full-scale war for control of China. In 1949 the Communists won, and 

Chiang and the KMT army and government retreated to Taiwan. On December 9, 

1949 the KMT government moved its temporary capital to Taipei, Taiwan. For the 

exiled KMT government, Taiwan as an appended island province of China was 

'merely a sideshow of their grander effort to recover and reunify all of China after 

World War Two' (Gold, 1986: 52). 

Taiwan in relations with Mainland China and the US after 1945 

After the collapse of the KMT regime on the Mainland China in 1949, it was 

expected that the KMT regime in Taiwan would soon fall. For a brief period, the US 

government decided to pursue a non-intervention policy. However, in 1950 the 

outbreak of the Korean War led to a dramatic reversion of the US strategic aims in 

the Asia-Pacific region. The Korean War was perceived by the US government as 

part of Communist expansion in East Asia and Taiwan was then considered an 

important ally against communism in East Asia. Economic and military aid from the 

US was to be resumed. However, the U.S. 's support to Taiwan was interpreted by 

Beijing as a hostile action intended to block the reunification of China. 

For the next two decades, Taiwan served as an important regional base for the 

US's anti-Communist chain in the East-West antagonism led by the Soviet Union 

and the US (the Cold War), and under the protection of the US the status of Taiwan 

was held 'undetermined'. In 1972, the US president Richard Nixon visited 

Mainland China and issued the Shanghai Communique with the PRC government 

for acknowledging that there is but one China and that Taiwan is a part of China. 
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Under the new leadership of Deng Xiaoping and the Carter presidency, the US and 

the PRC nonnalized their diplomatic relations in 1979. The US recognized the PRC' 

as the sole legal government of China, and agreed to tenninate formal diplomatic 

relations and the Mutual Defense Treaty with the KMT government while keeping 

commercial, cultural and other unofficial relations with the people of Taiwan. 

A special legislation, the Taiwan Relations Act, was passed in order to affirm 

that any attempt to determine Taiwan's future other than by peaceful means would 

be considered as a threat to the Western Pacific area and of great concern to the US. 

The Taiwan 'Relations Act not only manifested the international recognition of the 

PRC as the sole regime of China and the de facto existence of the ROC in Taiwan, 

but also the controversy of the Taiwan issue with China: i.e., the legal status of 

Taiwan, the intervention of the US and the problem of reunification of China. 

Although Taiwan was aware of its dependency on the US for its security needs, 

it endeavored to become more indepen~ent in regards to both military security and 

economic growth. For the US, it needed Taiwan's support to reinforce its anti

Communist alliance in the Asia-Pacific region. However, as Maguire (1998) points 

out, the changing power balance of international relations led to the rapprochement 

of US-PRC relations. Both the US and the PRC viewed each other as a less 

significant threat than the Soviet Union. Accordingly, the US downgraded its 

relations with Taiwan. 

Thus after the collapse of the Soviet Union, the PRC lost its importance as an 

ally against the Soviet Union while it became a significant party in the world for its 

vast domestic market and its international role as an great power in Asia. In a way, 

the US policies towards Taiwan and towards the Mainland China-Taiwan 

controversy remained the same after 1979. The aim was to achieve a peaceful 

settlement of Taiwan issue, and refrain from persuading Taiwan to unify with 

Beijing, as well as from supporting Taiwan independence. In the twenty-first 

century, Taiwan still relies on America's de facto support in terms of politics and 

national security in the event of any real military threat from China, while the most 

important factor influencing America's policy on Taiwan and Mainland China is 

more likely its commercial interests in China (ibid.). 
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The Taiwanese economy and its development 

Taiwan's economy grew considerably in the early 1960s. since then, Taiwan has 

achieved remarkable growth with the increase of per capita income from less than 

US$200 in 1965 to more than US$13,OOO in 2000 (Chow, 2002). Maguire (1998: 79) 

attributes the rapid economic development of Taiwan in the late twentieth century to 

a number of causes, they include: 

macroeconomic stability, the flourishing of a class of entrepreneurs in the 

SME [small and medium enterprise] sector, a commitment to the expansion of 

international trade, an investment in education and science and technology as 

well as a forward looking policy towards industrial and economic 

development on the part of successive governments. 

As Metraux (1991) suggests, the rapid economic development in developing 

countries such as Taiwan and South Korea is based on several social and political 

requirements, e.g. pressures from external environment, motivation of success, 

human' capital and a strong government. Metraux also adds that development in 

countries like Taiwan is shaped by the interaction of the state, social classes and the 

world system. The crisis or threat to national survival will lead to mobilization of a 

people in an effort to survive (ibid.). Under the disadvantages of structural 

conditions, especially the problematic status of Taiwan and the conflict between 

Mainland China and Taiwan, Taiwan was forced to modernize in order to meet the 

real threats from Mainland China. The initial motivation behind economic 

development therefore is to 'build Taiwan into a defensive bastion and to beef up it 

supplies and productive capacity for the imminent counterattack' (Gold, 1986: 123). 

In terms of geopolitics, the political climate of the Cold War and the global 

economy has been favorable to the economic growth in Taiwan. The US not only 

played a decisive role in Taiwan's political development but also in its economic 

development. Aid from the US after the Second World War and the accessibility of 

the US market were important factors determining the economic rise of America's 

East Asian allies (Shin, 1998). The military guarantee from the US and the 

enormous amount of investment and loans from the US stabilized Taiwanese society 

in terms of politics and economy in the 1950s and 1960s. The exporting market of 

the US was also an essential factor of Taiwan's success in international trade. In 

addition, the network of overseas Chinese in East Asia and Taiwan's historic 
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connections to its former colonist - Japan and to Mainland China also facilitated the 

development of Taiwanese business in Asia. 

Although economic development has been a common goal of almost all political 

regimes in the modem world, the distinctively high degree of state intervention has 

made East Asian economies distinctive from democratic capitalism in Western 

Europe. Shin (1998: 4) identifies the characteristics of East Asian economy as 

'authoritarian capitalism' and argues that 'the core dynamic force of economic 

growth in East Asia is not market demand but state demand. ' Through effective state 

intervention in the economy, governments in East Asia can provide significant 

financial support and guidance for the private sector. The authoritative and 

centralized regime in Taiwan (the KMT government, 1945-2000) has created and 

maintained a favorable economic environment by implementing policies aimed at 

repressing labor and political dissent, establishing centralized economic policy

making organization, controlling the flow of money, initiating export-oriented 

industrialization as a strategy for economic growth, and helping to make domestic 

capitalists internationally competitive through state resources and power (ibid.). 

Since the end of twentieth century, Taiwan has moved from a low-skilled labor 

intensive economy to a high-skilled intensive economy, and has achieved key 

positions in the global computer market. However, following the economic rise. of 

Mainland China and the regime transfer from the KMT to the Democratic 

Progressive Party (DPP, the former political dissenters who advocates the separation 

of Taiwan from China), Taiwan inevitably faces enormous political and economic 

. challenges in the twenty-first century. Although the peaceful transition of power in 

2000 signifies the consolidation of democracy in Taiwan, the pro-independence 

image of DPP on Taiwan issue and the polarization on national and ethnic identity 

in the Taiwanese society has caused internal as well as external disturbance. 

The accessibility of the Mainland China's markets is the key factor that will 

determine Taiwan's economic future (Maguire, 1998). It is clear that hostile 

relations between the PRC and the DPP would be the major obstacles to the 

Taiwanese economic growth. The aim of the successive government, namely the 

DPP, is to maintain the internal socio-political stability, maintain Taiwan's strong 

economic performance, and improve the relations between Taiwan and Mainland 

China. Achieving these goals is crucial for the future development of Taiwan. 
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2.4.3 East Asian Perspectives on Global English. 

Conceptualizations of globalization in East Asia 

As discussed above, globalization is a controversial idea in terms of its origins, 

conceptualization, dynamics and consequences, and therefore needs to be assessed 

contextually. As Kim (2000:6) points out: 

The significance of contemporary globalization [ ... ] varies according to 

actors' respective resources, skills, and strategic choices or policies. Its impact 

on a state's power or role depends not only on the type of state but also on the 

state's globalization strategy. 

In China, it is suggested that globalization (translated as quanqiuhua) is 

understood as an objective condition in the world economy, rather than as a 

manifestation of US hegemony (Moore, 2000). Most Chinese observers and 

policymakers, including former President Jiang Zemin, conceive globalization as 

highly economic processes which will strengthen the trend toward multipolarity and 

constrain the US's pursuit of its hegemonic strategy around the world. Although 

globalization has created pressures for openness, it is regarded as exclusively 

economic. Therefore, China's increasing participation in globalization can be 

considered as means to exert greater influence over the process of globalization and 

to reinforce the multi-polarization of world politics. 

In contrast, Japan, as an economic superpower, sees globalization as forces 

imposed from the outside and could be detrimental to Japan's interest. Grime 

(2000:55) makes the point that, unlike 'internationalization' (kokusaika) in the 

1980s, 'Japanese commentators have tended to keep the concept of globalization 

(gurobaruka) at ann's length.' It is argued that the depressed state ofthe economy in 

the 1990s has resulted in an emerging consensus in contemporary Japan that 

globalization carries dangers and threats form outside and beyond Japanese control. 

Rather than regard globalization as a pure economic phenomenon, globalization 

(segyehwa) in South Korea is used as a term of promoting political, economic, 

social and cultural enhancement in order to reach the level of advanced nations in 

the world (Gills and Gills, 2000). This broad notion of globalization involves 

changes in all aspects from politics to economics to culture, including issues from 

women's rights, social security to knowledge of the English language. In fact, South 
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Korea's interpretation of globalization represents the ultimate goal of a national 

plan of development provided by the President Kim Young Sam's administration in 

the 1990s. 

In the context of Taiwan, the notion of globalization is politically and 

ambivalently used. White (2000: 151) argues that for Taiwan's leaders global 

environment contains two parts: 'Mainland China, which threatens them intensely, 

and the rest of the world, whose trade and potentially protective functions are 

welcome.' Because of its isolated status in the world and the threats from Mainland 

China, Taiwan endeavors to participate in every possible aspect of its global 

environment and openly calls for a third party, mainly the US, to contain China's 

intimidation. But it also calls for a Taiwanese identity and localization within the 

island. The dialectical discourse of globalization/localization in Taiwan is less about 

a long-term national plan than a short-term survival issue. 

Kim (2000) states that most East Asian countries, except China, Vlew 

globalization as a process of increasing interconnectedness which transmits values, 

ideology, global standards and organization principles. And among East Asian 

conceptualizations, with very few exceptions (e.g. South Korea) globalization 

invariably refers to economic globalization. Consequently, conceptualizations of 

globalization in East Asian countries, to certain extent, reflect not only the global 

trends from the outside but also the local experiences and responses while 

encountering the processes of globalization. 

Globalization and the English language In East Asia 

In the contexts of East Asia, no matter how globalization is conceived as an 
.. 

objective trend or imposed pressure, improved communication with the outside 

world is undeniable and irresistible. For the rise of East Asia relies heavily on 

international trade and rapid economic growth, and the maintenance of their 

economic advantage needs to have better understanding of potential customers and 

competing rivals. English as the language of power and the infrastructure of 

globalization is regarded as the key means to ensure their economic prosperity. 

Taking Japan as an example, the discourse of 'internationalization' in the 1980s 

can be seen as a response to the increasing interconnectedness of the world. It 
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represented the demand for better communication with its international partners in 

order to assure its economic success while maintaining its own identity (Kubota, 

1998). It also suggested an opening up to the world, and required intimate 

knowledge of the outside (mainly Western) world which particularly meant 

mastering the English language and promoting teaching and learning English. 

Although globalization for the Japanese implies uncontrollable changes imposed 

from the outside, it still results in local responses and solutions for the nation's best 

interests. 

In the context of Taiwan, it is argued that in spite of Taiwan's competitive 

advantage in high-technology manufacturing industries, its non-alphabetic language 

has a competitive disadvantage if global markets for products such as software 

continue to be dominated by English-speaking countries (Winn et al., 2002). 

Language is not only a means for business, but it also plays an important role in 

manufacturing. Therefore, expanding English education in Taiwan's elementary 

school has been conceived as an important measure to enhance national competitive 

capability in a global world (MOE, 1998a; 2000a; also see Chapter 4 for a fuller 

discussion). 

English ability and proficiency has become an important issue in most East 

Asian countries. Economic development, used as the major means to regain national 

power, has become the underlying force that has helped East Asia to promote 

English learning in order to obtain the greater knowledge of the world. As a result, 

the intimate relation between globalization, economic development and the English 

language is believed to be not only crucial for national development, but also the 

base of English promotion in East Asia. 

The ownership of English 

A number of writers have argued that English in East Asian countries should be 

recognized as English in their own right and that awareness of English varieties in 

the English classroom should be raised (e.g. Jiang, 2003; Wei Yu and Fei Jia, 2003; 

Hu, 2004, 2005; Shim, 1999; Matsuda, 2003). In China, Li (1993) proposes that 

China English should be defined as a variety of English whose vocabulary, 

sentences and discourse have Chinese characteristics. According to Hu (2004), a 
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learning model of China English is therefore advocated, as conforming to the 

existing Standard English varieties is both undesirable and unattainable. 

In Korea, it is claimed that after more than 100 years of consistent English 

education and testing, English in Korea has evolved a common set of English 

grammar rules and expressions which is now shared by all educated Koreans and 

can be referred as a codified variety of Korean English (Shim, 1999). Similar 

arguments can be found in discourses of English in Japan. Matsuda (2003) 

advocates the increasing role of non-native speakers in defining the forms and 

functions of the English language and proposes a learning model of English as an 

international language. 

The claims of the ownership of the English language in East Asian countries can 

be regarded as the continuing debate on World Englishes in the outer and expanding 

circles and it reflects the local responses and resistance to the norms of English in 

the inner circle. However, the feasibility of establishing the local model of English 

in EFL settings is questionable. English as an international language has been taught 

as a required subject in education systems, but it may not be used for domestic 

communication. Consequently, it might not have social or internal functions within 

these societies. The major function of the English language in these EFL countries 

is for international communication. Therefore, rather than to develop a local model 

of English, it may be more realistic to follow an English as a lingua franca model 

(see Seidlhofer and Jenkins, 2003). It is argued that this could enhance intelligible 

communication with the outside world. 

2.4.4 English in East Asia 

A historical review of the English language In East Asia 

The English language started to be taught in most East Asian countries in 

around the second half of the nineteenth century, following the arrival of the 

Western powers. In China, after the Second Opium War (1856-60), the English 

language was taught in missionary schools and colleges. The belief grew that 

knowledge of Western languages was imperative for communication between China 

and the Western powers, e.g. the diplomatic front and trade. As a result, several 

schools of foreign languages were established by the Chinese government, 
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including Tongwen Guan in Beijing (1962), Guang Fangyan Guan in Shanghai 

(1863), and Guangzhou Tongwen Guan in Guangzhou (1864). From 1875 to 1911, 

more than 600 works of Western fiction were translated into Chinese by 

missionaries and some Chinese intellectuals (Bolton and Tong, 2002). 

Having experienced considerable changes since the mid-nineteenth century, 

China now views the role of English language as a means to provide access to 

modem technology and knowledge. Since the 1978 Open Door policy, English was 

the major foreign language in educational system. In the 1980s and 1990s, the 

English language became an important means for modernization and to help 

increase China's influence in the outside world. 

After the American fleet arrived in 1853, English became the major Western 

language studied in Japan. During the Meiji period, the need to learn English 

actually was advocated by intellectuals. However, the prevalence of English 

language learning only started after the Second World War. Under the supervision of 

the US, Japan's post-war development including politics, economics and society, 

was strongly influenced by the American system and the English language. In the 

1960s and 1970s, the resurgence of Japanese economy increased the need of 

international communication and led to the promotion of 'internationalization' 

(Kokusaika) in 1980s. As Kubota (1998, 2002) suggests, learning English has been 

proposed as one of the strategies to 'internationalize' the nation. English has 

penetrated in different aspects of daily life, including TV programs, radio, movies 

and the Internet (Tanaka, 1995). One development of discourses on the English 

language in Japan is the emergence of arguments toward 'domination of English' or 

'English linguistic imperialism' (e.g. Nakamura, 1989; Oishi, 1990; Tsuda, 1990, 

1996; Kubota 1998). As the leading economic power in East Asia, facing the 

pressures of globalization in the 1990s and the culture and values embedded in the 

English language, the Japanese exemplified a model for dealing with global trends, 

exhibiting both resistance and accommodation. This has been the similar dilemma 

faced by most East Asian countries since the nineteenth century. 

In the case of Korea, the English language started to be taught officially in the 

first English school, Dongmoonhak, in 1883 and several other schools were opened 

by American missionaries after 1886 (Kim-Rivera, 2002). Later in the early 

twentieth century, under the Japanese protectorate, the development of English 
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education in Korea declined due to restrictions on learning English (ibid.). After the 

end of the Second World War, South Korea, as a strategic ally of the US in East 
, 

Asia was inevitably influenced by American culture and the English language. 

English, as the main medium for international communication, has gradually gained 

its predominant position among other foreign languages in South Korea. 

Similar developments can be found in the contemporary history of Taiwan. 

Language education in Taiwan in the early twentieth century was restrained during 

Japanese colonization. The KMT regime and the support of the US after 1949 

facilitated the development of English education in Taiwan. English has been 

offered as the only required foreign language in the elementary, secondary and 

higher education (Chern, 2003). As in other East Asian countries, the English 

language in Taiwan has been regarded as a major means for modernization and 

economic development in the late twentieth century. 

Current developments in English Language Teaching in East Asia 

The global spread of English as the major medium of international domains in 

the late twentieth century has strengthened the need to mastering English. This 

development has led to, several important developments in English language 

teaching in this region. 

Ho (2003: 18-23) summaries some general developments in English language 

teaching in East Asia in a review ofELT in 15 countries' education systems1
• The 

main trends are as follows: 

(1) Most of the EFL countries in East Asia have introduced English as a 

required subject in their education system, and have advocated teaching 

English from the early grades of primary schools, 

(2) The numbers and competence of English teachers and teacher trainers 

have become a crucial element for ELT to succeed in these countries. 

(3) A divide between the rural sector and the urban sector in the teaching and 

learning of English has emerged in several countries. For instance, in 

Malaysia, English is seldom used in rural areas due to a shortage of 

I Including Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, South Korea, Loa 
PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam. 
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qualified teachers and teaching materials. The urban sector is often 

equipped with better schools, teaching staff and well-motivated students. 

(4) Most of the countries in East Asia have been attempting to strengthen and 

improve ELT in the last 10 years through curriculum revision and other 

initiatives. 

(5) Objectives, targets and conditions of teaching and learning English vary 

among different education systems according to different cultural norms 

and ideological expectations. 

The extension of English education 

Governments of East Asia countries are introducing English as a compulsory 

subject at increasingly younger ages. Nunan (2003) investigated the impact of 

English as a global language in the Asia-Pacific region by examining the 

educational policies and practices toward the English language and found that 

English is now introduced at an earlier age as shown in Table 2.4 below. 

As we can see from the table below, in China, the perceptions and development 

of English education very much relates to China's conceptualization of 

globalization. Fro example, Jiang (2003:4) reports that: 

Chinese government at all levels have realized the importance of the [English] 
language for their modernization drive and are trying to persuade the people to 
learn it. 

Apart from the impact on education policies, the intention also reflects on the 

'Beijing speaks English' campaigns for 2008 Olympic Games and similar 

campaigns for 2010 World Fair in Shanghai. 

In Korea, English started to be taught from the third grade in primary schools in 

1995 and became a regular subject into primary schools in 1997 (Jeong, 2004). 

English is seen as the major means for national development in terms of 

government, education and business. 

The extension of English education in East Asia, on the one hand, increases 

opportunities and resources to access to the English language, but results in certain 

challenges on the other. The major challenge that East Asian countries may face is 

the quality and effectiveness of English education. The issue relates to the language 
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proficiency of teachers, the lack of appropriate teacher education and insufficient 

exposure to the English language (Nunan, 2003). 

Table 2.4 The impact of English as a global language on educational policies and practices in the 

Asia-Pacific region (Nunan 2003: 594) 

Country 

China 

Hong Kong 

Japan 

Korea 

Malaysia 

Taiwan 

Vietnam 

Grade level and age at 
which English as 
introduced as a 

compulsory subject 
Grade 3, Age 9 

Ycar 1, Age 6 

First year, Age 12 

Grade 3, Age 9 

Age 7 

Grade I, Ages 6-7 

Grade 6, Ages 11-1 2 

Frequency of Instruction 

Primary schoo l: 2-3 
40-minute lessons/week; 
secondary schools: 5·6 
45-minutes lessons/week 

Primary school: 4-6 
hours/week; secondary school: 
7-9 hours/week 

Junior high school:3 50-minute 
lessons/week 

Grades 3-6: 1-2 hours/week; 
Grades 7-9: 2-4 hours/week; 
Grades 10-12: 4 hours/week 

Primary school: 90 minutes! 
week; secondary school : 
4 hours/week 

1-2 hours!week 

Grades 6-9: 4 45-minute 
lessons/week; Grades 10-12: 
3 45-minute lessons/week 

'English/ever': The development of ELT industry 

Impact of English as a global 
language 

• age for compulsory English lowered 
from 11 -9 in September 200 I 

• English teaching emerging as private 
busi ness 

• English becoming increas ingly 
significant as uni versity ent ry 
requirement 

• English enhancing promotional 
prospects in the work place 

• overwhelming concern in government 
and business sectors that Hong Kong 
wi ll lose economic advantage if 
English language sk ills are not 
enhanced 

• from 2002, primary students 
increasingly exposed to English, 
especially li stening and speaking 

• compul sory English lowered from age 
13 to 9 

• huge financial investment in teaching 
English 

• concern with negative effects on 
national identity due to ea rl y 
introduction of English 

• concern with decline in educational 
standards and competitive economic 
advantage 

• fear of impact on national language 

• compulsory English lowered from 
Grade 5 to Grade I 

• English compulsory from junior high 
school (ages 11 -12) 

• English proficiency now required for 
most professional employment 

In the 1990s, the accelerating development of ELT business in East Asian 

countries has been described as 'English fever' or ' the craze for English' (Jiang, 

2003; Jeong, 2004). In China, the number of private ELT schools has increased 

dramatically in the past few years, and there are more than 3000 ELT schools across 

the country (Jiang, 2003). The rapid development of ELT industry in fact has been 

strengthened by government's promotion of English learning, parents' desire that 
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their children learn English, and the importance of English in academic circles 

(ibid.). 

The situation is similar in South Korea. 'English fever' ha~ been fuelled by both 

external and internal factors. A series of reforms of English education commenced 

in the 1990s has resulted in dramatic changes in English teaching, such as English 

teaching in primary schools, and reform of the college entrance examination. In 

addition, while Korea has become an industrialized country, the increasing need for 

international trade and interaction has resulted in an emphasis on English ability 

when companies recruited employees (Jeong, 2004). 

English as an Asian lingua franca 

For most East Asian countries, English is an important solution to achieving 

internationalization of their nations. English is rapidly becoming the linguafranca 

of Asia. For example, in organizations such as the Association of South East Asian 

Nations (ASEAN) and the APEC meeting English is the main working language. 

Several reasons have been proposed for the use of English as an Asian lingua 

franca and for the restricted development of other regional languages. As McArthur 

(2003) suggests, the regional role of the English language in Asia has been 

reinforced by its global role. In addition, the long history of interacting with English 

speakers, first the British Empire and later the US, and the influences from media, 

telecommunications and other main international domains have made the English 

language a useful and effective medium for international and regional 

communication. In addition, the educational practices at national level, including 

English education policy in most Asian countries and parents' demand of English 

education for their children, also result in the reinforcement of the status of the 

English language. 

The consequence of English as an Asian lingua franca is significant for the 

future of the English language. McArthur (2003 :22) points out the profound 

influence that the expanding-circle English users can impose: 

India and China apparently already account for at least half billion users and 
learners of English, a total that (before seeking to bring in equally soft statistic 
fonn elsewhere in Asia) could make the continent, in demographic terms, the 
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heaviest 'consumer' of English in the world - and even if this is not so at the 

time of writing, it is likely to become so in the not far distant future. 

2.4.5 The Role of English in Taiwan 

The emergence of English as the dominant foreign language 

English became the first foreign language in Taiwan when Japan ended its 

colonization of Taiwan and the Chinese Nationalist Party (KMT) took over the 

island. The US, as the victor of the Second World War and the supporter of Taiwan 

after 1949, replaced Japan as the center of regional power. The regime of the KMT 

government on Taiwan since 1949 and the political and economic support of the US 

assisted the development of English education in Taiwan. 'Foreign language 

education' in Taiwan basically means 'English education', for English has been 

offered as the only required foreign language in Taiwan's education system (see 

Section 4.3 for a fuller discussion about English education in Taiwan's education 

system). 

Although the defeat of Japan in the Second World War ended Japanese 

imperialism in East Asia, Japanese culture and language still exerts a significant 

influence on Taiwanese society. The change in the balance of power between 

Japanese and English can be illustrated according to Number of Taiwanese Students 

Applying for Visa to Study aboard in major foreign countries (see Table 2.5) by the 

Ministry of Education. Japan was the second most popular destination of 

international education in Taiwan from 1954 to 1992 while the US was the most 

popular country of further education from 1950 to 2005. However, because of the 

rapid global change after the end of the cold war and the increasing promotion of 

British education in Taiwan, the UK has taken over second place from Japan since 

1993. Consequently, English-speaking countries, including the US, the UK, Canada, 

Australia and New Zealand, have the largest proportion of Taiwanese students 

studying aboard, i.e. 88.5% in 2005 (see Table 2.6). The increasing number of 

students studying in English speaking countries, mainly the US and the UK, is an 

indication of the increasing influence of the English language and of the underlying 

influences of English speaking countries on Taiwan. 
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a e urn er of University Students Applvinc for Visa to Study abroad 'f; bl 25 N b 
1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
13,429 12,936 11,577 10,309 10,679 13 ,425 14,443 14,878 13,767 10,324 14,054 15,525 

USA 
14,042 13 ,109 

15,547 (-25%) 1(+ 36.1%) 1(+ 10.5% 

Canada 
2,133 1,671 1,507 1,997 2,6 10 3,03 1 2,280 2,359 2,159 

2,583 
2,296 2,433 1,8 13 2,149 2, 140 

(-25 .5%) (+ 19%) (- 0.4%) 

UK 
1,99 1 2,02 1 2,882 3,968 5, 131 5,095 6,4 14 6, 173 6,553 

8,567 
7,583 9,54 8 6,662 9,207 9,24 8 

(-30%) (+ 38%) (+ 0.5%\ 

France 
553 535 525 457 603 437 355 342 411 

552 
562 529 627 580 600 

(18.5%) (- 7.5%) (+ 3.5% 
472 460 387 48 1 462 312 345 305 295 345 400 442 402 475 

Germany 313 
(1 0.5% (- 10%) 1(+ 18. 2%) 

Austral ia 
799(a) 1,508 1,709 2,183 2,972 2,884 2,1 26 2,092 2,065 

2, 104 
2,397 2,894 2,823 2,246 2,679 

(-2 .5% (- 20%' (+ 19% 

New 274 290 552 70 1 649 275 365 342 39 1 
488 

645 740 57 1 534 498 
Zealand (-22 .8%) (-6.5%\ (- 6.7% 

1,350 1,645 1,480 1,700 1,649 1,573 1,696 1,745 1,337 1,556 1,748 
Japan 

2,990 2,053 1,7 15 
1,753 (-23.4%) (+ 16%) 1(+ 12.3%) 

Total 
22,64 1 21,434 20,854 21,446 24,75 1 26,939 27,627 26,200 29,037 

31,907 
30,402 32,0 16 24,599 30,72 8 

(-23 .2%) (+ 25%) 

(a) The student amount from July to December of that year. 
.. 

(Source: the MInistry of Education, Taiwan) 

able 2.6: The Statistic of University Students Applyin~ for Visa to Stud abroad (2002-2 005) 
2002 2003 2004 2005 

% % % % 
Japan 1,745 5.2 1,337 5.1 1,556 4.8 1,748 5.1 

South Korea 75 0.2 89 0.3 11 3 0.3 95 0.3 

Singapore 800 2.4 700 2.7 700 2.2 -

Russia 94 0.3 78 OJ 171 0.5 - -
USA 13,767 40.7 10,324 39.2 14,054 43.2 15,525 45.6 

Canada 2,433 7.2 1,813 6.9 2, 149 6.6 2,140 6.3 

UK 9,548 28.2 6,662 25J 9,207 28.3 9,248 27 .2 

France 529 1.6 627 2.4 580 1.8 600 1.8 

German 400 1.2 442 1.7 402 1.2 475 1.4 

Spain 179 0.5 206 0.8 179 0.6 168 0.5 

Italy 154 0.5 209 0.8 226 0.7 20 1 0.6 

Switzerland 100 OJ 85 OJ 98 0.3 -
Austria .. . ... ... .. . .. . .. . 356 1.0 

Australia 2,894 8.6 2,823 10.7 2,246 6.9 2,679 7.9 

New Zealand 740 2.2 571 2.2 534 1.6 498 1.5 

Other countries 373 l.l 352 1.3 3 10 1.2 3 12 0.9 

Total 33,831 100.0 26,318 100.0 32,525 100.0 34,045 100.0 
.. 

(Source. the MinIstry of EducatIon, TaIwan) 

Public view of English language learning: English as human 

capital 

In Ebele's (2001) study on Social Power and the Cultural Effects of 

Globalization: Why Do Taiwanese Learn English?, he suggests that the Taiwanese 

people choose to learn English under a convergent pressure from a number of 

sources: the top-down societal pressure from employers, government-mandated 

education and family attributed to the effects of globalization on the Taiwanese 

society; the bottom-up pressure in forms of personal goals and ambitions such as 
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travelling, learning about the world, increases in income, personal expectation of 

future English study, and impressing others. And although most Taiwanese who 

. actually choose to learn English are under the bottom-up pressure, most of the 

personal reasons are responses to the top-down pressure. He concludes that 

Taiwan's dependency on international trade and politics has led to a strong demand 

for learning English among working, farming, and middle classes for the 

association l;>etween English ability and better-paid jobs. He therefore suggests that 

English in Taiwan is a form of cultural capital and English ability is regarded by 

middle class Taiwanese people as a form of capital which makes them more 

productive and valuable to their employment (ibid.). 

In the context of East Asia, English language learning can be seen as a paradigm 

of human capital investment where individual motivations for learning English and 

national promotion of English learning converge (Wang, 2002). By examining 

English language policies, learning resources and the reservoir of bilingual 

(English-Chinese) manpower, in both Taiwan and China, Wang argues that any 

decline in English proficiency in the population in Taiwan would lead to a loss of 

competitive advantage. His account reflects the difficult political situation and 

severe economic competition faced by Taiwanese society. It also reflects the shared 

perception that the English language is an effective m~ans to deal with pressures 

from the outside world. 

Consequently, as in other East Asian countries, learning English has become 'a 

whole nation movement' in the twenty-first century's Taiwan (Chern, 2003). 

English has indeed had a major influence in the development of Taiwanese society 

in recent decades and it is this process that this thesis aims to investigate. To explain 

the detailed aims and background of this thesis, the research methodology will be 

presented in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 3 

Research Framework and 
Methodology 

3.1 Aims and Background of the Research 

The research proposed here is a case study of the impact of global spread of 

English in an EFL country, focusing on education, culture and ideology. Although 

the global spread of English has been investigated by many scholars employing 

various perspectives, its impact and consequences are still controversial (see 

Phillipson 1992; Davies, 1996; Seidlhofer, 2003). This is because not only the 

phenomenon of global English is unprecedented, but also because it is complex and 

contextually varied. This research intends to offer a study of the implications of 

global English in an East Asian country in order to obtain a more complete and 

detailed picture of this global phenomenon. There is a need to investigate the impact 

of global English through contextual and empirical studies in order to avoid 

over-generalized interpretations and assumptions regarding the global spread of 

English. In addition, an interdisciplinary research framework is proposed in this 

research in order to examine the relationship between language, power and ideology, 

and between the English language and globalization. In this sense, this research 

combines applied linguistics and sociological and cultural approaches and aims to 

investigate the educational, cultural and ideological implications of English spread 

in Taiwan in order to provide a discussion, as well as otTer recommendations for 

Taiwan's future development. 
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3.2 Research Framework and Research Questions 

'Why English?' is the question that many researchers have investigated in the 

late twentieth century, (Kachru, 1985, 1986; Crystal, 1997; Graddol, 1997; 

Pennycook, 1994). As the most widely spoken language in the world, the English 

language can have different meanings for different language users, e.g. ENL, ESL 

and EFL, in different contexts, such as post British colonial or East Asian countries. 

English as a global language therefore needs to be inspected contextually within the 

particular country. 

The principal research question of this study is as follows: 

What is the impact of English as a global language on local education, 

culture, politics and ideology in Taiwan? And how does the local society 

respond to the influences of global English? 

Four themes structure my research: 

- the relationship between language, power and ideology 

- the relationship between the English language and globalization m the 

Taiwanese context 

- the cultural and ideological implications of the spread of English in Taiwan 

- the local response to global English in Taiwanese society 

In respect of these themes, four different levels of the impact of English in 

Taiwan need to be investigated: 

1. InternationaV global: including international relations and interactions, 

foreign policies, and the politico-economic factors related to language 

competition in the world and to the development of the English language in 

Taiwan. 

2. Educational: English language policy, English education in Taiwan's 

education system, and the implications of extending English education at 

elementary level. 

3. Socio-cultural: the practices and discourses of cultural institutions, 

including educational and governmental organizations, which construct the 

meanings of the English language in Taiwan; the prevailing discourses 

about globalization and English promotion as found in the media in 
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Taiwan. 

4. PerceptionaVattitudinal: Taiwanese people's perceptions and expectations 

of the English language and of its effects. 

Through this research framework, the following specific questions are proposed 

and will be answered by looking at the four levels of the spread of English in 

Taiwan. 

IQuestion 11: What is the impact of English as a global language on Taiwan's 

education and language policies and on educational practices? 

In order to answer this question, the following documents will be collected and 

analyzed: language policy, language-in-education policy, and English language 

education policy implemented in Taiwan. The effect of English language education 

and the impact of English on local languages will be a particular focus. 

IQuestion 21: What meanings are being transmitted through discourses of English 

education and English promotion, e.g., governmental documents, 

educational publications, in Taiwan? 

In order to investigate how the English language is discursively constructed, 

governmental documents and educational publications about English language 

teaching and learning will be examined. Methods of Critical Discourse Analysis 

(e.g. Fairclough, 2001a, 2003; Chouliaraki and Fairclough, 1999;) will be employed 

here. (A more detailed discussion of Critical Discourse Analysis is presented in 

Section 5.2) 

IQuestion 31: How is English discursively constructed in the printed media? 

This question will be answered by analyzing advertisements and articles related to 

English education, globalization, global English and ELT in Taiwan's major printed 

media - newspapers. Critical Discourse Analysis will be employed (see Section 5.2 

for further discussion) in order to investigate the role of discursive practke in the 

maintenance of the predominant status of English in Taiwan and the ideological 

effects of discourses on Taiwanese society and the development of ELT in Taiwan. 

IQuestion ~: What are Taiwanese people ~ perceptions of the English language 

regarding impact on local languages, ELT and English learning, the 
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use of English, the function of English, and the positive and negative 

effect of global English? 

Interviews on a one-to-one basis will be carried out in order to investigate 

perceptions, and expectations, of the English language from individuals of different 

social backgrounds, e.g .. educational backgrounds, social status and professional 

expertise. The following aspects will be explored: attitudes towards the role of 

Mandarin, English, individual's mother tongue and other local languages in Taiwan; 

English language learning experiences; the use and functions of the English 

language in daily life and the mass media; the positive and negative influences of 

English as a global language on individual, socio-cultural and politico-economic 

levels in Taiwan. 

3.3 Research Methods 

3.3. 1 Document Analysis 

To obtain a comprehensive picture of the language situation and English 

education in Taiwan, there is a need to review important governmental documents, 

and related literatures in both English and Chinese on the English language and 

English education. This literature encompasses books, articles, government 

publications, official statistics etc. related to language policy and English education 

in Taiwan. 

3.3.2 Critical Discourse Analysis 

In order to .investigate the ideological character of English in Taiwan, official 

government documents and media texts are subjected to Critical Discourse Analysis 

(CDA). Fairclough (1992) maintains that every instance of language use is a 

communicative event which covers three dimensions: a text (speech, writing, visual 

image or a combination of these), a discursive practice (involving the production 

and the consumption of texts) and a social practice. In this sense, 'discourse is a 

form of social practice which both constitutes the social world and is constituted by 

other social practices'. (J0rgensen and Phillips, 2002:61). Thus, the analysis of 
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governmental and media discourses will focus on linguistic features of the text, 

processes relating to the production and consumption of texts, and the broader 

social practice to which the communicative event belongs. A fuller introduction to 

CDA is given in Section 5.2. 

3.3.3 Semi-structured Interviewing 

Interview schedule 

Semi-structured interviewing (see interview questions in Appendix 2) on a 

one-to-one basis is employed to investigate perceptions of Taiwanese people 

regarding the impact of English and ELT in Taiwan. Interviewees were encouraged 

to express ideas and opinions on the questions of the interview schedule. The 

following are the four main themes of the interview questions: 

I. Attitudes towards the role of local languages, English, individual's mother 

tongue and other foreign languages (Question 1-5) 

II. English education and English learning (Question 6-8) 

III. Use and functions of English in daily life and the mass media (Question 9-10) 

IV. Impact or influence (positive or negative) of English on individual, 

socio-cultural and polio-economic levels in Taiwan (Question 11-17) 

(I) The first part of the interview focuses on relations between English, local 

languages, individuals' mother tongue and other foreign languages. Since English 

has been officially introduced into the elementary curriculum in 2001, the 

effectiveness of language education in Taiwan has been much discussed in the 

media and among the public (e.g. CECA, 2003; Wu, 2004; Lin Cheng-yi, 2004). 

Many believe that English should be introduced into the state education system as 

early as possible (United Daily News, 13 Aug. 2002 and 23 Oct. 2003), while others 

oppose the emphasis on English and advocate the importance of education in 

Mandarin and local languages (Chang Chiang-chun, 2002; Lu, 2004). As a result, 

questions related to the language situation in Taiwan, the role of English, Mandarin 

and Mother Tongue in education and in general, and the relations between English 

education and education of other foreign languages are raised in the first part of the 

interview. 
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(II) Respondents are also asked to express opmlOns as to when English 

education should be introduced into school, on perceptions of mastering English 

and on their personal gains from learning English. This part of the interview aims to 

investigate individuals' perceptions of English education and its impact. 

(III) The third part of the interview focuses on individuals' perceptions of the 

use and functions of English in society and in their personal life. The aim is to 

investigate how important English is for daily-life communication and in the mass 

media. 

(IV) Finally, there are questions relating to the impact of English at 

socio-cultural and politico-economic levels. Subjects are asked to comment on the 

impact of English on local languages and cultures and on how positive or negative 

the impact of English has been on Taiwan generally. The final part of interview 

explores the implications of English spread in Taiwan in terms of individuals, 

society, economic development and cultures. 

All the statements made by interviewees during the interview were recorded and 

selectively transcribed for further analysis. Interviewees' perceptions of English will 

be examined and illustrated via the following aspects: the relations between English, 

local .languages and other foreign languages; English education and English 

learning; use and functions of English in Taiwan; the socio-cultural and 

politico-economic impact of English. 

Sampling of interviewees 

The sample of interviewees is not intended to be representative of Taiwanese 

society as a whole. Respondents rather are from the more elite section of society 

because these are the people who have the most contact with English and who are 

better placed to comment on its impact. 

The following groups of subjects are therefore included: 

Group 1: Governmental level 
Government official in Ministry of Education (1 Interview) 
(Han) Government official in Council of Indigenous Peoples (1 interview) 
(Aboriginal) Government official In Council of Indigenous Peoples (1 interview) 
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Group 2: Elementary level 
English teachers in elementary schools (3 interviews) 
Teachers of other subjects in elementary schools (3 interviews) 
Parents of elementary students (2 interviews) 

Group 3: Secondary level 
English teachers in high schools (3 interviews) 
Teachers of other subjects in high schools (3 interviews) 
Students in senior high schools (2 interviews) 
Parents of high school students (2 interviews) 

Group 4: Tertiary level 
English teachers at university/college level (3 interviews) 
Teachers of other subjects at university/college level (3 interviews) 
English major students (3 interviews) 
Non-English major students (3 interviews) 

Group 5: Members of the social elite 
Engineer, law clerk, medical doctor, researcher and executive. (5 interviews) 

Group 6: People in the private sector of the economy 
People from manufacturing Industry, techniCian, nurse and salesperson etc. (5 interviews) 

According to educational backgrounds, social status and professional expertise, 

forty-three interviewees were chosen. For presenting a significant representation of 

perceptions of English in Taiwan, this research includes informants of different 

levels of the education system (group 1 to 4), while interviews of social elites and 

people in other private sector are also conducted in order to show perceptions of 

English in other professions. (See Section 6.2.2 for a fuller discussion of the 

sampling methods) 

3.4 What Does this Research Contribute? 

The global spread of English has resulted in not only an unprecedented 

phenomenon of language spread and language contact, but also debates in the 

academic community in terms of the cause, process and effect of English spread. 

The controversy lies in the effect (positive or negative) of English on its non-native 

users, and in the socio-cultural and ideological implications of the spread of 

English. 

In the macro-social theory of linguistic imperialism proposed by Phillipson 

(1992), it is the hegemonic and structural power of English that leads to the 

dominance of the English language and the inequality between the 'have and 
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have-nots'. Phillipson's notion of English 'linguistic imperialism' has attracted 

criticism from several researchers, e.g. Davies (1996), Bisong (1995). The 

discussions reveal the need to balance the structural and the individual, the 

theoretical and the empirical, and the global and the local. There has been 

considerable discussion and documentation of the global role and impact of English 

globally. Relatively rare are local, contextual studies of English regarding how and 

why English is used by people in specific cultural and local contexts. Thus, it is 

important to bring empirical evidence to bear on the impact of global English and 

this is an important contribution this thesis can make. By documenting in more 

explicit detail the impact of English in Taiwan, this research intends to contribute an 

empirical study to the investigation of the global spread of English and to the 

controversy relating to English linguistic imperialism. 

Although much research on English in the fields of ELT and Applied Linguistics 

has been done in Taiwan, issues of global English and its impact have been raised 

only very recently, e.g. Dai (ed.) (2002), Chuang (2002). Most studies focus on the 

methodology of ELT, the development of English education and language-in

education policy rather than on the cultural and ideological influences of global 

English. And not many studies in ELT and Applied Linguistics have focused on 

local responses to the predominance of global English in Taiwan or have examined 

the socio-cultural impact of the global spread of English in detail. In the field of 

sociology and cultural studies, the impact of the English language combined with 

the process of globalization in Taiwan has been investigated by researchers such as 

Ebele (2001) and Wang (2002). However, most researchers tend to regard the global 

spread of English as a basic fact or a background phenomenon and pay more 

attention to the process of globalization and issues of globalization and local 

cultures. Therefore, by focusing on socio-cultural and ideological implications of 

English spread in Taiwan, this research can be regarded as an interdisciplinary 

contribution to construct a more comprehensive picture of the impact of English in 

Taiwan, and to mediate the social and the linguistic in the research of global 

English. 
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Chapter 4 

Language Policies in Education and 
English Education in Taiwan 

4.1 The Ethno-linguistic Background and Language 

Situation in Taiwan 

Taiwan's long historical development has created a country with diverse 

ethno-linguistic groups (see Table 4.1). With a population of about 23 million, it 

consists of four major ethno-linguistic groups (with the percentage of each group): 

the Taiwanese or Minnan (Southern Min people) (73.3%); the Mainlanders (13%); 

the Hakka (12%); the Austronesians (1.7%) (Huang, 1993). 

Table 4.1 History of Taiwan's Languages (Sandel, 2003: 527) 

Coloniall National Languages 

Japanese: 1895·1945 ---------------- --------------~~ 
Mandarin Chinese: 1661-1895 Mandarin: 1945 to present 

Dutch: 1624-1661 

Local Languages 

Aboriginal languages: prehistory to present 

"Tai-gi (Hokkien): late Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) to present 

Hakka: late Ming Dynasty (1368-1644) to present 

Mandarin: 1949 to present 

*Tai-gi is also called Minnanyu or Taiwanese, spoken by Minnan (Hokkien) people. 
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The Austronesians are considered the aborigines of Taiwan. It is estimated that 

the Austronesian aborigines arrived on the island about 6000 to 8000 years ago and 

spoke varieties of Austronesian languages. Aborigines were further divided into two 

groups according to where they resided: Ping-pu Zu (the Plain tribes) who lived in 

the coastal plain and Gao-shan Zu (the Mountain tribes) who lived in the mountain 

areas. Today, the former group has almost been sinicized. The latter group consists 

of nine tribes each with its own language: Amis, Paiwan, Puyuma, Saisiyat, Yami, 

Atayal, Bunun, Rukai and Tsou. These tribes still preserve their languages, but with 

extremely small population and without a written system in their own languages, 

they have been diluted and strongly influenced by Chinese culture and languages. 

In the late Ming and early Qing dynasties, the Minnan and Hakka people from· 

the coastal provinces of China, i.e. Fujian and Guandong, came to Taiwan in order 

to escape from severe economic hardship and political turmoil in China. A large 

number of Chinese immigrants with better farming and irrigation skills took over 

the lands of the Plain tribes of the aborigines. As a result, the original inhabitants 

became assimilated with the Chinese population. Owing to the high mountain 

ranges, the Mountain tribes were not completely assimilated by the Chinese. By 

1905, when first census was conducted, the ethnic Chinese, including the Minnan 

and Hakka people, emerged as the majority group in Taiwan (2,970,000 Chinese vs. 

113,000 aborigines) and have remained so ever since (Tsao, 2000). During Japanese 

colonization, Japanese was introduced into Taiwanese society. From the phase of . 

appeasement from 1895 to 1919, both Minnanyu and Mandarin were still used in 

the education system. The phase of assimilation from 1919 to 1937 saw the banning 

of Mandarin and the less use of Minnanyu. The phase of Japanization was from 

1937 to 1945. Minnanyu and other local languages were banned in public domains. 

Consequently, by 1944, 71 % of Taiwanese people had learned Japanese but for 

most people in Taiwan Minnanyu was still the major medium for daily 

communication (Chen Mei-Ru, 1997; Huang, 1995). 

In 1945, Taiwan was returned to China after fifty years of Japanese colonization 

and the former national language then Japanese was replaced by a new national 

language, Mandarin. When the KMT government fled to Taiwan in 1949, the most 

recent group of immigrants, a large number of Mandarin speakers (the Mainlanders 

who spoke yariable dialects as well as the official language-Mandarin), ,came to 
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Taiwan with Chiang Kai-shek. The KMT government promoted Mandarin by 

banning Japanese in schools, government and media; controlling the media and 

schools and by 'unidirectional bilingualism' (Tsao, 2004: 309). The indigenous 

groups are more likely to learn Mandarin than the Mainlanders to learn the 'local 

dialects' including Minnanyu, Hakka and aboriginal languages. The complex 

language situation in Taiwan after 1945 can be summarized in three stages (Huang, 

1995; Chen Mei-Ru, 1997; Tse, 2000; also see Section 4.2.1 for a fuller discussion). 

1. The stage of transition (1945-1969). With an emphasis on eradicating the 

Japanese influence upon Taiwanese people in all aspects of life, the National 

Language Movement was started for promoting Mandarin as a subject and the 

medium of instruction in schools. The use of dialects was discouraged in public 

domains. 

2. The stage of solidification of the national language (1970-1986). During 

this period, stricter prohibition policies were applied to languages other than 

Mandarin in order to solidify the status of Mandarin as the national language. 

Students were forbidden to speak 'local dialects' in schools. 

3. The stage of liberalization (1987-present). The lifting of Martial law in 

1987 and greater democratization in politics has seen the lifting of restrictions in 

almost all aspects of society and education. Today, Mandarin remains the national 

language and a de facto lingua franca in Taiwan, but Minnayu, Hakka and the 

aboriginal Austronesian languages have been given much more attention by the 

government and Taiwanese society. Mother tongue education, bilingual education 

policy and the preservation of endangered aboriginal languages have been devised 

and implemented. 

The language situation in Taiwan can be seen as a reflection of its political 

situation. Language policy and language in education policy have been employed as 

an important means for national unity and integration. The KMT government 

justified the strict Mandarin Language Policy by claiming its political mission to 

recover Mainland China from the Communists, and associating language usage with 

loyalty to the government (Sandel, 2003). The Mandarinization Language policy 

separated the ethno-linguistic groups in Taiwan into two sociolinguistic groups-the 

Mainlanders and the local people (including the Austronesians, the Southern Min 

people, and the Hakkas), This division inevitably resulted in social and linguistic 
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inequalities between the two sociolinguistic groups (Chen Su-Chiao, 2003). It was 

the dominance of political power by the Mainlanders combined with the national 

language promotion that made Mandarin ability a major requirement for 

government employment. These policies also ensured the continuity of the 

Mainlander-dominated KMT government. 

Since 2000, Taiwan has experienced significant changes in terms of its politics, 

society and economy. The election of a OPP government in 2000 signaled a new era 

of Taiwan's political development and the rise of power of other ethno-linguistic 

groups, i.e. the Southern Min people, the Hakkas, and the Austronesians. In the 

twenty-first century, there is hope for multilingual and multicultural development in 

Taiwan. However, the complex of identity politics within the island and the 

problematic status of Taiwan restrict the choices for future development. As Huang 

(2000) points out, local languages in Taiwan face fierce competition from the 

official language, Mandarin, and English. Mother tongue education in primary 

schools is regarded by some as unnecessary because it cannot provide the 

advantages that English as the lingua franca of business, science and international 

communication can offer. 

Following De Swaan's (2001a) global language system and Hung's (2002) 

sociolinguistic structure in Taiwan, an upward-learning and downward-expanding 

hierarchy of languages in Taiwan can be presented as fo llows. 

Figure 4.1 The hierarchy of languages in Taiwan 

t. English t. Ii +. 
the hyper-centrallanguag9 

I I [I I (the global world) 

I I I 
I Mandarin I I the super-central language 
I I I 

(the world of Chinese) 

Austronesian Hakka Minnanyu Mandarin languages 

---. The downward influences from languages of the upper level 
- - ~ The upward influences from languages of the lower level 

Overall, Mandarin, the official l ~nguage in Taiwan and the communicative 

medium for all Chinese societies around the world, is the language of power in 

education, government and business. It thus has a direct and profound influence on 
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the development of other local languages in Taiwan. English as a global language 

and at the top of the hierarchy provides appealing socio-economic functions. For 

Taiwanese society English as an additional language requires additional investment 

of time and money. Its preceded usefulness has made the language in great demand. 

Therefore, languages at the lowest level in the hierarchy (e.g. the Austronesian 

languages, Hakim and Minnanyu) are under direct pressure from the national 

language, Mandarin, and indirect pressure from the global language, English. 

4.2 Language Policies in Education in Taiwan 

Language policies in education are an important instrument by which states 

manage social and political conflict. However, conflicts involving language policy 

usually have their source in group conflicts (Tollefson, 2002). In Taiwan, under the 

KMT government in the second half of the twentieth century, language-in-education 

policy was part of a policy that aimed to eliminate ethno-linguistic diversity in order 

to reinforce national unification. Similar to many developing countries, the 

interaction between the two major factors has determined the language-in-education 

policies in Taiwan: (1) nationalism and national unification and (2) modernization 

and economic growth (Tsao, 2000). 

4.2. 1 The National Language Movement and Language

in-education Policy in Taiwan 

With a focus on language-in-education policy and its sociopolitical background, 

the above mentioned three stages of language situation in Taiwan since 1945 will be 

re-examined alongside the national language movement. 

1. The stage of transition (1945-1969) 

After fifty years of Japanese colonialism, the language situation in Taiwan was 

very different from the situation in Mainland China. Rather than having Mandarin 

as the language for communication among different ethnic groups, the island was 

inhabited by speakers of Hakka, Minnanyu, and Austronesian languages who had 

received some Japanese education. For the KMT governors from the Mainland 

China who spoke Mandarin as the official language, the lack of Mandarin ability 
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among people in Taiwan was regarded as a threat to national identity. By 

establishing the Taiwan Provincial Committee for the Propagation and Promotion of 

the National Language (CPPNL) in 1946, a series of policies and activities were 

implemented in order to 'Mandarinize' the Taiwanese and attempt to achieve 

national unification. They were referred to the National Language Movement. The 

six principles developed by the Committee can be considered as the main guidelines 

of the National Language Movement: 

(I) to revive Taiwanese dialects so as to enable the public to learn the national 

language by comparing the dialects with the national language. 

(2) to promote the standard pronunciation. 

(3) to eradicate the influence of Japanese in the daily speech of the people. 

(4) to promote the contrastive study of morphology so as to enrich the national 

language. 

(5) to adapt National Phonetic Symbols so as to promote communication among 

people of different races and origins. 

(6) to encourage the intention of learning the national language and to facilitate 

the teaching of it. (Huang, 1995: 103) 

According to the six principles, Taiwanese dialects were revitalized as a transitional 

means of reinforcing the spread of Mandarin. In 1949, the retreat of the KMT 

government to Taiwan reinforced the promotion of Mandarin. 

At this stage, language-in-education policy was used as a political tool to 

'Mandarinize' Taiwanese people, achieve political unification and "eventually 

eradicate the influence of Japan. In the education system, Mandarin became the key 

subject and occupied 30% of the school curriculum (Chen Mei-Ru, 1997). In 

addition, Mandarin was the only language used for class instruction and school 

gatherings. In 1956, the movement for speaking Mandarin was implemented 

nationwide and Mandarin became the only language which could be used in schools 

and in public. In 1966, a plan to promote the national language in local governments, 

and at all levels of schools was implemented: 

(1) Teachers and students at all levels of schools had to use Mandarin at all 

times; students violating this rule were to be punished according to related 

regulations. 

(2) Prohibition of screening movie in dialects or foreign languages in cinemas. 

(3) Prohibition of dialects or foreign languages for public use. 
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(4) Prohibition against making speech in dialects at all levels of sports events. 

(5) Prohibition of translating movie lines into dialects. (Chen Mei-Ru, 1997: 

299) 

At a later stage, local languages were prohibited in public and schools. The change 

of attitude toward dialects in language-in-education policy was a reflection of the 

changes in politics and the ruling class's perceptions of language and national 

unification. In the late 1960s, the promotion of the National Language became an . 
important issue in the National Assembly and the Legislative Yuan (the parliament). 

Because of the unfavorable position of Taiwan internationally, language unification 

or monolingualism was identified as the key factor for achieving national 

unification and creating a national identity. 

2. The stage of solidification of the national language (1970-1986) 

In 1970, Regulations of Reinforcement of Mandarin Promotion came into force 

for promoting political propaganda and communication among the people of the 

country. It was also used for reinstituting the Committee for the Propagation and 

Promotion of the National Language (CPPNL) which was abrogated in 1959 (MOE, 

1974). Furthermore, in 1975, a new Television and Broadcasting Law was 

introduced, which restricted the use of languages other than Mandarin in the mass 

media. The proportion of air time for Mandarin was not less than 70%, and air time 

given to other languages was reduced. 

In the 1970s, Taiwan encountered a series of setbacks in diplomacy, foreign 

policy and domestic affairs. As a result, the ruling class, mainly Mainlanders, 

became more conscious of the need to intensify a sense of Chinese identity in order 

to suppress advocates of Taiwanese identity among other ethnic groups on the 

island and to re-establish the legitimate Chinese culture in Taiwan. Therefore, the 

language-in-education policy was actually a means of ideological control. Mandarin 

ability became necessary in order to access positions in government, including 

central government, local governments, central legislative body and local 

assemblies. Mandarin also became the dominant language in the education system, 

including class instruction, school activities, and communication between teachers 

and students. The CPPNL claimed that dialects were obstacles for national 

unification while only Mandarin could adequately express Chinese Culture and 
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enhance the standard of knowledge for the whole nation (BOE, 1987). 

3. The stage of liberalization (1987-present) 

In the 1980s, a movement advocating a stronger Taiwanese identity emerged. 

Through promotion of Mother Tongue and Taiwanese cultures, it laid claim to the 

identity of the Taiwan island (Chen Su-Chiao, 2003). This movement resulted in a 

significant change in Taiwan's political environment. In 1987, the lifting of Martial 

law,' the establishment of the second political party, the Democratic Progressive 

Party (DPP), and the democratization of politics liberalized the restrictions in 

almost all areas of society and education. The language rights of the people in 

Taiwan were one of the key issues that had drawn public's attention, and resulted in 

significant changes in education and the mass media. 

After 1987, Mother Tongue education was first implemented in schools of 

DPP-governed counties, e.g. in I-Lan County, Taipei County. In 1993, the Ministry 

of Education announced that Mother Tongue education should be included in the 

language classes in elementary and junior high schools. From the third to sixth year, 

a one-hour class (per week) related to native language and culture was provided in 

the elementary curriculum (MOE, 1994). A class named 'native culture instruction 

activity' was implemented at elementary level nationwide in 1996. However, except 

for classes related to native culture and native languages, all classes should still be 

taught in Mandarin (ibid.). Another important development in 1993 was that the 

restriction of dialects and local languages in the mass media according to the 

Television and Broadcasting Law was abolished. The revised regulation granted the 

right to use native languages in domestic broadcasts (Huang, 1994). 

From the newly implemented Grade One to Nine Curriculum of Elementary and 

Junior High School Education in 2001 1 (also see Section 4.3 for further discussion 

on its influence on English education), one to two hours of native languages per 

I Grade One to Nine Curriculum of Elementary and Junior High School Education was 
implemented as part of curricular and instructional reforms in elementary and junior high school 
education, initiated by the Ministry of Education and based on the Action Plan for Educational 
Reform ( r ¥xW2Oc1jtfjl'J 15 * J ) approved by the Executive Yuan. This curricular reform plan was 
launched in April 1997 and the new curriculum was implemented in 2001. Five basic aspects are 
emphasized in Grade 1-9 Curriculum: developing humanitarian attitudes, enhancing integration 
ability, cultivating democratic literacy, fostering both indigenous awareness and a global perspective, 
and building up the capacity for lifelong learning (MOE, 1998c). English as well as local languages 
are officially included in the curriculum. 
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week are required in the elementary curriculum from the first to the sixth grade. 

However, this arrangement has not received much support from the general public. 

The controversy lies in the inevitable competitiveness between all languages in the 

curriculum. Mandarin and all other languages in education were integrated into the 

learning area of Language Arts (MOE, 1998c) which occupied 20-30% of the 

elementary and junior high school curriculum. However, the inclusion of English 

and native languages in this area has resulted in competition between these 

languages for limited resources. 

4.2.2 Foreign-Language-in-Education Policy in Taiwan 

English is the major foreign language taught in Taiwan alongside other foreign 

languages, such as French, Gennan, Spanish and Japanese. The history of foreign 

language education in Taiwan can be traced back to the period of Japanese 

colonization. While Japanese was the main language in education, English was 

offered as an optional subject for Taiwanese boys in junior high schools (Chen 

Su-Chioa, 2003). From 1945 English was chosen as the primary foreign language 

and became the only required foreign language to be taught in the education system 

in 1968 (ibid). English became the required subject for every student in secondary 

schools and the first year of college. Japanese, however, gradually became the 

second most frequently used foreign language in the late 1970s due to the increase 

in trade with Japan. 

As a foreign language, the status of English was promoted by the government 

for historical and realistic reasons, such as the influence of the US in Taiwan and 

English as a medium for international communication. And what eventually made 

the fundamental change in the foreign-Ianguage-in-education policy, or more 

specifically the English-in-education policy in Taiwan, was not a simple concern 

about the effectiveness of language education. In fact, the English-in-education 

policy reflects the social and political conflicts and was actually created to solve 

such conflicts. English in Taiwan's education system and the implications of the 

new English-in- education policy will be discussed in detail in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. 
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4.3 English Education in Taiwan 

In Taiwan's education system, English is a compulsory subject in the junior high 

schools, the senior high schools and the first year of colleges until 1993. 

Furthermore, English has become a part of the curriculum in elementary schools 

since 2001. This section focuses on English education at different levels of Taiwan's 

education system. 

4.3.1 English Education at the Elementary Level 

Although English was officially taught as a subject in elementary schools in 

September 2001, the issue of teaching English at elementary level had been 

discussed since 1969 (Shu, 1970). In 1987, the lifting of Martial Law not only 

revitalized the role of native languages but also stimulated discussion of the 

extension of English education at elementary level. Before the official 

implementation of English education, English had been offered as an 

extra-curricular activities in elementary schools in Taipei City in 1993, and was 

officially implemented in the elementary curriculum in 1998 (Chan, 2004). 

As an important component of educational reforms aiming to foster national 

competitiveness and the overall quality of citizens' lives, the General Guideline of 

Grade One to Nine Curriculum of Elementary and Junior High School Education 

was announced by the Ministry of Education in 1998. It included English education 

in the curriculum at elementary level (MOE, 1998c). In the following year, English 

instruction was implemented in over one hundred elementary schools nationwide on 

a trial basis. According to the Temporary Guidelines of Grade One to Nine 

Curriculum of Elementary Education, English education was implemented in the 

fifth and the sixth grade of elementary schools in 2001 and was officially extended 

to the third and the fourth grade in 2005 (see Section 4.4 for a discussion regarding 

the extension of English education at elementary level). However, many local 

governments, such as Taipei City, Kaohsiung City, Tainnan City, Hualien County, 

Taiuan County and Taichung City, have already introduced English education in all 

grades of the elementary curriculum (Dai, 2002). This is because, in the new 
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curriculum, school subjects are integrated into seven learning areas· and local 

governments and schools are entitled to decide how to assign the 'alternative 

learning periods' in each learning area in order to organize activities or implement 

curriculum according to specific circumstances and the needs of students. English 

learning has become a popular choice and has been introduced to lower grades in 

elementary schools of many counties or cities. 

The goals of English teaching in Grade 1-9 curriculum are (1) to help students 

develop basic communication skills in English; (2) to cultivate students' interest in 

and develop in them a better method of learning English; (c) to promote students' 

understanding of local and foreign cultures an4 customs (MOE, 2000b). The new 

English curriculum adopts the principles of communicative approach. This 

pedagogical emphasis on English education at elementary level in Grade 1-9 

Curriculum is more focused on developing students' listening and speaking ability 

while junior high school concentrates on developing and integrating the four skills 

in English including listening, speaking, reading and writing. 

Following the implementation of the new curriculum, the textbook used at both 

elementary and junior high levels is no longer the unified national edition. Different 

sets of textbooks, developed by private publishers, but examined and proved by the 

National Institute of Compilation and Translation (NICT), are available for teachers' 

selection. There are currently over ten sets ofNICT approved English textbooks for 

elementary schools on the market2
• 

4.3.2 English Education at the Secondary Level 

There are two levels of secondary education in Taiwan: junior high schools and 

senior high schools. English is a required subject at both levels and three to six 

hours per week are allocated to it. 

1 Grade 1-9 curriculum includes seven major learning areas: Language Arts, Health and Physical 
Education, Social Studies, Arts and Humanities, Mathematics, Science and Technology, and 
Integrative Activities (MOE, 1998c). 
2 These textbooks were published by private publishers of elementary reference and text books in 
Taiwan such as Kang Hsuan Educational Publishing Group, Nan-I Books and Han-Lin Publishing 
Co., major children's ELT franchises in Taiwan such as Hess Educational Organization, Kid Castle 
Educational Corporation and Giraffe English, and professional ELT publishers such as Cave Books 
and Pearson Education. 
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The curriculum of English education at junior high and senior high levels both 

follows the principles of the communicative approach. The goals of English 

curriculum at junior high level are stated as (1) to help students develop basic 

language skills in listening, speaking, reading and writing; (2) to cultivate students' 

interests in learning English and develop correct learning habits and methods; and 

(3) to promote students' understanding of local and foreign cultures (MOE, 1994). 

At the senior high level, apart from developing student interests in learning English, 

the emphasis is on learner-centeredness and learner strategies of language learning 

(Chern, 2003). However, the entrance exams for senior high schools or vocational 

schools and the entrance exams for university have led to more attention given to 

structure-oriented and text-driven teaching. 

As mentioned above, at junior high school level, textbooks developed by private 

publishers have been used since September 2001. The NICT-approved English 

textbooks include editions published by major textbook or ELT publishers such as 

Kang Hsuan, Han-Lin, Nan-I, Hess and Pearson. At senior high level, textbooks 

were de-regulated even earlier than at junior high level. Since September 1999 

senior high school teachers have had the freedom to select teaching materials from 

different sets ofNICT-approved English textbooks developed by private publishers, 

such as Fare East Book, Lungteng Cultural, SanMin Book and Nan-I. 

4.3.3 English Education at the Tertiary Level 

English was a required subject, referred to as 'Freshman English', for the first 

year of university until 1993. It was an eight-credit course (four hours per week) 

which mostly focused on reading skills. In 1993, the Freshman English course was 

replaced by a foreign language course. Students could choose any foreign language 

provided by their universities to fulfill the six-credit requirement. English became 

an elective rather than a requirement. In 1997, universities were allowed to decide 

on foreign language requirements, including credit hours and the content of courses. 

In spite of the changes made by the Ministry of Education, English has remained 

the core of the foreign language curriculum. In general, mandates of 1993 and 1997 

have provided students and teachers with more freedom to take and offer courses in 

English (Shih, 2000). An overview of English courses offered at university for 
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non-English major students in Taiwan (Chern, 2003:433) is illustrated in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2 Overview of English courses offered at universities in Taiwan 

First Year 

Course options 

Second Year and Beyond 

Course options 

Total Required Credits 

General English: integrated skills 

Skill-based: Conversation, listening, reading, writing, etc. 

Content-based: Journalistic English, Business English, 

English for current events, English for technology, News 

reading, etc. 

Skill-based: Oral-report skills, Advanced conversation, 

Practical English composition, listening comprehension for 

academic lectures, etc. 

4-14 (with 6 being the norm) 

4.4 The Implications of Extending English Education 

in Elementary Schools in Taiwan 

This section examines the socio-cultural, economic, and political background of 

introducing English education at elementary level and investigates the impact of the 

extension of English education in Taiwan. 

4.4. 1 English, Globalization and Economic Development 

In the past few decades, the spread of English learning has been growing 

dramatically not only because of globalization, but also due to a fundamental 

change of perception and learning culture toward the English language. English is 

. no longer regarded as a foreign language, but a necessary instrument for 

international communication and globalization. 

The Six-Year National Development Plan (2002-2008) includes wide-ranging 

projects focusing on economic growth and environmental protection, i.e. three 

major reforms (Le. government, banking, and finance) and four major investments 

(cultivating talent; research, development, and innovation; international logistics; 

and a high-quality living environment). The plan was formulated by the Taiwanese 

government in order to face the technological challenges and a loss of investment 
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and skilled managers to Mainland China. The English language plays a central role 

in the project. It aims to cultivate manpower in order to meet the challenges of 

globalization and internationalization (GIO, 2005). 

The project for cultivation of talent for the e-generation has three parts: (1) 

establishing internationalized living environment and enhancing national English 

ability; (2) cultivating young generation with vitality through sports and arts; (3) 

creating a society of lifelong learning (MOE, 2005). The first part of the project 

focuses on the promotion of English under the basic tactic of the six-year national 

development plan- 'global connection, local action'. 

Six goals are stated in order to establish internationalized environment and 

facilitate international interaction. The first goal is to construct an English living 

environment where English works along with Mandarin in governmental 

publication, signs, the Internet and the mass media, e.g. producing and broadcasting 

English radio and TV programs, establishing service network for foreigners living 

in Taiwan and proceeding English translation of government laws and regulations, 

and to improving the national English ability. 

Secondly, government officials, college students, and teachers at elementary and 

junior high levels, especially English teachers, are encouraged to take the General 

English Proficiency Test (GEPT). Thirdly, in order to reinforce the quality of 

English teachers, the following instruments are proposed: in-service teacher training; 

opportunities for short-term studies in English-speaking countries for English 

teachers; the import of teachers from English-speaking countries such as the US, 

Canada, Britain and Australia; the English summer camp held by university students 

for teaching English in remote areas. 

The fourth and fifth goals aim to accelerate the internationalization of colleges 

and universities by providing an English study program, enhancing the English 

ability of students and promoting the cooperation between Taiwan's universities and 

universities abroad, and to attract foreign students. Finally, in order to improve the 

quality and the quantity of manpower in Taiwan, governmental scholarships and 

sufficient information on education and life in foreign countries will be provided -

the aim is to encourage students to study aboard. 
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English is believed to be the most important medium for access to power and 

resources and has been seen as the key element of globalization and modernization 

in Taiwan. Although national and local identities have been the main focus of the 

cultural politics in Taiwan, the promotion of English, which has great impact on the 

national development of language, education and culture, has seldom been an issue 

in these debates. Liao (1996: 75) observes that 'nationalist cultural policy [in 

Taiwan] has been constantly revised in response to local cultural politics and global 

forces as felt on both sides of the Taiwan Strait.' Cultural policy in Taiwan can 

therefore be divided into two categories: local policies aiming to provide resolutions 

of local cultural politics, and global policies aiming to encounter global changes and 

resist the threat from Mainland China. English has been playing an important role in 

the latter category. 

Overall, economic development plays a significant role in discourses of 

globalization and the promotion of English in Taiwan. Hung (2003) explains that 

the transformation of Taiwan's industrial structure (i.e. losing labor-intensive 

industries) and the severe pressure of competition after lifting protective 

measurements on the domestic market, inevitably leads to concerns regarding its 

economic advantage and how to find possible solutions. The recent English 

education reforms in Taiwan were a reflection of insecurity and worries about the 

nation's future in the global world. The subheading of the English education reform 

in the Report of the Education Reform (MOE, 1998b): 'eliminating international 

illiteracy by teaching English in the elementary schools', reveals the basic 

perception of the English language at the national level, and the demand of 

preparing the basic ability for globalization and future international competition. 

4.4.2 The Background and Impacts of Extending English 
Education at the Elementary Level 

The reasons for implementing English education at the elementary level were 

stated by the Ministry of Education as follows (MOE, 1998a): 

(1) to develop in students an international perspective; 

(2) to maximize students' critical period of language acquisition in language 

learning; 
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(3) to optimize the timing of the implementation of the new curriculum, and 

(4) to follow the trends of the new era and fulfill parents' expectations. 

According to these reasons, the processes of policy making were influenced by 

different forces and facets of concerns. These included the need to internationalize, 

achieve effectiveness in English language learning, promote educational reform in 

Taiwan, and meet the public expectations. By examining the political and 

socio-cultural background of the policy making process, this section aims to 

investigate the implications of the extension of English education in Taiwan. 

The political and socio-cultural context 

As explained above, relations with the US have been vital for Taiwan since the 

Second World War. The protection and support from the US has been like a safety 

net. They have protected Taiwan from Mainland China's threat and have stabilized 

the political situation in Taiwan. Therefore, the US has had a profound influence on 

Taiwan in terms of politics, society, culture and education. As a result, many 

American influences can be identified in Taiwan's education system and education 

policies. 

Hung (2003) identifies three socio-cultural factors that have influenced the 

extension of English education: (1) the need for national development; (2) societal 

expectations; (3) the conflicts between globalization and localization. The issue of 

including English as a required subject in elementary curriculum was officially 

raised by the government when the Committee of Education Reform was formed by 

the Executive Yuan in 1995. It was proposed as part of education reforms aiming at 

raising standards of English at a national level. The high expectations of the 

education reforms since the late 1990s also accelerated the process of policy 

making. 

In 2000, after more than fifty years' rule by the KMT government, the president 

candidate of DPP, Chen Shui-Bian, won the national election and started a new era 

in Taiwan's political history. DPP, the second political party in Taiwan, finally got 

the chance to govern the country and began to introduce reforms. Although the 

policy of the extension of English education was formulated in the late 1990s by the 

KMT government, the extension of English instruction in elementary schools was 
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actually a policy in response to the high expectations from the society, as well as 

indicating the DPP's determination to reform. 

Although English is embraced by Taiwanese society, scholars such as Chang 

Yueh-chen (2002), Liu (2004), Liao (2004) have examined issues regarding the 

conflicts between globalization and localization, the impacts of English on local 

cultures and identities, the lack of local reflection on English language teaching, and 

the possible marginalization of local languages. However, these issues are discussed 

mostly as an academic discourse and have not attracted much attention from the 

public. Instead of be concerned about the impact of English on local cultures, 

languages and values, most discussions in the mass media and in academia focus 

mainly on the effectiveness of English education and English language policies, 

studies and criticisms of the existing system of English education, and the 

comparative studies of English education in Asian countries (Hung, 2003). Debates 

in the mass media and from scholars in the fields of ELT, Education and Applied 

Linguistics reflect the process of policy making. They also help create a lively 

forum in which English education is the prerequisite topic of discussion. 

Impacts and problems 

The major impacts of the extension of English education at elementary level are 

as follows: 

(1) The discrepant practices of elementary English education in different 

areas have resulted in difficulties in supervising the quality of teachers, teaching 

materials and syllabus. According to Grade 1-9 Curriculum, English started to be 

taught as a required subject from the fifth grade of elementary education. However, 

most of the schools in different cities or counties have already introduced English at 

earlier grades. Lin Cheng-yi (2004) points out that the difference between the policy 

from the central government and the practice in local governments could directly 

have serious impact on the application of teaching materials. The syllabus of the 

textbooks is no longer applicable to the fifth-grade students who have previously 

learned English. 

(2) The gap between policy and practice has also provoked considerable 

controversy regarding the best timing for children to learn English. While most 
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parents agree that English education should begin as early as possible, the Ministry 

of Education (MOE News, 18 Aug. 2003), teachers (e.g. Chang Chi-chen, 2004) 

and scholars (e.g. Chang Chiang-chun, 2002) argue that introducing English at 

grade one or two might interfere with the learning of Mandarin and their mother 

tongues. 

(3) Another concern is the gap between the urban and the rural sectors in 

English learning and teaching. Lin Jun-jie (2004) points out the difficulties 

encountered in elementary English education in the rural areas: the lack of English 

teachers; the problem of the quality of teachers; the lack of sufficient English 

learning environment; the huge gap between the urban and the rural sector in t'erms 

of resources, parents' investment and the practice of English education of local 

governments; and the fact that children from poor family might be forced to give up 

English at an early stage. Families and local authorities in the urban areas are more 

likely to have the resources and the aspirations to invest in English education. 

However, such investment and involvement are rare in rural areas. The gap 

inevitably reinforces inequality between the poor and the rich in education. 

(4) The quality and quantity of English teachers is also a concern. The lack of 

English teachers has been identified as a major problem in the elementary 

curriculum of English education (Wu, 2004; Chan, 2003). Although English as a 

required subject in elementary curriculum officially started in 2001, many schools 

in different cities or counties have already started teaching English before 200 I and 

have introduced English education at lower grades. The number of teachers required 

greatly outnumbers the number of qualified teachers. And because English is a new 

subject at the elementary level, there was no course or program for training 

elementary English teachers in colleges or universities of education before 1999. 

The result has been a shortage of qualified English teachers. Several steps have 

been taken to solve the problem, such as recruiting capable graduates, selecting 

non-English elementary teachers who have sufficient English ability, and 

encouraging the establishment of related departments in universities of education as 

the long-term preparation for elementary English teachers. 

(5) The problem of importing foreign English teachers from English-speaking 

countries. The recruitment of native speaking English teachers from overseas has 
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been introduced in order to improve English education in the rural areas and 

increase cultural interactions with other countries (MOE News, 25 Mar. 2003). This 

has provoked criticism because it would deprive the employment opportunities of 

local English teachers and could result in students' confusion regarding their own 

cultural identity. It is argued that being native speaking English speakers does not 

guarantee their ability to teach well. Another problem is that, in some cases, native 

speaker English teachers might burden local teachers with extra administrative work 

and teaching loads due to their lack of communicative ability in Mandarin. They 

may even exhibit attitudes of superiority over local cultures (United Daily News, 19 

January 2003). Huang (1998) argues that native English teachers should be aware of 

local cultures and customs, and parents' expectations in order to avoid cultural 

conflict and communicative difficulties in language classrooms. The controversy 

also lies in the discrepancies in salary scales between native and non-native English 

teachers (see Table 4.3). Moreover, there is the considerable financial burden of 

hiring foreign English teachers. 

Table 4.3 A Comparison of Non-Native and Native English Teachers' Pay 

Local English Teachers 
Foreign Native Speaking English 

Teachers 

Salary rates in elementary 
BA holders: 38900·74150 NTD 

MA holders: 45845·75405 NTD 59\15·86170 NTD* 
and junior high schools 

PhD holders: 50545·76660 NTD 

Contract length Long tenn contract Renew once a year 

Taxation Exempt 20% 

Allowance for teaching in 
3000·9500 NTD N/A 

rural areas 

Allowance for home 

teacher 
2000NTD N/A 

• The salary scale of Foreign Native English Teachers IS based on that of National Experimental High 
School at Hsinchu Science Park, excluding flight and rent subsidies. 

(Source: the Ministry of Education. Extracted and translated from United Daily News, 19 
Jan 2003, p.6) 

Yeh (2002) points out that the distinctive difference in pay between native and 

non-native English teachers can hinder local non-native English teachers' 

motivation to work. In addition, the cooperative teaching between native English 

teachers and local teachers might encounter problems such as communicative 

difficulties, cultural differences, unequal teaching load and differences of 

personalities (United Daily News, 7 July 2004). Although the Ministry of Education' 

promised to guarantee the working opportunities of local English teachers and raise 

the experiences of introducing foreign English teachers in state education system in 
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other Asian countries such as Japan in 1978, Hong Kong in 1997 and Korea in 1995, 

there are still doubts about its application in rural areas and in language classrooms 

generally. 

(6) The competition between English, Mandarin and Mother Tongue. In an 

investigation into English teaching in elementary curriculum held by the Committee 

on Educational and Cultural Affairs, the Control Yuan (CECA, 2003), it was 

revealed that English education taught as a required subject in the first and second 

grade in elementary schools might cause learning problem for students who have to 

learn three language phonetic systems, i.e. English, Mandarin and a local language 

at the same time. It was also suggested that, due to the over-emphasis of English 

education, the curriculum design and the distribution of resources should be 

reconsidered in order to avoid marginalizing Mandarin and local languages. 

Extension of English education as the consequences of the 

convergence of external and internal pressures 

The extension of English education in Taiwan can be regarded as a choice made 

under global-structural and internal pressures. Hypotheses such as the critical period 

of language acquisition and' the younger the better' provide a theoretical foundation 

for implementing English education at elementary level. The examples and 

experiences of elementary English education in other East Asian countries also 

reinforce the necessity of extending English education. However, the key factors 

which determine the process and result of the new English-in-education policy are 

predominantly political in nature. Major forces in the policy-making process 

include the newly-elected DPP government, the mass media, parents, and school 

teachers. The DPP government has to convince the public that they are capable of 

leading the country to a better future. And not only central government, but also 

local governments attempt to include English education as an important policy in 

their political agenda in order to attract the electorate. In this sense, the promotion 

of English education in Taiwan is basically a self-demanding process. The extension 

of English education as part of education reforms and Grade 1-9 curriculum 

represents the expectations of Taiwanese society and the intent of the government as 

a whole. 
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On the other hand, elementary English education, as part of the new curriculum 

in Taiwan, cannot be isolated from the global context in essence. External pressures 

inevitably restrict available choices for Taiwanese society. The convergence of 

external and internal forces has reinforced the spread of English in Taiwan. This 

situation has led to the controversial question on the spread of English: 'is the 

choice of English a free choice or are there constraints that make the choice 

inevitable?' (Bamgbose, 2003: 421; also see Section 2.3.1). In the case of Taiwan, 

the choice of English is inevitable. A choice is neither freely made nor imposed by 

others. It is more a choice for survival. By extending English education and 

struggling to become an ESL country, Taiwanese society intends to obtain and apply 

the power of English in order to strengthen its own politico-economic power. 

However, ironically, the unbalanced nature of power relations between English and 

other languages is intensified once the choice is made. 

Consequently, Taiwan is an active participant in the process of the global spread 

of English. Taiwanese society promotes, adopts, responds to the English language 

and begins to resist English and its socio-cultural impacts wherever local cultures 

and languages are threatened. Overall, the process and impact of extending English 

education reflects the confrontation of different forces and pressures, as well as the 

internal politics of English in Taiwan. 

4.5 Conclusion 

The development of language policies and English education in Taiwan cannot 

be isolated from their socio-political context. English language policy in Taiwan is 

shaped by power relations among local languages and at the same time is reshaping 

these power relations. Through national planning and education policies and 

practices, English has acquired a powerful status. A final conclusion can be reached 

by quoting a statement from the Six-Year National Development Plan, 'since 

English is the language that links the world, the government should designate 

English as a quasi-official language and actively expand the use of English as a 

part of daily life' (GIO, 2005). This statement manifests the theme of present 

situation and the possible future development of language policies and English 

language policies in Taiwan. 
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Chapter 5 

Investigating the Ideology of English in 
Taiwan 

The spread of English in Taiwan involves not only the effect of policy making 

and education practices but also the subtle influence of discourses and personal 

attitudes and perceptions regarding English. Before presenting a detailed portrait of 

the perceptions of English (in Chapter 6), this chapter investigates the ideological 

character of the English language in Taiwan. It focuses on the prevailing beliefs, 

values and propositions relating to English as a global language and the spread of 

English in the country. By analyzing how English is presented in governmental and 

educational documents, news reports and advertisement, it examines the 

presentation and construction of discourses and explores public assumptions which 

will be further investigated at the individual level in the next chapter. In Section 5.1, 

I look at the development of the concept of ideology, the relation between ideology 

and language and the ideology of English, and the underlying hypotheses of this 

research will also be illustrated. Section 5.2 outlines the methodological background 

of this research. Techniques of discourse/text analysis and Critical Discourse 

Analysis (CDA) will be employed in all the texts where appropriate. The methods 

of and controversies regarding CDA and its application in this research will be 
, 

further explained in this section. Criteria for data collection and analysis will also be 

presented. In Section. 5.3, the construction of discourses concerning English and 

ideological assumptions regarding the English language in Taiwan will be 

investigated. 
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5.1 Introduction 

The origin and history of ideology has been thoroughly discussed by several 

scholars (e.g. McLellan, 1995; Eagleton, 1994; Thompson, 1984; Larrin, 1979). 

Thus, instead of detailed investigation of the notion of ideology, the first part of this 

section aims to clarify the concept of ideology as well as the relations between 

ideology and language. To achieve this aim it is necessary to trace important 

historical developments and review significant literatures in the fields of linguistics, 

politics and sociology. 

5. 1. 1 The Conception of Ideology 

Eagleton (1991) suggests that rather than looking for a single definition, 

'ideology' should be regarded as a 'text' composed of different conceptual strands. 

It is argued that it is more imp0:tant to look at a variety of useful meanings by 

tracing the divergent histories of their developments and assessing their value. 

Ideology is neither a single theoretical idea nor a clear-cut notion, and may be one 

of the most ambiguous words in the English language. 

The word 'ideology' is of French origin, which was proposed as a new study or 

science of ideas by the French Enlightenment thinkers (e.g. de Tracy). In the 

Enlightenment sense, ideology was considered a positive and progressive concept 

which advocated a rational investigation of the origin of ideas. However, 'ideology' 

was soon given negative connotations for its close ties with republicanism. In 

Napoleon's use, ideology was discredited and referred to as a proposition of abstract 

theories without a proper basis of human reality. It was used to attack the 

Enlightenment thinkers' social theory and conclusions against his interest and 

power. 

Following Napoleon's use of the term, ideology in the Marxist tradition has 

been regarded as a belie~ system which conceals the contradictions of class society 

and promotes false consciousness connected with the unbalanced distribution of 

resources and power. Although ideology had never been a systematic concept in 

Marx's work, from his early work, the German Ideology (1846), the concept of 

ideology was a part of Marx's materialist concept of history, in which material 
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reality detennined the life, as well as the consciousness of human beings. It was the 

struggle of different classes and its social and economic foundation that made 

certain ideas ideological. By imposing the ideas of the ruling class, the distribution 

of social and economic power was justified and the conflicts of interest among 

different classes were hidden. Therefore, those controlling economic production and 

distribution also controlled the production and distribution of ideas. Overall, Marx 

and Engel's concept of ideology contains several difficulties and has been criticized 

for its simplicity and ambiguity (see McLellan, 1995; Gee, 1996). 

After Engel's 'vulgarization' (McLellan, 1995:19) of Marx's theories, Lenin's 

dualism on ideology focused on bourgeois vs. socialist ideology and the decline of 

Marxism in Western Europe. Later, a neutral (or positive) concept of ideology was 

adopted by Marxists, especially Western Marxists, such as Lukacs (1971), Althusser 

(1971 a) and Gramsci (1971), who consider it more as theoretical discussion than 

practical political activity (McLellan, 1995). In Gramsci's (1971) discussion of 

ideology, the negative concept of ideology was rejected and a broad sense of 

ideology was proposed. He connected ideology with his concept of hegemony and 

claimed that the diffusion of the ruling class's ideology by its intellectuals and 

cultural institutions had made their world view the common systems of values of 

the whole society. Fairclough (1995a) points out that under Gramsci's concept of 

hegemony, the focus has shifted from the power and dominance of the social classes 

to the role of ideology in maintaining dominance in relations between different 

social groups. 

By embodying some elements of Gramsci's concept of hegemony, Althusser 

proposed a different outlook of the concept of ideology with a base of structuralism 

and psychoanalysis. For Althusser (1971 a), ideology as a system of representations 

works unconsciously to constitute an 'imaginary' indispensable relation between 

individuals and the social order. Through ideology and Ideological State 

Apparatuses (defined as distinct institutions which function predominantly by 

ideology such as the system of different churches and the system of different public 

and private schools), individuals are persuaded to internalize oppressive Laws but 

they are also provided with a sense of coherence and necessity for living within the 

social order. Therefore, ideology is the way we 'live' the world unconsciously and 

the structure of human subjectivity. 
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Along with the debate over negative (critical) or positive ( descriptive) 

conceptions of ideology (Larrain, 1979; Barret, 1991), Foucault proposed a shift 

from ideology to discourse in social theory by perceiving the social order as 'the 

order of discourse' and claiming power is everywhere (Foucault, 1988). Foucault 

rejected the illusionary concept of ideology and turned himself to 'the effects of 

power and the production of "truth" (ibid. p.118)'. It is claimed that discourse is not 

just a medium of domination in language but is power itself, and argued that truth is 

not a synthesis of given facts, but rather a set of historically and socially constructed 

entities. 

Foucault was not alone in the shift from ideology to discourse and from grand 

social theory to the linguistically social analysis (it is regarded by some as the 

linguistic turn in philosophy and the social sciences). Social theorists such as Pierre 

Bourdieu, Jiirgen Habermas and Jacques Derrida have given language an important 

role in their theories. As Mills (1997) suggests, ideology based on Marxist theories 

proposes rather clear-cut and passive views of history and progress. It refers to a 

simple imposition of a particular view on the powerless by the powerful, while 

discourse without a clear political agenda and a formulated oppressive model 

provides a more complex analysis. Discourse is seen as an effect of power as well 

as a point of resistance (Foucault, 1978), and therefore individuals are not 

necessarily submissive victims of the dominant system of ideas. In the political 

climate of the 1990s, discourse has become a more favorable notion in analyzing 

determinants of human thinking and behavior than the term 'ideology'. 

However, a shift from ideology to discourse does not necessarily result in the 

conflict between these two concepts or the abandonment of the concept of ideology. 

From de Tracy, Marx, Gramsci, Althusser to Foucault and Fairclough, the concept 

of ideology is not only closely linked to ideas, power and social order but also to 

language and discourse. Although ideology as a Marxist-inflected concept has been 

criticized for its unduly simple and illusionary nature, it is still of great importance 

in the study of language, culture and society, no matter whether it is used as a 

critical concept for revealing power relations from the invisible or a neutral concept 

of world view. Taking a more interdisciplinary interpretation and application of 

discourse and ideology, critical linguists or critical discourse analysts regard 

ideology as a system of ideas connected to producing, maintaining and changing 
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social relations of power. They consider discourse and ideology as interwoven 

notions revealing power relations in language. As Fairclough (2001a) states, the 

taken-for-granted features of discourse function ideologically to sustain unequal 

power relations. In the following section, relations between ideology, language and 

discourse will be further discussed. 

5. 1.2 Ideology, Language and Discourse 

By proposing the abolition of boundaries between linguistics and other 

disciplines, Hodge and Kress (1993) correlate language with the socially 

constructed world. Language as the practical consciousness of society can be used 

as a means to control communication and is therefore ideological. It conveys as well 

as distorts meaning through linguistic forms in order to inform as well as 

manipulate the audience. Language as the fundamental instrument for human 

communication is indispensably the medium of ideology. As Thompson (1984:73) 

argues, 

The analysis of ideology is, in a fundamental respect, the study of language in 

the social world, since it is primarily within language that meaning is 

mobilized in the interests of particular individuals and groups. 

Ideology, then, can be mediated through language in use, for language is used in the 

process of communication to fonn ideas and beliefs. Language is thus not simply a 

structure for communication but 'a social-historical phenomenon which is 

embroiled in human ~onflict' (ibid. p.2). Therefore, it is suggested that, instead of 

focusing on sentence structure and sign systems, an investigation of the 

interrelations of language and ideology is to look at how language expressions 

function as a means of social-historical production and reproduction (ibid.). 

Eagleton (1991) clarifies the relation between ideology, language and discourse. 

He argues that 'ideology is a function of the relation of an utterance to its social 

context (p.9)' and suggests that 

ideology, in short, is a matter of discourse - of practical communication 

between historically situated subjects - rather than just of language (of the 
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kinds of propositions we utter}. (ibid. p.ll) (original italic) 

Discourse in this sense refers to language in context and society, which manifests 

not only the linguistic features but also the interaction between the text and the 

world. As a term used in various disciplines with divergent meanings, discourse is 

defined and employed mainly in two fields - linguistics and social theory. In 

linguistics, discourse involves a range of language in use from spoken texts to types 

. of language used in different social situations. In social theory, discourse is regarded 

as a means to represent as well as construct social practices and relations. Language 

as discourse is therefore not simply a medium for transmitting struggles of 

domination but the site where struggles of power take place (Mills, 1997). Instead 

of restricting the application and definition of discourse, 'a social-theoretical sense 

of discourse' (Fairclough, 1992) is adopted in this research as far as ideology and 

the relation of language and power are concerned. Discourse as social practice 

involves not only a text but also the whole process of social interaction, including 

the processes as well as the social conditions of producing and interpreting the text. 

An indispensable relation between power, 'common sense' in discourse and 

ideology is proposed by Fairclough (2001a) in order to illustrate the function of 

discourse when transmitting ideology. He claims that the common sense 

assumptions of naturalizing authority and hierarchy are actually disguised 

ideologies. These ideological notions of common sense are used mainly in the form 

of language in order to legitimate the existing social relations and to sustain unequal 

relations of power. The ideological nature of language is therefore manifested 

through discourse in the service of power. 

Consequently, language as ideology is less a matter of linguistic properties than 

a question of the correlation between the linguistic and the social. Fairclough (1992, 

2001a) claims that language as discourse is a form of social practice in that 

whatever people write, read, listen and speak is conditioned by social structures and 

thus serves to produce a social effect. Therefore, discourse as a medium of 

naturalized ideological assumptions plays a vital role in the exercise of power and 

social control. That is, ideologies are embedded in discourse in the service of 

unequal power relations, while power struggles are acted out through discourse in 

the processes of production and interpretation. And it is through the common-sense 
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nature of discourse (Fairclough, 2001a) in relations to the social structures that 

assure the effectiveness of ideology. The basic notion is that language in context and 

in society is considered the site of power struggles through the processes of 

discourse and through the effect of ideologies. 

5. 1.3 Investigating the Ideology of English 

As reviewed above, many scholars have done research on the critical 

investigation of the global spread of English (e.g. Phillipson, 1992, 2000; 

Pennycook, 1994, 1995; Kubota, 1998; Canagarajah, 1999; Tollefson, 2000; 

Sonntag, 2003 ). Two significant works were published by Phillipson (1992) and 

Pennycook (1994). Both scholars have been in the profession of English language 

teaching and intend to uncover power rehitions from the neutralized and naturalized 

accounts of ELT. (see Section 2.3 for a fuller discussion of Phillipson's account of 

Linguistic Imperialism) 

A poststructuralist point of view was taken by Pennycook (1994) in his study on 

the cultural politics of English as an international language. He claims that the 

discourse of English as an international language tends to regard the spread of 

English as neutral, natural and beneficial and that research in the fields of Applied 

Linguistics and ELT inclines to 'good' and 'positive' issues such as intelligibility, 

standards and varieties. The tendency to regard English as 'a neutral and transparent 

medium of communication (ibid. p.9)' is due to the inevitable global forces in the 

second half of the twentieth century and English's detachment from its original 

cultures in the contexts of ESL countries. However, as Pennycook (1994) argues, 

English is associated with intra-national as well as international social and 

economic inequalities, and English is also tied to various forms of dominant 

cultures and knowledge in the world. By proposing an investigation of the 

worldliness of English, he then claims that the global spread of English can not be 

fully interpreted and explained without ~elating to its social, cultural, political and 

discursive contexts. 

Both Phillipson and Pennycook advocate a critical examination of the global 

spread of English and expose the correlations between the English language and 

socio-economic inequality. However, under Phillipson's theoretical framework, the 
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hegemony of English is examined and explained through the notion of imperialism 

and oppression and thus inevitably falls into the pattern of oppressor v.s. the 

oppressed where the oppressed are powerless victims of oppressors (Anglophone 

speakers vs. non-Anglophone speakers in the case of English linguistic imperialism). 

This kind of politico-economic analysis to certain extent might effectively explain 

language policies and language planning in a collective sense but will inevitably 

encounter difficulties dealing with issues such as the confrontation between English 

and local languages, the resistance to English, the localization of English and the 

subjectivity of individuals, and to empower the powerless. By imposing a powerless 

position on non-Anglophone speakers, the effect of power is unidirectional and hard 

to reverse, and the roles of the individual are fixed and controlled. 

However, in fact, we are encountering rather complex and divergent phenomena 

of the global spread of English where roles of the individual are shifting, i.e. a 

non-Anglophone speaker in Taiwan could be a member of a minority ethnic group 

and meanwhile an influential official in the government, and power is uncentered as 

well as multiple-directional. In tenns of the SUbjectivity of the individual, 

Phillipson's accounts to certain degrees lose its effectiveness for being unable to 

explain the practices and resistance from the oppressed side and the dispersal 

struggles and negotiations of power in discourse of the English language. 

Comparatively Pennycook offers a more effective investigation of the global spread 

of English. Without a clear agency of power and an evident causal relationship 

between intentions of native English speakers and outcomes of English spread, 

power struggles and the effect of ideology are exercised in discourse of English 

where there is no clear-cut oppressors to blame or victims to save. The focus has 

been shifted from the oppression of imperialism to the effect of power in processes 

of discourse. Therefore, rather than under a grand social structure, ideology of 

English needs to be investigated in a more contextual and discursive way in order to 

effectively explain the divergent phenomena of global English and the complex 

relations of power. 

Critiques of the global spread of English from Phillipson (1992), Phillipson and 

Skutnab-Kangas (1996), Pennycook (1994, 1995) and other scholars such as 

Tollefson (1995, 2000) and Canagarajah (1999) represent a critical reflection on the 

neutral account of English spread and reinforce a socio-political tum in the fields of 
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Applied Linguistics and ELT. The social, cultural and political contexts are of 

crucial importance to investigate language spread where communication, 

confrontation and assimilation between different language users are subjected to the 

international structure of power, culture and knowledge. Therefore, an investigation 

of ideology of a language is not about language alone. Rather, it relates to various 

aspects in the world to which a language is linked. In other words, the ideology of a 

certain language is connected to social and discursive practices establishing, 

sustaining and changing the power relations in certain social-historical context. 

As Eagleton (1994) and Lull (2000) suggest, ideology, as a system of ideas 

expressed in communication, is shaped by as well as shaping our actions. Ideology 

has persuasive force only when these ideas can be represented and communicated. 

The mass media and all other large-scale institutions play a vital role in the 

circulation of ideologies. According to this assumption, the system of ideas about 

English is conditioned by as well as conditioning the social situation in the process 

of communication. The values, predispositions and orientations towards the English 

language in Taiwan are embedded and thus identifiable in the discourses produced 

by cultural institutions including the mass media, the education system and the 

government, and this is the focus in this chapter. 

5.2 Methodological Background 

As far as the ideology of English is concerned, the hypothesis proposed here is 

that there exists a system of ideas about the English language embedded in social 

practices of Taiwanese society through cultural institutions, e.g. the government, the 

mass media and schools. And discursive practices as the linguistic aspect of the 

social order play a significant role in the production and reproduction . of the 

ideology of English. Under these assumptions, the rationale and procedure of data 

collection and analysis is explained in this section. 

5.2. 1 Critical Discourse Analysis 

Critical discourse analysis (henceforth CDA), with a particular interest in the 

relation between language and power, regards 'language as social practice' 
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(Fairclough and Wodak, 1997) and considers the context of language use to be 

crucial. CDA originates in critical analysis of language developed within 'Western 

Marxism'. Important influences include Gramsci's conception of hegemony, 

Althusser's (1971b) theory of ideology, Habermas's (1977, cited from Wodak, 2001) 

claim of 'language is ideological', and Foucault's work on discourse as knowledge 

systems which constitute power in modem society. In the field of linguistics, 

Halliday's (1978, 1994; Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004) Systematic Functional 

Linguistics can be seen as an important resource for CDA for its concern with the 

relationship between language and other elements and aspects of social life. The 

work of Kress and Hodge (1979), Fowler et al. (1979), van Dijk (1985), Fairclough 

(2001a) and Wodak (1989) amplify the main assumptions and foundations of 

Critical Linguistics, which is often taken to be the forerunner of CDA. 

Fairclough and Wodak (1997: 258) provide this succinct definition which 

deserves quoting at length. 

CDA sees discourse-language use in speech and writing-as a fonn of 
'social practice'. Describing discourse as social practice implies a dialectical 
relationship between a particular discursive event and the situation(s), 
institution(s) and social structure(s) which frame it. A dialectical relationship 
is a two-way relationship: the discursive event is shaped by situations, 
institutions and social structures, but it also shapes them. To put the same 
point in a different way, discourse is socially constitutive as well as socially 
shaped: it constitutes situations, objects of knowledge, and the social 
identities of and relationships between people and groups of people. It is 
constitutive both in the sense that it helps to sustain and reproduce the social 
status quo, and in the sense that it contributes to transfonning it. Since 
discourse is so socially consequential, it gives rise to important issues of 
power. Discursive practices may have major ideological effects - that is, 
they can help produce and reproduce unequal power relations between (for 
instance) social classes, women and men, and ethnic/cultural majorities and 
minorities through the ways in which they represent things and position 
people. 

Three concepts, language, power and ideology, are important in CDA. Language 

as social practice is 'a key instrument in socialization, and the means whereby 

society forms and permeates the individual's consciousness. (Hodge and Kress, 

1993: 1)' Hodge and Kress define the constructed consciousness of the society as 

ideology - 'a systematic body of ideas, organized from a particular point of view' 
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(ibid, p.6). For CDA, ideology is regarded as an important means of establishing 

and maintaining power relations. The relationship of language and power where 

'language mediates ideology in a variety of social institutions' (Weiss and Wodak, 

2003: 14) therefore is given considerable attention by CDA analysts. For language 

is not powerful on its own, rather it indicates, expresses, and even challenges power. 

It is thus important for CDA to investigate the expressions and manipulations of 

power by analyzing linguistic forms in context. 

J0rgensen and Phillips (2002) summaries five common features of CDA: (1) 

The character of social and cultural processes and structures is partly 

linguistic-discursive. In other words, although not all social practices are 

linguistic-discursive, discourse is regarded as an important form of social practice 

which partly constitutes the social world. And CDA aims to uncover the 

linguistic-discursive dimension of social and cultural processes. (2) Discourse as 

social practice both constitutes the social world and is constituted by other social 

practices. For CDA, language as discourse not only contributes to change the world 

but also is socially and historically situated. That is, though people can shape and 

reshape social structures through discourse, discourse itself is a reflection of social 

structures. Therefore, (3) Language use should be empirically analyzed within its 

social context. (4) Discourse functions ideologically. As mentioned above, language 

as discourse mediates ideology. It is thus claimed that discursive practices play an 

important part of creating and reproducing unequal power relations between social 

groups. Discursive practices may have major ideological effects. And it is the aim of 

CDA to disclose the role of discursive practices in the maintenance of the unequal 

power relations of the social world. (5) It is these characteristics which make CDA a 

critical approach. As Gee (2003) points out, what makes CDA critical is that it not 

only analyzes the relationships between the form and function of language but also 

connects the form-function correlations with the implications of specific social 

practices for political relations such as status and distribution of social goods and 

power. Therefore, CDA is often associated with studying power relations and 

uncovering power relationships. The intentions of the analyst are to address social 

problems (Fairclough and Wodak 1997) and reveal inequalities, injustices, bias, etc. 

embedded in society. By taking the side of oppressed social groups, CDA is 

committed to social change and is therefore not politically neutral. 
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Consequently, CDA provides theories as well as methods for empirical study of 

the relations between discourse and social, cultural developments in different social 

domains. Chouliaraki & Fairclough (1999: 16) states that 

We see CDA as bringing a variety of theories into dialogue, especially social 

theories on the one hand and linguistic theories on the other, so that its 

theory is a shifting synthesis of other theories, though what it itself theorises 

in particular is the mediation between the social and the linguistic - the 

order of discourse, the social structuring of semiotic hybridity 

(interdiscursivity). 

5.2.2 Controversies about Critical Discourse Analysis: A 

Discussion 

As several critical discourse analysts, e.g. Chouliaraki and Fairclough (1999) 

Fairclough (2001b), van Dijk (2001), Weiss & Wodak (2003), point out, CDA 

cannot be viewed as one single theory or one specific methodology. The 

heterogeneity of methodological and theoretical approaches is characteristic of 

research in CDA. It is regarded as theory as well as method 'which is in a dialogical 

relationship with other social theories and methods' (Fairclough, 2001b: 120). In a 

way, CDA is not a holistic paradigm but, as van Dijk (2001: 96) proposes, rather 'a 

critical perspective on doing scholarship'. The characteristic of CDA, namely 

diverse, interdisciplinary and critical, manifests its sociopolitical position of 

struggling against inequality and, meanwhile, attracts criticism regarding the 

validity of CDA as a research method. 

However, critical discourse analysis has been questioned for its validity as well 

as its over-ambitious research goal. Widdowson (1995) argues that CDA .is merely 

an exercise in interpretation and is invalid as analysis. Hammersley (1997: 245) is 

skeptical about the 'excessive ambition' of CDA which 'encourages the presentation 

of what can only be speculations as if they were well-grounded knowledge' and thus 

questions the validity of research in CDA. It is argued that CDA tends to judge 

results according to their political implications and therefore as a research method it 

is not impartial but ideological committed and prejudiced. Fairclough (1996) 

responds to the criticism by pointing out that though CDA has developed its 
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location in some political situation, such as the political left and the new social 

movements. These political positionings and priorities are not inevitable and it does 

not necessarily lead to partiality and invalidity of the research. He argues that any 

science or social science might be considered ideological. Indeed, we could 

interpret CDA and other social subjects or theories as discursive practices. 

According to CDA these discursive practices are constituted, as well as constitutive 

and aspects of them may help to support relations of domination. Thus they may 

therefore be ideological in nature. Fairclough (ibid.) then claims that CDA as well 

as other discursive practices need to be examined in detail through analysis of their 

relation with the wider social practices. 

In a sense, the controversy surrounding CDA lies in its research aim, its political 

commitments and in its theoretical assumption that language as social practice is 

ideological. As Widdowson (1996:58) argues, 'the study of discourse is not just the 

study of how it is socially constituted but how it is pragmatically realized, not only 

by confirming to its constitution, but also by subverting it'. The interpretation of 

discourses relies on the reality one casts in one's mental image. In other words, 

research aims and theoretical assumptions not only decide what analysts are looking 

for in a study but also set the limit that a study can contribute. 

However, despite these criticisms, CDA is still a useful tool of analysis. It is 

therefore adapted here for analyzing governmental, educational and media 

discourses in order to investigate the cultural and ideological meanings of global 

English in Taiwan. It focuses on the role of discursive practice in the maintenance 

of the predominant status of global English in Taiwan and the ideological effects of 

discourses on Taiwanese society and the development of ELT in Taiwan. Under 

these research themes, CDA is a useful instrument for analyzing the relations 

between the English language, power and ideology in Taiwan. For CDA not only 

takes a particular interest in investigating discourse in relation to the wider social 

practice but also in bridging the social and the linguistic. The target data include 

governmental and educational documents, and articles and advertisements in 

newspapers. 
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5.2.3 The Three-Dimensional Model of CDA 

Combining Fairclough's three-dimensional model of a communicative event for 

CDA (1992, 1995b, 2001a) and analytical framework for CDA (2001b: 125-127), 

the following framework of analysis will be employed: 

STAGE I Description: Analysis of text. (the linguistic features of the text.) 

STAGE II Interpretation: Analysis of discursive practice. (the articulation of the 

discourses and genres in the production and the 

consumption or interpretation of the text.) 

STAGE III Explanation: Analysis of social practice. (the wider social practice to 

which the communicative event belongs.) 

Analysis of text (description) focuses on the fonnal linguistic features of the text, 

such as vocabulary, grammar, syntax and sentence coherence. Analysis of discursive 

practice (interpretation) is analysis of the discourses and genres which are 

articulated in the production and the consumption or interpretation of the text. It 

examines how authors of texts apply the existing discourses and genres to create a 

text, and at how readers or audiences of texts also apply available discourses and 

genres to consume and interpret the texts. Analysis of social practice (explanation) 

focuses on the wider social practice to which the communicative event belongs. It 

examines social detenninants of discourse and the role of discourse in the 

maintenance or transformation of the social order. The three-dimensional model is 

based on the principle that text can only be understood in relation to the social 

context and in relation to other texts. Therefore, discursive practice mediates 

between texts and social practices. It is only through discursive practice that texts 

shape and are shaped by social practice. In analyzing texts, it is not necessary to 

apply these three stages of analysis in one specific order. The application of the 

stages depends on questions drawn upon and its function to facilitate analysis. 

According to Fairclough (2003), discourse (semiosis) figures three main ways in 

social practice: genres, discourses and styles. For genres (text as action) are diverse 

ways of acting and interacting linguistically, e.g. interview, lecture and news reports. 

Discourses (text as representation) are particular ways of representing some part of 

the world associated with different group of people in different social positions, for 
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instance, the political discourse of neo-liberalism. Styles (text as identification) are 

ways of being and identities in their semiotic aspect and are. messages about social 

identity (e.g. social class) and personality carried by different selections of language 

use people make, i.e. different phonological features such as pronunciation, 

intonation, ect., and different choices of vocabulary and metaphor. Discourse here is 

understood in two senses: first, it is an abstract noun, referring to language and 

other type of semiosis as element of social life; secondly it is a countable noun, 

referring to particular ways of representing part of the world. 

Since social practices networked in a particular way constitute a social order, the 

semiotic aspect of a social order is therefore an order of discourse. This explains the 

way in which different genres and discourses are networked. An order of discourse 

is seen as an open system which is affected by actual interactions. In a sense, it both 

shapes and is shaped by specific instances of language use. An order of discourse is 

the sum of all the genres and discourses within a specific social domain, e.g. orders 

of discourse of specific institutions such as the media, or orders of discourse of 

specific fields such as sport or politics. Intertextual analysis therefore focuses on the 

shifting relationships between genres, discourses and styles in orders of discourse as 

well as in texts and interactions. In the next section, a detailed account of 

Fairclough's CDA model and analytical tools applied in this research are presented. 

5.2.4 Application of COA Methods in this Research 

By employing Fairclough's (1995b; 200la) analytical framework of CDA, 

Systemic Functional Grammar (Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004), and discourse/text 

analysis, this research examines the following features at the three levels of analysis 

(i.e. textual analysis, discursive practices, and social practices) in the selected texts 

(see Section 5.2.5 for the background of data collection and analysis). 

Textual analysis: the stage of description 

Fairclough (l995b: 58) bases his idea on 'a multifunctional VIew of text' 

embodied in Halliday's systemic functional grammar (Halliday, 1994; Halliday 

and Matthiessen, 2004). In Halliday's view, every text simultaneously performs 
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three functions: experiential (ideational), interpersonal, and textual. The 

experiential (ideational) function constitutes how the world is represented and 

systems of knowledge. Through an interpersonal function, texts produce social 

interactions between participants in discourse. And the textual function is 

concerned with how the speaker/writer organizes messages in relation to 

situational contexts. Through the multifunctional view of text, Fairclough (1995b: 

55) suggests that '[l]anguage use - any text - is always simultaneously 

constitutive of (1) social identities, (2) social relations and (3) systems of 

knowledge and belief.' That is, these aspects of society and culture are shaped by 

and in tum, shape texts. Accordingly, textual analysis can be represented in the 

following figure. 

Text 

Representations (ideational function) 

Identities & social relations (interpersonal function) 

Cohesion and coherence (textual function) 

Figure 5.1 Textual analysis (Richardson, 2007: 38) 

At the level of textual analysis, the focus is on content, form and textual 

organization. As Fairclough (1995b: 57) offers the following explanation: 

The analysis of text [ ... ] covers traditional fonns of linguistic analysis -

analysis of vocabulary and semantics, the grammar of sentences and smaller 

units, and the sound system ('phonology') and writing system. But it also 

includes analysis of textual organization above the sentence, including the 

ways in which sentences are connected together ('cohesion '), and things like 

the organization of tum-taking in interviews or the overall structure of a 

news paper article. 

Therefore, by focusing on representations, social relations and identities, the stage 

of description includes three levels of analysis: lexical analysis, sentence structures, 

and textual structures. 

Lexical analysis 

1. Lexical structures 

The first stage of textual analysis focuses on words used in a text. It looks at the 

choice of words and their connoted and denoted meanings. As Fowler (1991: 82) 
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points out: 

Vocabulary can be regarded [ ... ] as a representation of the world for a 

culture; the world as perceived according to the ideological needs of a 

culture. Like the map, it works first by segmentation: by partitioning the 

material continuum of nature and the undifferentiated flux of thought into 

slices which answer to the interests of the community. [original italic] 

The choice of vocabulary items in a text represents a particular perception of some 

aspect of reality and therefore can be ideologically significant. 

The lexical structure ofa text has a 'categorizing function (ibid. p.84),. Through 

clusters of related terms (lexical registers), distinct preoccupation and topics are 

marked off in a text. In Fairclough's (200Ia: 96) term, it is the 'classification 

scheme' of a text that conveys socially and ideologically distinct aspects of reality. 

For example, following is a quote from Taiwan s Six Year National Plan (see Text 

5.1 and Section 5.3.1). Its lexical structure indicates a classification scheme of 

development and manpower. The relevant lexical items are italicized. 

The first project of the 6-year national development plan is the cultivation 

of talent for the e-generation, since manpower is the basis of all 

development. To meet the future challenges of globalization and 

internationalization, the ROC should first enhance the abilities of its 

people. Concurrently, the government will establish an environment for 

internationalizing learning. 

According to Fairclough, overwording (the existence of an unusually high degree of 

quasi-synonymous terms) 'shows preoccupation with some aspects of reality -

which may indicate that it is a focus of ideological struggle' (ibid. p. 96). 

2. Metaphors 

A metaphor is a means to represent one thing in terms of another. Goatly (1997: 

2) states that 'the metaphors we use structure our thinking, hiding some features of 

the phenomena we apply them to, and highlighting others'. In addition, a metaphor 

'demonstrates, in an exaggerated way, how all linguistic classification constructs a 

representation of experience on the basis of selective perception and selective 

ignoring of aspects of the world' (ibid. pJ). For example, war is used as a metaphor 
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to describe the intense competition of English education between Taiwan and 

Mainland China, e.g. 'this is a war startingfrom 5 years of age' and 'the warfare of 

teaching ABC spreads down' (see Text 5.6 and Section 5.3.5). The metaphorical 

representation of war highlights the necessity of acquiring English proficiency for 

international competition and ignores other aspects of English education. Therefore, 

metaphors and metaphorical representation are examined in the selected texts in 

order to investigate their ideological significance. 

3. Euphemistic and formal expressions 

A text's' choice of wording not only represents particular perception of reality 

but also social relationships between participants. In other words, by choosing 

certain words and expressions, the speaker/writer assumes commonality of certain 

values with the reader. Therefore, an assumed readership can be identified through a 

choice of wording. For example, Fairclough (2001a) suggests that both euphemism 

and formality in texts are strategies for relational reasons. The choice of 

euphemistic words is a way to avoid negative or offensive expressions to readers, 

while vocabulary of formality in a text (e.g. see Text 5.2) demands formal social 

relationship, such as expressing politeness and respect for status and position. 

4. Reference and predication 

The way to categorize and evaluate a person, an object or an event in discourses 

can have significant impact on how it is perceived. By choosing one social category 

over another and by assigning certain qualities to social actors, objects or events, 

different social or political purposes or interests of the speakers/writers can be 

served. Richardson (2007: 49) makes the point that: 

We all simultaneously possess a range of identities, role and characteristics 

that could be used to describe us equally accurately but not with the same 

meaning. The manner in which social actors are named identifies not only 

the group(s) that they are associated with (or at least the groups that the 

speaker/writer wants them to be associated with) it can also signal the 

relationship between the namer and the named. (original italic) 

In Reisigl and Wodak's (2001) analysis, these kinds of classification options are 

categorized into referential and predicational strategies. While referential strategies 
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are chosen to classify a social actor as exclusion from or inclusion in certain social 

group, 'predicational strategies may, for example, be realized as stereotypical, 

evaluative attributions of negative and positive traits in the linguistic form of 

implicit or explicit predicates' (ibid. p. 45) . 

. For instance, in an article reporting the association between one's English 

proficiency and salary in Taiwan (see Text 5.5 and Section 5.3.4, Fluent English 

Higher Pay-Manpower industry: English as salary criterion in nearly half 

enterprises, most commonly in high-tech industry and foreign companies), a 

collectivized term, manpower industry, is used in the headline, instead of 'experts or 

executives' in manpower industry. The viewpoints of the two executives in this 

article are identified as those of the whole manpower industry. The choice of words 

therefore linguistically provides predications and is ideologically significant. 

Sentence analysis 

1. Transitivity 

Transitivity refers a system of process types which describes how speakers or 

writers represent their experience of the world. Halliday and Matthiessen (2004: 

170) provides this explanation: 

Our most powerful impression of experience is that it consists a flow of 

events, or 'going-on'. This flow of event is chunked into quanta of change 

by the grammar of the clause: each quantum of change is modeled as a 

figure - a figure of happening, doing, sensing, saying, being or having. All 

figures consist of a process unfolding through time and of participants being 

directly involves in this process in some way; and in addition there may be 

circumstances of time, space, cause, manner or one of a few other types. [ ... ] 

All such figures are sorted out in the grammar of the clause. [ ... ] The 

grammatical system by which this is achieved is that of TRANSITIVITY. 

The transitivity system construes the world of experience into a manageable 

set of PROCESS TYPES. 

Simpson (1993: 88) illustrates the three components in the processes expressed by 

clauses: 

(I) process itself, which will be expressed by the verb phrase in a clause. 

(2) The participants involved in the process. These roles are typically 
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realized by noun phrases in the clause. 
(3) The circumstances associated with the process, normally expressed by 

adverbial and prepositional phrase. 

Four major types of process can be identified. First, material processes are 

processes involving physical actions, e.g. walking, running, cooking etc. Two 

participants are involved in these processes. The first is the doer of the action - the 

Actor. The second participant is the Goal which is affected by the process. For 

example: 

Actor Process: material Goal 
John kicked the ball. 
The lion sprang. 

Examples extracted from Simpson (1993: 89) 

The first example can be presented in a passive form where the Goal is placed first 

and the Actor is placed in the end of the sentence: 

Goal Process: material Actor 
The ball was kicked by John. 

Material processes can be sub-categorized by separating processes which create 

Goals from which transform existing Goals. For example: 

Actor Process: material Goal 
Creative: I have just made the Christmas pUdding. 
Transformative: My mum never eats Christmas pudding. 

Examples extracted from Thompson (2004: 91) 

Another way to subdivide material processes is according to whether the process is 

intentional or involuntary. For example: 

Actor Process: material Goal 
Intentional: John kicked the ball. 
Involuntary: Mary slipped. 

Examples extracted from Simpson (1993: 89) 

The second, mental processes represent the internal world of mind. Many verbs 

refer to the mental processes, such as thinking, seeing, and liking. The two 

participants associated with mental processes are the Sensor and the Phenomenon. 

The former is the person who is undergoing a mental process, while the later is what 
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is perceived, thought about or reacted to, for example: 

Sensor Process: mental Phenomenon 
John saw Alice. 
She realized that she would never see him again. 

Four sub-categories of mental processes c~n be identified: 

Sensor Process: mental Phenomenon 

Emotion: I like most operas. 
(processes of feeling) 
Cognition: You can imagine his reaction. 
(processes of deciding, 
knowing, 
understanding, etc.) 
Perception: 

. 
He heard a faint sound. 

(seeing, hearing, etc.) 
Desideration: I don't want any trouble. 
(a technical tenn for 
'wanting') 

Examples extracted from Thompson (2004: 94) 

The third, relational processes signal the existence of a relationship between 

two participants. There are two types of relational processes: attributive relational 

processes (in which the entity carries the attribute) and identifying relational 

processes (which identify one entity in terms of another), for example: 

Attributive relational processes: 

Carrier Process: relational Attribute 
This bread is stale. 
He felt uneasy. 

Examples extracted from Thompson (2004: 97) 

Identifying relational processes: 

Value Process: relational Token 
His immediate objective is the church. 
The optional courses include Stylistics and Phonetics. 

Examples extracted from Thompson (2004: 98) 

Relational processes can also be subdivided by identifying three main types of 

relationships: intensive, circumstantial and possessive. The following examples 

illustrate these distinctions. 
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Intensive: Mary is wise 
Tom seems foolish. 

Circumstantial: Bill is at home. 
The queen was in the parlour. 

Possessive: Gill has a guitar. 
John owns a piano. 

Examples extracted from Simpson (1993: 92) 

The Fourth, verbal processes are processes of saying. The participants 

associated with verbal processes include the Sayer (the person who is speaking), the 

Receiver (the person to whom the message is addressed), the Target (the entity at 

which the message is directed), and the Verbiage (the message itself). The following 

are some examples of verbal processes: 

Sayer Process: verbal Receiver Verbiage 
I explained to her what it meant. 

Sayer Circumstance Process: verbal Target 
The report sharply criticized Lilly's quality-control procedures. 

As Simpson (1993: 104) points out: 

The transitivity provides one means of investigating how a reader's or 
listener's perception of the meaning of a text is pushed in a particular 
direction and how the linguistic structure of a text effectively encodes a 
particular 'world view'. 

When one chooses a certain type of process and participant to represent some action, 

event or relationship, the selection can be ideologically significant (Fairclough, 

200la). The same event can be expressed in many different ways. For example, one 

may choose to represent the situation of English education in Taiwan as an intensive 

relational process, e.g. (a) Overhaul is necessary in English education (see Section 

5.3.3), as an active material process, e.g. (b) The government should overhaul 

English education, or as a passive construction, e.g. (c) English education should be 

overhauled. By choosing different process types, the relationship between 

participants is changed. In example (a), English education is the Circumstance 

where an overhaul should take place, while in example (b) English education is the 
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Goal that the government should work on. In addition, to highlight or background a 

certain participant may be conscious options to obscure agency, causality and 

responsibility. In example (b), the responsibility of the government (the Actor) is 

highlighted, while in example (c) the agent of the material process is unclear and 

the responsibility of overhauling English education is obscured. Such choices carry 

significant connoted meanings. Therefore, in transitivity analysis, we need to 

consider the option of process types and their implication regarding the 

relationships between participants, and the transformation of processes, e.g. active 

agent deletion. Two related features of transitivity, i.e. modality and nominalization, 

are discussed in the following sections. 

2. Modality 

Modality can be regarded as comments or attitudes explicitly or implicitly taken 

by the speaker/writer in a text. As Simpson (1993: 47) explains, 'modality refers 

broadly to a speaker's attitude towards, or opinion about, the truth of a proposition 

expressed by a sentence. It also extends to their attitude towards the situation or 

event described by a sentence'. Modality usually involves the use of modal 

auxiliary verbs, (e.g. can, will, must and should), their negation (e.g. cannot, will 

not, must not and should not), and adverbs (e.g. certainly. probably and possibly). 

There are two principle forms of modality: truth modality and obligation 

modality. Firstly, truth modality expresses a commitment to the truth of a 

proposition a speaker/writer makes or to the degree of likelihood of a predication. It 

conveys varying degree of certainty, from the absolute categorical, e.g. 'Your ability 

will determine your future' (see Text 5.3 and Section 5.3.2), to various degree of 

lesser certainty, e.g. 'John can be right' and 'John could be right'. Secondly, 

obligation modality refers to the degree of the speaker/writer's belief in a certain 

action or decision ought to be taken. This modality can be expressed in modal 

auxiliaries, such as should, ought to and must, (e.g. 'the government should 

designate English as a quasi-official language' and 'You must leave '). 

In addition, modality is more than the use of modal auxiliaries or adverbs and 

can be expressed in the form of categorical assertions. Lyons (1977) makes the 

point that the non-modal categorical assertions indicate a speaker/writer's strongest 

commitment to his or her proposition. He further explains: 
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It would be generally agreed that the speaker is more strongly committed to 
the factuality of 'It be raining' by saying It is raining than he is by saying It 
must be raining. It is general principle, to which we are expected to confonn, 

that we should ~lways make the strongest commitment for which we have 
epistemic warrant. If there is no explicit mention of the source of our 

infonnation and no explicit qualification of our commitment to its factuality, 

it will be assumed that we have full epistemic warrant for what we say. (ibid. 

p.808-9, original italics) 

For example, in the sentence' The English level of the average Taiwanese citizen is 

inadequate' (see Text 5.4 and Section 5.3.3), a non-modelized form of modality is 

used. The argumentative force of this claim would be decreased if it is modalized, 

e.g. The English level of the average Taiwanese citizen must be inadequate. And the 

choice of non-modal categorical assertion indicates the speaker/writer's judgment 

and belief. 

3. Nominalization 

Another feature related to transitivity is nominalization which refers to the 

transformation of a process into a noun or a nominal. It can· be ideologically 

significant because, compared to a full clause, the meaning and information a 

derived nominal can express is largely reduced. Fowler (1991: 80) clarifies this: 

Deleted in the nominal fonn are the participants (who did what to whom?), 
and indication of time - because there is not verb to be tense - and any 
indication of modality - the writer's views as the truth or the desirability of 
the proposition. 

For example, in the sentence 'in the recent years much attention has been paid to 

the lack of adequate English education in Taiwan' (see Text 5.4 and Section 5.3.3), 

a nominalization (the lack of adequate English education in Taiwan) is used, which 

compresses a process and leaves attributions of causality and responsibility unclear. 

The lack of adequate English education in Taiwan is presented as a presupposition. 

4. The choice of pronouns 'we' and 'you' 

According to Fairclough (2001 a), the choice of pronouns in a text has relational 

values. He points out that the use of 'we' and 'you' can be ideologically significant. 
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By using 'we' to include or exclude the reader, a text can speak on behalf of itself, 

the reader and all. And by using 'you', actual and potential members of the audience 

are stimulated. For example, in Text 5.4 (see Section 5.3.3) inclusive 'we' is used to 

evoke the reader's recognition of the writer's propositions (e.g. 'We all know 

Taiwan is a small nation that does not have a high profile on the international 

stage'). In Text 5.3, an advertisement of an English language center, 'you' is used to 

target every single reader and activate their response (e.g. 'Do you know this? 

English fever in Taiwan is now proceeding ardently'). 

5. Cohesive features 

Cohesive features refer to formal connections between sentences in a text and 

reference-words which refer back to an earlier sentence or forwards to a later one. 

These cohesive features are important because they explicitly or implicitly convey 

ideological assumptions (Fairclough, 2001a). First, logical connectors can establish 

a causal or consequential relationship between sentences and signal the assumption 

(ibid.). For example, in the following sentence 'Since English is the language that 

links the world, the government should designate English as a quasi-official 

language and actively expand the use of English as a part of daily life' (see Text 5.1 

and Section 5.3.1), coherence depends on the assumption that if a language links the 

world, it is the language expected to be designate an official status and used widely. 

The example can be paraphrased by using other connecters, such as 'Because 

English is the language that links the world, the government should designate 

English as a quasi-official language and actively expand the use of English as a 

part of daily life' or 'English is the language that links the world. As a result, the 

government should designate English as a quasi-official language and actively 

expand the use of English as a part of daily life'. These logical connectors signal 

what would be expected to happen and commonsensicalize a relationship between 

things which might be ideological. 

Second, complex sentences, especially subordinate clauses, can signal 

ideological assumptions. As Fairclough (2001a: 109) points out, '[ilt is generally 

the case that the main clause is more informationally prominent than subordinate 

clauses, with the content of subordinate clauses beckgrounded', A sentence in Text 

5.4 (see Section 5,3.3) is an example: 'Government officials and educational 
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policymakers are pointing fingers and finding new problems, when they should be 

proposing ways to fix the old ones'. While the first clause is the main clause 

contains an assertion, the second clause - 'they should be proposing ways to fix the 

old ones' is presupposed. 

Finally, grammatical devices of reference, such as the pronounces (e.g. it, he, 

this, that, etc.) and the definite article (the), can refer to referents (persons, objects 

and events) which are not established textually but presupposed (Fairclough, 2001a). 

To take an earlier quoted sentence as an example: 'in the recent years much 

attention has been paid to the lack of adequate English education in Taiwan'. The 

lack of adequate English education in Taiwan is stated as an existing fact and 

therefore presupposed. 

Textual structures 

At the level of textual analysis, the organizational features of the text are also 

examined. It is important to examine how the whole of a text may be structured and 

how the story of a text is presented. According to Fairclough (2001 a: 115), 

[p]articipants' expectations about the structure of the social interactions they 

take part in or the texts they read are an important factor in interpretation -

and particular elements can be interpreted in accordance with what is 

expected at the point where they occur, rather then in terms of what they are. 

In other words, the structure of a text is an imposed routine on social practice, and 

familiarity with the structural elements makes it difficult to see the aspects of event 

which do not conventionally confirm to the expected routine. For example, a hard 

news story generally includes the following main elements: setting, event and 

outcome. And the lead paragraph is normally written to answer five W-questions: 

Who? What? Why? When? Where? Although this order helps us to comprehend the 

event, it to a large extent reflects the values and assumptions of our culture and is 

therefore ideological and contestable (Richardson, 2007). 

Analysis of discursive practices: the stage of interpretation 

Discursive practice mediates between text and social practice and focuses on 
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'how authors of texts draw on already existing discourses and genres to create a text 

and on how receivers of texts also apply available discourses and genres in the 

consumption and interpretation of the texts' (J0rgensen and Phillips, 2002: 69). In 

other words, the interpretation of a text is not only constructed by the formal 

features of a text but also depends on background assumptions of the reader, 'the 

members' resource' (MR) (Fairclough, 2001 a: 118). Fairclough states that 'from the 

point of view of the interpreter of a text, formal features of the text are "cues" 

which activate elements of interpreters' MR' (ibid. p.118). Therefore, the analysis of 

discursive practice involves not only an explanation of how a text is produced and 

interpreted but also 'what genres and discourses were drawn upon in producing the 

text, and what traces of them are there in the text' - intertextuality (Fairclough, 

1995b: 61). 

In the interpretation stage, the focus is on the context through which the authors 

produce texts, and readers use and understand them. Two levels of context are 

examined: situational and intertextual context. According to Fairclough (2001 a: 

122-3), situational context looks at the four dimensions of the situation: 'what's 

going on, who's involved, what relationships are at issue, and what's the role of 

language in what's going on?' These four dimensions correspond to four main 

determinants of a discourse type: contents, subjects, relations and connections 

(ibid.). First, 'what's going on' refers to what activity types, topics and purposes a 

situation/discourse is related to. For example, an advertisement of an English 

language center can be regarded as an activity type of advertising English classes, a 

description of English promotion (topic), and an attempt to attract potential students 

(purpose). Second, 'who's involved' specifies subject positions of participants in a 

situation/discourse. In the case of an advertisement of an English language center, 

the receivers of the text have multi-dimensional subject positions, including readers, 

consumers and potential English learners. Third, 'what relationships are at issue' 

looks at subject positions 'in terms of what relationships of power, social distance, 

and so forth are set up and enacted in the situation. (ibid. p.124), For instance, in the 

same case of advertisement, the focus turns to the nature of relationships between 

the English language center and 'potential English learners'. Finally, 'what's the 

role of language' refers to the function of language use as a part of a wider 

institutional objective. It involves a choice of genre, e.g. advertisement and editorial, 
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and channel, e.g. spoken or written language. 

J0rgensen and Phillips (2002: 70) note that Fairclough's CDA model 'is based 

on, and promotes, the principle that texts can never be understood or analyzed in 

isolation - they can only be understood in relation to webs of texts and in relation to 

the social context'. The interpretation of intertextual context thus involves which 

series a text is related to and what common ground is presupposed by participants 

(Fairclough, 2001a). It includes presuppositions which are assumed to have been 

said or written elsewhere without referring to specific texts, and intertextuality 

which refers to 'the presence of actual elements of other texts within a text -

quotation' (Fairclough, 2003: 39). 

Presuppositions are taken-for-granted claims embedded in a text. They can be 

regarded as the hidden agenda of a text that the author wants to impose on the 

reader, and therefore have ideological functions.' As mentioned earlier, 

presuppositions can be triggered by some fonnal features, such as nominalization, 

the definite article and subordinate clauses. They can also be marked in other ways. 

For example, presuppositions are present in wh-questions and that-clauses after 

verbs and adjectives, such as realize, aware, angry, etc (Fairclough, 2001a). By 

asking' Who is responsible for the lack of adequate English education in Taiwan?', 

two questions are actually being asked: the explicit request to name someone to take 

the responsibility, and the presupposed question 'Is someone responsible for the 

lack of adequate English education in Taiwan?' Another signal of presupposition is 

the use of negation. In the example 'The problem is not how to improve national 

English ability. The issue is how we use English to benefit our society', the assertion 

denied by negative clause is a presupposed element of intertextual context. It is 

presupposed that someone has asserted that national English ability needs to be 

improved and that the issue is how to improve national English ability. 

On the other hand, reported speech, writing or thought which incorporates 

opinions of the prior text into the present text is also an intertextaul issue 

(Fairclough, 2003; Richardson, 2007). Richardson demonstrates different fonns of 

reported speech in news reporting, including direct quotation, strategic quotation, 

indirect quotation, transfonned indirect quotation, and ostensible quotation, and 

indicates their impact on readers' interpretation of a text (see Richardson, 2007 for a 
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fuller account). For instance, using different verbal processes in a direct or indirect 

quotation (e.g. 'David claimed ... ', 'David admitted .. .' or 'David said .. .') can have 

totally different meanings and be ideologically significant. In the analysis of 

reported speech, one also needs to consider 'the relationship between the report and 

the original text that is reported (the event that is reported)' as well as 'the 

relationship between the report and the rest of the text in which it occurs - how the 

report figures in the text, what work the reporting does in the text' (Fairclough, 

2003: 53). 

Overall, the analysis of discursive practices investigates what interpretations 

are generated through situational and intertextual contexts. 

Analysis of social practices: the stage of explanation 

The analysis of social practices assumes a dialectical relationship between 

society and texts. Fairclough (2001a: 135) provides this explanation: 

The objective of the stage of explanation is to portray a discourse as part of 

a social process, as a social practice, showing how it is detennined by social 

structures, and what reproductive effects discourses can cumulatively have 

on those structures, sustaining them or changing them. These social 

detenninants and effects are 'mediated' by MR: that is, social structures 

shape MR, which in tum shape discourses; and discourses sustain or change 

MR, which in tum sustain or change structures. 

At this stage, the MR is regarded as ideologies because they are associated with 

assumptions about culture, social relationships and identities. It is thus important to 

investigate 'what elements of MR which are drawn upon have an ideological 

character' (ibid. p.138). By focusing on processes of social struggles or relations of 

power, the analysis of social practices examines determinants and effects of 

discourse at three levels: societal, institutional and situational. For example, Text 

5.1 Cultivate Talent/or E-Generation can be seen as a national policy in response to 

social expectation and global challenges, a project designed and implemented by the 

government and educational institutions, and a discourse of national propaganda of 

internationalization. 
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5.2.5 Background of Data Collection and Analysis 

In order to investigate the ideological assumptions regarding the English 

language in Taiwan, the following texts (Table 5.1) are selected for analysis. 

Table 5.1 Texts Selected for Analysis 

Text Source 
Date of 

Title! Headline Type of text Language 

5.1 

5.2 

5.3 

5.4 
5.5 

5.6 

pllblicatioll 
Government Feb. 2002 Challenge 2008: Taiwan Six-Year National Government English 
Information Development Plan policy 
Office, 
Executive Yuen 

Ministry of Apr. 2003 Teachers' Manual for English Language Teacher Chinese 

Education Teaching in Junior High and Elementary Manual 

Schools 

Central Daily 21 Mar. 2002 2002 Year of English Fever: Your Ability Advertisement Chinese 

News Determines Your Futurel 

Taipei Times 31 Oct. 2004 Overhaul Necessary in English Education Editorial English 

Economic 10 Sep. Fluent English Higher Pay-Manpower News report! Chinese 

Daily News 2004 industry: English as salary criterion in National 
nearly half enterprises, most commonly news 

in high-tech industry and foreign 

companies 

United Daily 30 Aug. Series of Teachillg ABC ill elemelltary schools News report! Chinese 

News 2002 ofrllral areas (3) English Early Rooted Local news: 
Better Result- Due to the lack of Miaoli 

elementary teachers, the distance of County 
cram schools and affordability of 

supplement education are problems 
.. 

(see Appendix 1 for the onglnal pnnt ofText 5.3, 5.5, 5.6) 

These texts are chosen from governmental and educational documents, printed news 

and advertisement in a time period from September 2001 when English education 

was introduced to elementary curriculum to December 2005. Governmental and 

educational documents include Taiwan Six- Year National Development Plan (Text 

5.1), which represents the blueprint of national development from 2002 to 2008 and 

emphasizes the importance of English at national level , and Teacher Manual for 

English Language Teaching in Junior High and elementary Schools (Text 5.2), 

which manifests the rationale and methodology of English language teaching at 

elementary and junior high levels according to Grade 1-9 Curriculum. These two 

texts are selected because of their significant influence on Taiwan's government 

policies and educational practices of English. 

Another four texts are also included for investigating discourses of English 
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promotion and English in employment and local education. Text 5.3 is a propaganda 

text which advertises a private English language center from Central Daily News, a 

newspaper used to run by the KMT. Another news text (text 5,4) is an editorial 

about issues of English and education from Taipei Times which is a branch 

newspaper of the Liberty Times Group and currently the most-circulated English 

newspaper in Taiwan area. Text 5.5 is a news article about English and employment 

from Economic Daily News and Text 5.6 is a news report about English language 

teaching in elementary schools in rural areas on United Daily News. 

Economic Daily News belongs to the United Daily News Group, one of the 

printed news media with the largest readership in Taiwan, and is a newspaper 

focusing on economic and business affaires .. Currently, the United Daily News 

Group along with the China Times Group and the Liberty Times Group are three 

national newspaper groups with the highest circulation in Taiwan. These three 

newspaper groups are varied in terms of their historical background and political 

position. The political positions of the United Daily News Group and the China 

Times Group are relatively pro-KMT, the previous ruling political party, while the 

Liberty Times Group is relatively pro-DPP, the current ruling political party in 

Taiwan. The difference of their political positions and underlying ideologies can 

also be distinguished by issues concerning relations between Taiwan and the 

Mainland China and the status of Taiwan. The United Daily News Group and the 

China Times Group are often more positive regarding relationships between Taiwan 

and the Mainland China and more optimistic about the possible consequence of the 

. unification across the Taiwan Strait. However, the Liberty Times Group is an 

advocate of the uniqueness of Taiwan as an independent country and therefore often 

shows hostility toward thteats from the Mainland China and concerns about local 

development. 

Text 5.3 is one of the advertisements on the page specifically for reports 

regarding English education during a National English Exposition held by Central 

Daily News and Taipei City Government in 2002. This text is selected because it 

represents a discourse type of English promotion which can be found frequently in 

the printed media by Taiwan's ELT industry. Instead of a propaganda text, Text 5,4 

is an editorial written by an owner of an ELT franchise commenting on the event 

concerning an educational agreement between Taiwan and Palau proposed by 
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Ministry of Education and criticizing the current English language policy in Taiwan. 

In a way, it represents another kind of discourse type of English promotion and is 

selected in this research for investigating the power relation between English 

education, governmental practice and the ELT industry. In terms of the relationship 

between English and employment, text 5.5 is chosen not only because it is a report 

specifically on this issue, but also because it appeared on Economic Daily News, a 

newspaper focusing on business affairs, and is accompanied by other relevant 

reports which occupy half of the newspaper page. Finally, Text 5.6 is selected 

because it is an example of examination of English education in rural areas in 

Taiwan and a response to the national policy of English education from the local. 

All texts will be analyzed using techniques of discourse/text analysis and the 

three-dimensional model of CDA (see Section 5.2.3 and 5.2.4) where appropriate, 

and according to their contents and contexts. Texts will be classified and analyzed 

through different subjects, i.e. the role of English in national planning and education; 
\ 

worries about English ability; English and employment; English promotion; and 

English in local areas. Important paragraphs and elements of all texts will be 

illustrated accordingly. The Chinese texts will be translated into English when 

certain sections of the texts are discussed and analyzed. Although this research 

follows Fairclough's analytical framework of CDA, analysis of Chinese texts at the 

stage of description will focus on Chinese linguistic features rather than their 

English translation. Both the English translation and analysis will be applied and 

presented cautiously in order to avoid ideological projection in the process of 

translation. Overall, the intention of this chapter is not to develop a list of Chinese 

analytical framework of CDA but to apply principles of CDA in the analysis of 

Chinese texts. These Chinese texts (text 5.2, 5.3, 5.5, 5.6) will be scrutinized in 

terms of words or phrases, grammar and textual structures by Chinese linguistic 

features comparable to the set of formal features in English mainly developed by 

Fairclough (200Ia) (see Section 5.2.4). In addition, at the stage of interpretation, 

Chinese linguistic features combined with 'members' resources' (Fairclough, 

2001: 118)' (background knowledge used by discourse participants to interpret a text) 

will be taken into account. Sentence or paragraph numbers have been added in each 

text for convenience of reference. 
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5.3 Analysis of Texts 

5.3. 1 The Role of English in National Plan and in Education 

This section aims to investigate the ideological assumptions embedded in 

discourses of national policies and educational practices regarding English m 

Taiwan. 

Text 5.1 Cultivate Talent for the E-Generation 

Text 5.1 (see below) is an extract of Taiwan Six-Year National Development 

Plan. With its title - Cultivate Talent for the E-Generation, the main idea of this 

project focuses on manpower. This project is the first of the ten projects of Taiwan 

Six-Year National Development Plan and is designed to be implemented as an 

independent project. Text 5.1 is an extract from an English edition of Taiwan 

Six-Year National Development Plan which is available on the Washington State 

Taiwan Office Website. Another English edition can be found on the web site of 

Council of Economic Planning and Development, Executive Yuan 

(http://210.69.188.227/200S/index.htm), which is titled the English summary of 

Taiwan Six-Year National Development Plan. Text 5.1 is selected because this 

edition is designed to provide more detailed information regarding the national plan 

rather than a bullet-point summary. 

According to the presentation of Text 5.1, the English edition on the Washington 

State Taiwan Office Website is used as information for foreign companies interested 

in doing business in Taiwan and can be regarded as national propaganda. Therefore 

possible audiences of this text are foreigners and people interested in its English 

translation or these issues such as researchers. Although this text is a translation of 

its Chinese origin, it still implies new meanings in the process of its production. 

Specifically, the English edition is less about national policies than a showpiece of 

internationalization or 'Englishization'. The English edition of Taiwan Six-Year 

National Development Plan therefore is not only a translation but also a form of 

international propaganda to provide readers of English with information about 

Taiwan's current development. 
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1. Cultivate Talent for the E-Generation 

(1) The first project of the 6-year national development plan is the cultivation of talent for the 

e-generation, since manpower is the basis of all development. (2) To meet the future challenges 

of globalization and internationalization, the ROC should first enhance the abilities of its people. 

(3) Concurrently, the government will establish an environment for internationalizing learning. 

(4) This project emphasizes the ability to master foreign languages, especially English, and the 

use of Internet. (5) Since English is the language that links the world, the government should 

designate English as a quasi-official language and actively expand the use of English as a part of 

daily life. 

(6) In addition, physical health and culture is the foundation for the next generation of society. (7) 

Therefore, education in culture, art, sports, and civility is an important goal for the new 

government. (8) Since it is necessary for the entire SOCiety to enter the new era with the 

e-generation, we must make concerted efforts to establish a comprehensive life-long learning 

system, promote voluntary social services, and integrate learning resources, including those in 

the civil service system, to Immerse ourselves In cultural, social transformation, and 

reconstruction. 

Text 5.1 Extracted from the English version of 'Taiwan Six-Year National Development 
Plan', 2002 (available at http://www.washingtonstate.org.tw/English/taiwan-trade
economy/6-year-planl talent-e-generation.htm, accessed 21 September 2005) 

l.Ei!tttA:t~~trll 

§fJ : t~l1fAfl~UUjJ&iU~!1~~gjJl¥.Jfii!t~ , t!1,gt~~g~*l~J!!m ri(mw~m J I¥.J 
fi1!!:~o 

(1)AB'9t~~~FJT1nllt9:fD~mB'9i!i!i~W § ~ 'llm~~mYl~:I:!li~tmB'9m-Jfl8,t~ E ttt{~B'9A 

::tttlW • (2)OOfi**B'9tJt~ , 1§$tgt~5$[mJ~~~I!!~~{tW~~1iHtB'91-lg1J ' [3J~t!!~fi'~-1I 
1!KI~~{tB'9Ift!j[fD~~~~B'9{~{!f • (3){~JfHi-Ba(¥-i5JU~9HI:DfD~nimmllg1JB'9ttl."gX:~ilJflH 
ill¥JIl:IIUi ' :;t~t~~~H ' e~J11I1X~Will:WfJ€ilLB'9±:~IJl ' jE.lOff:tE7\1f.I'3I!!~~iR]aB'9t(g{ftmft
m$'§'1J~HS ' ~fimlJJtJt*~~i!mB"JfBlIJ ' ~5HlagX:mj:mr:pB"J-$71 • (4)ffffT -{~B'9ft8jl 
fij!$:W3t{t~'O!~~@]ffd:1!I!KI~**l~i!i!i~ • (5)~Jltfirm3t{tefilij , It'Hf~IJJW2}~ffd:tt~~ 
9&.gX:~W ' J!~~i&JffifH,\¥&.B'9§~ • (6)?!.\ffff • ~1Iffi±!tt!!~~~1ILnf E tttft-~jMA*fTttt 

&c· (7)IZ9Jlt ' ~11'~~I"H"thbjJ , 9!ft~jj'I±~*Ht~~ft~ , mlJJ;t;IJitEB'9ffi±l1UH<13 ' Md'~.g.'E! 
fi5i&JffIl~:tEI'3I¥J~~~~ , t~A3t{tWffi±ttB'9"~ • mYlaiIJffiii±ft • 

1. The Project of Cultivating Talent for E-generation 

Aim: To cultivate the new generation with creativity and the ability of 
International communication, tha( Is, the new generation who can be highly 
skilled In application of 'Information and English' . 

(1) Manpower Is the basis and aim of all development. The first project of the 6-year national 

development plan is thus the cultivation of talent for the e-generation. (2) To meet the future 

challenges, the first is to emphasize the abilities of citizens to accommodate to globalization and 

internationalization and concurrently to establish an internationalized environment and conditions 

for national learning. (3) This project emphasizes the ability to master foreign languages, 

especially English, and the use of the Internet. Since English has become the language that links 
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the world, the government should designate English as a quasi-official language and actively 

expand the use of English as a part of daily life. (4) In addition, physical health and the cultural 

cultivation of the next generation is the foundation of society. (5) Therefore, education in culture, 

art, sports, and civility is an important goal for the new government. (6) However, it is necessary 

for the entire society to enter the new era with the e-generation. (7)Therefore, we must make 

concerted efforts to establish a comprehensive life-long learning system, promote voluntary 

social services, and integrate learning resources, including those in the civil service system, in 

order to devote ourselves to cultural and social transformation and to reconstruct a new Taiwan 
society. 

Text 5.1.2 Extracted from the original (Chinese) version of 'Taiwan Six-Year National 
Development Plan', 2002 (available at http://hirecruit.nat.gov.tw/ 
chinese/html/taiwan_05.htm, accessed 21 September 2005) 

Compared to the Chinese edition (Text 5.1.2), most of the English edition is 

faithfully translated according to the original paragraphs except for a few 

differences in length, order of words and phrases, and the layouts. The English 

edition only includes the first paragraph of the original, while the Chinese edition 

consists of this paragraph, a lead to state the aim of this project, and four 

subheadings and details as instructions to implementation. The lead (aim) in the 

Chinese edition declare the aim of this project in a sentence which explaining the 

characteristic and quality of 'e-generation'. 

The possible reason that both the lead and further instructions are skipped in the 

English version (Text 5.1) is that, as mentioned earlier, English is not considered as 

the main channel to present this national plan and is used here as a form of 

international propaganda. Therefore, a simplified and summary text is produced 

(without mentioning that it is a summary version). This is also verifiable if we 

closely compare these two texts in tenns of the translation. Some phrases in the 

original text are not translated word by word but shortened or summarized. For 

example, the Chinese original of 'establish an environment for internationalizing 

learning' (in sentence 3 of Text 5.1) is -I'~-1I~~~1t8<]!1{!JtfD~~~~B<]i~itj: 

(in sentence 3 of Text 5.1.2) which means 'to establish an internationalized 

environment and conditions of national learning'. And 1~A3t1tWU'Wri¥J$'~ ,m.~ 

t:litlWrffr±t!t (in sentence 7 of Text 5.1.2) meaning 'to devote ourselves to cultural and 

social transformation and to reconstruct new Taiwan society' is translated as 'to 

immerse ourselves in cultural, social transformation, and reconstruction' (in 

sentence 8 of Text 5.1). These differences do not significantly alter the meaning of 

the original text in the process of translation but in a way do reflect the function of 
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English at the governmental level. Although the English edition of governmental 

documents or national policy is needed for creating international profile of Taiwan, 

it does not have significant function domestically and can be regarded as an 

extended, summary presentation of the original. 

Focusing on Text 5.1, Cultivate Talentfor the E-Generation is preoccupied with 

manpower and development by wording including the nouns cultivation, talent, 

e-generation, manpower, development, abilities and the verbs cultivate, enhance, 

establish, expand, promote, integrate. Most sentences of the text are formulated in 

modality forms through non-modalized categorical assertions, e.g. The first project 

of the 6-year national development plan is the cultivation of talent for the 

e-generation, since manpower is the basis of all development (sentence 1). or 

through the use of modal auxiliary verbs, e.g. To meet the future challenges of 

globalization and internationalization, the ROC should first enhance the abilities of 

its people (sentence 2). 

According to Fairclough (2001a), the use of modality is related to author's 

authority or power in terms of relations between participants or the truth of a 

proposition. Non-modalized categorical assertions can be regarded as a form of 

modality that expresses the author's strongest commitment to the truth of the 

proposition and that affirmatively supports a view of the world as transparent and 

self-evident. The modality forms used here represent a declarative mode, where the 

subject position of the author (i.e. the government) is the subject position of an 

information provider and the audience's position is a receiver (Fairclough, 200la: 

104-105). The forms manifest a commitment to the truth of the statements and to 

the implementation of policies. The authority and commitment of the government 

can also be identified through sentences in modality form with the government or 

the ROC as subject, such as the government will establish an environment for 

internationalizing learning (sentence 3). It is the governm.ent that has the authority 

and the obligation to Cultivate Talent for the E-Generation. The pronoun we, an 

'inclusive' we referring to the government and the reader, is only used in the last 

sentence of the text (sentence 8). This is followed by the modality must in order to 

shorten the distance between the author and the reader, to show the obligation of 

implementation and to converge the government's aims with the reader's. 
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E-generation in this text represents the generation with great capability of 

English and the Internet communication. Through the use of the definite article the 

and nominalization, The future challenges of globalization and internationalization 

(in sentence 2) are regarded as inevitable tendencies which need to be overcome 

and resolved by enhancing the ability of its people, especially English ability and 

the use of Internet. Although other foreign languages are not excluded, English is 

endowed with a primary status and considered as a quasi-officiallanguage-to-be. As 

mentioned earlier, in sentences like 'the ROC shouldftrst enhance the abilities of its 

people' (in sentence 2), 'the government should designate English as a 

quasi-official language' (in sentence 5). the ROC or the government followed by 

should shows the strong commitment to the aim of promoting English in Taiwan. 

The first sentence of the first paragraph (sentence 1) and the second sentence of 

the second paragraph (sentence 5) are both subordinate. The content of the 

subordinate clauses (since ... ) are presuppositions (Fairclough, 2001 a: 1 09-11 0). It is 

stated that' manpower is the basis of all development' and therefore' the ftrst project 

of the 6-year national plan is the cultivation of talent for the e-generation'. The 

statement that 'the government should designate English as a quasi-official 

language and actively expand the uses of English as a part of daily life' is based on 

the presupposition that' English is the language that links the world'. Through the 

use of nominalization, the basis of all development and the language that links the 

world are presupposed. By using relational processes, the relationship between the 

elements of the two sentences (e.g. manpower and the basis of all development) is 

set up with causality left unclear. These two presuppositions are treated as clear and 

undoubted facts or truths. However, if we closely examine these two 

presuppositions, they may be seen not as unquestionable truths but common sense 

assumptions. Manpower is of great importance for the development of a nation, 

especially economic development. However, it is questionable if the basis of all 

development is manpower. It is quite possible that all development refers to national 

development (since it is a presupposition in a project under Taiwan Six-Year 

National Development Plan) and therefore focuses on economic development 

according to Taiwan's socio-historical background. English as the language that 

links to the world implies that English is the communicative instrument to interact 

with people, institutions and countries around the world. This presupposition is also 
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related to sentence 2 in the first paragraph. The ROC should first enhance the 

abilities of its people in order to meet the future challenges of globalization and 

internationalization. The ability to master English or, in other words, the ability to 

link to the world is especially emphasized for facing the challenges of globalization 

and internationalization. However, it is not necessarily true that one cannot link to 

the world without the English language and language is only one facet of the 

challenges of globalization and internationalization. 

In the analysis of sociocultural contexts, Taiwan Six-Year National Plan was 

proposed by DPP government in 2002 - a midterm policy of DPP's first four-year 

term of office (from 2000 to 2004) which intended to raise public support, by 

including almost all important issues related to economic growth and national 

development. The promotion of English is presented as one of the elements for 

cultivating talent for the e-generation. Actually, English is the main focus of this 

project as articulated in the text. Accordingly, English will be promoted in two ways: 

by giving it an official status and by expanding its use in daily life. Although the 

statements are simple, the implications of these two methods of English promotion 

are considerable. They involve the development of Englishization nationwide; a 

change of English education; enhancing quality and quantity of English teachers; 

internationalization of universities and colleges; recruitment of foreign students and 

encouragement of studying overseas (MOE, 2005). 

Furthermore, the significance of this project can especially be identified through 

other discourses in English education. Text 5.2 can be regarded as discourse 

following the aims and rationale of English promotion in this project. 

Text 5.2 Teachers' Manual for English Language Teaching in 

Elementary and Junior High Schools 

Text 5.2 is an extract from the Teachers'Manualfor English Language Teaching 

in Elementary and Junior High Schools, which is a practical guide of Grade 1-9 

Curriculum in English education and intends to provide teachers with directions and 

references in their teaching. Grade 1-9 Curriculum has been considered as a radical 

change in Taiwan's education system, and Teachers' Manual as the practical guide 

of implementation is a reflection of this movement. 
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1. Preface 

(1) ~IIU~~t¥1~~¥_Hf ' ~~~-OO:.l.-~*f61fm:~t¥1tjMft ' ~¥ll~t5< • ** • ffl±~*~ . ~~i&!ff 
t¥1m:fft!! • (2) ~ffij , :(£*tm~~~]i?J~~i¥JiIM~~.Z""F ' {lH1C~~~~~m,~'~*#;:C~~~~a 
~:?ti¥J~~ , ;mmg~a'U~Jlmt¥1m~'1i • (3) PJttEl3~r:p-~*&mJ~~~~~fi ' *Jl!~r:p¥ll*-~ 
~fi' -{ft*~"*~~:(£jH1C~Wr:p3?:j/~~-t;¥llJ\~i¥J~~~fi' {E!.~ttttaP~~ImD~Ii~mt¥1~ 

iifi • 
(1) English has had an important status in Taiwan's education system and has been paid much 

attention by schools, parents, the mass media and even the government. (2) However, under the 

long-term influence of exam-led instruction, traditional English language teaching focuses on the 
instruction of linguistic forms such as vocabulary and grammar but neglects the importance of 

practical language use. (3) In the past, starting from the first year of junior high school to the first 

year of university, a university graduate has at least 7 to 8 years of English education but often 
he/she can not speak English fluently. 

(4) 1'ffitnltt ' 11~-.~f~~m;jH€Hl~~ rt,¥l'f~fEJ s'Jfign ' (5) ~~Hl!aAliiH~iG : ~~B¥~~ 
i¥J§~:(£ln~~tM~figni¥Jt~. ' ffij~F.R~~a~D~i¥J~f{JW~~m • (6) ~Tffi.'~~~~1l:*1Cl: 

~i'&mJD~~~~t¥1~(pg , ~~~¥!(gifjt71~1!ff§'i"m:~t¥1P'lts • (7) ~~¥!(gifj~Jt!¥!( , ~~~Jt!~ : f!( 
gifjf~~i¥J:1J$~.~~~Mi¥JMt.· (8) ~Jtt~c!(~PJttiIMm:ln~fi§~D~i¥J~~ , iL~-.~~B~ 
fi§~i¥J~. ' 1f*Jt~~:f~~i¥J~~~¥~gifj • (9) f~gifj~~~B~~i¥J{ift:gili~¥~~ml1Ji¥J~~t:g , 
~~PJ~~~r:p{j' , ffij'§'~!f~fi~~1f~iUl'§'If'j;~~~~M'I'A'm ' 1l.t!~~t:Eoo:m~MM~~ml1Jr:p 
~tffiM\~lmJlmm!m~~~ • 
(4) As a response to the above mentioned situation, the Guideline of Grade 1-9 Curriculum was 

designed to cultivate students with 'mobile' ability (ability which will not be taken away after 

leaving schools). (5) It is also illustrated that the aim of English language teaching is to cultivate 

the basic communicative ability rather than only acquire and recite the knowledge of language. 

(6) For overcoming the problem that students In Taiwan traditionally are afraid of speaking 

English, English teachers playa rather important role. (7) It is because students learn what they 

are taught by teachers; teaching methods employed by teachers have an impact on students' 

learning practices. (8) Therefore, it depends on teachers in language classrooms to realize the 

curricular goals of Grade 1-9 curriculum and to change the traditional teaching methods which 

focus on instruction of language knowledge. (9) Teachers as catalysts of English learning and 

designers of teaching activities shall create meaningful and abundant leaning situations where 

students are centered in the learning process and learn how to apply English Integrally and 

flexibly through direct participation. 

l\ fiil!JqvJ~m¥x.1Jrtu 
2. Direction of English Education in Elementary and Junior High Schools 

(10) 1lJ1I1f3:IMtl¥Jt!!J'MII~jf)jim ' t(g~HM~nlG~ , ~~~r~~i&ta • *Jl!~ • )(1ttt*lJifl~ , ~~ai¥J 
m:~'liB:Mt~,i{· (11) t:EWm· f4~' I~~ . 7J3?:il1Ij~~1f ' ~~~enlG~~~~¥fIJ~~imi¥J::t~ 
1$~§fia • (12) ~Jtt ' !l[fft!!~~~WenlG~~~fJ[{-tIfm*S'J~wm~ • (13) mT!f~Ifm~~~m!i 

~ , t!Hf-~~~~~fig1J ' ~t:J;flWIfm~~i¥JfJti/iJL ' fJi&~t:U~=oo/\~~tilr:p , tfi±l e mf-tt)}W J.... 
::t~t. ,(14) ~~~J....~§Btf4illi£~' lf~m<Ifm~~1ll 'J,).tm**ngslJ~~Afj~~~$mz&l!iJIfign ' 
slJ~$~*~~j] , (15) JttlE7J~~~r:p/J\*~~~~m~gH'H~'pfT:(£ • 
(10) Following the trend of globalization worldwide, a global village has emerged and the 

importance of English Is gradually raised due to the frequent international interaction in terms of 

politics, economy and culture. (11) English has become the dominant language of international 

communication in areas of information, technology, business and higher education. (12) 

Therefore, there has been a tendency to emphasize English education in most modern countries. 
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(13) In order to create an international living environment, to enhance national English ability and 
to connect Taiwan with the world, Executive Yuen proposes a project for Cultivating Talent for the 
E-Generation in the National Six-Year Plan. (14) This project intends to establish the national 
foundation of English communication in order to develop an internationally-oriented vision, so as 
to Improve national ability of conducting international affairs and to enhance national capability of 
competition. (15) The curricular designation of English education at elementary and junior high 
levels is grounded in the intentions and goals of this project. 

Text 5.2 Extracted and translated form 'Teachers' Manual for English Language Teaching 
in Elementary and Junior High Schools [in Chinese]', 2003 

Text 5.2 is located at the beginning of the Teachers' Manual for English 

Language Teaching in Elementary and Junior High Schools. Its function is to state 

the fundamental aim of the teacher's manual, the rationale and the direction of 

English education. The formality of this text can be identified by the choice of 

certain words or phrases, such as **I'! (in the beginning of the first paragraph, a 

formal or literary way of expressing 'making a comprehensive survey of 

something), 1'f~~llt (in the beginning of the second paragraph, a formal or 

literary way of expressing 'as a response to the situation or to reflect on this 

situation ') and .rttlE7J~ (in the beginning of the final sentence, a formal or 

literary way of expressing 'this is exactly' ). In Chinese, these kinds of literary 

phrases are used mainly in formal texts such as official documents. The intention of 

choosing these literary or classical Chinese phrases here is not only to show the 

formality of this text, but also to state the authority behind the discourse. . 

In the Preface section, the first paragraph includes elements of 

'problem-solution' discourse. According to Roey (2001), the Problem-Solution 

pattern contains the following elements: Situation, Problem, Response or Solution 

and Positive Evaluation or Resultl. In Text 5.2, sentence 1 provides the Situation of 

English in Taiwan's education system. The Problem, which can be regarded as a 

negative evaluation of the situation and an aspect of the situation requiring a 

Response, is stated in sentence 2 and 3, e.g. 'neglects the importance of practical 

language use' (in sentence 2), 'a university graduate has at least 7 to 8 years of 

English education but often he/she cannot speak English fluently' (in sentence 3). 

I According to Hoey (2001), 'Situation' provides background information. 'Problem' refers to 
negative evaluation of a Situation which invites a description of some 'Response'. The element of 
'Response' refers to the description of something done to deal with the Problem and is not 
necessarily something that is successful in dealing with the Problem. And 'Positive Result' or 
'Positive Evaluation' can be regarded as the final element to complete the Problem-Solution patter, 
which proves the 'Response' to be a solution. 
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These statements not only reflect the defects of English education in Taiwan but 

also manifest a taken-for-granted assumption, namely that the effectiveness of 

English education is the fundamental aim. As part of the 'problem-solution' 

discourse, the second paragraph of the Preface section provides the required 

Response to the Problem. The rationale of English language teaching in Grade 1-9 

Curriculum (sentence 4 and 5) and the important role of teachers in the curriculum 

(sentence 6 to 8) is presented as the Response or Solution to the Problem, in order 

to convince teachers to follow the guidance and be a part of this movement. And the 

Response is followed by a Positive EvaluationlResult in sentence 9 (e.g. 'create 

meaningful and abundant learning situation', and 'learn how to apply English 

integrally and flexibly') to prove that the Response is in fact a Solution and 

therefore completes the Problem-Solution pattern. 

Rather than acquiring and reciting knowledge of language, cultivating basic 

communicative ability is regarded as tff. r m1~1t J s~1J~:tJ (in sentence 4, 

'cultivate mobile ability or ability that can be transferred') which is advocated as 

the aim of Grade 1-9 Curriculum. It is assumed here that 'students learn what they 

are taught by teachers' and 'teaching methods employed by teachers have an 

impact on students J learning practices' (sentence 7), and therefore 'teachers playa 

rather important role for overcoming the problem that students in Taiwan 

traditionally are afraid of speaking English' (sentence 6) ,and 'it depends on 

teachers ... to change the traditional teaching methods which focus on instruction of 

language knowledge' (sentence 8). The problems of English learning are implicitly 

attributed to English teaching and teachers who are thus designated as the key 

players in improving the situation of English learning and fulfilling the teaching 

aims of English education in Grade 1-9 Curriculum. Under these presuppositions, 

the aims and the function of this teachers' manual are rendered legitimate. However, 

in- fact, it could be argued that teaching methods employed by teachers are neither 

the main cause nor the only s<?lution for the deficiencies of English learning in 

Taiwan. Factors such as the exam system, school system, students' attitudes and 

participation, and teaching materials etc. are also responsible for some of the 

problems of English education in Taiwan (see Wu, 1999; Chang Chi-chen, 2004). 

In the part of the Direction of English Education in Elementary and Junior 

High Schools, a conventional tone of discourse is employed and the project of 
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Cultivating Talent for E-Generation is articulated as the significant reference of the 

directions of English education. The rewording of ~ ~fJ.(international) in this 

paragraph combined with wordings such as 3!!:jt1t(globalization) and tlli!:jtf1 

(global village) represent the main focus or presupposition of the direction of 

English education at the elementary and junior high level. In this paragraph, through 

the use of nominalization (e.g. 'the trend of globalization worldwide', 'the 

importance of English in international interaction', and 'the dominant language of 

international communication in areas of information, technology, business and 

higher education') these assumptions are presupposed and English education is 

considered as an important resource in advanced modem societies. These 

statements reflect the nature of the globalized world and, in a way, provide us with a 

general picture of how the teaching of English is legitimized in Taiwan. In sentence 

13, 14 and 15 of the paragraph, the connections between 'national English ability', 

'international communication' and 'national capability of competition' are stated 

and through these connections the importance and necessity of effective English 

ability is reinforced. As mentioned previously, since English is assumed to be of 

crucial importance and the effectiveness of English education is regarded as the 

fundamental aim, English teaching and learning focuses on communicative ability 

and natural, situated learning environments. 

To sum up, Text 5.1 and Text 5.2 are related to each other and are conditioned 

by a social structure where ELT has become a global trend. English is thus a central 

factor making an indispensable linkage between national plan and educational 

practices. Since English is a tool for international communication and educational 

and national development, a neutralized instrumental role of the English language is 

presented here. In tum, discourses on English in these two texts reproduce the basic 

assumptions of English in Taiwan and thus sustain the existing power relations. 

Overall, these ideological assumptions of English play a significant role in the 

formation of national and educational policies. However, these assumptions are 

converted common sense suppositions and seldom critically examined. In the 

following sections, news media texts on English language ability and English 

education will be analyzed in terms of how the presence of English in Taiwan's 

education system is constructed in order to investigate underlying power relations. 
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5.3.2 English Promotion in Education 

Text 5.3 (see below) is an advertisement of a private language center on Central 

Daily News. In 2002 a National English Exposition was held by the Central Daily 

News and Taipei City Government. Along with the English Exposition, the Central 

Daily News also published a series of reports about ELT related issues and 

advertisements of ELT industries. This text is one of the advertisements which 

followed the theme of the English Exposition in order to promote the companies. 

By defining 2002 as Year of English Fever (~~IH5t~fF) and using ~~ 

(fever) as a metaphor, English in the beginning of this advertisement is correlated 

with something hot, burning and prevailing. As stated in the first paragraph, 

(sentence 1) 'entering the epoch of internationalization of the twenty-first century' 

(~~ 21 t!:t*cm~~1ta~1~) and 'Taiwan has joined the WTO' (World Trade 

Organization) (alfljf!;/\ WTO) are presented as self-evident facts to persuade the 

audience and prove that (sentence 2) aifl~~3'CiE:(£~D:k~D~JfMTrp (English 

in Taiwan or Taiwan s English is now proceeding ardently). Here English is 

associated with internationalization (~~~1t) and the WTO is represented as the 

most important global international organization dealing with rules of trade between 

2002~ ~m~~ 

1~l¥.Jn~jJ~~~1~1¥.J**1 

2002 Year of English Fever 

'Your' Ability Will Determine 'Your' Futurel 
(1) jMJtiJ 21 t!t*,cfi!l~~Ht~{~ , 1JnJ-:J.-a~j1!}.. WTO ' (2) f~~nlli:n,~? -a~~~3tlE1'£~IJX~IJ~j1!rrt:j:J 

(1) Entering the epoch of internationalization of the 21 st century, Taiwan has joined the WTO. (2) 
Do 'you' know this? English fever in Taiwan is now proceeding ardently. 

(3) 7't;;ft90 .1FL*.1F ' ~a 26 f.itA*~LfJfW;~~~3t~B~fiiilJ!fi ; ~* ' al\:~l\::W~Jtf5(fflffl~ 
5EM~~3t)1UA~\$W~f4§ , f,t~/J\¥1:.rmtla~\~~~a ' (4) OOfji!J~5$*~~~:1J~ , f~~Nl$vm 
~fuJE? 

(3) Firstly, In early 2001, 260,000 employees nationwide took English or Japanese language 

classes; secondly, many colleges and universities such as National Taiwan University have 

decided to include English as a required subject; even elementary students have started learning 

English as a required subject. (4) Facing this powerful Instrument of competition, are 'you' 

prepared? 
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(7) ffijB~ 28 1f.fff~i¥J GEOS *t!tw.5Ti-~g~~ , ¥-iJjU5$WijJ/NJI~~ , m{:!t~~~fiI!W:mi¥Jl'1i±J! ' slfttf; 
Jf5mfliti¥J?tt§t~ , ~~ffiUfJD~~:tt ' ~,~~~~g 
(5) Many people feel confused when encountering English learning. (6) Generally speaking, it is 

due to the lack of English speaking environment and psychological obstacles. (7) With a history of 

28 years, GEOS Language Academy emphasizes small-class instruction, provides students with a 

listening and speaking environment and adopts accurately graded instruction, in order to help 

students speak English without difficulties and learn English easily. 

(8) m~WJ~~~:U:1Eliti¥J~~fi~~ft~ , *t!tw.~~fi~~¥-iJjUmf:J:!;~Wi¥Ji¥J~)<:fjJ!tl1lU~W~5<:~ 
~~§1i] , ~WJ~~]!!~~~kf~Y.: 

(8) For helping the masses establish correct concept of English learning, the Big World Foreign 

Language Center especially provides free test of English ability and consultation for English 

learning in order to help the masses to learn English more easily. 

(9) ~~~Dmf~a:Jfjf.lf:EPJ.J~lIn,~? (10) ;*~~~Dm~DftiJ~kf~y':n,~? 

(11) Wziillf~31fm/ *Ji5 (12) *t!tJ'f.7i-~g~~Jt~~i¥J1m~Mr,,'J!4J~~~f~mH% ! 
(9) Do 'you' want to know the level of 'your' English ability? (10) Do 'you' want to know how to learn 

English well? (11) 'You' are welcome to call' to visit us. (12) Consultants of GEOS Language 
Academy will assist 'you' with sincerity! 

Text 5.3 Source: Central Daily News, Mar 21, 2002, p.13 

(See Appendix1 for the original print) 

nations. Sentence 2 in the first paragraph is an active material process and the Actor 

is 'ErltJ:I¥J~3t (Taiwan s English or English in Taiwan). Present continuous tense 

(lE1£ ... 3!rr~ meaning is now proceeding) combined with an adverb phrase ~D-* 

~D~ (to describe things developing ardently like a raging fire) are used in order to 

show how intensively English spreads or how prevailing English is now in Taiwan. 

Here English is not treated as a choice of language learning, for example, a Goal in 

a passive material process (e.g. English in Taiwan is proceeded ardently.) or a 

Phenomenon in a mental process (e.g. More and more people in Taiwan decide to 

learn English.) but is an Actor that is prevailing or even growing. However, 

language does not spread by itself but is learned by human beings. The neglect of 

the actual agency of langUage spread (i.e. language learners) not only emphasizes 

the irresistibility of the spread of English but also ignores audience's option of 

choosing not to learn English. 

The singular respect form of you (1~) rather than the singular ordinary you ({tr\) 

is used throughout the whole text. In Chinese, using the singular respect form of 

you Cf~) is a way to show respect to people in higher status or politeness to others 

in formal written or spoken discourses. Here the singular respect form of you Cf~) 

shows the formality of the text as well as author's respect to the reader,' the 
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prospective customers. Although it is the audience that has the power to decide 

whether or not to buy a commodity, an advertisement can influence audience's 

decision-making. By declaring in the beginning of this text that f~~~g.1Jn~~5E 

f~~** (your ability will determine your future), every single reader of this text 

is targeted. And by using the second-person questions such as 'Do you know this?' 

(in sentence 2), 'Are you prepared?' (in sentence 4), and 'Do you want to know the 

level of your English ability?' (sentence 9), every single reader is in a way forced to 

get involved and make response. The singular respect form of you and these 

you-questions are therefore used and designed to activate the audience's response 

and provide the audience with incentives to learn English. 

Taking a closer look at the declaration in the tit1e-f~~~g.1JW~~5Ef~~** 

('your ability will determine your future'), several propositions are transmitted 

through this modalized sentence. By using a form of modality-H~ (witf), this 

simple sentence is presented as a transparent fact or common sense that one's good 

ability will result in bright future but poor ability will result in gloomy future. ~g.1J 

(ability) and ** (future) both are abstract concepts but here ability refers to 

English ability. Through a relational process, the relationship between'the two 

concepts (your ability and your future) is set up. It is presupposed that your future is 

based on your ability and that since your English ability will determine your future, 

you have to take action 'now' in order to enhance your English ability and thus 

secure your future. 

Following the 'burning' statements in the first paragraph, the second paragraph 

also provides the audience with the fact about English in Taiwan. By using $'C~ 

(first), ~~ (secondly) and gt~ (even) in sentence 3 to connect the following 

three developments or happenings in Taiwan: (1) in early 2001, 260,000 employees 

nationwide took English or Japanese language classes; (2) many colleges and 

universities such as National Taiwan University have decided to include English as 

a required subject, and (3) elementary students have started learning English as a 

required subject, the author attempts to offer an impression that English is spreading 

irresistibly. By asking 'facing this powerful instrument of competition, are you 

prepared'? (sentence 4), English is presupposed and defined as a powerful 

instrument of competition, and the audience are urged to join the trend of learning 
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English to equip themselves with this powerful instrument in order to compete with 

others. 

Both paragraph one and two can be considered persuasive discourse. By 

offering a view that English as a powerful instrument for competition is spreading 

irresistibly, and that the audience's English ability is closely linked with their future, 

the audience is persuaded that it is imperative to enhance their English ability. In 

paragraph three and four, 'problem-solution' discourse (see Section 5.3.1) is used to 

not only claim the problematic situation of English learning, but also to encourage 

the audience to learn English in this particular language center. Sentence 5 triggers 

recognition of the Problem-Solution pattern with the term ~ ¥ti m tI ('feel 

confused') - a negative evaluation of the Situation (,when encountering English 

learning'). The author deals with general problems of learning English in sentence 6 

('lack of English speaking environment and psychological obstacles') and then 

raises the Solutions the language center can provide in sentence 7, including 

'small-class instruction', 'provides students with listening and speaking 

environment' and 'adopts accurately graded instruction'. Sentence 7 also contains a 

Positive EvaluationlResult ('help students speak English without difficulties and 

learn English easily'). This EvaluationlResult is repeated in the sentence 8 (help the 

masses establish correct concept of English learning and help the masses to learn 

English more easily). According to Hoey (2001), the Solution provided in sentence 

7 is not an actual Response but a Recommended Response. This is because it does 

not present what the masses do about the problem but offers a service to deal with 

the presumably problematic situation. 

One point worth noting is that in paragraph three and four, none of the singular 

respect form of you is used. Rather, the author uses ~lf~ ~%<. (many people in 

sentence 5), ~m (the masses in sentence 8) while discussing problems of learning 

English and solutions provided by the language center. This kind of non-personal 

expression, on the one hand, generalizes the problems of learning English and 

creates. an objective and professional image while dealing with issues concerning 

effective English learning and teaching, on the other. Comparatively, the singular 

respect form of you is used in the final paragraph in order to again activate the 

audience's response and motivation to learn English by personalizing the solution 
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and the service provided by the particular language center. Consequently, by 

employing persuasive discourse (i.e. a discourse of English as an indispensable 

instrument for competition) and 'problem-solution' discourse (i.e. a generalization 

of the problematic situation of English learning), this text does not reflect reality. In 

contrast, it presents a hypothetical description of the reality that aims to attract the 

audience to the language center. 

The discourse of Text 5.3 also reflects the institutional context of this particular 

language center. The GEOS Language Academy, with six branch schools in Taiwan 

(four of them are in Taipei), is a Japanese franchise providing adult English and 

Japanese language courses worldwide. Compared to other private-sector language 

centers in Taiwan such as Global Village Language Center (with fifty-six branch 

schools) and KOJEN English Centers (with more than twenty branch schools), the 

GEOS Language Academy is not the main franchise of adult English language 

centers due to the small number of its branch schools and their low profile 

advertising. Therefore, advertising in newspapers and participating in local 

expositions are the most economic and effective way to promote language centers 

such as the GEOS Language Academy. As a language franchise with a low profile, 

the strategies used in the text are' predominantly active. The aim here is to target 

every possible audience (by using the singular respect form of you), personalize 

their service (by providing free personal consultation on English proficiency) and 

encourage audience to show up (by phone or in person). Overall, without 

mentioning any detailed information about English courses or classes of the 

particular language center, English as a commodity is advertised in this text as an 

irresistible trend and a powerful instrument for a brighter future. 

As mentioned earlier, this text is an advertisement in the Central Daily News in 

response to a National English Exposition held by the Taipei City Government and 

the Centr?l Daily News from 22 to 24 March 2002 in the townhall of the Taipei City 

Government. Apart from activities such as English learning lectures, English speech 

contests and English listening contests, the Exposition was more like a trade 

exhibition. It is indeed similar to a trade fair as forty-two ELT related enterprises 

such as private ELT institutes, publishers of ELT materials and overseas-study 

agencies, can promote their courses or products. Furthermore, there was a series of 

English related news reports, e.g. A Series of Examinations on National English 
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Education-English Assumes International Leadership, Private Sector and State 

Education System Complement Each Other (Central Daily News, 22 March 2002), 

and advertisements in the Central Daily News during that time. This event, 

including the Exposition and the role of the Taipei City government, mass media 

and ELT industries, transmitted a clear massage: in that English education and 

English ability are of great importance not only for individuals but also for the 

whole nation. 

Consequently, the advertisement is a reflection of the wider socio-cultural 

contexts of the time. The effectiveness of English education and the need to 

enhance national English ability has been an important issue since the 1990s. 

Several developments were therefore designed and implemented by the government 

at the beginning of the twenty-first century. English education was introduced to 

elementary education in 2001 and the Taiwan Six-Year National Development Plan 

was proposed in order to meet the challenge of 2008. In response to these 

developments, private-sector language centers such as the GEOS Language· 

Academy and other ELT industries have become a supplementary agent to the state 

education system, as well as a component within the alliance of English 

promotional initiatives in Taiwan. 

5.3.3 Worries about English Ability 

Concerns about the national English ability repeatedly appear in discourse 

regarding English in Taiwan as is exemplified in the text below. This section 

examines a commentary published in the Taipei Times, Taiwan's leading English 

language newspaper and written by the employer of a famous private English 

language franchise in Taiwan. This editorial was a response to, and a reflection of 

an educational agreement between Taiwan and Palau as proposed by the Ministry of 

Education. The English edition of the agreement was criticized by Taipei City 

Mayor Ma Ying-Jeou for spelling and grammatical mistakes on 22 Oct 2004. 

In the title of Text 5.4 'Overhaul Necessary in English Education', through the 

use of modality necessary, overhaul in English education is affirmatively supported 

but with the agent of the process unclear. It is not clear who should take the action 

of the overhaul (e.g. the government or the audience?) and what should be 
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overhauled in English education (e.g. the curriculum or teaching materials?). And 

through the use of 'overhaul' as a nominal and 'English education' as a 

Circumstance, the necessity of overhaul in English education is presupposed. 

Taipei Times 

Editorials 

Overhaul necessary in English education 

By Jerry Hua 
Sunday, Oct 31, 2004,Page 8 

(1) In recent years much attention has been paid to the lack of adequate English education In 
Taiwan. 

(2) Most recently, Taipei Mayor Ma Ying-jeou (.1i!1~1L) criticized the Ministry of Education for 

writing an English educational agreement that was riddled with spelling and grammatical 
errors. 

(3) Even the spellings of the names of the two nations that the agreement was between 
(Taiwan and Palau) were Inconsistent throughout the document. 

(4) This is just the most recent event exposing the deep flaws in Taiwan's English education 
system. 

(5) The English level of the average Taiwanese citizen, even those In the Ministry of Education 
who set English education policies on the Island, Is Inadequate. 

(6) In last year's Standardized National University Entrance Exam over 15,000 of the students 
who took the test received a score of under 10 percent on the English section. These students 
had undergone six years of English education and yet they scored in the single digits. 

(7) This should be an outrage to the Taiwanese taxpayer and should have Incited major 
educational reforms. Instead, government officials and educational policymakers are pointing 

• We as a society can 

not be satisfied with 

only having a few 

exceptional students 

who have studied 

overseas, but must 

strive to make the 

average student that 

learns here In Taiwan 

proficient In English.' 

fingers and finding new problems, when they should be proposing ways 
to fix the old ones . 

(8) We all know Taiwan is a small nation that does not have a high 
profile on the international stage. We also know from our daily lives that 
how we speak and how we write affects how others think of us. 

(9) When communicating with foreigners we need to use fluent and 
correct English to give others a good impression of us and of Taiwan. 

(10) We as a society can not be satisfied with only having a few 
exceptional students who have studied overseas (like Ma), but must 
strive to make the average student that learns here in Taiwan proficient 
In English. 

(11) This means that we must not only eliminate spelling and 
grammatical errors (like the ones made by the Ministry of Education), but we must also give 
students enough exposure that they are capable of understanding and speaking spoken 
English. 

(12) Our current English education system Is training students in mute English. They are only 
learning to read and write, and even In that regard they have problems. 

(13) Ma and other officials need to take responsibility for the state of our English education 
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system. Recognizing the problem and doing nothing to solve it is unacceptable. 

(14) If they continue to point fingers and pass the buck then it is up to parents and average 

citizens to demand change for the sake of their children's education. 

Jerry Hua is the founder of the Hua Language Institute. 

Text 5.4 Source: 'Overhaul necessary in English education', Taipei Times, Oct 31,2004, 
p.8 (available at http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/editorials/archives/2004/10/31/ 
2003209112, accessed 10 January 2005) 

In the title and content of Text 5.4 (see below), 'English education' and 

'English' are often collocated with wordings which have negative meanings, e.g. 

'overhaul necessary in English education', 'the lack of adequate English education', 

'the deep flaws in Taiwan s English education system'. The wordings of negation 

not only question the effectiveness of English education in Taiwan but also 

presuppose the importance of mastering the English language. Modality is also used 

in the text through modal auxiliary verbs, e.g. should, must, need, cannot and 

through non-modalized categorical assertions, e.g~ The English level of the average 

Taiwanese citizen .. .is inadequate, in order to show the authority of the truth of the 

statements or the authority regarding to the relation between participants. In 

paragraph 9 to 11, the author uses need, cannot, must, must not to' express the 

certainty and assertion of his statements, and uses 'inclusive' we to reinforce the 

closeness between himself and the reader. We could equally refer to Taiwan, 

Taiwanese people, possible English learners or parents. By using we, readers are 

. drawn to the position of the author and are invited to accept the statements. 

The first sentence of the text, 'in recent years much attention has been paid to 

the lack of adequate English education in Taiwan' is a passive sentence without a 

clear agent. Instead of presenting the sentence in other ways (e.g. many people have 

paid attention to the lack of adequate English education in Taiwan), it emphasizes 

the problem of 'the lack of adequate English education' by starting with 'much 

attention has been paid to' and without explaining who has paid attention to the 

problem. Furthermore, through the use of nominalization, the lack of adequate 

English education in Taiwan is presented as a presupposition with attributions of 

causality and responsibility unclear. From paragraph 2 to 6, the author provides 

negative events or data combined with presuppositions in order to convince the 

reader of 'the lack of adequate of English education in Taiwan'. Paragraph 2 to 5 

can be regarded as a process of making an inference a presupposition. Paragraph 2 

and 3 are reported speech describing the event of Ma's criticism on the English 
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agreement between Taiwan and Palau. By using a verbal process, paragraph 2 is an 

indirect quotation of Taipei Mayor Ma's criticism on the mistakes made by the 

Ministry of Education in writing an English education agreement. And in paragraph 

3, 'even' is used in the beginning of the sentence to emphasize the unusualness of 

what has happened. 

These paragraphs (paragraph 2 to 6) are the claims made by the author that what 

is assumed here (i.e. the lack of adequate English education in Taiwan) has been 

said elsewhere. In paragraph 4, 'this is just the most recent event exposing the deep 

flaws in Taiwan's English education system' is an attributive relational process that 

attributes the event to the deep flaws within Taiwan s English education system. 

Therefore, an inference, as well as a presupposition, are reached: 'the English level 

of the average Taiwanese citizen, even those in the Ministry of Education who set 

English education policies on the island. is inadequate'. Here again a 

non-modalized categorical assertion is used to show the author's strongest 

commitment to the truth of this statement.. However, the correlation between this 

event and the inadequate English level of average Taiwanese citizens could be 

arguable. The errors in the educational agreement can be attributed to the 

inadequate English level or carelessness of officials in the Ministry of Education but 

does not necessarily reflect' the deep flaws in Taiwan s English education system' or 

lead to the conclusion that 'the English level of the average Taiwanese citizen ... is 

inadequate'. The spelling and grammatical mistakes in the agreement are only 

minor factors rather than a general phenomenon, and they can be avoided by a more 

careful proofreading and editing. 

Another negative point about English education is presented in paragraph 6. 

Again the low score received by many students in the Standardized National 

University Entrance Exa~ can be regarded as the claim made by the author that 

what is assumed ('the lack of adequate English education') has been proved 

elsewhere. Paragraph 7 further points out that the English education system in 

Taiwan remains inadequate because of the tolerance of Taiwanese taxpayers and the 

irresponsibility of government officials and policymakers. Should and should have 

are used in sentences like' this should be an outrage to the Taiwanese taxpayer and 

should have incited major educational reforms' or ' ... when they should be 

proposing ways to fix the old ones' to refer to things that need to be done by the 
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government but yet remain unresolved. In the complex sentence 'government 

officials and educational policymakers are pointing fingers and finding new 

problems, when they should be proposing ways to fix the old ones', through the 

subordinate clause, government officials and educational policymakers' 

responsibility to proposing ways to fix the old problems is presupposed. From 

paragraph 1 to 7, 'the lack of adequate English education' is presupposed as well as 

the government's responsibility for it. In the final part of the text, paragraph 12 to 

13 reassert the shortcomings of English education and the responsibility of the 

government while paragraph 14, by using if-clause, demands a change of the 

existing situation. 

In paragraph 8 to 11, the author repeatedly uses we and phrases such as 'we all 

know', 'we as a society' to evoke the reader's recognition and uses need, must/not, 

can/not to enhance the certainty of his statements and the urgency of improving 

national English ability. In Paragraph 8, non-modalized categorical assertions are 

used again to present his assumptions, e.g. 'We all know Taiwan is a small nation 

that does not have a high profile on the international stage. We also know from our 

daily lives that how we speak and how we write affects how others think of us'. 

These statements lead to another assumption in paragraph 9, 'when communicating 

with foreigners we need to use fluent and correct English to give others a good 

impression of us and of Taiwan'. Good and correct English is therefore of crucial 

importance if Taiwanese people want to make a good impression in front of 

foreigners. However, the question is: can one make a good impression in front of 

foreigners without speaking good and correct English? Although English ability is 

important for international communication, the positive impression of certain 

countries is less a matter of how good their English is than the image and hospitality 

of the respective people and cultures. 

The subject positions of the author are a combination of the following three: a 

respondent to an event, a critic of English education, and most importantly, an 

employer of a language institute (a cram school). It was his professional position 

combined with current events related to issues concerning English that evoke 

criticism and claim to reform English education. Private-sector language centers in 

Taiwan are supplements to the state education system and therefore focus on 

courses in demand such as conversation and classes preparing for TOFEL or IELTS. 
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The relation between private-sector language centers and the state education system 

can be complementary as well as in opposition. In this case, the author suggests the 

vital importance of English with strong criticism of English education in Taiwan's 

education system. He implies that effective English education cannot be found in 

the current state education system but only in the private-sector language centers. 

The existing power relations in English education are therefore challenged. The 

claim for transformation and improvement of English education can also be 

regarded as a claim for new distribution of recourses. Another point worth noting is 

that in English education, for the most part, the students are treated as passive 

receivers of the education system in the discourse. 

This text is a response to Mayor Ma's criticism of the English of an educational 

agreement between Taiwan and Palau. It is influenced by the fact that the author is 

the founder of a language inst,itute and by the social reality that promotion of 

English has become an important policy in Taiwan. In addition, it emphasizes that 

English education has been extended to elementary level. The intention of the text is 

twofold: to echo Ma's criticism; to challenge the existing state of English education 

and demand changes. In a news report on the event of the educational agreement 

(United Daily News, 22 October 2004), Mayor Ma indicates that the reason he 

corrected the mistakes in the educational agreement between Taiwan and Palau is 

not because he likes teaching others, but because he is worried that the agreement 

will pass through uncorrected and the Office of the President will publish it without 

reading it carefully. Ma's criticism focused on the English mistakes of an official 

document for international cooperation, and as the leader of the KMT, his action 

implied a challenge to the government and a question to the effectiveness of the 

administrative system. In broader sense, this text can be regarded as a part of Ma's 

discourse of challenging the government. It also represents a political power 

struggle in the context of English ability and English education in Taiwan. In terms 

of English education and English promotion, this text addresses the importance of 

English and implies that the education system is ineffective and inefficient. 
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5.3.4 English and Employment 

Text 5.5 (see below) is a news report in the Economic Daily News 10 Sep. 2004. 

The Economic Daily News is the largest economic and business newspaper in 

Taiwan. It emphasizes local and world economic and financial news including 

commerce, industry analysis, equity and bond markets, and commodities. 

Businessmen and profe~sionals are the main target readers. 

~3t,~" JJT'lw]1!~r 
An~:.*~~n~~ •• ~~&~~fta~ 
Fluent English Higher Pay 
Manpower industry: English as salary criterion in nearly half enterprises, most commonly in 
high-tech industry and foreign companies 

(1) ~~BfjgjJ~l@inlGm!!llV!'li&,vm~fjg, A.)]~=gt~I±l, 46%~11::~WIJf.&!lru~I9~]BfjgjJm:f~::f[EJ~ 

*~Wff~'U~, AJ~:J-:J,~f4~»'9f.~0aj~~ii, K~'E!.m1~jH;ftjJ:~, Blm~:firl:jjlU~JUA7t)lfm~. 

(1) English ability gradually becomes the requisite technique in employment. An employer of 
manpower industry pointed out that 46% of enterprises will decide employees' salary scale 

according to their English ability. This most commonly happens in the high-tech industry and 
foreign companies. Even in the traditional industry TOEIC test result has been considered as a 

criterion of promotion. 

(2) gt~'I1f¥&ftUffd:~*~mlJfit~j!~~, 1E:~:3t~fflinuJfell:871Jolm, ~~Bfjg)]~*m:~, mP'g~!f-m: 

ff~~~~~Bttffn4~~, ~f4~:g.lifrilllf1l&:3t~, /ffJiP'gff~)({tf-f1I!J-:J,~)(.~, gtm!ff~mt!tm 

~fHri!1t)'~~M4mi. 

(2) The chief editor of Career Magazine, Chi Sheng-yuan, indicates, while the global dispOSition of 
enterprises accelerates, the demand of English ability Increases. In Taiwan the high-tech Industry 
is the earliest to start concerning the Importance of English. Having business around the world, 

High-tech industry not only has internal documents written in English but also has video 

conferences communicated in English. 

(3) lJfit~j!7.HJT, UH\tif:.l:FJI~!jf]~.Jt¥U~~Bl¥Jm~ti, {El.filtJt.JffJ~::fJE, t)'~:firl:l1lU~(TOEIC) 

mfJU, ~if:¥~i1A.~K0 7 7Ji;A., f§~ B *tij{ft..t.fJI~A ~-~~:firl:l¥J~;EmlW, ~~~~B{)J*Ef.l: 
fJI~mff~. 

(3) Chi Sheng-yuan analyzed that in recent years, the working population starts to be alert to the 
importance of English but still lack determination to take action. Take TOEIC for example, 70,000 
people register for the test every year. English in employment in Taiwan has not been paid 
enough attention comparing to English in Japan where almost every employee has a TOEIC 
certificate. 

(4) 1111 A)]~ffMU~*Jl!lJ.~iU.R~'WIJ' 1111 AjJ~fitffj~T{ft.l:fJI~' iliT~i¥J1E~~fi~B~ 

fjg:t.J~1t ' t.a*..t.FJI~El~B~~BfiN.R~· 40 7t ' ]lg~ 60 7ti¥J~.fm~ , ~~-*~ · 
(4) The vice general manager of 1111 Job Bank, Wu Rui-ying gives an example. 1111 Job Bank 

has carried out an investigation of language ability on 2,000 employees in around a thousand 

enterprises. The result shows that the scores of employees' self-rated English proficiency are only 

40, a lot lower than the pass scores of 60. 
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(S) tJlt'lOO~~1UjIJH:IHT ' 1E~~WT~$~~I~Vi~~ftn~1J!JirNffii1H!t~ , ~i1n.l'i~ff- ' 46%iY'J 

1E~~fROOjtI~~ftn~:t.Jf*JrXl'~iY'J~WT~$ • 
(S) The degree of internationalization of Taiwan increases. The standard of salary scales in 

enterprises is different according to employees' English ability. Wu Rui-ying expresses, 46% of 

enterprises will decide employees' salary scale according to their English ability. 

(6) 19t!ir:p_Ft* ' r:pM~1$*Jcim~ , e~~~l1lU~ff!5?~±'IffHJ!(jj1RfJJ • t:p_Ft1f!jtItf7t~~ 
NiW ' f~$t$fU~~ 500 7tiY'J~*Jt ' ::t1n~Mfj!fA 'IfJ~.lI~1i • 
(6) Including traditional industry such as China Motor and China Steel, TOEIC test result has 

become a criterion for promotion to executive positions. Employees in China Motor have to obtain 

a SOO-score result of TOEIC in order to be qualified at the executive level. 

(7) U~Wimlm~ '.f4tt~ , m6b~ , llB'C1ifOffi~ , ~~~miID!N~~1f-~F ' ~*(jj~~th'iUsfigjJl' 
PI P , {9IJ~D1J'&mJJi~~~*fR6bl:mjtI ' ~'~JU~fIfi~~(jj~ B ~B*gi!itlgjJ • 
(7) Chi Sheng-yuan observes, basic English conversation ability is indispensable in the high-tech 

industry, commerce of quality goods and tourism, because they often have to face international 

clients. For example, employees in the department of quality goods in Breeze Center have to 
have basic ability in English and Japanese. 

(8) Uiif*~iM!~tl1~~~f(fir.:Mo~ , ~l$i~*jtIm7t~~HfigjJ • 
(8) In recent years, the industry of finance and banking also accelerated its global disposition and 

has gradually requested their employees to enhance their English ability. 

(9) ;g:ttlM~)3U~ffci'! ' /ilDifAjt , ¥~I»l¥f!IliAjt , /ilD9}~~Ajt , ttpjtj3t{!f~~!.&rmmUf1fIjA~~ 
IM~ , ~)cfi~jJ:lE:J~Ulifl::t(jjI*l.f?SJ~ • 
(9) According to the types of occupation, English ability is the critical criterion when recruiting for 

positions such as staff of international trade; staff of declaring customs; staff of international 

affairs; interpreters of technological documents and patent engineers. 

(1 0) -ilN:f4tt~=lf~-ttElID~iW$ffM.!!tliY'J~)c.~ , mtl~>1<l!fUfiY'J~~Bfj~:t.J • Uiif*€f~7t1t~rm 
Mlf*JrX r~~ftlID~J ,1i\li;~mU~>1<IM~iY'J~~ftn~:t.J' ::t:~'B~-tJ!>1<>1<IM=lf$tJ.-:A~)C§~ftm ' ML 
8{i.W""IM~fl~HJllrp'lm • 
(10) In the high-tech industry, usually a simple English written test will be held before interviews In 

order to examine applicants' English ability. Recently some enterprises start to adopt 'English 

interviews' for testing applicants' on-the-spot English ability. Examiners usually request applicants 

to make a self-introduction in English and ask questions related to the position of application. 

(11) ~~~m, §iW~Iftl1ltl~, ~~~fi' ff;m~=:'*~~B~~**Jca:1in~1t~fi~ 'l'a!fiJ:lE:>1<1M 
;g~:lE:J:.fJI~ , I!!~JUi~*iY'J~1!BfigjJ~5Eml& ' *~83l1ft1JOm1OO: ' tlEiVfj~~~~jJ • 
(11) [Manpower] industry suggests, at the moment TOEIC, GEPT and TOFEl are the three major 

tests of English proficiency accepted by most enterprises. Not only job applicants but also 

employees should obtain a certificate in basic English ability in order to enhance competitiveness 
of employment through additional value. 

Text S.5 Source: 'Fluent English Higher Pay [in Chinese)', Economic Daily News, Sep 10, 
2004, p.A3 (See Appendix1 for the original newspaper page) 
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This article is from the middle of a newspaper page surrounded by other reports l 

related to English and employment (see Appendix 1). By assigning a major 

proportion of this page to reports about the importance of English in employment, 

the layout reflects the presupposition of the editors. As the title of the news analysis 

states, English has become the official language of enterprises. 

According to the headline of this news article ~3t'ffTl" Wf'f~J!~f (translated 

as Fluent English, Higher Pay), here Wf'f1l (meaning the quotation of one s salary) 

is a term with a double meaning due to its pronunciation. lFf'f~ (pronounced as 

shin-chin) is intentionally composed according to the term IL/f1l (also pronounced 

as shin-chin, meaning mood or feeling). The headline implies that if one can speak 

fluent English, the person can have better pay and thus feel highly satisfied. The 

correlation between English abil'ity and salary is reinforced by the subtitle. It offers 

a summary of the lead, a claim from the manpower industry that English has 

become 'salary criterion in nearly half enterprises, most commonly in high-tech 

industry andforeign companies'. AjT~ manpower industry is a generalized term. 

It does not explain which company or institute is the source of information. It also 

gives an impression that this manifestation is a viewpoint agreed by all members of 

the manpower industry. In this sense, the viewpoints of the two executives in this 

article are identified as in agreement with those of the whole manpower industry. 

In the lead, by citing accounts of A1J~=ri 'manpower industry' (again, a 

generalized term of companies or institutes in manpower industry), it is 

presupposed that 'English ability gradually becomes the requisite technique in 

employment'. '46% of enterprises will decide employees' salary sca,te according to 

their English ability' and 'most commonly happens in the high-tech industry and 

foreign companies' are presented as facts or evidence for the presupposition. Here 

'the high-tech industry' and 'foreign companies',· the advantaged industries in 

Taiwan, are raised to inform that 46% of these enterprises are not ordinary 

companies but those at the cutting edge. .g~ (Even) is used to emphasize that 'in 

I The layout and topics of other news reports on the newspaper page: on the top - a news report 
about aU English movement in Chinatrust Financial Holding Co.; on the upper right - a news 
analysis on English becoming the official language of enterprises; on the lower right - two reports 
about the experiences of learning English by two business celebrities; on the middle left - two short 
balanced reports about some financial companies or banks deciding not to adopt English as the only 
language for internal communication. 
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the traditional industry TOEle test result has been considered as a criterion of 

promotion'. It is sued to imply that the statistics given here are very likely to 

increase in the near future and to reinforce the idea that English ability has become 

a necessary qualification for employment. By covering the most important and 

major industries in Taiwan, from the high-tech industry, foreign companies to the 

traditional industry, and by providing a statistic and information from a professional 

source, the author has created a discourse to convince the audience that English 

ability has become a requisite for finding a better job. 

In the second paragraph, opinions from an 'expert', the chief editor of Career 

Magazine are cited. Career Magazine is a monthly journal belongs to Career Media 

which provides personnel service and employment information for employers and 

people looking for jobs through media such as magazines and websites. The chief 

editor indicates that 1E~~~11JjrnJ,IJ&1JDi!, ~BtHj~.1J~*mr%l (translated as 

while the global disposition of enterprises accelerates, the demand of English 

ability increases). In Chinese, these two sentences are assertions connected without 

using a conjunction but by using only a comma. Both of the two sentences are 

material processes in which the Actors are not conventional doers of an action (e.g. 

enterprises or English learners) but abstractions/ nominals ('the global disposition 

of enterprises' and 'the demand of English ability'). The actual doers are therefore 

obscured. And through non-modalized categorical assertions, both 'the global 

disposition of enterprises accelerates' and 'the demand of English ability increases' 

are presented as background statements or transparent facts, and the correlation 

between them is assumed to be without question. Following these background 

statements, a further account of English in high-tech industry is given. By raising 

the high-tech industry as an example and using ::ff.l ... 8;t~ (not only ... but also) 

to connect 'internal documents written in English' and 'video conferences 

communicated in English', the importance of English ability in employment is again 

reinforced. 

In paragraph 3, Wfl(alert) rather than ~fl (find out or figure out) is used 

when the chief editor analyzes the working population's knowledge of English in 

recent years. Wfl (alert) implies a sense of watchfulness and warning that the 

importance of English in employment has become a reality and thus needs to be 
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heeded. The paragraph expresses criticism of the workforce in Taiwan such as 'to 

lack determination to take action', 'English in employment in Taiwan has not been 

paid enough attention' and a comparison of the situation in Japan that 'almost every 

employee has a TOEle certificate'. This paragraph also warns that action and 

attention are needed for the working population to enhance their English ability and 

reasserts the importance of English in the employment market. 

Paragraph 4 to 6 are accounts by another 'expert'. 111110b Bank is a company 

providing career service to people looking for jobs, and companies looking for new 

staff through the Internet. Two statistics are presented in the text: the scores of 

self-rated English proficiency of employees and the percentage of enterprises that 

will decide the employees' salary scale according to their English ability. In addition, 

companies which use Engl,ish ability as promotion criterion are also listed. In the 

investigation of English proficiency 'on 2,000 employees in around a thousand 

enterprises, the result shows that the scores of employees' self-rated English 

proficiency are only 40, a lot lower than the pass scores of 60'. From this statement, 

readers are given an impression that most employees are not satisfied with their 

English proficiency and an improvement in English proficiency is required. 

However, without mentioning the job attributes of employees, and which types of 

enterprises were sampled in the investigation, an average self-rated score of English 

proficiency provides very little information on English in employment. The reason 

is that English is not a necessary prerequisite for jobs in industries in Taiwan. 

Moreover, a difference between 40 and 60 shows nothing more than a margin of 20 

scores if further information regarding the scoring criteria is not provided. 

In paragraph 5 and 6, through the use of non-modalized modality and 

nominalization ('the degree of internationalization of Taiwan'), a~~~~Htfjll 

mlt 'the degree of internationalization of Taiwan raises' is presented as a 

categorical assertion or a tact. Under this assertion, the employee's English ability is 

correlated with *glFTrJ$ 'the standard of salary scales in enterprises' and ±~ 

lt~8"J-t&tJl 'a criterion for promotion to executive positions'. It is stated that the 

degree of internationalization will determine the degree of importance of English 

ability for individuals' development in their companies. The importance of English 

is evident from the fact that English ability is used as criterion for deciding salary 
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scales as well as acting as a gatekeeper to executive positions. Without close 

examination, it is possible that readers may overlook that actually English ability is 

used as a criterion for deciding salary scale by 'less than half' (comparing different 

way of expressing the same concept in headline-UI * nearly half) of the 

enterprises in Taiwan and for promotion to executive positions in 'few' companies 

in the traditional industry. 

In paragraph 7 to 10, the importance of English ability in employment is again 

reinforced by the observation of Chi Sheng-yuan, the chief editor of Career 

Magazine. By providing examples in different industries and job positions as 

observed facts, English is repeatedly promoted through sentences or phrases such as 

'basic English conversation ability is indispensable' (in the high-tech industry, 

commerce of quality goods and tourism), 'the industry of finance and banking ... has 

gradually requested their employees to enhance their English ability', 'English 

ability is the critical criterion' (in recruiting for positions 'such as staff of 

international trade, staff of declaring customs, staff of international affairs, 

interpreters of technological documents and patent engineers) and 'English 

interviews for testing applicants' on-the-spot English ability' (in the high-tech 

industry). The discourse of persuasion reaches a conclusion in the final paragraph 

using a modality suggested by ~~ (a general term meaning member of a industry, 

translated as 'member of manpower industry' and can be referred to the two 

so-called 'experts' in this report). ~gRW~ ... !bI(;~ •.. ('not only ... but also ... ' or 'no 

matter ... or .. .') is used to include all working population (people looking for job 

. and already having a job) while J!~ ('should') is used to express a sense of 

obligation and necessity that it is requisite to obtain 'a certificate in basic English 

ability, in order to enhance competitiveness of employment through additional 

value'. 

In terms of text structure and discourse type, this news report is presented in a 

manner that the author is only a medium for delivering perspectives from a 

professional third party, i.e. the experts in career services. Reported speech, mainly 

indirect quotations, is used in most of the paragraphs as the claim made by the 

author reproduces what has already been said. This approach also makes the report 

impersonal and factual and therefore tends to increase its credibility and objectivity. 
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In addition, a referential strategy is also used. In other words, the speakers in the 

article are classified as experts in the industry of career service and opinions from 

other social groups are excluded. Through reported speech and a referential strategy, 

the audience is persuaded to accept the author's perspectives and analysis at face 

value. The reality presented here is that English has become a criterion for finding 

better jobs in the high-tech industry and foreign companies and is also essential for 

gaining promotion. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, this report is surrounded by a 

group of articles concerning the use of English in various enterprises and successful 

English learning experiences of business celebrities (see Appendix 1). Through the 

presentation of these reports, the importance of English is repeated and thus 

reinforced. 

In terms of its socio-political context, 2004 in Taiwan was a year full of political 

drama and conflict. Under the shadow of the assassination attempt on President 

Chen Shui-Bian the day before the Election Day, Chen won his second round of 

presidency by an extremely narrow margin. Investigation of the assassination 

attempt and the controversial result of the election in March caused a series of 

political confrontations between the political parties, the KMT and the ruling 

government, the DPP, and economic instability. In the international media, Taiwan 

was reported as a country of considerable political unrest. As a result, concerns 

were expressed about Taiwan's economic future in regard to local enterprises as 

well as foreign investors imd companies (Economic Daily News, 23 March 2004). 

In addition, under the structure of global capitalism and political environment, the 

competition and conflict between Taiwan and Mainland China intensified due to 

China's economic development and China's strong opposition to the DPP 

government. There were fears that Taiwan had lost its advantage and might be 

marginalized in the global market. Facing a very pessimistic picture of Taiwan's 

polio-economic future, local enterprises started to accelerate the process of 

globalization! internationalization in order to avoid the high risk of relying on the 

unstable economic system of Taiwan. The measures included expanding the global 

disposition of capital, branches or factories and recruiting foreign executives 

(Economic Daily News, 23 May 2004). The process of globalization! 

internationalization in local enterprises thus increased and deepened the demand of 

high English proficiency in employment. 
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To sum up, this text is not only a discourse on English and employment but also 

a refection of the politico-economic situation in Taiwan. It presumes that English is 

not only an instrument for individuals to gain an edge in employment, but also a 

medium for enterprises. It also advocates that Taiwan's economic system must hold 

on to their advantages in the ever-changing global market, and deal with the 

polio-economic uncertainty in Taiwan. 

5.3.5 English Education and Local Practices 

• 
Text 5.6 (see below) belongs to a series of reports on English education in 

elementary schools in Miaoli County in the local news page of the United Daily 

News. As featured news reports in the local news page ofMiaoli County, these news 

stories were produced by local journalists and editors for their local residents. This 

series included four reports (published from 28 to 31 August 2002) focusing on 

local practices of English education in Miaoli County at the beginning of the second 

academic year. (Academic year of elementary schools in Taiwan starts in August 

and ends in July of next year.) The main topic concerned extending English 

instruction in elementary schools. The headlines of the four reports are as follows: 

Report 1 
r J.D~/J\~ ABC ~~ J *7U~~~ - /i1B!!~VN~HJi~Ull 

1~t~~rF ~*El'9~JJI!®~Mm: 
Series of Teaching ABC in elementary schools of rural areas (1) - Phenomena in Miaoll elementary schools 

The More Rurally the Area locates, The More Anxious the Parents 

(United Daily News, 28 August 2002, p.18) 

Report 2 

r J.D~/J\~ ABC ¥~~ J *7U¥~~~=/f~¥f!f@'~nlG~~{gU • 

..tm/J\~~~~gtniiili' EBW,*,&:tH~1d 

Series of Teaching ABC in elementary schools of rural areas (2) - Teaching characteristics and 

successful cases 

Elementary Students in Shanghai Speak Fluent English, School Headteacher of Miaoli 

. Elementary School Envies Them 

(United Daily News, 29 August 2002, p.18) 

Report 3 (please see Text 7.6 for the whole text) 

r J.D~/N~ ABC ¥j{~J *7U¥~~Z.=/fJtfjiWJV<:~. 

~~g~1'f.1LfN ~~~{~ 
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Series of Teaching ABC in elementary schools of rural areas (3) - competition and effect 

English Early rooted, Better Result 

(United Daily News, 30 August 2002, p.18) 

Report 4 

r LlJ~/J\~ ABC ¥~~ j *7U~llJ2.[g/~M. 

~l&-gfe¥xgffiiUtmj! ~m~~1ZSI 

Series of Teaching ABC in elementary schools of rural areas (4) - Review 

Incentives Should Be Raised to Win over Qualified Teachers Teaching in Rural Areas 

(United Daily News, 31 August 2002, p.18) 

Text 5.6 is the third report in this series. Two of the headlines of the reports use 

the comparative sentences including 1~.UiH~~ ""f * ~ S"J ~ II ~ ~t~tm (the 
. 

headline of the first report of the series, The More Rurally the Area locates, The More 

Anxious the Parents) and ~~B~!f.tLfN ~%I:~{~ (the headline of the third 

repost, Text 5.6, English Early Rooted, Better Result), to show a sense of comparison 

and competition in terms of English education. They emphasize and reinforce the 

correlation between rural area and parents' anxiety and between the early age of 

learning English and effective results. Another indication of showing a sense of 

comparison and competition can be found in the headline of report 2. By headlining 

, Elementary Students in Shanghai Speak Fluent English, School Headteacher of Miaoli 

Elementary School Envies Them', a contrast between English education in Shanghai, 

one of the most developing cities in Mainland China, and in Miaoli, a rural county 

in Taiwan, is presented. And wordings such as ~JJI~ 'anxious' and ~Ia 'envy' 

are used to show a general feeling or emotive reactions towards English. The text 

conveys anxiety regarding the deficiency of English education and its implications, 

and the envy of high English proficiency and its benefits, while wordings such as 

fJE~ 'raise' and ~ml 'win over' indicate the intention to change the situation and 

to overall improve English education in rural areas. 

Following the theme of comparison and competition in the English education 

system, Text 5.6 focuses on the competition and effect of English education in 

Miaoli County. The headline, ~~!t~1f'-1LfN ,F$G~~{! 'English Early rooted, 

Better Result', expresses a common-sense assumption of English education about 

the early introduction of English language instruction though little evidence has 
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~m~1f.1Lm n1G~f* 

I1/NWJi~'@ ~TM~ ~fi¥nj1UltlHi!r.ij1l 

Series of Teaching ABC in elementary schools of rural areas (3) - competition and effect 

English Early Rooted, Better Result 

Due to the lack of elementary teachers, the distance of cram schools and afJordability of supplement 

education are problems 

(1) r~~-~1i~~,.trmMll'l~i/l~~.J fm¥X~~'lll m~DJtt.2~~IJi~~~*JfJ§¥ij~p:pJJ¥~YJJ5l~~8¥~W 

~ •. 1:0t£~ftJfJf&:~Jtt.~J ' ~~B~ttf5$~~1lFi:iJ£!1Z~t¥JI~ 
(1) 'This is a war starting from 5 years of age,' such a shocking advertisement has been used by an 
employer of cram schools to describe the competition of children's English education across the 
Taiwan Strait. While a global village is emerging, English is an indispensable tool for enhancing 
competitiveness. 

(2) ~~g¥X~~~m~/J\~1i • 1\1f*&lIafli ' {!:U~pg~Lf~/N~~m~'@~!Hl.ni! ' ttE/J\-¥ll/J\1\f!I)R~ 
~g • YJJfft~ , tc51pJT~~~gilif&:mJ!l~ , -~ ABC ¥~~i/l~!krarf~f$ • 
(2) According to the English curriculum, English education is extended to grade five and six in 
elementary schools. But many elementary schools in Miaoli County teach English from grade one 
to grade six in order to meet the demand from parents. Learning English In kindergartens and 
nurseries has also become a tendency. The warfare of teaching ABC spreads down. 

(3) rttE¥~WW!f!li' ~.~T;f1r.!f!~~~Bf&:*;f1r.~f J fJ'~i~/N~!Hjr.§ ~~~mt5<p;j1}<-T~~~a ' f1!.1f 
~&~~~BU!.tt?ili1f~&*1~~M'i1i ' iliJ!f&r,ma 
(3) 'From an educational point of view, actually the earlier English is learned, the better the result 
would be.' School headteacher of Shin-Long elementary school, Lai Fu-jin, discovered that 
comparing to students of higher grades, lower-grade students are more enthusiastic about learning 
English and are more willing to speak English. 

(4) ~~p;j*~!i,t.'~1-1£f3(pgMt:¥l:a'J9~]M~W~iZ.~~h ' ~'T~ AlI4f1}<T~~rm~ , ~:pm5!f-Jtl:~ 
rI. {!::J.t§!1~ • fxW~~W3tl±lf01}<-T~*~~!itg.ttf1JD 
(4) Parents in this county worry that English education in schools lacks the ability to compete. Many 
people send their children to cram schools to reduce their concerns. However, it would relatively 
increase the educational expenditure and the learning burden of children. 

(5) -{:iL~/N.N~~:f~rn! ~ BreQ;t,/}~i¥JT3(~~tm:?R]a • ft!!.11.Bm § iW/N~~~~fiilll!f!l ~:(£!~!nt?£f 

~a~~® . ~*~?iIi . ~~fif.l1t1:f- , IJ\~fUfm~r1fi:iJ1j~f**~'I'i1i±ft ' ~tI~m7t~~1Hl~1J 
(5) One elementary school headteacher admitted that he did send his child in elementary school to 
to learn English In cram schools. He thinks that the English curriculum at elementary level aims to 
cultivate students' interests in English. The required standard is not high and the levels of the 
students are varied. Children can learn English in a better environment and improve their English 
ability more easily in cram schools. 

(6) Mi¥Xw.~i1J~ei1it~1±l • /J\~~~gl!<:*JlHAHm~fJItt~ . ~t5<SiIi~~tt~:*r~lm. li~/J\*~E!~L 
-frl~~B~ . .F&:~*ntJTm. t5<9f.tm~~~a • B'&'Utt5<j7g~'::'3~:+m 
(6) Teacher Llu who works in cram schools, pointed out that it is difficult for English education in 
elementary schools to compete with English education in cram schools. The big problem is the lack 
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of teachers in elementary schools. And English instruction, with only one hour a week in most 

elementary schools, has a limited effect. The time allocated to English instruction in cram schools is 

three to ten times more than in elementary schools. 

(7) W~j7g~jj~~~ , *~;tJ'\~~TfiIi~~§ , ~fjgt:ml1l§t:I. ~j[~Jjglil1f*~:(£Jif1~~WfmM:flV~gffl 
¥U~~ , ffjJ'm1mmlJJt:pIG<l~~~~fX:¥:m~~~j[1JD5Sl~~fl. {g~1J&ffiHff41':§: , ~1Jm~~Jm:mH!! 
~~~j7g1E~~~fj~THl~Hi¥J~~§~MR~ 

(7) There are many schools in remote areas of this county. The long distance would make sending 

children to cram schools troublesome. In Ton-yuan area some parents use town activity centres or 

school classrooms and invite cram-school teachers to enhance students' English ability during 

summer vacations. However, this arrangement was regarded as inappropriate by the elementary 

school. They think students should cultivate an interest in English learning through the official 

elementary school curriculum. 

(8) *~fJiIL\'J\~i¥J~~Bfig:h:>ftzD5jUA' {gfXW.1::tr'i\itf,j]~Ul-~!'5Jiij¥!(ffi¥Jfi~li' ~1Jm1'"iiJfigJmltJ~~§ , 
~FJT1fjllmi1Wt9:J... ' iifX~ § ~:mfg.~~Q~m.1:: ' fj-~*~ r~ml'lBfffigt9~]§J i¥J,G\1t~iQ:>fl-~m 

~ , W**~~~D1fWit~. ** ' W~j7g'N¥~~B¥lfftzDWt!tfj- , I&f4Zf'iiffli ' 3fffir-t-gjJ 
(8) Parents worry that the English ability of their children might be Inadequate compared with 

others. But from a view point of balance education, the Bureau of Education considers that English 

should neither be regarded as the priority nor should all recourses be Invested In it. In addition, 

since the major teaching aim is to cultivate students' interest, the Bureau of Education disapproves 

parents' 'giving up Mother Tongue and embracing English' attitude and has different attitudes 

regarding English education compared with the parents'. In future, efforts are needed to Improve 

English education In the elementary schools of Miaoll county and to find a balance. 

Text 5.6 Source: 'English Early Rooted, Better Result' [in Chinese], United Daily 
News, Aug 13,2002, p.18 (See Appendix1, for the original newspaper page) 

been found to substantiate this claim (Scovel, 2000; Singleton, 200 I). It is 

presupposed that the earlier English is learned, the better the result will be. In 

Chinese, instead of using ~M learn, 1LfN (used as a verb, meaning 'to root' or 

'to build a goodfoundationfrom the very beginning') is used here to emphasize that 

English should be learned at the early stage of children education. The implication 

is that building a good foundation of English ability, and making English a rooted 

ability are important. Since English education at elementary level is accepted as a 

prerequisite for greater competitiveness without controversy, enhancing the 

effectiveness of English education is thus an accepted goal. Problems that would 

obstruct 'better result' of English education are stated: ~/ J \gffl~/f JE fJ<Tfm~ 

~fiW~Mim~ra::t~~ ('Due to the lack of elementary teachers, the distance of 

cram schools and affordability of supplement education are problems'). Through 

the use of nominalization, 'the lack of elementary teachers' is presented as a 

presupposition or fact without explaining its causality and responsibility. It is this 

deficiency in the state education system that makes supplementary English 

education necessary. While supplementary English education is necessary for better 
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English education, availability or affordability of supplementary English teaching 

(Le. 'the distance of cram schools and affordability of supplement education ') are 

therefore identified as problems in English education. 

The author uses a startling, though unidentified, direct quotation from an 

advertisement of a cram school to start the lead. 'This is a war starting from 5 years 

of age' echoes the statement of the headline that English should initially be learned 

at the very early stage of child education and further reinforces the importance of 

English. In this 'shocking' quote, -~ffl~~ (a war) is used as a metaphor to 

describe the competition of children s English education across the Taiwan Strait. 

According to Oxford English Dictionary (1989), war is defined as 'hostile 

contention by means of armed forces, carried on between nations, states, or rulers, 

or between parties in the same nation or state; the employment of armed forces 

against a foreign power, or against an opposing party in the state.' It is also 'applied 

poetically or rhetorically to any kind of active hostility or contention between living 

beings, or of conflict between opposing forces or principles. ' 

War as probably the most violent form of any conflict or competition often leads 

to a consequence that participants either win or lose. It is often defined as an 

emergency in which no sacrifice is excessive and also implies that there is a need to 

become well prepared and equipped in order to fight for final victory. According to 

the author, this is not only competition in English education on Taiwan Island but 

also a competition between Taiwan and Mainland China. For Taiwan, Mainland 

China is not only a political and military threat but also a threat in terms of 

economy and manpower. It is presupposed that since the competition has been 

defined as a form of a war and 'a global village is emerging', 'English is an 

indispensable tool for enhancing competitiveness' in this particular 'war'. By using 

the metaphorical representation of war, the necessity of acquiring English 

proficiency for international competition is highlighted and other valid aspects of 

English education are ignored. 

Paragraph 2 describes to what extent the 'war' can spread. Regardless of the 

official English curriculum, it is 'the demand from parents' that has led to the 

introduction of English from grade one to grade six in many schools in Miaoli 

County and there is a tendency to learn English in kindergartens and nurseries. The 
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description of the de facto situation of English education echoes the statements in 

the headline and the lead paragraph. 

By quoting a personal observation regarding English teaching and learning 

from the school headteacher of Shin-Long elementary school, paragraph 3 is a 

reported speech but presented as evidence for the statement of the headline. 

Through the use of a direct quotation ('from an educational point of view, actually 

the earlier English is learned, the better the result would be') and the referential 

strategy (referent categorized as a 'school headteacher of Shin-Long elementary 

schoo!'), the structure of this paragraph successfully produces an image of 

professional and first-hand information to prove that English learning should start 

as early as possible. However, on a closer examination of this paragraph, the 

authority of the source is actually questionable. A school headteacher might be able 

to have a general impression of English instruction in the school but does not 

necessarily personally get involved in theories and practices of English teaching. 

Therefore the professionalism and truth of his opinion is not guaranteed. 

Furthermore, the statement that 'comparing to students of higher grades, 

lower-grade students are more enthusiastic about leaning English and are more 

willing to speak English' does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that learning 

English from lower grades can produce better results. In fact, there is little evidence 

to support the hypothesis that second-language acquisition is constrained by the age 

factor (Birdsong and Molis, 2000; Chang, 2001). However, neither alternative 

opinion on this hypothesis nor the impact of English on education of Mandarin and 

local languages is mentioned. 

Paragraph 4 can be regarded as the lead for the following paragraphs 

(paragraph 5 to 7). It is stated that many parents 'send their children to cram 

schools to reduce their fears' that 'English education in schools lacks the ability to 

compete " though 'it would relatively increase the educational expenditure and the 

learning burden of children'. The wording of this paragraph, iIlR:z.~~ jJ (lack the 

ability to compete), ~~rm~ (send to cram schools), m5:ij~iI (reduce the 

fears) and ~tJi«~1JD (increase expenditure and the burden), shows a causal 

relationship between these actions (or processes). rm~ (cram, can be a verb or a 

noun, meaning to take supplementary or extra lessons after schools or work) is a 
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means to make up the deficiency and to complement what one lacks. And sending 

children to cram schools can reduce the fears but increase the burden. 

The statement of paragraph 4 is supported by a verdict of a school head teacher 

and a cram school teacher. These two referents are categorized as important 

members in English education. By stating experiences and opinions as a parent by a 

school headteacher, paragraph 5 is an indirect quotation which questions the effect 

of English education in the state education system. Through the choice of verbal 

processes, ::f~ft 1=1 (admit, meaning he does not scruple to say) and ~12-m (think), 

the authenticity and credibility of this quotation is reinforced. In addition, sending 

children to cram schools to learn English is legitimated by his further 

explanation-' the English curriculum at elementary level aims to cultivate students I 

interests in English I, 'the required standard is not high and the levels of the students 

are varied', and 'children can learn English in a better environment and improve 

their English ability more easily in cram schools '. The presumption here is that 

English education at the elementary level is considered inadequate. Citing an 

elementary school headteacher's disapproval of the aim of English curriculum also 

weakens the argument regarding elementary education and the education bureau's 

position on elementary English education in paragraph 7 and 8. The mergence of 

the two identities, parents and school headteacher, reinforces the authority of this 

statement. It implies that even a school headteacher does not trust the quality and 

the present state of English education. It implies he has to look for a supplement 

outside the system. 

Further in paragraph 6, the author uses a cram school teacher's verdict on 

comparison of English education between the state education system and cram 

schools as a different point of view to support paragraph 5. From a view point of a 

cram school teacher, it is predictable that he comes to a conclusion that 'it is 

difficult for English education in elementary schools to compete with English 

education in cram schools because of the lack of teachers I and because 'English 

instruction with only one hour a week in most elementary schools has a limited 

effect I. Under the structure of paragraph 5 and 6, the effectiveness of English 

education is the only point taken into account with the belief that English ability is 

imperative for children. 
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The parents" own efforts to overcome the deficiency of school English 

education and the response from the schools are stated in paragraph 7. The 

endeavors of parents in remote areas to overcome' the long distance' and to invite 

cram-school teachers to enhance students' English ability during summer vacations 

can be regarded as statements corresponding with the verdict of a school 

headteacher and a cram school teacher. The opinion from the school is presented as 

an alternative or balance account. However, the focus of this report (i.e. the 

competition and effect of English education), the assumption of this report (i.e. 

English Early rooted, Better Result), the de facto situation of English education in 

the County, and the discourse of a school headteacher's disapproval of elementary 

English curriculum in paragraph 3, have questioned and weakened its central thesis. 

What is unsaid intentionaIIy or unintentionally in this report is a detailed account of 

the rationale of the English curriculum. In other words, elementary English 

education is a part of Grade 1-9 curriculum. As such, it aims to integrate pedagogies 

of elementary education and junior education in different learning areas. And 

although cultivating students' interests is one of the aims of elementary English 

curriculum, the design of elementary English education is based on a more 

theoretical rationale (MOE, 2000b). 

The point of view stated by the Bureau of Education in the final paragraph is 

also presented in a similar manner. Regardless of the parent's worries that the 

'English ability of their children might be insufficient while comparing to others' 

and of the presuppositions that 'English is an indispensable tool for enhancing 

competitive ability' and 'English Early rooted, Better Result', the Bureau of 

Education takes the position that' English should neither be regarded as the priority 

nor should all recourses be invested in it'. The contrast between the parents' and 

that Education Bureau's perceptions and the overall aim of English education is 

presented as the final and fundamental issue needed to be resolved in this report. In 

addition, Education Bureau's disapproval of 'giving up mother tongue and 

embracing English attitudes' also contrasts with accounts regarding the deficiency 

of English curriculum and the concerns about English education in the remaining 

paragraphs of this report. 

By presenting accounts from diverse perspectives (including cram schools, a 

school headteacher, various parents, a school headteacher as a parent, a cram school 
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teacher, elementary schools, and the Bureau of Education), it seems that the author 

attempts to present a range of opinions on English education at the elementary level 

in Miaoli County. Most accounts reported are unfavorable regarding the effects of 

English education at this level. It is worth noting that an obvious neglect of 

perspective here is accounts from school English teachers and students, the actual 

participants in language classrooms, as well as informed expert accounts from the 

field of Applied Linguistics or ELT. Although students are supposed to play an 

important role in the evaluation of their English education, they are not treated as 

useful informants in this report. According to the presentation of reported speech, 

and the use of referential strategies, what the author attempts to draw is a discourse 

of criticism in order to address problems and challenge the status quo. 

This report was published in the local page of the United Daily News and 

written by journalists and editors in Miaoli County. Although this newspaper is one 

of the largest circulated daily newspapers in Taiwan, this report only has regional 

influence for the circulation of this local page is restricted to Miaoli area only. Local 

residents are the informants as well as the supposed readers. They therefore play, as 

prospective readers, an important role in both the production and consumption of 

the text. 

In terms of its socio-cultural context, Miaoli County is located in the 

mid-northern coast of western Taiwan. With a population of around 560,900, it is 

composed of different ethnolinguistic groups including Hakkas, Minnan and 

aboriginal tribes such as the Sai-Hsia Tribe, Tai-ya and accounts for 2.6% of the 

total population in Taiwan. Miaoli is a middle size county located between two 

competitive city areas, Taichung, the biggest city in central Taiwan and Hsinchu, the 

high-tech center in Taiwan. The geography of Miaoli County has made it a border 

area attached to these two cities. The anxiety expressed in Text 5.6 not only reflects 

parents' worries but also the consequences of regional competition. Furthermore, as 

menti()ned in Chapter 4, the problems and criticisms of Grade 1-9 Curriculum and 

English education in elementary curriculum has been raised since 2001 due to their 

hasty implementation. The gap between the urban sector and the rural sector in 

English learning and teaching has been criticized for reinforcing the inequality 

between the poor and the rich in education. A year after implementing the new 

curriculum, in 2002, this review of the effect of English education can be 
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considered as a reaction against the problem, as ~ell as a response from the rural 

sector. The overall gist of Text 5.6, as well as the other three reports in the series, is 

that English is of crucial importance in a competitive environment and thus there is 

an urgent need to overcome the problems that prevent rural areas from obtaining 

better English education. 

5.4 Conclusion 

This chapter has analyzed how English and English language teaching is 

discursively presented in a variety of reports and documents. Common-sense 

assumptions in these texts not only indicate the existing power relations and power 

struggles, but also sustain or change power relations. The underlying ideological 

assumptions of English are closely linked to the current trends in globalization or 

internationalization, the concepts of economic development, and competition. The 

discourse of globalization/internationalization associated with the English language 

prevails in all the texts examined. Globalization is regarded as an irresistible trend 

while English is considered as a requisite of globalization and a potent symbol of 

internationalization. In addition, the importance of the modem state in the global 

capitalist system has also implicit effects on the discourse of English. It results in 

notions and issues such as economic development, national interest, international 

competition and global market etc. And these notions are used as 'background 

knowledge' and thus constrain the production and interpretation of discourse of 

English. 

The discourses of English are the site where the effect of ideologies functions 

and power struggles take place. Power relations and power struggles can be 

identified through presentation of perspect,ives of different participants. In the above 

analysis we identified various agents and practitioners: the government, parents, 

school teachers, cram school teachers and owners, possible English language 

learners, employers and employees. It is worth noting that the perspectives of pupils 

and students are often absent or largely ignored as irrelevant. As stated earlier in 

Text 5.4 and Text 5.6, students are regarded as passive receivers of governmental, 

paternal, educational and social influences in processing discourses of English. 
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According to text analysis, the ideology of English in Taiwan can be categorized 

into the following types of common-sense assumptions. 

(i) English is the language that links the world. As mentioned earlier, the 

ideological assumptions of English mostly are based on the irresistible trend of 

globalization/internationalization. As stated in Text 5.2, 'English has become the 

dominant language of international communication in areas of information, 

technology, business and higher education'. And since 'English is proceeding' (Text 

5.3) and the trend of English is irresistible, English ability as the ability to link to 

the world is therefore the major skill which needs to be cultivated in the new 

generation. In addition, English is not only linked to the world, but also to the 

activities and interactions in the world of global capitalism. For Taiwan, economic 

value is shared above other values. The economy is invariably the focus of its 

political propaganda. English is proclaimed as the language that links the world and 

is thus. imperative for economic development: it is considered the lifeline of 

Taiwan's future development. 

(ii) English is a socio-cultural commodity. English as a foreign language is 

described as 'hyper-collective goods' (De Swaan, 2001a) and has already become a 

huge financial market around the world (Kaplan, 2001). Ideological assumptions 

used in advertising or promoting ELT not only relate to the effectiveness of English 

education but also to socio-cultural meanings of the English language itself as well 

as the process of acquiring English. In Text 5.3, English is advertised by correlating 

it to a proceeding trend, a powerful instrument, or a problem can be solved and 

individual's future. These socio-cultural assumptions can play a vital role in the 

promotion of English. 

(iii) English is an indispensable instrument for competition nationally and 

individually. For Taiwan, under threat from Mainland China, and as a small-scale 

player in the highly competitive economic environment, success in the world is one 

of struggle, tension and competition. Following the first assumption that' English is 

the language that links the world', it is presupposed that English determines 

competitiveness in global capitalism. To certain degree, national English ability 

equals to national capability of competition. In terms of individuals,. English 

becomes an indispensable skill for individuals in a competitive domestic workforce 
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(see Text 5.5). English ability as the requisite skill in employment is used as a 

gatekeeper to better jobs and promotion. The assumption that links competitiveness 

with English proficiency, nationally and individually, leads to concerns and worries 

about English ability and English education in Taiwan. 

(iv) Common-sense assumptions about the effectiveness of English education, 

such as 'the earlier English is learned, the better the result would be', 'English level 

of average Taiwanese citizen is inadequate' and 'English education in Taiwan is 

insufficient', can be found in discourses on English learning and teaching. For 

example, in Text 5.4 and 5.6, combined with the above mentioned ideological 

assumptions, it is assumed that English level of the average Taiwanese citizen is 

inadequate and English education in schools lacks the ability to compete. These 

common-sense assumptions can thus result in a fear that action and attention are 

, needed in order to enhance one's English ability 

(v) Lack of English will have negative consequences. Varying degrees of anxiety 

and worry can be found in the above analyzed texts. In Text 5.2, problems of 

English education are presented as concerns on the effectiveness of English 

education. In Text 5.3, by presenting the prevalence of English in Taiwan and 

asking the readers: 'facing this powerful instrument of competition, are you 

prepared?', unease about the consequence of lacking English ability is reinforced. 

In Text 5.4, it is presupposed that since English is imperative for creating an 

international profile of Taiwan, and for giving foreigners a good impression about 

Taiwan, deficiencies in English education are claimed to have serious outcomes. 

Text 5.6 represents parents' worries that 'English ability of their children might be 

insufficient while comparing to others' and shows the anxiety about the deficiency 

of English education and its implications, as well as the envy of high English 

proficiency and its benefits. In regard to comparison and competition, the discourse 

of English in Taiwan shows national as well as individual anxiety of falling behind 

other competitors. In a way, through the discourse of these texts, unjustified anxiety 

and worry are created. 

To sum up, discourses concerning English in Taiwan are conditioned by the 

. external global structure and Taiwan's socio-cultural context. Concepts such as 

globalization, internationalization, economic development, national competitiveness 
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and individual competitiveness influence the discourses on English. Furthermore, 

the socio-cultural context of Taiwan nationally and individually reinforces the 

impact of English in terms of economy, education, employment and future 

development and therefore can result in anxiety and worry for those not possessing 

this particular language proficiency. Alternative voices concerning English 

education and English promotion in Taiwan, such as the influence of early English 

education on children's Mandarin or mother language ability or the impact of 

English on local cultures and identities in Taiwan, are absent in all of the texts. As 

. mentioned in Chapter 4, criticisms of the spread of English in Taiwan has been 

raised by some scholars (Chang Yueh-chen, 2002; Liu, 2004; Liao, 2004), but these 

opinions are not prevalent. For the government, the ELT industry, parents and in the 

mass media, the main focus is clearly on the benefits English can provide and the 

effectiveness of English education, rather than on the socio-cultural impact of the 

spread English. Overall, English is regarded positively as the language of advantage; 

as gatekeeper to better development in employment; and as means to enhance 

competitiveness. The necessity of English is thus presupposed. In the case of 

Taiwan, the ideology of English consequently functions as part of the mechanisms 

involved in the global spread of English. 
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Chapter 6 

Perceptions of English in Taiwan 

6.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in earlier chapters, English language policy in Taiwan has been 

through major changes in the beginning of the twenty-first century. The national 

policy of promoting English and the extension of English education at the 

elementary level has inevitably made a great impact on Taiwan's education system, 

and the status of English in Taiwan. Discourses on English in governmental 

documents and print media also reinforce certain views of the English language. 

While the global spread of English has been taking place via national policy, 

cultural institutions and ideological presuppositions, a further question is how the 

spread of English is perceived and what responses are made by individuals in 

Taiwan. 

Through Taiwanese people's perceptions and expectations of the English 

language, this chapter explores the implications of the spread of English at the 

individual level. It examines individuals' experiences, beliefs and attitudes 

regarding the English language, and focuses on personal responses toward the 

spread of global English and its impact in Taiwan. Through the employment of 

semi-structured interviews, the following issues will be investigated: attitudes 

towards local languages; English and other foreign languages; English learning 

experiences; the use and functions of English; and the impact of English on the 

individual, socio-cultural and politico-economic levels in Taiwan. 
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6.2 Research Method 

6.2.1 Semi-Structured Interviewing and Interview Schedule 

In order to explore individuals' perceptions of English in depth, semi-structured 

interviews are employed in this research. The reason is that a semi-structured 

interview is neither totally restricted by a list of standard questions, nor 

non-directive. It lies between the extremes and leaves certain space to be filled in 

during the interview under a general structure of the main questions. It also allows 

interviewers to use prompts, probes and follow-up questions to obtain further 

information about interviewees' circumstances and to clarify or expand their 

answers (Drever, 1995). In this research, interviews on a one-to-one basis are used. 

An interview schedule with main questions (see Section 3.3.3 for discussion on the 

rationale of interview questions and Appendix 2 for the interview questions) is used 

as a guideline during the interviews. Apart from these main questions, follow-I;IP 

questions and other relevant questions will be raised according to individual's 

background and circumstances. 

Seventeen questions are included in the interview schedule with follow-up 

questions asked according to the background of interviewees and the situation. Each 

interview took around forty minutes though it also depended on interviewees' \ 

responses and the on-the-spot interaction. All the interviews were conducted in 

Chinese (Mandarin) by myself in a period of three months from July to September 

2005. All the interviews were recorded and will be presented and analyzed mainly 

through selective transcription (with original Chinese transcripts presented in 

Appendix 3 and their English translations presented in this chapter) though two of 

the interviews will be fully transcribed and translated as examples (see Appendix 4). 

In the transcripts, following abbreviations and symbols are applied. 

I = interviewer 

(example) ETH1 = the first interviewee of English teachers in high schools 

(please see Table 6. J for a full list of codes of interviewees) 

... = pause 

...... = long pause 

[ ... ] = an omission of some text 
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6.2.2 Sampling 

Interviewees from different levels of the education system have been included. 

Informants also include government officials who participate in the process of 

policy making and policy implementation, and student parents who in most cases 

make decisions for their children. The hypothesis here is. that since English 

education is required in the state education system. As English is introduced and 

learned systematically, participants in the education system can be regarded as 

agents of the spread of English in Taiwan. Thus their overall perceptions of English 

can be considered representative. Additionally, in order to present individuals' 

perceptions of English, interviewees from different social backgrounds are also 

selected, including social elite and people in the other private sectors. 

In general, the interviewees consist of people from the following six groups: 

governmental level, elementary level, secondary level, tertiary level, members of 

the social elite and people from the other private sectors (see Appendix 5 for 

detailed information regarding the respondents). Each group is allocated a quota of 

interviews. Other variables such as gender, age, ethno-linguistic background, region 

of residence and in some cases (e.g. student parents), occupational and education 

background are considered as influential factors which will be taken into account in 

data analysis. Codes of interviewees are presented in brackets according to their 

roles, e.g. ETE 1 = the first English teacher in elementary schools. 

Table 6.1 Table of Interviewees 

Group 1: Governmental level 

Government official in Ministry of Education (1 interview) [01] 

(Han) Government official in Council ofIndigenous Peoples (1 interview) [G2] 

(Aboriginal) Government official in Council ofIndigenous Peoples 

(1 interview) [G3] 

Group 2: Elementary level 
English teachers in elementary schools (3 interviews) [ETE 1,2,3] 

Teachers of other subjects in elementary schools (3 interviews) [TE 1,2,3] 
Parents of elementary students (2 interviews) [PE 1, 2] 

Group 3: Secondary level 

English teachers in high schools (3 interviews) [ETH 1,2,3] 
Teachers of other subjects in high schools (3 interviews) [TH 1,2,3] 

Students in senior high schools (2 interviews) [SH 1,2] 

Parents of high school students (2 interviews) [PH 1,2] 

Group 4: Tertiary level 

English teachers at university/college level (3 interviews) [ETU 1, 2, 3] 
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Teachers of other subjects at university/college level (3 interviews) [TV 1,2,3] 

English major students (3 interviews) [ESU 1,2,3] 

Non-English major students (3 interviews) [SV 1,2] 

Group 5: Members of the social elite 
Engineer, law clerk, medical doctor, researcher and executive etc. 

(5 interviews) [SE 1,2,3,4,5] 

Group 6: People in the other private sectors 
People from the manufacturing industry, technician, nurse and salesperson etc. 

(5 interviews) [PP 1,2,3,4,5] 

Three respondents from the governmental level were interviewed, including a 

high ranking governmental official in the Ministry of Education, a governmental 

official from an aboriginal (Austronesia) ethno-linguistic background, and a 

governmental official from a Han ethno-linguistic background in the Council of 

Indigenous Peoples, Executive Yuan. The perspectives on English and English 

education from people who design and implement English-in-education policy are 

significant in this research because they reflect the rationale of English language 

policy in Taiwan. Two officials in the Council of Indigenous Peoples were also 

interviewed be~ause of the current complex relation between English and local 

languages (see Chapter 4 for language situation and English education in Taiwan). 

The second group focuses on participants at the elementary level. Three English 

teachers and three teachers of other subjects, including two home teachers (who 

tutor a class of students and teach other major subjects) and one teacher of special 

education needs, were interviewed. In addition, two student parents were selected 

for interviewing. However, students at the elementary level are not included 

because students at this stage are very young and not really capable of answering 

these interview questions, and their perceptions of English are mostly influenced by 

their teachers, parents and surroundings. In the next group, participants in secondary 

education are included. Three English teachers and three teachers of other subjects 

including Mandarin, geography and art in junior and senior high schools were 

interviewed. Two parents of high school students, one junior high graduate and one 

second-year senior high student were selected. 

The fourth group focuses on participants at the university or college level 

including three English teachers, three teachers of other subjects, three 

English-major students and three non-English major students. English teachers at 
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the tertiary level refer to lecturers and professors teaching in the English related 

departments such as Applied Foreign Languages and English Literature or teaching 

English in other departments. Teachers of other subjects refer to lecturers and 

professors teaching non-ELT courses. One English-major junior college student, 

one English-major university student and one English-major post-graduate student 

were selected in order to include participants from different levels of higher 

education. Three non-English major students include one university student 

majoring in international trade, one university student majoring in accounting, and 

one student of a Technology University majoring in engineering. 

Defining the social elites, education and occupation are the two most 

determinant factors. Bachelor degrees of certain national universities such as 

National Taiwa~ University or certain occupations or positions such as medical 

doctor and executive indicate membership of the social elite. In the fifth group, five 

members of the social elite were interviewed in order to explore relations between 

perceptions of English and social status. In the sixth group, five people from 

non-elite social group were interviewed including people from the manufacturing 

industry, a technician, a nurse and a salesperson. The group of social elites and the 

group of people from the other private sectors not only contrast with each other, but 

they can also be considered as comparison with the rest of the groups. 

Generally, Group one to four can be regarded as a cluster of participants in the 

education system, while Group five and six can be considered as a cluster of 

participants from different professions. However, several variables such as 

educational and occupational background and social identities interact or overlap 

among informants in different groups (e.g. a student parent can also be a member of 

the social elite or an English teacher can also be a student parent). In the section of 

data analysis, all these interrelated and overlapping factors will be extracted and 

categorized from the data. 

6.2.3 Limitations of This Research 

The intention of this research is to explore in-depth accounts of individual 

perceptions of English rather than to generalize about the whole population, and to 

focus on critical and qualitative investigation rather than quantitative measurement. 
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Due to the research design and the limited scale of sampling and interviewing, this 

research only focuses on perceptions of English in Taiwan's education system and 

perceptions of English of respondents of certain social status or occupations. 

Although elements such as gender, regional and age differences are not regarded as 

parameters in sampling, they are influential factors in data analysis. These can also 

limit the generalization of research results. 

Another limitation is that data from lower social classes such as street vendors, 

workers and cleaners are absent in this research. However, as stated in the rationale 

of sampling section above, since English is promoted in Taiwan mainly by English 

language policy, English education at school and the ELT industry, the effect of 

English is direct and more profound for people in the education system and certain 

professions. Thus their perceptions are selected as a limited but significant 

representation of English perceptions in Taiwan. 

In terms of data interpretation, there might be some doubts regarding faithfully 

presenting original data due to the procedure of translation. Since thinking is 

interwoven by language in use (Vygotsky, 1986), choosing a language that both the 

participants and the interviewer are fluent in, cannot only accelerate the progress of 

the interview, but also effectively help mutual communication by sharing the same 

thought patterns inherent in that language. Thus all the interviews were conducted 

in Chinese Mandarin. However, for readability, the results are presented in English. 

Some words, terms or sentences will be rearranged or restated in order to be 

expressed and interpreted accurately and effectively in English. For the avoidance 

of data distortion and for further inspection of the validity of the data, the original 

Chinese transcripts will be presented in Appendix 3. 

6.3 Analysis and Discussion 

6.3.1 English, Mother Tongue, Local Languages and Other 

Foreign Languages 

It is claimed by some that English is a 'killer language' (e.g. Skutnabb-Kangas, 

2000a). However, it is not English that kills other languages, but the struggle of 

power and resources between English and other languages that disadvantage those 
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minority languages. For expanding-circle countries, the global spread of English has 

become an important factor for the making of local languages and education policy .. 

And this trend also makes English a strong competitor in drawing public attention 

and seeking resources. Minority languages in these countries might encounter 

double pressures, i.e. the domestic pressure from national or majority language and 

the global pressure of English spread. In the case of Taiwan, the global spread of 

English has been making an impact on language policy and education system and 

has resulted in conflict when languages and cultures interact, compete and 

interweave. To a certain extent, perceptions of English both are shaped by and 

shape the existing language situation in Taiwan. Therefore, sociolinguistic factors 

need to be taken into account in the first part of this research with the main focus 

being on how English is perceived in relation to local and other foreign languages. 

Language of power in Taiwan 

The language situation in Taiwan is complicated in terms of its historical and 

political background (See Chapter 4 for a discussion on the language situation in 

Taiwan). Question 1 and 2 aim to explore respondents' perceptions of Taiwan's 

language situation. A summary overview of the responses to question 1 and 2 is 

presented in the tables below. 

Question 1: What is your mother tongue? What status does it have in Taiwan? 

Table 6.2 Summary overview of responses to Question 1 
Number of 
respondents 

Language whose mother Status of the language 
tongue is the 
language (N=43) 

Mandarin 8 The official language and the lingua franca in 
Taiwan, language of the mainstream 

Mandarin and MinnanyufTaiwanese 2 
Minnanyu! 29 2S out of 29 respondents considered that 

Taiwanese MinnanyulTaiwanese is a powerful language in 
Taiwan because of the large population of its 
speakers and that its status has revived recently due 
to the change of political climate. But several 
respondents said that Miannanyu and its speakers 
are still stigmatized. 

Hakka and MinnanyufTaiwanese 1 
Hakka 2 Minority language 

Aboriginallanguages 1 (Amis) Minority languages 
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Question 2: Which language is the most important or powerful one in Taiwan? 
(Mandarin, Hakka, Taiwanese or aboriginal languages) Why? 

Table 6.3 Summary overview of responses to Question 2 
Number of respondents 
who considerthe 

Language language as the most Notes of responses 
important or powerful in 
Taiwan (N=43) 

Mandarin 38 Majority of the respondents considered that Mandarin 
is the language of power in Taiwan because it is the 
dominant language in education. government and 
public domains. 

Minnanyul I A senior research assistant whose mother tongue is 

Taiwanese Mandarin considered that Minnanyu has become the 
language of power in Taiwan. 

Mandarin as important, 2 A government official in MOE and an aboriginal 

Minnanyllffaiwanese as government official in CIP considered that Mandarin 
is the lingua franca in Taiwan while Minnanyu is 

powerful powerful in terms of population and politics. 

Hakka 0 
AboriginaJJanguages 0 
Others 2 Depend on di fferent regions and situations. 

The majority of the interviewees expressed the view that Mandarin is the most 

important language in Taiwan. The importance of Mandarin is undeniable because 

Mandarin is the major language in government, education and public domains. For 

example, as the government official in CIP stated, in Taiwan Mandarin is more· 

important than other languages because of its status in education and the 

government. 

[Q 1-(1)] 

Its status of dominance had been established in the past. Now the degree of its 

importance is higher than other languages. Though Minnanyu has revived, its 

importance is less than Mandarin. [ ... J The reason Mandarin is still the most 

important language is because the government. including policies. announcements to 

the public and people. uses Mandarin. and Mandarin is the major language in its 

education policy and education system 

(G2, Female, 35, governmental official in ClP [Council ofIndigenous Peoples, 

Executive Yuen), MT: Minnanyu) 

The official language and the language of public domains in Taiwan is 

Mandarin while the majority ethno-linguistic group is Minnan people (the 

Taiwanese). The languages of importance and language of power are therefore 

distinguished by the government official in MOE (the Ministry of Education). 

[Q 1-(2)] 

Official language definitely is the most important. But if we are talking about 

'poweiful·. then I would think that Taiwanese should be the more poweiful one. 
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(GJ, Female, 42, government official in MOE, MT: Minnanyu) 

For several respondents, Mandarin is important for general communication but the 
l, . 

status of Minnanyu is· reviving because of the current political climate in Taiwan. 

The transition of sociolinguistic situation in Taiwan, and the shift of language 

power, can be attributed to the change of political climate since the late 1990s. As 

stated in Chapter 4, the DPP government emphasizes localization and mother 

tongues. Minnanyu, with its larger ethno-linguistic population in Taiwan, has 

become the major language in its political propaganda, and is thus placed at the 

center of the language and culture policies. As the government official in MOE 

argued, Minnanyu has become a powerful language because of its large population 

and due to the recent political situation in Taiwan. 

[Q 1-(3)] 

Population ... and I think the main factor is political ... the political influence of 

domestic situation is that the DPP emphasizes localization. Therefore they will focus 

more on mother tongues. They emphasize this point very much. 

(Gl, Female, 42, government official in MOE, MT: Minnanyu) 

As a member of the minority ethno-linguistic group, Amis, the government official 

in CIP explained, for those minority ethno-linguistic groups, Mandarin has been 

neutralized because it has been used as a common language without being linking to 

any specific ethno-linguistic identity. In contrast, the majority language, Minnanyu, 

is associated and linked with power and advantage in politics. 

[Q 1-(4)] 

Mandarin is the official language and it is neutral. I think theoretically speaking 

language should be linked to ethnicity. But Mandarin almost cannot be linked to 

Taiwan's ethnic groups. Of course Mainlanders are exception. When you speak this 

language, you cannot feel the vigor. It doesn't matter if I speak this or not. Very 

neutral. But if you speak aboriginal languages or Hakka, it will show the status oj 

certain ethno-linguistic group when you speak the sentences. Therefore, Mandarin is a 

neutral language. In terms of power, Minnanyu is more powerful. 

(G3, Male, 39, government official in CIP, MT: Amis) 

Although Minnanyu is the language of the biggest ethno-linguistic group in 

Taiwan and has been the focus of much attention by the government and the 

education system, several respondents remarked that its use still raises the problems 

of identity and stigmatization. For example, an elementary English teacher who was 
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also a parent of three children argued that her children could not speak Minnanyu 

but English. This is because Minnanyu is regarded as a language of lower social 

status and English learning has been encouraged. 

[Q 1-(5)] 

... Because, in fact, children cannot speak Minnanyu. Now they cannot understand us 

when we speak Minnanyu at home. In the past, we could not understand when our 

parents spoke Japanese. Now it turns out that they cannot understand Minnanyu. But 

they understand English because they have studied overseas and I pay much attention 

to children's English. But why I said it is not advantaged enough is because my 

children would think that people who' speak Minnanyu seem to be of a lower social 

status, because my eldest child told me so. It seems that speaking Minnanyu will be 

considered ... considered as lower social class. I did tell him it's not true though. 

(ETEI, Female, 42, elementary English teacher, MT: Minnanyu) 

Minnanyu as the majority language still has problems of being preserved in the 

family and has to face competition from English. As regards other minority 

languages such as Hakka and aboriginal languages, respondents of these minority 

ethno-linguistic groups stated that their mother languages are not only powerless in 

public domains but they also are difficult to pass on to the younger generation. For 

example, the aboriginal government official in CIP explained the language situation 

in the ethnic group and expressed his worries. 

[Q 1-(6)] 

I: Nowadays, Amis children, I mean the next generation, how is their mother tongue 

ability? 

G3: almost unable ... actually now those under 30 years old almost cannot speak Amis. 

In the tribe of Amis, generally speaking, people under 30 cannot speak the language. 

They might be able to listen, but they are unable to speak. For those at around 40, 50 

years of age such as myself, Mandarin ability is better than mother tongue ability. 

Thenfor those above 50, mother tongue ability is better than Mandarin ability ... That's 

because .. after senior high school, it depends on your environment. Like myself, after 

senior high school, if you leave hometown and live in urban area, your Mandarin 

ability will gradually replace your mother tongue ability. So sometimes when I speak 

Amis, it was translated from Mandarin ... Then young children might be able to know 

some vocabulary. I think ... 1 doubt their listening ability. That is, he/she might only 

understand 20 or 30 percent. So they almost cannot speak the language, only know 

some vocabulary ... 

(03, Male, 39, government official in CIP, MT: Amis) 

To sum up, the responses to Question 2 showed that in Taiwan, Mandarin is 

dominant in public domains while the status of Minnanyu has been revived because 
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of current political developments. Hakka and aboriginal languages remain minority 

languages used for restricted communication in certain ethno-linguistic groups or 

regions. It also implies that English has been paid more attention by parents and has 

consequently become more powerful in Taiwan's sociolinguistic contexts. 

Mother tongues vs. English 

In response to the inclusion of English education and mother tongue education 

in elementary curriculum, the effectiveness and impact of language education in 

Taiwan has drawn much attention and has been discussed and debated among 

scholars, the MOE and in the mass media. The introduction of English education at 

elementary level is welcomed by many, especially parents, while worries about its 

impact on local languages and cultures are also raised. In addition, mother tongue 

education is regarded by some as crucial but is considered as unnecessary by others. 

Actually, there is no opposition between English education and mother tongue 

education. The real conflict lies in the distribution of resources and the priority of 

education agenda. Question 3 aims to explore interviewees' perceptions on this 

issue. Following is a summary overview of the responses. 

Question 3: Should mother language education of each ethnic group be given 
priority over English education? Why or why not? 

Table 6.4 Summary overview of responses to Question 3 
Number of 

Responses to question 3 respondents Notes of responses 
(N=43) 

Yes 28 The majority of respondents considered that mother tongue 
education should be given priority because mother language is 
the medium of daily communication and culture. 

English education 8 3 out of 4 student parents, 3 English teachers (2 elementary and 1 
should be given junior high English teachers) and 2 elementary teachers stated 
priority that English education should be given priority because mother 

No 
tongue should be learned at home rather than at school. 

Both mother tongue 4 An elementary English teacher, a university English lecturer, a 
education and English university student and an executive of an electronic company 
education should be proposed that both mother language and English education 
given priority should be given priority. 

Others 3 A junior high English teacher and a university English lecturer 
expressed that instead of mother language education but 
Mandarin education should be given priority. 
An employee in the manufacturing industry considered that 
emotionally mother language education should be given priority 
but realistically English education should be given priority. 

Interviewees' responses to this Issue can be classified into following broad 

categories. 
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Mother tongue for local communication and as important element of culture 

Some respondents remarked that the important function of mother language is 

for daily-life communication and therefore their mother tongue is necessary for 

everyone, while English is not a requisite for every person. For example, an 

elementary teacher indicated that mother tongue should be given priority because 

there are relatively few people in the upper levels of society who really need to use 

English. 

[Q3-(1)] 

Of course the mother language should be learned first, because it is in fact the mother 

tongue. Actually only the minority at the top of society, who has to deal with external 

affairs, will use English. Infact, the stratification of people is a pyramid. Not everyone 

in each level should learn English. [ ... j but the mother language is for our, everyone's 

communication, interaction, life and human relationships. That's what everyone should 

be able to use. That's my opinion ... 
(TE2, Female, 37, elementary teacher, MT: Minnanyu) 

Apart from daily communication, some interviewees argued that mother tongue 

education should be given priority because of its linkage to their culture. The 

mother tongue is not only a language for communication but also the foundation of 

a certain speech community. For those whose mother language is not Mandarin, 

English education could be threatening to the mother tongue. For example, an 

assistant professor claimed that mother tongue education is strongly related to the 

foundation of cultural heritage and that the mother tongue is an important cultural 

entity. 

[Q 3-(2)] 
Mother tongue is not only a tool for communication but also an important element of 

culture. Culture cannot be inherited only if mother language is learned. If English is 

learned first, children's way of thinking will be westernized. And this will be a tragedy 

of the third world culture. The most important thing for internationalization is not 

learning English but having the will and outlook ... 

(TU3, male, 36, assistant professor, MT: Minnanyu) 

Professors, teachers and officials in aboriginal affairs doubt whether the notion of 

internationalization should be equated with the process of 'Englishization'. 

Language is in a way regarded as culture, and cultural identity is the main concern 

for mother tongue education. An aboriginal government official also pointed out 
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that the overemphasis on the communicative function of language could result in a 

loss of cultural uniqueness. 

[Q 3-(3)] 

Language actually has two functions. One is the function of communication. The 

second function is what has been said-language is the window of soul. How a person 

speaks the language actually represents one's culture, the formation of one's 

personality and the way of thinking. So I think if you don't use your own language and 

choose to speak another language, it means you give up yourself. Language has two 

functions. If you only emphasize the function of communication, you'll lose your 

uniqueness rapidly. As often mentioned nowadays: "global connection, local action ". 
But the 'Local' is often ignored and we invariably emphasize competitive capability. 

Overall. it is about how to achieve the balance between competition and culture. 
(03, Male, 39, government official in elP, MT: Amis) 

To achieve a balance between the global and the local and between competition and 

culture is crucial for Taiwanese society. For those whose mother language is 

endangered, the mother language is not only related to their culture, but also to their 

ethnicity and identity. 

A junior high school English teacher also expressed her concerns regarding 

Taiwan's language situation. 

[Q 3-(4)] 
Mother tongue learning should be given priority over English learning. Learning 

mother tongue also represents learning the culture. If one doesn't know one's own 

culture, it's /ike being a person without a soul. On the one hand, Taiwan has not paid 

attention to mother tongue learning. On the other hand, Taiwan cannot create a good 

English learning environment. And that results in an awkward situation that none of 

the languages, including English, Mandarin and mother tongue, are effectively 

learned. 
(ETH 1, female, 34, junior high school English teacher, MT: Minnanyu) 

As ~ Minnanese, the teacher considered that the mother tongue deserves more 

attention while as an English teacher she questioned the effectiveness of English 

education. The 'awkward situation that none of the languages are effectively 

learned I can be regarded as the crucial issue in Taiwan's language education. The 

priority of the mother tongue is stated, while the importance of English is also 

stressed. 
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The priority of English education 

Some respondents questioned the importance of mother tongue education by 

pointing out that the mother tongue is supposed to be acquired within the family and 

thus resources in the education system should be invested in English learning. For 

example, an elementary English teacher who is also a parent claimed that mother 

tongue education in schools is unnecessary. 

[Q 3-(5)] 

I think there is no need to learn the mother tongue. It is supposed to be inherited at 

home. I think if mother language is aimed at communication, conversation and use, it 

should not be taught as a course in schools. But if it is about cultural background and 

research, such as Han phonology which we learned in the past for obtaining 

educational credits or investigation on cultural background, it should be taught as a 

course. {.oo] Because' we don't have that kind of environment for English. In terms of 

learning, I think learning is something acquired in later days. That's what I think. 

Learning is acquiring ... 

(ETE1, female, 42, elementary English teacher, MT: Minnanyu) 

The interviewee further explained that English education should be given priority in 

schools and argued that the mother tongue is something you learned in your own 

family. But English is the language that needs to be taken care of in the education 

system due to the lack of learning environment in our daily lives. 

However, for an elementary teacher whose mother tongue is Hakka, English is 

considered as a more important language while her mother tongue is less functional 

in daily life. 

[Q 3-(6)] 

I would think that English should be given priority. Because it's not necessary to learn 

Hakka, because you already have a language for communication. Mandarin is the 

language for communication. So I think English learning is prior to the mother 

tongue ... Hakka is seldom used, such as me living in Taichung Taiping. I seldom use it. 

/fin schools of Tungshih area, parents might use Hakka. Mother tongue will be needed 

only in this kind of situation. 

(TEl, female, 38, elementary teacher, MT: Hakka) 

The sociolinguistic tendency appears to be that when the mother tongue of minority 

ethno-linguistic groups gradually loses its function in public domain and daily life, 

the demand for mother tongue learning also tends to decline. Therefore, English as a 

language with more perceived functions, is given a higher priority in language 
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education. 

For some respondents whose mother language is Mandarin, the importance of 

commerce for Taiwan and the function of English are often stressed. Their 

perceptions suggest that languages are in a free competitive market and the 

existence and acquisition of a certain language depends on the function and benefit 

it can provide. For example, one of the parents of elementary students argued that 

English education should be given priority because it is more practically useful. 

[Q 3-(7)] 

PEl: I think it's not that necessary to emphasize the importance of mother tongue. It is 

good to have the communicative ability of mother tongue. But we can have the 

advantage only ifwe obtain English ability ... The issue is about competitiveness for the 

future. So English ability should be reinforced ... 

I: How about mother tongue education of minority languages such as aboriginal 

languages? 

PEl: I think the reason for their disappearing is that these languages are not needed. 

To overemphasize things that are not in demand ... then ... 1 don't know if that is cost 

effective ... 

(PEl, Female, 44, international trader, MT: Mandarin) 

If there is a dilemma between embracing the global and preserving the local, the 

choice made here is to emphasize global competitiveness for the future. From an 

economic point of view, the interviewee implied that languages have different 

values and that learning different languages can offer different rewards. 

A university student further questioned if there was a need to prioritize mother 

tongue education or English education. She argued that language and culture are 

two separate concepts and learning the mother tongue does not guarantee one's 

identification with the culture. 

[Q 3-(8)] 

SUI: I think whether English or mother tongue should be given priority is not 

important. Why can't we learn both of them at the same time? ... 

I: Can both be learned at the same time without mutual influence? 

SUI: Yes, it's like if you learn mother tongue, you don't necessarily identify yourself 

with the culture. I think there is not a very close relation between identifying culture 

and learning language. { ... } I don't know why we insist on mother tongue. I don't think 

learning mother tongue can definitely lead to cultural identification ... It is possible 

that you can speak only English and still identify yourself with Taiwanese culture ... 

I: How about mother tongue education of minority languages such as aboriginal 

languages? Should they be given priority? 
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SU1: No need. Actually I think in terms of language, it's mainly for communication. 

Then basically this ... that ... that nobody uses it. That is actually there is no necessity to 

preserve it, because comparing to that, English is much learned ... ln terms offunction, 

then if you learn Minnanyu ... that ... itsfunctions will not be as many as English ... 

(SUI, female, 20, university student, MT: Mandarin and Minnanyu) 

The main concern in this quote is once again the function and benefit that a 

language can offer. With little function in public domains, the minority languages in 

Taiwan are regarded as less important languages. English, however, with more 

functions, is considered as a possible medium to express and identify with one's 

culture. 

For an English teacher in a senior high school, English is the language of power 

in the international society and this attribute determines its priority. 

[Q 3-(9)] 

Should mother language of each ethnic group be given priority over English? My 

answer is ' no '. The reason is because if a powerful language is the language used by 

most people, then English ... worldwide speaking is one of the languages used by most 

countries. So I think it is a powerful language. Then English learning should be given 

priority over mother language learning. But giving priority doesn't mean that mother 

language should be given up. It's just the priority is English. That's it ... 

(ETH3, female, 34, senior high school English teacher, MT: Mandarin) 

In this quote, culture is not even an issue. There is no need to consider the relation 

between mother tongue and culture. Power and prevalence of languages is the main 

concern for deciding the agenda of language education. Mother language is not 

supposed to be abandoned but English is prioritized because of its advantage. 

English education as a response to the global pressure 

Although the responses were divergent in terms of the priority of the mother 

tongue or English education, all respondents were aware of the influence of English; 

whether they expressed their acceptance or rejection of the language. For example, 

an employee in the manufacturing industry highlighted the tension between mother 

tongue and English education. 

[Q 3-(10)] 

PP1: According to the current situation ... that Taiwan isfacing ... the trend of 

globalization, you cannot go outward without English. But basically and emotionally 
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mother language of course has priority. Realistically international language English 

should be given priority . ... 

I: Which would you choose for your children or the next generation to learn first? 

PPl: Which to learn first ... I still think English learning should be given priority ... /f 

you want to stay in Taiwan, it would be good enough that you can communicate in the 

mother tongue ... Mandarin. But if you have the ambition to go outward, you would not 

be able to go outward without English ability ... 

(PPl, male, 61, employee in manufacturing industry, MT: Minnanyu) 

English as the dominant international language is regarded as the key to enter the 

global market. Although for the majority of people, Mandarin and mother tongue 

ability might be enough for making a living in Taiwan, English education is given 

priority because of the need to establish external relationships. 

Commentary 

To sum up, responses to Question 3 varied. On the one hand, for most 

respondents the importance of mother language education was identified for its 

function of daily communication and cultural identification. The mother tongue was 

perceived as the root of culture and therefore should be given priority in education 

agenda. On the other hand, the importance of English was acknowledged by all the 

respondents. For those approving the priority of English education, the function and 

advantage of a language in international domains was considered the main concern. 

The main factor determining interviewees' responses was not their ethno-linguistic 

background but rather their attitudes toward the meaning and nature of language. If 

language is considered, not as a vehicle of culture but of communication and 

practical function, it is very likely that a language with functional and 

communicative advantages will be given priority in language education. 

On the other hand, if cultural identity is regarded as the central element of 

language, mother tongue education is perceived as important instrument for 

preserving the foundation of culture. It is therefore prioritized. However, 

individuals whose mother language is the official language, Mandarin, tended to 

focus on power and the functions of language, and tended to discriminate against 

minority or local languages. 
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The Status of English in the next 50 years? 

In The Future of English?, Graddol (1997) predicted that within the next 50 

years no single language will have achieved the monopolistic status of English by 

the end of the twentieth century. However, the future of English could be more 

complicated and uncertain than some assume. To some extent predictions of the 

future of English are not only an index of its future development but also a 

reflection of the reality. Therefore, this question not only explores interviewees' 

prediction of the status of English in the next 50 years, but also their reflection on 

the dominance of English in the world. The following is a summary overview of the 

responses. 

Question 4: Will English continue to be the global language in the next SO years? 
Why or why not? 

Table 6.5 Summary overview of responses to Question 4 

Responses Number of 
Notes of responses 

to question 4 respondents (N=43) 

Yes 15 Factors that sustain English's status: American domination of world 
politics, economy and technology, the population of English users 
around the world, the dominance of English in international 
domains and on the Internet, and the existing foundation and 
network of global English. 

Yes, but other 26 Chinese was the most favored candidate of global language (24 out 

competitor of26 respondents mentioned Chinese) while two respondents (an 

languages employee in sales department and an aboriginal government official 

will rise. 
in CIP) mentioned other languages as possible candidates including 
Gennan, Japanese, Russian and Portuguese (Brazil's national 
language). 

No 2 An English-major postgraduate and a parent of elementary students 
doubted that English would continue its status while taking into 
account of the rise of Asian and European powers. 

Majority of the respondents agreed that English would continue to be the global 

language in the next 50 years, though more than half of these respondents 

considered that other super-central languages (De Swaan, 2001a) such as Chinese, 

German, and Japanese could rise and become possible candidates as global 

languages. Only two respondents had doubts that English 'would sustain its status 

due to the rise of Asian or European powers. To a certain extent, the concept of 

power, globalization, technology and economic interest were considered important 

elements in creating a global language and could be identified in most responses. 
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English continues to be the global language 

Respondents gave several reasons why English will maintain it global status. 

According to interviewees' responses, the importance or advantage of English can 

be attributed to following factors: American domination of world politics, economy 

and technology; the population of English users around the world; the dominance of 

English in international domains and on the Internet; and the existing foundation 

and network of global English. For example, according to an assistant professor, not 

only the politico-economic power of English speaking countries but also the 

prevalence of computer and Internet were mentioned as factors that would maintain 

the status of English in the next 50 years. 

[Q 4-(1)] 

It will have to continue. Because now computers are too popular. Communication on 

the Internet have to proceed via English, and from a politico-economic point of view, 

those English-speaking powers definitely will not give up their advantage ... 

(TU3, male, 36, assistant professor, MT: Minnanyu) 

In addition, the large population of English users around the world and the 

prevalence of English in international domains were considered as the foundation 

that would help maintain English's status in the next 50 years. For example, as a 

law clerk explained, although the popularity of English might change in the future, 

50 years is such a short time that it would be impossible for English to lose its status. 

This is because communicating in English in international domains has become a 

custom and learning another language might not be a cost effective option for many 

people. 

[Q 4-(2)] 

English will continue to be the global language in 50 years because of the great 

population of its users. English has the advantage, so, many people choose to use it. 
And then a great number will continue to use it. If the popularity of English gradually 

decreases, it will only happen in a very slow way. And 50 years is not long enough to 

see English loses its status. [ ... J If you are used to one thing, why does everybody 

intentionally change to use Chinese in international conferences and make peoplefrom 

different places all speak Chinese? I think that's kind of wasting the costs, and I think 

it is impossible to happen in such a short time ... 

(SE2, female, 33, law clerk, MT: Minnanyu) 
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According to these respondents, the global status of English would be sustained 

because of its strong foundation in international domains. For those confident of the 

future of English, fifty years is not long enough for other potential languages to 

overtake English 

The rise of other languages 

However, for some others, fifty years is considered a long time that other 

languages could become another languages of power. Only two respondents thought 

that languages such as German and Japanese were possible candidates to become 

global languages, while a large number of respondents preferred Chinese over other 

languages. For several respondents, the development of Mainland China was 

considered a key factor in making Chinese a global language. As a medical doctor 

pointed out, the market and economic ~trength of Mainland China has made 

Chinese an attractive option in language learning, especially in Asia. 

[Q 4-(3)] 

SE3: Isn't it Chinese's turn in the 21st century? (laughs) ... I think in 30 years. I expect 

that I can speak only Chinese after 60, so I said 30 years .. . 

I: It's the age of Chinese after 30 years? 

SE3: Yes, because of Mainland China. If I attend meetings in other countries, last time 

I attended a meeting in South Korea, a Korean asked me in Chinese, 'what are you 

doing here? Are you from Mainland China?' So actually according to the tour guide, 

in Asian countries, learning Chinese has become an obvious trend. Because everybody 

wants to do business in Mainland China. The market of Mainland China is too big, so 

now all attention is drawn to Mainland China. As long as Mainland China continues to 

open up. It should happen, everybody willfollow the trend of the Chinese, because it is 

customer-led ... 

(SE3, female, 35, medical doctor, MT: Mandarin) 

Nevertheless, the rise of Chinese would not necessarily lead to a decline in English. 

The advantage of English is undeniable, while the potential of Chinese as a global 

language is definitely conceivable. A junior high school English teacher confirmed 

the status of English and the trend of learning Chinese 

[Q 4-(4)] 

At the moment, English is the main language and gradually there is also a tendency of 

learning Chinese. After all, America is the big brother and China is also a kind of big 

brother. But I think English is the language used by so many people and therefore, it 
will not be replaced. English has a strong foundation. Chinese might be added as an 
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international language but English will continue to be the major language for 

international communication. The use of Chinese will rise, but it cannot replace 

English. English is still the international language. Most countries still use English as 

the language for communication ... 

(ETH2, female, 35, Junior high school English teacher, MT: Minnanyu) 

For most of the interviewees, in the next fifty years, the status of English should not 

be seriously threatened by the rise of other languages. 

Commentary 

Interviewees' responses are rather similar to Graddol' s (1997) conclusion. 

English is expected to continue its status as the global language but a regional' 

lingua franca such as Chinese, could play a significant role in the future. 

Respondents' predictions not only reflected. their understanding of the reality but 

also their expectations of the future. For all respondents, the dominant status of 

English is unquestionable and a global language is more or less related to the 

concept of power. Through various economic and political power, developments in 

technology or science, and population spread, the power of a language is therefore 

established or sustained. 

Due to close and rather complicated relationships between Taiwan, Mainland 

China and the US, American power and the rise of Mainland China are frequently 

mentioned in terms of international politics and economic development. Since 

English is often associated with America power, the rise of the Chinese language is 

thus strongly related to the politico-economic strength of Mainland China. For the 

Taiwanese people who also use Chinese Mandarin as the official language, English' 

as a global language is an undeniable fact while the rise of Chinese Mandarin is a 

future possibility. However, the results do not necessarily lead to the conclusion that 

Chinese or other languages will attain the status of a global language. Furthermore, 

the importance of English and the role of English education may not change 

markedly in the first half of the twenty-first century 

English and other foreign languages 

Question 5 is an attitude-scale question which aims to explore the perceived 

relationships between English and other foreign languages by investigating to what 

extent interviewees agree with the following statement: English as a global 
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language has decreased or marginalized the teaching and learning of other foreign 

languages in Taiwan. Its aim is to assess to what extend they agree or disagree with 

the statement. A summary overview of the responses is presented in the table 

below. 

Question 5: Do you agree that English as a global language has decreased or 
marginalized the teaching and learning of other foreign languages e.g. 
French, Japanese, German etc. in Taiwan? (a) strongly agree (b) 
agree (c) neutral (d) disagree (e) strongly disagree. 
Why? Please comment. 

Table 6.6 Summary overview of responses to Question 5 
Responses to Number of Notes of responses 
question 5 respondents 

(N=43) 

Strongly agree 1 A junior high English teacher strongly agreed with the statement 
because in Taiwan other foreign languages are regarded as useless. 

Agree 24 All three elementary English teachers. all three elementary 
non-English teachers, all three non-English secondary teachers and 
all three non-English university lectures or professors agreed with 
the statement. The result indicated that non-English teachers of all 
three levels of the education system agree with the statement. 
Among all four parents, only one (a parent of elementary students) 
agreed with the statement. 

Neutral 3 A university English lecturer, a MA student in EL T and an 
executive of an electronic company expressed neutral on the 
statement. 

Disagree 15 3 out of 4 student parents (two parents of high school students and 
one parent of elementary students) disagreed with the statement. 

Strongly disagree 0 

More than half of the respondents (25 out of 43) agreed or strongly agreed that 

there was a marginalization of learning or teaching other foreign languages because 

of the dominant status of English in the state education system or employment. 

Fifteen respondents disagreed that other languages were marginalized while three 

respondents were neutral or uncertain regarding this question. 

English as the first foreign language and the onlyforeign language in 

compulsory education 

Many respondents agreed that English had decreased or had marginalized the 

learning and teaching of other foreign languages by pointing out the dominant status 

of English in Taiwan's education system. For example, a governmental official 

indicated that English was a compulsory subject in the state education system and 

occupied much of the students' time and effort. Therefore other foreign languages 

were simply not prioritized. 
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[Q 5-(1)] 

I think it does marginalize other foreign languages because ... usually people 

choose ... Two points, the first is because English exam is included in the governmental 

policy. If English is an exam subject, of course everybody will learn English first. And 

if now everybody has no pressure to take such kind of exam, if he/she can freely choose 

hislher first foreign language, English will not be the definite choice. But because it 

has been included in exam subjects, if you are still interested in other foreign 

languages, that becomes your second foreign language, and relatively it will cost you 

more physical and mental efforts. And if you don't have strong motivation or you don't 

have the demand, you will not learn a secondforeign language ... Its marginalization is 

related to policy. This is because it is compulsorily regulated that you have to learn 

English ... 

(G2, female, 35, government official in CIP, MT: Minnanyu) 

A junior high school English teacher clearly stated that the current situation in 

Taiwan had made it profitable to improve one's English proficiency and that the 

utility of learning other foreign languages had diminished. 

[Q 5-(2)] 

In Taiwan most information from abroad is related to English speaking countries, or 

more precisely, is from an American point of view. Secondly, English as a subject is the 

only foreign language in Taiwan's compulsory education. So, in general, having 

English ability is profitable. Comparatively, learning other foreign languages is 

'useless' and why bother to learn them? 

(ETHl, female, 34, junior high school English teacher, MT: Minnanyu) 

For these respondents, as the only foreign language in compulsory education and 

the main language for understanding international information, English is 

prioritized in their personal education agenda. This fact appears to decrease the 

motivation and time available for learning other languages. 

Functional, practical and politico-economic factors 

For some respondents, the practical and politico-economic function of English 

is why it is given priority and the large population of English learners is due to the 

practical function of English in employment. For example, an assistant professor 

agreed with the statement and stressed the usefulness of English in employment. 

[Q 5-(3)] 

Yes. Basically English is the most important. Most people spend most of their time on 

English. Because English is still ... the most functional international language. So most 
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people will still learn the most functional language, then ... In terms of employment 

instrument, English is the most useful. Of course other languages have gradually risen. 

I think there are multiple developments in language learning in Taiwan. But in the 

short term, the status of English is difficult to be changed ... 

(TUI, male, 35, assistant professor of international culture and intercultural studies, 
MT: Minnanyu) 

He argued that English is popular because it is the most functional international 

language. And other foreign languages are not studied so much because they are 

considered less functional. 

An English university lecturer also commented on the practical function of 

English and was of the opinion that the decision to learn certain foreign languages 

actually depends on individuals' age and occupation. She agreed that there was a . 

marginalization of other foreign languages for youngsters in the state education 

system but thought that for older people, the choice of learning a foreign language 

would depend on personal interest. 

[Q 5-(4)] 

I think it's uncertain. It depends, depends on the situation, including age and 

occupations. That's because, if children, that is, younger kids, of course parents want 

them to learn English as the first language. But if at elder age, around 20s, then he/she 

might learn other languages including Japanese, French and German because of the 

demand in work. Or because he/she is quite capable in English, then he/she is able to 

learn another foreign language. So as to marginalization, it is possible for elementary 

students. Marginalization does exist in those youngsters. But it is not applicable to 

those who are older. Because according to my experiences teaching in Wenzao, of 

course among all classes, er, there are more GEPT (General English Proficiency Test) 

classes. But I found that there are also a quite good amount of Japanese, or even 

French, German classes. At least, Japanese is kind of a second advantaged language ... 

(ETUI, female, 30, English lecturer in university, MT: Minnanyu) 

The respondent referred to her teaching experience in a college-owned language 
I 

. center. Although English was the most popular foreign language, other languages 

such as Japanese, German and French also had a significant numbers of learners. 

After leaving school, personal needs may be the main factor determining the 

learning of certain foreign languages. 
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Multiple developments o/foreign language learning 

Some respondents disagreed that there was a decrease in the learning and 

teaching of other foreign languages and considered that the learning of other foreign 

languages was still popular in Taiwan. For example, a salesperson maintained that 

there were still people learning other foreign languages, and the mastery of other 

foreign languages was considered as advantage. 

[Q 5-(5)] 
I think it has not. There are still people learning. And I think people mastering foreign 

languages other than English will have more advantage. Because, actually, there is not 

that much difference in people's English ability. But if you can master or understand 

French or German, that kind of people will have more advantage. Because less people, 

can master this kind of thing ... because English is too popular and it turns out that if 
you can master another language, it will be better ... 

(PP5, male, 34, salesperson, MT: Minnanyu) 

According to the respondent, when English is learned by everyone and becomes a 

common language for all, high English proficiency will no longer be an advantage 

and one's competitiveness of language ability will rely on their mastery of other 

foreign languages. His opinion corresponds to Graddol's (2006) account in English 

Next that the economic advantage of English will diminish when it becomes a basic 

skill for everyone. However, in Taiwan, the acquisition of English is actually a form 

of capital only held by some members of the society, and to a large extent it still 

determines one's economic competitiveness. 

A law clerk also disagreed with the statement and argued that, apart from 

English, the learning of other foreign languages has in fact increased. 

[Q 5-(6)] 

I don't think it is marginalization. English is the first foreign language because we 

have to choose a language as the main foreign language and English is more popular 

in international communication. But people are still happy to learn Japanese, French 

etc. as a second foreign language. So of course, the first choice is English. And when 

everybody wants to learn the second foreign language, they are happy to learn 

Japanese, French. So ... There are more and more people learning other foreign 

languages. It is because we can see movies from different countries and drama series 

from countries like Japan... the population of learning other foreign languages 

actually increases compared to population long time ago ... 

(SE2, Female, 33, law clerk, MT: Minnanyu) 
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An English university lecturer emphasized that although English is the tool for 

common communication, the market for learning and teaching other foreign 

languages would gradually expand because of the rapid transmission of information 

nowadays. 

[Q 5-(7)] 

If I were asked ten years ago, I would have agreed. But now I don 'I agree, because 

now information really is ... transmitted 100 fast, and just Britain and America can not 

take all the markets, right? So gradually there are people starting to explore European 

market or markets of other languages. Then the easiest all the time is Japanese, 

Korean. Now Korean market has been gradually explored. So actually English is still a 

tool for common communication, but other languages gradually have their own 

markets ... 

(ETU3, female, 28, English lecturer in university, MT: Mandarin) 

Information technology and the transmission of mass media are regarded as key 

factors that increase the motivation and number of people learning other foreign 

languages. Although English is still the most popular language in the market of 

language learning, there is a possibility that other foreign languages will appeal to 

more learners due to their personal interests or needs. 

Commentary 

With limited time, resources and energy, individuals tend to learn the most 

useful language in order to have better rewards in their later life and careers. While 

English is the only foreign language in Taiwan's compulsory education, and is 

regarded as the global language for the foreseeable future, relations between 

English and other foreign languages are not on an equal basis. However, the 

dominance of English resulting from language-in-education policies, as well as 

international communication and globalization does not necessarily lead to the 

marginalization of other foreign languages. 

The Interviewees' responses to Question 5 are significant. All respondents, to 

some degree, approved the priority given to the learning of English. However, they 

responded to the relationship between English and other foreign language in various 

ways. There was a tendency in that the more open an individual was to foreign 

languages and cultures or the more practical they tended to be; and the more likely 

an individual would disagree with the question . 
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The responses were also determined by the interviewees' attitudes towards the 

role of English and other foreign languages. When English is given a separate status 

from other foreign languages, and English education is regarded as requisite for 

everyone, learning English and learning other foreign languages were considered as 

two different subjects. There was thus no competition or conflict between English 

and other foreign languages. When English was considered as one of those foreign 

languages, the dominance of English in language education was considered as a 

marginalizing factor to the disadvantage of other foreign languages. 

Overall, the responses to this question were related to how individuals perceived 

the role of English in relation to other foreign languages, and to the informants' 

value judgments regarding the prevalence of English in Taiwan. For some, English 

as the most dominant foreign language in Taiwan was accepted as a neutral fact of 

life. But, for some others, the power relation between English and other foreign 

languages was much more evident. 

6.3.2 English Education and English Learning 

The second part of the interview explores respondents' perceptions of English 

education and English learning. By focusing on the issue of extending English 

education at elementary level in Taiwan, the first question investigates respondents' 

perceptions as to the appropriate timing to start English instruction in the state 

education system. Secondly. respondents were also asked to comment on their 

expectations of learning English by answering the question about whether mastering 

English is important. While almost every Taiwanese under fifty years old has 

learned English in compulsory education, the aim of English education and rewards 

of English learning can be varied and reflect individuals' experiences and 

perceptions of the English language. Therefore, the final question of this part 

focuses on respondents' personal gain from learning English in general and in terms 

of career, interest and entertainment. 

Starting point of English education 

The introduction of English education in elementary curriculum (to the fifth and 

sixth grade in 2001 and to the third and fourth grade in 2005) has given rise to 
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widespread discussion and debate (see Chapter 4 for a discussion on the 

development of English education in Taiwan). Question 6 analyzes the 

interviewees' perception of the optimal timing to start English instruction in the 

state education system. Following is a summary overview of responses to this 

question. 

Question 6: Men should English be introduced in school? (a) 1st or 2nd year in 
elementary school (b) 3rd or 4th year in elementary school (c) 5th or 
6th year in elementary school (d)junior high school (e) other choice 

Why? 

Table 6.7 Summary overview of responses to Question 6 
Responses to Number of Notes 
question 6 respondents 

(N=43) 

1 st or 2nd year in 12 10 out of 12 respondents who considered grade 1 or 2 as the optimal 

elementary school timing approved 'the younger the better' hypothesis. 
3 out of 4 student parents (one parent of elementary students and 
two parents of high schools students) considered that English 
education should be started in grade 1. 
Two elementary English teachers and one secondary English teacher 
suggested that English should be introduced in grade 1. 

3rd or 4th year in 15 One elementary English teacher, one secondary English teacher and 

elementary school one English lecturer in university approved that grade 3 or 4 is the 
appropriate timing. 
All three non-English secondary teachers and two non-English 
elementary teachers suggested English education should be 
introduced in grade 3 or 4. 

5th or 6th year in 8 One secondary English teacher and one English lecturer in 

elementary school university expressed that the optimal timing to start English 
education was grade S or 6. 

Junior high school 7 All two high school students expressed that English instruction 
should be started in junior high education. 

Other choice 1 A senior research assistant expressed that she had no idea when was 
the optimal timing to start English instruction. 

Most respondents (35 out of 43) considered that the starting age for English 

education should be lowered to elementary level. But their opinions on when 

English education should start at this level varied. The majority of the respondents 

(33 out of 43) believed that English education should be based on a sufficient ability 

of mother language and Mandarin, though they had different opinions on when 

children can develop 'sufficient mother language and Mandarin ability'. Less than 

one fourth of respondents (10 out of43) agreed with the hypothesis that the younger 

English is learned, the better the result would be. 
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The younger the better 

Several respondents believed that the younger English is learned, the better the 

results. For example, an English teacher of junior high school argued that the level 

of English proficiency gained is greatly influenced by the age factor. 

[Q 6-(1)] 
ETH3: If you focus on language learning, there are many countries in the world that 

their second language ... It's like learning English, taking Singapore as an example, 

they learn it very early. So in terms of my personal feeling, I think the first grade of 

elementary education is an optimal timing because I have a friend from Singapore who 

started learning at around that age, then herlhis fluency and intuition while using 

English is better than our starting learning from junior high school ... 

I: So the earlier the better? 

ETH3: The earlier the better! If family has enough money, learning could be started 

since children are born (laughs) I think, if it is possible, start learning since one's birth, 

yes, to hire an English help (laughs) ... 

(ETH3, Female, 34,junior high school English teacher, MT: Mandarin) 

She mentioned a Singaporean friend as an example to approve 'the younger the 

better' hypothesis and suggested that the starting point of learning English could be 

advanced to as early as an infant's. 

An elementary English teacher claimed that the two major advantages of 

learning English at an earlier age were interest and pronunciation. 

[Q 6-(2)] 

I think the strong points of learning English earlier are pronunciation and interest. Of 

course, interest could become better or worse. It depends on your interference in their 

learning, if it becomes pressure. then it will be ended earlier. I think if possible. of 

course the earlier the better. Because the state education starts from elementary 

schools, that's why I said it should start from the first grade. There are many reasons 

approving the earlier the better model. Because schoolwork and assignments are few 

when they are little, there will be more time for learning English. In addition, 

pronunciation ... many sounds can be definitely pronounced. The older you grow, the 

more socialized you are. So in terms of this part, such as my second child. because I 

have three, that's like comparison group. I think the earlier, the better the 

pronunciation is. Listening ability will also be better ... 

(ETE1, female, 42, elementary English teacher, MT: Minnanyu) 

Another strong point is that at an earlier stage of elementary education, i.e. the first 

grade, children, are under less pressure from schoolwork, and more time can be 

given to English learning. This point is also approved by some parents. For example, 
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a parent of a high school student maintained that, by familiarizing oneself with the 

English language from a very young age, children could learn English without 

pressure and establish a better foundation for studying English later 

[Q 6-(3)] 

Because as to children, I think, don't do it intentionally, just at school, start Jrom 

elementary education. Because they have less pressureJrom schoolwork in elementary 

schools. Then ~heir ability oj absorption is very strong. Their ability oj absorbing 

language is ... very strong. Then that is, that's ... English can be instructed in schoolwork. 

Instructing simple English. And he/she can be asked to memorize vocabulary. From 

childhood ... because he/she doesn't have pressure and can memorize quickly in 

childhood. Especially little children, they can memorize qUickly. Then after having 

memorized, later, Jor example, when he/she has to study them, it will be just like a 

review oj them ... 
(PH2, Female, 40, employee, MT: Minnanyu) 

From the above quotes, respondents agreeing with 'the younger the better' 

hypothesis all expected that English ability of the next generation could be 

improved by introducing English at the earlier possible age. For example, an 

executive of an electronic company believed that the national standard of 

proficiency in English could be increased by introducing English education at an 

earlier age. 

[Q 6-(4)] 
I think English education should be taught as much as mother language education. 

Starting Jrom elementary schools, one should gradually be in touch with English, 

gradually be used to English. English education should start with mother language 

education. In the Juture all people's absorption oj English and English ability shall be 

better ... 
(SES, male, 60, executive of an electronic company, MT: Minnanyu) 

Overall, ten respondents (including English teachers at elementary and 

secondary level, university students, student parents, social elite and people in 

private sectors) maintained that English learning should be introduced at the earliest 

possible age in order to obtain a higher level of language proficiency. However, 

although many studies have been conducted on the effect of the age factor on 

foreign language acquisition, 'the younger the better' hypothesis is still 

controversial in the field of Applied Linguistics. To date, there is little evidence to 

prove if it is actually correct (see Scovel, 2000; Singleton, 2001; Nikolov and 

Mihaljevic Djigunovic, 2006). 
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The importance of the foundation of Mandarin and the mother language 

Most respondents agreed that English education should be based on a solid 

foundation of mother tongue competence and Mandarin ability. However, the 

degree of proficiency in these languages varies. Few believed that the first grade 

students of elementary schools had developed sufficient competence in mother 

language and Mandarin. Some were of the opinion that third or fourth grade 

students were capable of coping with another new language. Others considered that 

the age in the fifth or sixth grades was optimal for English learning in terms of 

cognitive and linguistic ability. 

Many respondents (15 out of 43) believed that the middle grades (Grade 3 and 4 

of elementary education) are the most suitable age to introduce English education: 

this opinion corresponds with actual governmental policy. English education was 

officially introduced into the third and fourth grade of elementary curriculum in 

2005, though most elementary schools have advanced the starting point of English 

education to the first grade (see Chapter 4). 

Several respondents considered that English should not be learned before the 

mother tongue and Mandarin have been well established. For example, an 

elementary English teacher thought that grade 4 was a suitable point to introduce 

English education at elementary level because students of middle grades not only 

have basic foundation of Mandarin ability but they are also more open and happier 

when learning and speaking English. 

[Q 6-(5)] 

That should be startedfrom middle and upper grades. Around grade 4. Because I think 

students of grade J and 2 just enter elementary schools and are too young. Because 

they cannot even understand the basic words or Chinese Mandarin phonetic symbols . 

. It should start after at least the third grade. But now though it starts from grade J and 

2, they change them into games, it is not bad, yes. Because mostly after middle grades, 

middle grades can learn, I think the situation is, middle grades are the happiest when 

learning English. Upper grades are afraid of speaking. There might be some limitation. 

So English can probably be taught through playing games in grade 3 and 4. Don '/ 

focus too much on exams or tests ... 

(ETE3, female, 33, elementary English teacher, MT: Minnanyu) 

A junIor high school Chinese teacher further pointed out that English should not be 

introduced earlier than the third grade due to the need to learn Chinese Mandarin 
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phonetic symbols and to establish a foundation of Mandarin ability. She also argued 

that parents' pressure for English might result in children giving priority to English 

learning. 

[Q 6-(6)] 

/n the past, we started to learn English in junior high schools. And now / think it can 

be advanced to the third grade of elementary schools. / think it could be kind of right 

timing ... /t is possible that Chinese Mandarin phonetic symbols are not well learned in 

grade one of elementary schools and they are made to learn ABCD. Yes. Then plus that 

now all parents, / think, suffer a kind of collective English .. English fever (laughs) ... ya, 

if parents all have this kind of attitude, children are allowed to choose between 

Chinese phonetic symbols and English alphabets, or maybe parents think that Chinese 

phonetic symbols are also important, but children keep being brainwashed everyday, 

English ability must be good, English ability must be good, actually it is unavoidable 

that Chinese phonetic symbols will be ignored. So / think grade one of elementary 

schools is too early ... / think they must have some language ability, right, mother 

language ability, then learn English ... 

(TH1, female, 29, junior high school Chinese teacher, MT: Minnanyu) 

An elementary teacher also indicated some practical reasons why English education 

should be started in the middle grades. 

[Q 6-(7)] 

/ think comparatively middle grades are the exact right timing. / think the age will be 

more suitable. Because if you were in grade 5 and 6, your schoolwork of other subjects 

would be heavier ... And, for example, we have computer instruction, right? Computer 

classes will be arranged in middle grades. If they are not able to recognize ABC, how 

can you have computer classes? Or you want to operate the computer or things like 

that ... 

(TEl, female, 38, elementary teacher, MT: Hakka) 

The middle grades are considered as the best time to introduce English because of 

students' heavier load of schoolwork in the upper grades and the necessity of basic 

English ability for computer classes. 

Some respondents suggested that English education should be started in the 

upper grades of elementary level due to the following reasons: children should 

establish sufficient mother language and Mandarin ability before starting to learn 

English; learning English at early age might result in identity problems; English use 

is not necessary for everyone. For example, apart from the concern about Mandarin 
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and mother language ability, a JUnIor high school English teacher stated that 

learning English too early might result in problems to do with cultural identity. 

[Q 6-(8)] 

I think English should be learned after at least grade 5. Because at this stage 

children's Chinese ability theoretically has reached a certain level. Then learn English. 

It can decrease interferences. Secondly, language learning is a kind of cultural 

learning. Learning too early can result in identity problems toward one's own culture. 

A famous education scholar in Taiwan, Chang Shiang-Jiun, wrote a book 'My Child 

Cannot Speak Chinese' in her personal experiences. It points out that her child can 

speak excellent English but poor Chinese and identifies with American culture and 

estranges hislher own culture. This is probably a better situation. The most frightening 

situation is that neither Chinese nor English is good! ... 

(ETH1, female, 34, junior high school English teacher, MT: Minnanyu) 

For the respondent, language learning is regarded as form of cultural experience and 

there is a possibility that language interference might occur if English is learned at 

an early age. 

The majority of respondents (23 out of 43) suggested that English should be 

introduced in at a later stage of element~ry education. In this way it would be 

possible to establish a better foundation of Mandarin and mother tongue ability; 

avoid the confusion of cultural identity; and also save time and resources. 

In response to effectiveness and pressure: Junior high school as the starting point 

oj English education 

Three interviewees, including two high school students and an assistant 

professor, noted that English education at an early age tend not to be very effective. 

Two respondents of senior high school students both expressed similar opinions that 

there was no need to start English learning in elementary schools due to the 

questionable effect of learning English at elementary level. For example, one senior 

high school student explained that his experiences of learning English at elementary 

level did not really give him an advantage later in junior or senior high school. 

[Q 6-(9)] 

Should it be in junior high schools? I think it is actually useless to learn in childhood. 

Because I started learning when I was little, that is. around the first grade of 

elementary schools. Then I continue learning until now in senior high schools. My 

English is not very good. Yeah. And I think in elementary schools many just play and 
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have fun, it seems that English is not seriously learned. Yeah. So I feel that increasing 

the number of years of learning is a kind of wasting time ... 

(SH1, male, 17, senior high school student, MT: Minnanyu) 

According to the informant, playing games and 'having fun' when learning English 

in the classroom was regarded as a waste of time. Instead of introducing English 

education at elementary level, the student suggested that English education should 

start from junior high school. 

Several respondents remarked that English education should remain to start 

from junior high education because of the pressure that students have to endure 

from their parents. A law clerk disapproved of having English education at the 

elementary leyel because parents may want to advance the learning of English to an 

even earlier stage. 

[Q 6-(10)] 

If I must choose, I think it could be started at junior high level. Because I think one way 

or another, as long as the learning is advanced, no matter what age you decide to start, 

parents will advance learning even more. So if you start from grade 1, children will be 

sent to bilingual kindergartens. Then I think it is meaningless to do this kind of thing. I 

think that, I found that children in bilingual kindergartens are those ... speaking poor 

Mandarin, then still having to learn English. ·The result is that they are poor in 

everything. So actually I think we should pay more attention on the basic, that is, our 

official language should be well learned first. That is, there is no need to start that 

early, the earlier it starts, the earlier parents pressure their children ... 

(SE2, female, 33, law clerk, MT: Minnanyu) 

Parents' expectation causes the pressure on both students and schools. As a 

salesperson in a company of elementary teaching materials indicated, elementary 

schools were under pressure to provide earlier or longer English education. 

[Q 6-(11)] 

I think junior high schools. In elementary schools, students have to learn their mother 

language, the base of mother language. Now English is taught in grade 1 of elementary 

schools; some even in kindergartens. { .. .JActually, nowadays why elementary schools 

have English classes and why they keep shifting down the learning age, it's because 

there is competition between schools. School headteachers would think that they 

cannot lose to other schools. And now parents will inquire about if this school starts 

English education since grade 1. { ... } Actually it becomes a problem of enrolling new 

students. Because elementary schools now have a problem of recruiting students, 

though they are public schools, they are still under pressure of recruiting new students. 

So most schools shift down the age oflearning, it could only be earlier ... 
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(PP5, male, 34, salesperson, MT: Minnanyu) 

Here we have a chain reaction. The global spread of English has resulted in a 

change of language-in-education policy, i.e. the extension of English education to 

elementary level, which reinforces both the role of English in the state education 

system and parents' concerns about children's English ability. Therefore the 

pressures are not only exerted upon students who have to learn an additional subject 

in schools, or even in cram schools, but there is also pressure on elementary schools 

which have to provide longer or better English education in order to attract new 

students. 

A governmental official in elP maintained that English as a communicative tool 

should not be learned at elementary level. But he still admitted that he would enroll 

his children in English classes at earlier stage if necessary. 

[Q 6-(12)] 

G3: I still think junior high schools. I think actually English for us only has the 

function of communication. The thing for communicative function doesn't have to be 

learned too early. For it is only a tool of communication. There is no need to learn it 

early. Besides communicative function, aboriginal languages have a function of 

forming cultural personality, and have a cultural function. Then you, of course, have to 

use it since childhood. f. .. J my point is that languages of communicative function don't 

have to be learned that early. It can be learned after in junior high schools ... 

I: If you had children, when would you let them start to learn English? 

G3: I think it doesn't have to be that early. But it still depends on the situation. That is, 

I rationally think it doesn '( have to be that early, but children might have to follow, in 

other words, maybe hislher classmates are learning, then I wouldn '( oppose himlher 

learning, then I wouldn't discourage himlher. That is, if the classmates all are learning, 

he/she would follow also and study the language. Just not let himlher feel he/she is 

lonely or isolated ... 

(03, Male, 39, government official in eIP, MT: Amis) 

His response reflects the dilemma many parents in Taiwan face. Parents might not 

want to exert too much pressure on their children, or might think that Mandarin or 

mother tongue education should be given priority, but they usually have no choice 

but enroll their children in English classes because of strong peer-group pressure to 

learn English with other students. 
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Commentary 

Overall, the extension of English education into lower levels of elementary 

schools is approved by most of the respondents. The majority of interviewees 

pointed out that students have to achieve certain level of Mandarin and mother 

tongue proficiency before starting to learn English in order to establish a basic 

cognitive ability and cultural identity. Since English is only a tool for international 

communication, for ordinary people, the cultivation of Mandarin and mother tongue 

ability is more important. and fundamental. However, for those considering that 

achieving native-like English ability is the ultimate aim of English education, such 

as student parents (PEl, PE2, PHI, PH2) and elementary English teachers (ETEI, 

ETE2), the starting point of English education should be brought forward to at an 

earlier age as possible. 

The responses to this question are to some degree associated with respondents' 

perceptions on how important the acquisition of English actually is, and their 

perspectives on efficiency of learning English from a young age. However, as 

mentioned earlier, 'the younger, the better' hypothesis is not strongly supported by 

research evidence (see. Marinova-Todd et ai., 2000; and Nikolov and Mihaljevic 

Djigunovic, 2006). Taiwan, as well as most Asian countries have lowered the age of 

learning English as a part of national policy to improve general English ability. 

Apart from the age factor, there are, however, various factors involved which could 

affect the success of such initiatives, such as the language proficiency of teachers, 

and adequate exposure to and interaction in English (Nunan, 2003). Therefore, if 

English is a necessity, and the ultimate goal of English education is to acquire 

mastery of the language, more attention should be paid to other aspects of English 

education than just the starting age of English instruction. 

Importance of mastering English and personal gain from English 

Questions 7 and 8 focus on the interviewees' personal experiences of learning 

English. Question 7 aims to investigate respondents' perceptions on the importance 

of mastering English. 'Mastering English' rather than 'learning English' is used 

because this question focuses on the importance of gaining a high proficiency in 

English. It would seem obvious that most people would agree that learning English 
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or having a good command of English is important. However, the question is 

whether it is that important for everyone to acquire a mastery of English? To a 

certain extent, responses to this question reflected interviewees' perceptions on the 

function and utility of English in their lives. Question 8 further explores 

respondents' perception of what they have gained from learning English in terms of 

career, interest and entertainment and in a general sense. A summary overview of 

the responses to Question 7 is presented in the table below. 

Question 7: Is mastering English important? Why or why not? 

Question 8: What have you gainedpersonallyform learning English? 
in career? in interest? in entertainment? in general? 

Table 6.8 Summary overview of responses to Question 7 
Responses to Number of Notes of responses 
question 7 respondents 

(N=43) 

Yes, very important 22 The majority of respondents considered that mastery of English was 
very important because English ability is regarded as personal or 
national competitiveness and English is the language linking to the 
world. 

It depends. 14 The importance of mastering English depends on occupational need 
and personal interest. 

Not really. It's 7 Respondents include a junior high school English teacher, a university 

important to have English lecturer, a non-English major university students, two 

English informants in the group of social elites and two informants in the 

communicative group of other private sector. 

ability rather than to 
master English. 

Around half of the respondents (22 out of 43) indicated that the mastery of 

English is very important due to a variety of reasons. For example, it was assumed 

that English would enhance personal competitiveness and the English is the 

language that links the word. The second most frequent response (14 out of 43) to 

this question was that the importance of mastering English also depended on 

occupations, interests and other demands. A few respondents (7 out of 43) thought 

that basic English ability was more important than mastery of the language. 

For many respondents, the importance of mastering English and personal gains 

from English are related to its functions in international domains, as well as the 

social values attached to it. English is a medium for obtaining new information, to 

communicate with people, to know the world. It is thus a means to enhance 

competitiveness. Several respondents considered that the mastery of English was 

very important because it was imperative for competitiveness and success. For 
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example, an elementary English teacher, who also believed that English should be 

introduced as earlier as possible in the education system, argued that the mastery of 

English would provide the individual with a competitive advantage in the labor 

market. 

[Q7-(1)] 
f think at the moment it is a kind of competitive ability. Because if you and others are 

almost about the same when finding a job, people will think your English is qualified 

then you are prior to be recruited. So it is now a kind of ability. As f often say, actually 

it will be only an instrument when everybody improves their ability ... 

(ETEl, female, 42, elementary English teacher, MT: Minnanyu) 

A high level of English is regarded as an advantage that can enhance one's 

competitiveness in employment. A parent of an elementary student, who studied for 

an MBA in the US and was a partner of a trading company, remarked on the 

importance of learning English in her life. 

[Q 8-(1)] 
I: What have you gained personally from learning English? 

PE2: I think a lot ... 

f: in career? 

PE2: f think it's not only in career, because f think it's the issue of social status. That 

is to say how people treat you, know you and regard who you are. It's very important 

for the judgment ... it should be put in this way, it's very important for social and 

economic status .. . 

I: how about interest and entertainment? 

PE2: Not that helpful. Unless you want to visit foreign countries, I think that isjust a 

very small part of your life. So some people say that they learn English for traveling, f 

really think it's not that necessary. Just ask a tour guide to lead you, that's enough ... 

f: in general? Any influence? 

PEl: My whole life has been changed by it ... 

(PEl, female, 44, international trader, MT: Mandarin) 

Achieving higher social and economic status is considered an important gain from 

learning English. From her point of view, learning English has changed her life and 

helps her gain a higher social status. Mastery of English can also help win respect. 

The association between mastering English and individual's success in society is 

further highlighted by an assistant professor. 

[Q 7-(2)] 
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Very important. English is a symbol of power and the requisite of success. Mastering 

English in Taiwan is very advantaged. Just put on a business suit and speak English, it 

should be very easy to deceive and earn a living in Taiwan ... 

(TV3, male, 36, assistant professor, MT: Minnanyu) 

The assistant professor speaking in a very ironic tone actually disapproved of the 

current situation and implied that without professional capability, or occupational 

skills, a person can still make a living and be regarded as successful in Taiwan if 

he/she exhibits a high proficiency in English. The correlation between English 

ability, success and social status is therefore a significant factor for some when 

responding to these questions. 

For some others, the importance of mastering English depends on one's 

profession and interest. For example, as an English-major postgraduate student 

pointed out, English as the medium for global communication is important for 

people in the field of the business and academia. 

[Q 7-(3)] 

It depends on which angle I'd take to ... discuss the importance of the mastery of 

English. 1 would say those with the academic or the business needs might be affected 

more, if their English proficiency is not satisfactory. Especially in this era of 

information explosion, even with the convenience brought by technology, it cannot be 

denied that English has become the mediumfor global communication ... 

(ESUI, female, 30, English-major postgraduate, MT: Minnanyu) 

And for those whose career is related to the use of English such as English teachers 

and businesspersons and those who have to use or study English such as students, 

the personal gain from learning English is often considerable and significant. 

However, for people who do not have to use English in works or daily life, 

mastery of English is regarded as unnecessary. As a university student argued, not 

everyone in Taiwan needs to use English. 

[Q 7-(4)] 

Mastering English .. .! think it depends on what kind of job you take. Because some 

people, he/she is not.. Unless Taiwan develops a complete industry of tourism. But it 

seems that we're not there yet. 1 think there are still people who are not engaged in 

jobs related to English use. So I think it depends on jobs ... 

(SV2, female, 20, university student, MT: Minnanyu) 
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For respondents who do not have many opportunities to use English in their work or 

daily life such as nurses and technicians, learning English can be useful, but the 

personal gain from learning English can be of less consequence. 

Commentary 

Interviewees' responses to Question 7 further reflected their perceptions of the 

role of English which is associated with international communication. Mastery of 

English is generally regarded as an advantage for personal competitiveness in 

employment as well as an index of higher social status and personal success. The 

function of English in international domains, such as business. politics and 

academia, and the social values attached to people with high English proficiency 

have made the mastery of English important for individuals who are involved in 

related fields. However, for some others who considered English an instrument in 

employment and international communication, mastery of English is less important 

and more related to personal interest. 

In terms of interest and entertainment, most respondents considered that 

learning English was beneficial for international communication and interactio~, for 

example. traveling to other countries, speaking to foreigners and understanding 

English in the media. For some respondents, English was beneficial for their work 

and career. The occupational and educational backgrounds of respondents were the 

two main factors determining their respons~s. The more the respondent's career was 

related to English use or international affairs, the more significant the learning 

English. Respondents with higher English proficiency or of higher education 

background were more likely to attach more values to English learning. As a 

medium to obtain knowledge and information, and an instrument to gain higher 

social status or a sense of superiority, the function and utility of English in Taiwan 

was mostly career-oriented. 

6.3.3 Use and Functions of English in Taiwan 

Within Taiwan. English is not an important instrument for daily communication. 

However, through English language policies and the global spread of English, the 
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use of English is expanding in the mass medial and daily communication, for 

example, as seen in the increase of English TV channels and English programs. 

Therefore, Question 9 aims to investigate respondents' perceptions of English use in 

terms of daily communication or interaction with others in Taiwan, while the aim of 

Question lOis to explore interviewees' perceptions of the role and function of 

English in the mass media in Taiwan. A summary overview of responses to 

Question 9 and 10 are presented in the tables below. 

Question 9: Is English importantfor communication or interaction with people in 
Taiwan? With which people? In which situation? 

Table 6.9 Summary overview of responses to Question 9 
Responses Number of Notes of responses 
to question 9 respondents (N=43) 

Yes 3 An English-major college student, a nurse and an employer in the 
manufacturing industry agreed that English was important for 
communication with people in Taiwan. 

No 34 The majority of respondents disagreed that English is an important 
tool for communication in Taiwan. 

It depends 6 2 non-English university professors, an English university lecturer, a 
government official in MOE, a parent of an elementary student and 
an executive of an electronic company considered that the 
importance of English for communication depended on one's 
professional needs. 

Question 10: Is English an important language in the mass media in Taiwan? 
Why or why not? 

Table 6.10 Summary overview of responses to Question 10 
Responses to Number of respondents Notes of responses 
question 10 (N=43) 

Yes 20 Around half of the respondents agreed that English 
was an important language in Taiwan's mass media, 
including 2 elementary English teacher, 2 secondary 
English teachers and 2 university English lecturers. 

No 20 Around half of the respondents disagreed with this 
question, including an elementary English teacher, a 
university English lecturer and 5 respondents of the 
group of social elites. 

Not sure/ it depends 3 A parent of a secondary student, an engineering 
consultant and a junior high school English teacher 
were uncertain about this question. 

I There are three local English newspapers, i.e. The Taipei Times, The China Post and The Taiwan 
Times and one all English radio station, ICRT (International Community Radio Taipei) in Taiwan. 
Among five major wireless TV channels, including Public TV, Formosa TV, China TV, Taiwan TV 
and Chinese TV, two TV systems (i.e. Formosa TV and Chinese TV) broadcast thirty-minute daily 
English news. There are also many English cable TV channels in Taiwan, such as CNN, Discovery, 
National Geographic and HBO and apart from CNN, most programs of these channels are presented 
with subtitles in Chinese translation. Major international, American or British newspapers and 
magazines such as New York TImes, TImes, Newsweek and the Economist are available and easy to 
purchase in Taiwan. 
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As expected, the majority of respondents (34 out of 43) disagreed with the 

proposition that English is important for communication or interaction with people 

in Taiwan. Only three respondents considered English to be important for 

communication within Taiwan while six respondents thought that the importance of 

English for communication depended on one's profession. 

When asked whether English was an important language in Taiwan's mass 

media, the responses of interviewees were polarized. Besides three respondents who 

were uncertain about this issue, around half of the respondents (20 out of 43) 

approved that English was an important language in the mass media while twenty 

respondents disapproved. Interviewees' responses to this question derived from 

their experiences and observations and reflected. their perceptions of the role of 

English in the mass media. 

Only three respondents agreed that English was important for communication in 

Taiwan by stressing the increasing use of English in daily life. For example, a nurse 

who worked in a hospital in Taipei County explained that English was an important 

tool for communication in work. 

[Q 9-(1)] 

I: Is English an important tool for communication or interaction with people in 

Taiwan? 
PP4: Still .. yes, because now in Taiwan there are more and more foreigners, there are 
more opportunities of speaking English ... 

f: With what kind ofpeople? 
PP4:foreigners meeting in work ... 
I: In which kind of occasion or situation? 

PP4: in work ... 
(PP4, female, 29, nurse, MT: Minnanyu) 

She argued that there was an increasing number of foreigners working in Taiwan, 

especially in her working environment such as attendants or maids from Philippine 

or Thailand. Such trends made English an important tool for communication. The 

response was based on her experiences and observations in the working place. 

However, the majority of respondents disagreed. As a junior high school teacher 

commented, English is seldom used between Taiwanese people. 

[Q 9-(2)] 
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In Taiwan, English is not an important tool for communicating with others, except few 

people who need it in work, such as business. Most people do not use English in daily 
life, apart form learning English at school. In the past, people could speak English to 

missionaries. Nowadays even missionaries do not speak English. So if one wants to 
speak English, they can only spend money to do it in cram schools ... 

(ETH1, female, 34,junior high school English teacher, MT: Minnanyu) 

In fact, a few respondents suggested that using English in public was a form of 

showing off. 

English was also regarded as an important tool for communication in certain 

areas, such as the high-tech industry and academia. For example, an assistant 

professor in the department of international affairs pointed out the importance of 

English for communication in academia. 

[Q 9-(3)] 

TV1: It is in academia. It is in the working environment of our school. But in daily 
life ... daily life it is actually not so widespread ... I really don't think it is that important. 
Because you only add one or two sentences of English sometimes. But you don't use it 
as a communicative: .. tool completely ... 
I: In Taiwan's academia, English is an important toolfor communication? 
TV1: Yes. But, that is, academia refers to our department. It still depends on 

departments. If ... if it's the department of Chinese, if it's other departments, it's hard to 
say. Other schools or departments of science or engineering ... 

I: What do you mean by communication? 
TV1: Apart from publication and presentation, including meetings ... departmental 
meetings, then, or chatting with colleagues. Because if in the department of English 
literature, many of them hold meetings in English, because there are many foreign 

teachers. So it will be definitely used in this area ... 
(TU1, male, 35, assistant professor ofintemational history and intercultural studies, 

MT: Minnanyu) 

Although English is not the language for communication in some fields, In 

English-related fields or fields with international academic communities, the use of 

English is commonly accepted. 

Turning to the mass media, several informants, especially those involved in the 

field of English education, observed that English is becoming increasingly used in 

TV programs. For example, a junior high school English teacher commented on the 

changing role of English in the mass media. 

[Q 10-(1)] 
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I think it is a new mainstream. Like many newspapers, there were few English 

newspapers in the past. Now we can see that there are two or three English 

newspapers in terms of media. Some are forced to learned like English Weekly, 

first-class schools and our school all use it .. .It is a new, that is, a definite mainstream 

la ... it's in the making ... 

(ETH3, female, 34, Junior high school English teacher, MT: Mandarin) 

The interviewee argued that the proportion of English in the mass media was 

increasing and that was a definite trend in the making. 

The reasons for the increased media use of English are not only because English 

is the medium of the first-hand information from foreign countries but also due to 

the social values attached to English. As a junior high school geography teacher 

argued, although English is useful, too much emphasis is placed on it. 

[Q 10-(2)] 

Because I think, it's possible that gradually there are more and more people wanting 

to read things in English. Because having English ability is more and more common. It 

seems like everybody almost ... and I think it is possible that recently there is an 

emphasis on linking the world. Right, I think English is overemphasized ... so it feels 

like you have to speak English then you are somebody, probably a high-class person. 

This kind of concept seems .. seems to be reinforced. Then everybody seems .. Because 

you have to, so painstakingly present oneself, so speak English .... 

(TH2, female, 30, Junior high school geography teacher, MT: Mandarin and 

Minnanyu) 

An assistant professor further claimed that English channels and programs in the 

mass media were associated with the interests of the ELT industry. 

[Q 10-(3)] 
Yes. There are at least more than ten English channels broadcasting in Taiwan. And it 

is related to the vast benefit of supplement education [cram schools}. The media has to 

emphasize the importance of English. English channels include news channels such as 

CNN, BBC, science and education channels such as Discovery, Animal Planet and 

National Geographic, Movie channels such as HBO, and Music Channels such as MTV, 

There will be even more if plus English drama series and teaching programs in 

Chinese channels ... 

(TU3, male, 36, assistant professor, MT: Minnanyu) 

From his point of view, the importance of English is promoted by those who would 

most likely benefit from them. 

Some respondents answered Question 10 by considering the function of English 
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in the mass media. Only two English teachers (an elementary English teacher and a 

university lecturer) believed that English is not yet an important language in 

Taiwan's mass media. For example, as the university English lecturer indicated, the 

role of English in the mass media was mainly restricted to English teaching and 

learning content. 

[Q 10-(4)] 

ET3: I think it cannot be considered as an important language. It can only be a 

supplementary language. It's kind of important among supplementary languages ... 

I: An important supplementary language, how? 

ET3: For instance, foreign. news. [ ... J in terms of printed media, [ ... J like China Post 

and Taipei Times, basically their mainly target readers are still students. To assist 

them in learning English. So I think.. many people rely on that to learn English 

because they want to know how to use English to tell foreigners what happen in 

Taiwan ... 

I: So they have a role in English teaching? 

ETU3: The conventional China Post is more like that. Because many teachers would 

ask students to read them. Because they know that if students have no experiences of 

living in American or British cultures, they will not be able to read Times or New York 

Times, they will not understand ... 

I: Does the majority of the English media aim to assist English learning? 

ETU3: Many programs emphasize this point. Even the English News Report on 

Formosa TV, it also emphasizes English learning (laughs) .. learning English by 

watching news ... 

(ETU3, female, 28, English lecturer in university, MT: Mandarin) 

An interesting phenomenon is that none of the respondents in the social elite 

(group 5) agreed that English was an important language in Taiwan's mass media 

(except an engineering consultant who felt uncertain about this issue. The rest of the 

respondents in this group disapproved of the importance of English in the mass 

media). Although most of them acknowledged the importance of English in their 

career, they considered that the use of English in the mass media had little function. 

For example, a medical doctor remarked that though English is used occasionally, 

Chinese Mandarin is the language commonly used by people in Taiwan. 

[Q 10-(5)] 

Not really ... because the target of the mass media is the masses. Don't the masses of 

Taiwan speak Chinese Mandarin? In some working occasions, English is massively 

used, but most of the time when people get together, they all speak Chinese 

Mandarin ... 

(SE3, female, 35, medical doctor, MT: Mandarin) 
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And several respondents also pointed out that while English did appear, it was often 

accompanied by Mandarin subtitles and that people still rather chose to read, watch 

and listen to the Chinese language media. 

A junior high school English teacher's opinion to some degree can exp1ain why 

interviewees' responses to Question 10 were polarized. 

[Q 10-(6)] 

There are as many as a hundred cable TV channels in Taiwan for audiences to choose 

from. There are also many English channels. In terms of quantity. it cannot be 

regarded as unimportant. But I believe most people still watch subtitle translations. 

What is presented in English is not so important ... 

(ETHl, female, 34, Junior high school English teacher, MT: Minnanyu) 

Although the media use of English has increased in Taiwan, it is the Mandarin 

subtitles (i.e. Chinese translations) rather than English that is the actual medium. 

Commentary 

Apart from certain areas or professions such as academia, English is not an 

important tool for communication or interaction with people within Taiwan. At the 

moment, English does not playa major role in daily communication, and only some 

terms and words of English are used in daily conversation. Therefore, the spread of 

English in Taiwan can be regarded as more the use of English for specific purposes. 

On the other hand, respondents' perceptions of the media use of English tend to 

reflect their occupational and educational background. For English teachers and 

those who need to use English in their work or daily life, the increased use of 

English in the mass media is considerable. But for those who do not have to use 

English in their daily life, the media use of English is less significant because it is 

mainly accompanied with subtitles in Chinese translation. However, the increased 

media use of English was noticed by most of the respondents. This development 

actually reflects the dominant influence of some English global media, such as 

CNN, BBC and HBO, and to some degree it promotes, as well as facilitates English 

learning and teaching in Taiwan. 
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6.3.4 Impact of English: The Individual, Socio-cultural and 

Politico-economic Levels 

The final part of the interview focuses on the impact of English at the individual, 

socio-cultural and politico-economic levels. It explores individuals' perceptions of 

the role of English in their personal life and examines the association between 

English and their personal careers; English and social status; English and national 

development; and the relation between English and local cultures. Finally, 

interviewees' responses to the overall impact of English in Taiwan will be 

investigated. 

English for a better career and higher social status 

Question 11 investigates respondents' perceptions of the role of English in their 

personal life. Question 12 as an attitude-scale question further explores respondents' 

attitudes toward the association between learning English and pursuing a better 

career or lifestyle. Question 13 is another attitude scale question which explores 

respondents' attitude towards the association between good English proficiency and 

high social prestige or status. A summary overview of responses to question 12 and 

13 is presented in the tables below. 

Question 11: For you, what does English represent? A tool, a school subject, 
knowledge, investment, commodity, global infrastructure or 
something else? Ifso, why? 

Question 12: Do you agree that learning English is beneficialfor you to pursue a 
better career or a better life? (a) strongly agree (b) agree (c) neutral 
(d) disagree (e) strongly disagree. Ijso, why? Please comment. 

Table 6.11 Summary overview of responses to Question 12 
Responses to Number of respondents Notes of responses 
question 12 (N=43) 

Strongly agree 8 A majority of respondents agreed or strongly agreed with 

Agree 31 the statement. 

Neutral 1 A government official in elP was uncertain about the 
statement. 

Disagree 3 2 non-English elementary teachers and a salesperson 
disagreed with the statement. 

Strongly disagree 0 

Question 13: Do you agree that good English proficiency or ability is regarded as 
a requisitejor better prestige or status in Taiwan? (a) strongly agree 
(b) agree (c) neutral (d) disagree (e) strongly disagree. If so, My? 
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· Please comment. 

Table 6.12 Summary overview of responses to Question 13 
Responses to Number of Notes of responses 
question 13 respondents 

(N=43) 

Strongly agree 3 A non-English secondary teacher, an assistant professor and an 
English-major college student strongly agreed with the statement. 

Agree 30 A majority of respondents agreed with the statement, including 3 
secondary English teachers, 2 non-English secondary teachers, 2 
elementary English teachers, 3 non-English elementary teachers, 2 
non-English university teachers and 2 English university lecturers. 

Neutral 3 An executive of an electronic company, a government official in 
MOE and an English lecturer in University were uncertain about the 
statement. 

Disagree 7 A variety of respondents disagreed with the statement, including a 
government official in CIP, an elementary English teacher, a 
secondary student, a non-English major university student, a law 
clerk, a medical doctor and a maintenance technician. 

Strongly disagree 0 

English represents different things to different people in Taiwan. From English 

as an instrumental tool to English as a medium to achieve certain status, 

interviewees' responses to Question 11 not only corresponded to the functional and 

social role of English in their life but also reflected their living or working 

circumstances. 

In response to Question 12, thirty-one (out of 43) respondents agreed and eight 

respondents strongly agreed with the statement that learning English was beneficial 

for them to pursue a better career or a better life. Only three respondents disagreed 

while one respondent was uncertain about this statement. The comments and 

reasons provided by the three respondents (including two elementary teachers and a 

salesperson) who disagreed corresponded to their responses to Question 11. 

Learning English was not beneficial for them at the moment because it was not 

useful in their career or life. The elementary teacher, for example, thought that 

English was nothing more than a school subject. 

[Q 12-(1)] 

Personally, there is no difference for me. It's not for my career. Better life, might be 

possible. In terms of life, maybe we can visit other countries. After retirement, we 

travel in foreign countries in the future. Have this ability. It might be possible. At the 

moment it is not. At the moment there is no chance. Because at the moment my career 

is stable, this job. Actually not everyone in Taiwan should have to use English. English 

is over-emphasized. Not everyone would die without English. It's not that important ... 

(TE2, female, 37, elementary teacher, MT: Minnanyu) 
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The interviewee argued that the function and importance of English was 

over-emphasized and that without English, people still can survive in Taiwan and 

have a good career. 

However, most respondents considered that English was a tool to achieve 

certain aims. For example, a medical doctor remarked that English could be 

regarded as a kind of bridge which linked people of different cultures or countries. 

[Q 11-(1)] . 

SE3: It should be a bridge. Bridge is actually similar to tool. And also similar to the 

just mentioned infrastructure ... 

I: Why? 

SE3: m .... Ifthere is a common language, actually people can understand others, right. 

Then understanding others means that you can approach approach others. Then for 

Chinese people, actually we Chinese can only approach Chinese culture, Chinese stuff. 

Then if today you are able to use English, you can speak to Norwegian, you 

can .. er .. speak to Malaysian, you probably can speak to Korean, then through this you 

can have an idea of people's living experiences, various things. A very good tool to 

expand one's outlook. That is also a bridge to others' environment and say, oh, I 

understand your environment. You will not be restricted in the place you are living 

in ... Besides this, it is also a very big and very good tool in my work ... 

(SE3, female, 35, medical doctor, MT: Mandarin) 

English is also regarded as instrumental in learning and acquiring professional 

knowledge, and is thus a form of investment. As a government official in CIP stated, 

English is an investment to improve one's competitiveness in one's future career. 

[Q 11-(2)] 

It can be regarded as an investment ... That is, you will use it latter. That is, you'll be 

more competitive. Because it is possible that it will be in the future 

environment ... taking the future development of Taiwan into concern, English will 

become an element to eyaluate the ability of competition. 

(03, Male, 39, government official in CIP, MT: Amis) 

For some respondents, especially those in the English-related fields or 

professions, English was associated with opportunities and achievement. For 

example, a junior high school English teacher pointed out that as the most powerful 

communicative tool in the world English represented several significant things in 

her life. 

[Q 11-(3)] 
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ETH3: All are true ... 

I: It is a tool? 

ETH3: It is a tool to make money, then for students, it is a tool for further study. Of 

course it is a school subject. No need to say that it is a kind of knowledge ... 

I: It is knowledge? 

ETH3: Of course it's knowledge. Because the making of language is a kind of source of 

knowledge. Right. In terms of investment, it is, too. Because we learn this language, it's 

an investment for students, business persons or people of different occupations. 

Commodity, yes. Because there are many commodities which are generated because of 

English. Global infrastructure, yes. Because like the Emperor of Chin who unified the 

track of vehicle wheels and the writing system of Chinese. Then we the whole world 
need one one most powerful communicative tool, that's English ... 

(ETH3, female, 34, junior high school English teacher, Mt: Mandarin) 

As an assistant professor claimed, English is crucial for presentations and 

publications in academia. 

[Q 12-(2)] 
If one can use English to write papers and all papers are published and presented in 

English, one can definitely gain benefits. Maybe the content is empty. but it doesn't 

matter. Those written in English definitely will be more respected and gain higher 

evaluation ... 
(TU3, male, 36, assistant professor, MT: Minnanyu) 

Some respondents also indicated that learning English was more beneficial for 

pursuing a better career or life because people with high English proficiency usually 

have more opportunities to be promoted to a higher position, or to find jobs with 

higher pay. For example, a university English lecturer argued that people with high 

English proficiency tended to be given a higher salary. 

[Q 12-(3)] 
Definitely yes'. Because in Taiwan there is tendency that people with high English 
speaking ability or writing ability will be given a .higher salary, for instance, the salary 

scale of general foreign companies is better than local companies, right ... 

(ETU3, female, 28, English lecturer in university, MT: Mandarin) 

Although without adequate English ability one still can find a job in Taiwan, high 

English proficiency is indispensable for finding a higher-paying job and having a 

better career. 

English is not only an instrument for higher-paying jobs but it is also associated 

with higher social status. A majority of respondents (30 out of 43) agreed and three 
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respondents strongly agreed with the statement that a good English proficiency is 

regarded as a requisite for better prestige or status in Taiwan. Three respondents 

were uncertain while seven respondents disagreed with the statement. 

Seven respondents disagreed with the statement and thought that it was other 

factors, rather than English proficiency, that detennined one's status. For example, 

an aboriginal government official stated that one's prestige and status was not 

detennined by English proficiency, but by one's economic and political status. 

[Q 13-(1)] 

The social status oj a person is not determined by their English ability ... but hislher 

economic status .. economic and political status. Philippine labors have good English 

ability but don't have high status (laughs) ... 

(03, Male, 39, government official in CIP, MT: Amis) 

The infonnant uses Philippine workers as an example to show that good English 

ability does not necessarily lead to higher status. A medical doctor also disagreed 

with the statement and compared the difference of English ability between 

generations by using Wang Yong-Ching as an example. (Wang Yong-Ching, the 

founder of Fonnosa Plastics Cooperation, is one of the most famous and wealthy 

entrepreneurs in Taiwan.) 

[Q 13-(2)] 

SE3: These are not equivalent. Not very equivalent. I don't completely agree. 

I: Why not? 

SE3: Because now if young people have certain social status, most oJthem are back 

fromforeign countries. Most oJthem have had education inforeign countries. Because 

. only those wealthy people can go aboard in a very young age. So that means their 

parents give them very good environment to contact .. then since they have that kind of 

environment, oj course they have good English ability. But will they do well after 

coming back? It's not necessarily so. This is one condition. Another problem is that old 

generation, our old generation, Jor example, to take Wang Yong Ching as an example, 

his English is not that good but at least he has a basic ability. But he gains his social 

status not because oj this, but because oj his hard work or his enterprise. So actually 

most entrepreneurs, entrepreneurs of the old generation, actually they haven't had 

English education, but they achieved their social status not because oj having learned 

English ... 

(SE3, female, 35, medical doctor, MT: Mandarin) 

From her point of VIew, In tenns of the younger generation, high English 

proficiency is not the requisite for achieving better status or prestige but the 
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consequence of wealthy background or high social status. In terms of the older 

generation, their high social status is not due to their English ability but their hard 

work. An elementary English teacher also questioned the causal relationship 

between high English proficiency and better status or prestige. 

[Q 13-(3)] 

ErE3: .. But high social status. Some people of high social status do not necessarily 

have good English ability .. The link between these two is not one hundred percent .. 

Because I think in terms of social status .. it 's not one hundred percent. Because there 

are some other things to judge social status ... because social status should be based on 

one's career achievement, reputation .. 

I: High English proficiency doesn 'I necessarily lead 10 high social status? 

ErE3: Some people with good English ability are salespersons. who like speaking. 

Some others because they need it in work .. But, I think, on the contrary, people will use 

this to enhance one's social status .. That is, use it as a tool to enhance one's social 

status or one's level .. .!t is a tool. but having this ability doesn't mean that he/she has 

high social status ... 

(ETE3, female, 34, elementary English teacher, MT: Minnanyu ) 

The informant argued that having high English proficiency might not equal to high 

social status but English is used as a tool to enhance one's social status or prestige. 

No matter whether it is high English proficiency resulting in better social status 

or prestige, or high social status leading to high English proficiency, high English 

proficiency is frequently observed in people at the upper level of the society. As an 

elementary teacher indicated, those having better English are more likely to have a 

wealthy family background and better social prestige. 

[Q 13-(4)] 
Possible, I think it is possible. Because at the moment apart from cram schools, being 

able to use English mostly ... m ... For instance, those having better English ability are 

people who need it, like medical doctors, mainly medical doctors, then ... those of more 

wealthy families, professors. Wealthy families are more capable of 

providing .. er .. children money to learn English. Or those have studied overseas. They 

have the opportunity to study overseas because of their wealthy background. People 

from less wealthy families seldom have the chance to study aboard, right ... lfthere are 

two persons, if one has better English ability, one doesn't have English ability, people 

would have better viewpoint on the former, would think he/she is awesome ... 

(TEl, female, 38, elementary teacher, MT: Hakka) 

However, for many respondents, an association between high English 

proficiency and better social prestige or status exists due to common perceptions, 
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social values or even a myth of English. For example, a junior high school Chinese 

teacher argued that high English proficiency was almost unconsciously associated 

with high social status or wealthy background. 

[Q 13-(5)] 

THl: Yes. Because students would think that English teachers are more awesome ... 

I: Why? 

THl: They have been given to believe that one has to learn English in order to have a 

good career in the future. Then because it's not mastered by everyone, when you have 

high English proficiency, it symbolizes that you have high socio-economic status and 

you have better capability, it involves these kinds of subconscious thoughts. So 

ordinary people would think one might have high social status or be wealthy then 

he/she can study aboard and speakfluent English or he/she has high grades at school. 

So high English proficiency is related to many areas ... 

(THl, female, 29,junior high school Chinese teacher, MT: Minnanyu) 

An engineering consultant further explained why having high English proficiency 

can lead to high social status and identified English as a form of capital held only by 

some members of the society. 

[Q 13-(6)] 

SE 1: That is. in terms of general social value. everyday you watch news reports, it is 

transmitting that English is very important. then elementary students should be able to 

speak fluent English. they want to blah blah blah ... things like that ... influence of the 

mass media ... 

I: Then why do people consider that good English proficiency can lead to high social 

status? 

SE2: Because you have it and I don'l or I have it and you don't. That kind of 

feeling.right ... For instance, but this is a bit different. for instance. Hakka. speaking 

Hakka. Everybody doesn'l Ihink it's awesome. But in terms of English, because 

generally speaking. this is aforeign stuff, Thenforeigners, Americans. awesome ... 

(SEI. male. 28. engineering consultant. MT: Hakka) 

The respondent argued that the social values attached to English proficiency were 

promoted and reinforced by the mass media and high English proficiency was a 

kind of advanced skill. 

Among the majority of respondents who agreed that high English proficiency 

was a requisite for better social status, an interesting phenomenon was that some 

respondents would claim that personally, they did not identify with the statement 

but found it true at the societal level. For example, an English university lecturer 
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argued that people admired those who spoke good English because most people in 

Taiwan have problems in mastering English. 

[Q 13-(7)] 

I don't think so. I don't think a language will influence my opinion on a person. I don't 

know other people, but for me there is no difJerence ... but I agree that for other people 

in Taiwan there is this kind of situation. Because most people cannot learn it well 

(laughs), thus people who learn English well are respected ... And in the past Taiwan 

was supported by the US. Being able to communicate with the American army you 

could always gain more money (laughs) ... And ordinary people, you see, who have 

learned English for .a long time still cannot speak English well. So people kind of 

specially adore those who can speak good English. And many parents cannot quite 

understand English but feel proud when their children speak some sentences similar to 

English. What are they proudfor? You cannot even speak Chinese Mandarin clearly ... 

(ETU3, female, 28, English lecturer in university, MT: Mandarin) 

Two significant points were mentioned by the English university lecturer: high 

English proficiency as a form of capital was held only by some people of the society, 

and the historical influence of the US. These two points were frequently raised by 

other respondents. 

For some other respondents, the association between English proficiency and 

social status was due to Taiwanese people's admiration of people or things from 

foreign countries, mainly the US. For example, as a trader who was also a parent of 

an elementary student indicated, people with high English proficiency might be 

regarded as people of better educational or social background because of a general 

admiration of foreign things. 

[Q 13-(8)] 

PEl,' It's a kind of the admiration of foreign things. I think it's like that. Because 

people might think you have good educational background or might feel you have 

enough social experiences. So give you a more ... in their mind give you a better 

evaluation . ... 

I: For those ABC who speak fluent English, do ordinary people consider them as 

having better social status? 

PEl: Yes, I think it is about the first impressions. Because now what we are talking 

about is to find a job or the first impression. They do have greater advantages. But 

when we focus on work or communication, actually it is just for the beginning. Then, 

but there will be more factors that will influence the latter evaluation after real 

interactions. But in the very beginning they definitely have the advantage ... 

(PEl, female, 44, international trader, MT: Mandarin) 
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She argued that high English proficiency was linked to certain social values 

including good education background and better social experience and therefore 

could easily lead to a first impression of better social status or prestige. 

Commentary 

To sum up, for most respondents, English is useful for achieving certain 

practical aims, for example, communicating with foreigners, finding a good job and 

achieving higher social status. In short, English is a form of economic capital for 

many individuals. The responses to Question 12 further indicated that for most 

respondents learning English is beneficial for pursuing a better career or better life 

in some way. English is regarded as an instrument to acquire professional 

knowledge, to communicate with people, to publish and present papers and to have 

better opportunities and achievement. Interviewees' responses to Question 11 and 

12 not only reflected the respondents' personal experiences and observations, but 

also their expectations of the rewards of learning English. 

On the other hand, interviewees' responses to Question 13 showed a range of 

perceptions regarding the relation between English proficiency and social status. 

The answers manifested a strong association between high English proficiency and 

better social status (33 out of respondents agreed or strongly agreed) for a variety of 

reasons. The main reasons· included social values or perceptions of English; the 

admiration of foreign things; the historical influence of the US; English as a form of 

capital only held by some people in society; and the promotion of the government, 

the mass media and elites. Although high English proficiency was only identified in 

some people of higher social levels, many respondents accepted that there was a 

causal relationship between high English ability and better social status in Taiwan. 

National English ability and Taiwan's global competitiveness 

Worries about the general level of English in Taiwan have been prevalent in 

Taiwan's mass media (e.g. Chou, 2001; Min Sheng Daily, 5 JuI. 2005). In addition, 

enhancing people's English proficiency is also stated as a major goal in' 'Cultivate 

Talent for the E-Generation' project of Taiwan s Six Year National Plan. The aim is 

to create an internationalized living environment and to enhance national 

competitiveness. Therefore Question 14 investigates interviewees' responses to the 
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issue of the importance of improving English ability in Taiwanese society. Question 

15 further explores interviewees' views on the association between national English 

ability and national competitiveness. A summary overview of responses to question 

14 and 15 is presented in the tables below. 

Question 14: Is the improvement of English ability importantfor the Taiwanese 
society? Why or why not? 

Table 6.13 Summary overview of responses to Question 14 
Responses to Number of Notes of responses 
question 14 respondents (N=43) 

Yes 36 The majority of respondents agreed that the improvement of 
English ability was important for the Taiwanese society because 
of the dominant status of English in international domains. 

Not really, it 7 A variety of respondents (i.e. a government official in CIP, an 

depends. assistant professor, an English-major postgraduate, a non-English 
major university student, an engineering consultant, a senior 
assistant researcher and a nurse) thought that the importance of 
improving English ability depended on different conditions and 
overemphasis on English is unnecessary. 

Question 15: Can better national English ability enhance Taiwan's global 
competitiveness? Why or why not? 

Table 6.14 Summary overview of responses to Question 15 

Responses to Number of Notes of responses 
question 15 respondents 

(N=43) 

Yes 29 A majority of respondents agreed that better national English ability 
could enhance Taiwan's global competitiveness because of the 
dominant status of English in international domains. 

No or others 14 A variety of respondents considered that it was not national English 
ability but other factors, such as technology, economic policy and the 
industrial development, that were essential for enhancing national 
competitiveness. 

A majority of the respondents (36 out of 43) argued that it was important for the 

Taiwanese society to improve its English ability. However, seven respondents 

indicated that improving English ability was not necessarily important as it 

depended on different conditions. When asked about the association between 

national English ability and national competitiveness, more than half of the 

respondents (29 out of 43) agreed quite strongly that better English ability could 

enhance Taiwan's global competitiveness while other respondents (14 out of 43) 

either disagreed or considered that English ability was not the main determinant of 

national competitiveness. 

Interestingly, seven interviewees believed that the improvement of English 

ability was not necessarily important. For example, a government official in CIP 
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thought that the improvement of language ability was important, but questioned the 

necessity of English for everyone in Taiwan and for enhancing national 

competi ti veness. 

[Q 14-(1)] 

G2: I think it is a good thing to improve language ability. But does it have to be 

English? It's just that English is the mainstream, so of course English is important ... 

I: Is it important to improve English ability? 

G2: I still think basic ability is enough. It's not necessary, not everyone has to do 

diplomatic jobs, not everyone has to work overseas, it doesn't have to involve 

everyone .. I think you spend so much effort and resources to seek for something that 

you really don't need, and then have some tests blah blah, but actually the result will 

be left aside after the tests .. I think there is no definite correlation but there might be 

relative factors. Because I think .. once you .. because the way you explain is according 

to where you stand. If today I were engaged in the ELT industry, of course I would 

happily say that it is very important. And if today it is announced in the mass media 

that this is very important and reported that our English ability has fallen behind blah 

blah blah, then people will get anxious, governmental officials will get anxious, he/she 

will also think that we cannot lose to the so-called four Asian dragons, cannot become 

the last of the four. That might be the face problem. I think more or less there will be 

this kind of very superficial, very vainglorious things. But still, there is no need that 

everyone should achieve that kind of level, to pass a high or high-intermediate level of 

test to prove one's ability. Will national competitiveness be enhanced if you pass it? 

Will national competitiveness be enhanced if everyone passes proficiency test? 

(laughs} ... 
(G2, female, 36, government official in CIP, MT: Minnanyu) 

The informant believed that the importance of English was exaggerated by the mass 

media, the ELI industry and the government for superficial reasons and rejected 

any definite correlation between national English proficiency and national 

competitiveness. As a university English lecturer further argued, it is important to 

have our own cultural characteristics and English is a medium to promote them in 

international domains. 

[Q 14-(2)] 

I think it is more important to develop culture with our own characteristics ... then 

use .. er .. have to use English to promote, whether in English or Chinese, to promote our 

own cultural characteristics. English can be a tool of promotion. Let others know what 

Taiwan is, right, not like when mentioning Taiwan, they regard it as Thailand ... 

(ETU3, female, 28, English lecturer in university, MT: Mandarin) 

For most respondents, the improvement in English was considered important for 
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Taiwanese society because of the dominant status of English in international 

domains. English is the language that links the world, and as several respondents 

pointed out, the improvement of English ability could enhance societal and personal 

competitiveness. For example, a postgraduate student in engineering remarked that 

given global trends, English ability was a kind of assistance for enhancing 

competitiveness of individuals as well as the society. 

[Q 14-(3)] 

It's kind of the trend ... That is, we need it because of the trend. Everybody would think, 

though doesn't want to admit, but still think that it is more helpful to the society or the 

company if you can speak English. So it might be important ... in other words, two 

persons with similar condition, one can speak English and one cannot. When 

recruiting new members, the company will choose one that will help the company. So, 

similarly, in terms of Taiwanese society, if people with good English ability are the 

majority, it will be easier for this society to enhance its competitiveness ... but the 

prerequisite is that the trend continues .. 

(SU3, male, 26, postgraduate in engineering, MT: Minnanyu) 

And as an assistant professor stated, English is a must for overcoming the difficult 

political situation of Taiwan in the world. 

[Q 14-(4)] 

TU}: At the moment, it is important .. 

I: Why is it important? 

TU}: The reason it is important is that Taiwan has to go outward ... Because Taiwan is 

unable to do so, so that's why we need to go outward. Because Taiwan our 

circumstances are too difficult. That is, political circumstances are too difficult. And 

Taiwan is not recognized by others. Then we have been trying to establish outward 

relationships, we focus on economic development. We want economic development but 

we don't want to go to the direction of Mainland China. Then you have to interact with 

other foreign enterprises. Then you cannot restrict yourself on the island, so you have 

to link to the world, to interact with foreign countries. English is a must ... 

(TU1, male, 35, assistant professor of international culture and intercultural studies, 

MT: Minnanyu) 

The respondent argued that should the political status of Taiwan become 

undermined by Mainland China, economic development could become the only 

hope to establish outward relationships and claim the existence of Taiwan. English 

is thus given a special place not only for economic reasons but for also political 

necessity. This makes Taiwan a different case among other East Asian countries. 

Although Taiwan has implemented similar policy for improving national English 
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ability, Taiwanese society tends to place more emphasis on English and regards 

English as a key factor in overcoming Taiwan's complicated politico-economic 

situation. 

In terms of the association between national English ability and Taiwan's global 

competitiveness, many interviewees believed that higher levels of English could 

enhance national competitiveness. For example, a junior high school English 

teacher thought that it was certain that an enhanced English ability would improve 

national competitiveness because English is the language for direct international 

communication and international promotion. 

[Q 15-(1)] 

ETH3: This is certain. 

I: Certain? 

ETH3: Of course. A good country (laughs} ... This sentence I cannot think of anything to 

pickfault in it ... {laughs) 

I: Why better English ability can enhance global competitiveness? 

ETH3: Because at the moment English is the most dominant language in the world, in 

many areas it will show its strength. So if we improve Taiwan's English ability, our 

global competitiveness will increase. For example. my relative runs a factory. He 

cannot use English. His products can sell to European countries and America. He has 

the technology. But he doesn't have the language. He has to sell his products through 

an agent. Comparatively. if he has the language ability and he sets up a website to 

contact foreign customers directly, there will not be exploitation of interest in the 

process. This is the simplest example .... 

(ETR3, female, 34, junior high school English teacher, MT: Mandarin) 

Some respondents agreed with an association between an improved level of 

English and greater national competitiveness because they recognized the success of 

some other countries in Asia. For example, an English major postgraduate thought 

that Singapore and Hong Kong were successful cases proving the strong link 

between English ability and national competitiveness. 

[Q 15-(2)] 

This might be positive. Because if we look at the examples of Singapore and Hong 

Kong. their economy has been prospering partially due to the fact that most of their 

citizens could have some basic command of English ... 

(ESUI, female, 30, English-major postgraduate, MT: Minnanyu) 

However, several respondents were of the opinion that not all English-speaking 

or ESL countries had better national economic competitiveness. An aboriginal 
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government official disapproved of having a national English program as a crucial 

factor for enhancing national economic competitiveness. An ESL country is used as 

a counter example to the association between enhanced national English proficiency 

and higher national competitiveness. 

[Q 15-(3)] 

G3: ... No, even many English speaking countries don't have strong competitive 

capability. Many countries use English as their official language but they don't have 

strong ability of international competition. India has been colonized by Britain and has 

a high English ability, but do they have strong competitiveness? ... 

I: Then competitiveness relies on? 

G3: It relies on a country's technology .. development of its technology and industry ... 

(G3, Male, 39, government official in CIP, MT: Amis) 

He made the point that national competitiveness can rely on technology and the 

development of industry. By using Japan as an example of a successful economy 

without a high national English ability, a university English lecturer also pointed out 

that the determinant of national competitiveness is not the use of the English 

language but industrial structure and policy. 

[Q 15-(4)] 

ETU3: I think English ability is not that related to competitiveness .. 

I: Not that related, why? 

ETU3: Because it depends on the issue of industrial structure, not just on the issue of 

language. It should be the issue of the whole industry and policy. 

I: It's the issue of industrial policy? 

ETU3: Yeah, because one country, taking Japan as an example, in Japan there are 

people speaking English or not speaking English, but as to their economy, their 

English ability is at the bottom among Asian countries, but does it effect their economy? 

Actually the range of effect is not that much. So I think it still relies on their own 

industry and their policy ... 

(ETU3, female, 28, English lecturer in university, MT: Mandarin) 

Her opinion, to a certain degree, reflects the reality. Actually, language ability is 

only one of the factors that determine national economic competitiveness. Other 

factors such as productivity, technology and national environment of investment 

were also proposed by some other respondents. 

As several respondents indicated, English is a helpful tool rather than crucial 

means to enhance national competitiveness. Better national English ability is not 

equivalent to higher national competitiveness, but it is one of the factors that can 
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enhance national competitiveness. For example, an assistant professor stressed the 

secondary role of English in tenns of national competitiveness. 

[Q 15-(5)] 

Better management, creativity and research and development, or even confidence are 

more important than Engli~h. Of course English can enhance Taiwan's international 

competitiveness, but the degree of its importance is not that high ... 

(TV3, male, 36, assistant professor, MT: Minnanyu) 

For these respondents, the foundation of national competitiveness was more related 

to elements in regard to domestic industries such. as quality, research and 

development and management. Improving English ability can only be a secondary 

factor when the foundation and development of a country's industries rise above a 

certain level. 

Commentary 

To sum up, a majority of respondents considered that the improvement of 

English ability was important for Taiwanese society, while a minority of 

respondents believed that English ability was not necessarily important for everyone 

in Taiwan. Some argued that not everyone in Taiwan had to use English and the 

high priority bestowed on English was questionable. However, according to the 

responses of the majority of the interviewees, the improvement of English ability 

was considered important because English is the language that links the world. 

Taiwan needs links to the world and therefore Taiwan requires English. For many 

respondents, because Taiwan has very limited natural resources and lacks political 

recognition, English is considered particularly important for gaining access to world 

market and for promoting international status. The importance of English ability is 

reinforced by the comparison and competition between individuals inside or outside 

the island and between countries. 

Therefore, a correlation between national English ability and Taiwan's global 

competitiveness was accepted by more than half of the respondents. However, some 

respondents also thought that though English was useful for enhancing Taiwan's 

global competitiveness, it was also over-emphasized because national 

competitiveness relies on other elements, such as the industrial structure and 

economic policy. Thus English ability is not the key factor but merely a helpful tool. 

An interesting phenomenon was that ESL or English-speaking Asian countries were 
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frequently used as examples to prove or disprove the link between better English 

ability and higher national competitiveness. Overall, interviewees' responses to 

Question 15 reflected their perceptions of the key elements of national 

competitiveness and the role of English in the globalized world. When English is 

related to the communication to the wider world and the medium of knowledge, 

consolidating international relationships is regarded as Taiwan's lifeline, a higher 

national English ability is inevitably considered as essential for enhancing Taiwan's 

global competitiveness. . 

Negative effect of English on local cultures? 

Because language is culture-bound, the global spread of English is therefore not 

only a matter of instrumental acquisition but also a process of cultural diffusion. 

Language classrooms might be the place where cultural interactions occur. To some 

degree, certain aspects of American or Western cultures are transmitted through 

teaching materials and activities in the process of English learning. Therefore, the 

spread of English inevitably involves various effects on local cultures. Question 16 

explores interviewees' perceptions of the impact of English on Taiwan's local 

cultures. By using an attitude scale question, interviewees were asked to what extent 

they agree that the spread of English has negative effect on local cultures in Taiwan. 

Following is a summary overview of responses to question 16. 

Question 16: Do you agree that the spread of English worldwide has bad/negative 
effects on local cultures in Taiwan? (a) strongly agree (b) agree (e) 
neutral (d) disagree (e) strongly disagree. lVhy? Please comment. 

Table 6.15 Summary overview of responses to question 16 
Responses to Number of Notes of responses 
question 16 respondents I 

(N=43) 

Strongly agree 0 

Agree 14 A number of respondents agreed with the statement and considered 
that the spread of English might cause a neglect or marginalization 
of local cultures or languages. 

Neutral 8 Several respondents were uncertain about the statement and 
considered that the effect of the popularization of English was 
difficult to detect. 

Disagree 21 A majority of respondents disagreed with the statement and 
considered the prevalence of English as neutral or positive trend. 

Strongly disagree 0 

Twenty-one respondents disagreed with the statement while fourteen 

respondents agreed with it and eight respondents were uncertain about it. Some 
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respondents considered that the effect _ of English on local cultures was at present 

difficult to detect. For example, as an engineering consultant indicated, English 

learning or English education might occupy much time and thus marginalize other 

kinds of learning or activities. 

[Q 16-(1)] 

There are influences. But it's difficult to tell whether these influences are positive or 

negative at the moment ... Because you have to learn English and that will occupy your 

time to learn some other things, or your time for sports, or your time to participate in 

some activities. So there are influences but there is no standard to decide whether it's 

good or not good ... 

(SEl, male, 28, engineering consultant, MT: Hakka) 

For around half of the respondents, the effect of English on local cultures is not 

negative but rather neutral. For example, a trader who is also a parent of an 

elementary student thought that the spread of English was a natural and positive 

trend though it might marginalize opportunities for learning about local cultures. 

[Q 16-(2)] 

PEl: Yes, there is marginalization. 

I: Marginalization? 

PEl: Yes, but it's not negative. I think this is a trend. I think it will not be more 

negative. Like one only has twenty jour hours a day. You use it to learn English then 

naturally you will learn less about local things. It seems a very natural phenomenon .. 

I: So there is marginalization but it's not negative? 

PEl: Yeah, this kind of thing, it's difficult to tell whether learning local things or 

learning English will be better for you. For me, 1 would say that learning English can 

make me better. But learning local things can only help me to know more about them, 

but I think my life won't be changed because of it ..• 

(PEl, female, 44, international trader, MT: Mandarin) 

A university English lecturer further explained that the global and the local were 

separate systems and thus there is no competition between English users and users 

of local languages. 

[Q 16-(3)] 

ETU3: Because English is still English. Globalization is globalization. But local things 

still exist. And most people still stay in the local. After all not everyone would go 

overseas .. 1 think they are two different areas ... 

I: These are two different areas? 

ETU3: Because local cultures, for instance, whether it's Chinese Mandarin 'or 

Minnanyu, it has its own system. And people who use these languages compete with 
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each other. People who use English, such as jobs related to international trade, also 

compete with each other. How can he/she compete with local salespersons? So I think 

they should be different ... 

(ETU3, female, 28, English lecturer in university, MT: Mandarin) 

For some others, English was regarded as a tool of communication and therefore 

could be used as a medium to promote our local cultures. For example, a 

government official in MOE claimed that negative effects would not happen if local 

cultures were given enough attention. Moreover, promoting English does not 

necessarily lead to a situation unfavorable to local cultures. 

[Q 16-(4)] 

I think local culture, like I just said, if in the beginning you pay attention to yours, you 

just use English as a tool for better communication with others. For better 

communication then you are not necessarily ... you should be proud of your own 

traditional culture, so you don't have to be concerned that it will affect my culture. It 

shouldn't be so. Rather, it should be that I would be more willing to show my stuff, to 

share my, the knowledge I have or many traditional things of mine. It can be shared, 

that's what I think ... 

(Gt, female, 42, government official in MOE, MT: Minnanyu) 

An elementary English teacher further explained that there was a tendency m 

Taiwan and in academia to pay more attention to the local. 

[Q 16-(5)] 
I think I don't agree. Because it is a trend now that under the trend of globalization, 

many academics or others have paid more attention to local experiences and 

localization. It has become .. now mostly as I've seen many examples about .. about ... 

Localization with global view. Now Taiwan has paid much attention to local cultures 

because of the new DPP government. Plus the development of internationalization, I 

think there is no conflict between these two. There is no marginalization or conflict. 

Because when I studied in school, there were much research or experiences which all 

focus on ... community. Because there is a tendency to focus on community. That is, to 

adopt and learn from local experiences and successful examples, then promote them to 

the world. Actually many are started from small places. So I think that's the current 

trend. It seems that there won't be negative effects ... 

(ETE3, female, 33, elementary English teacher, MT: Minnanyu) 

By stressing the strength of Chinese in the face of the prevalence of English, a 

university English lecturer further argued that English is not the only language 

having an influence on Taiwan. 
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[Q 16-(6)] 

I don't agree that the spread of English has negative effects. This is a situation of 

globalization. There are more or less influences. But apart from English, Taiwan is 

also influenced by Japanese, Korean or even Thai. The population of language users 

reflects the depth of the influence. In the East, the population of Chinese users is still 

the majority and it is unlikely to such an extent that the culture of mother language is 

overwhelmed because of the popularization of English ... 

(ETU3, female, 31, English lecturer in college, MT: Minnanyu) 

A government official in CIP even considered that it is not the popularization of 

English but the confrontation and competition between the dominant language and 

other local languages or cultures that produces negative effects on local cultures. 

[Q 16-(7)] 

G2: Personally 1 don't think there is an obviously negative effect. But I do think it's the 

competition between local languages that invade or influence local cultures ... why I 

think it 's effect on local cultures is not obvious is because 1 can't feel it. What 1 feel is, 

we speaking Minnanyu are marginalized by those speaking Mandarin, and mother 

languages of aboriginal people are also marginalized by Mandarin. When there is a 

national language policy, it will definitely marginalize other mother languages ... 

1: It's the competition between domestic languages and cultures? 

G2: English might have impact but its degree and nearness are definitely lower and 

less obvious than the pressure from the inside. There might be influence but I don't 

really feel it ... 

(G2, female, 36, government official in CIP, MT: Minnanyu) 

Her viewpoints corresponded to some extent with a proposition that English is not 

that harmful to local languages or cultures when it has less function and contact 

with the local society. In a sense, the popularization of English is considered an 

independent global phenomenon separate from the local linguistic and cultural 

situation. 

However, an assistant professor in internat~onal history and intercultural studies 

recognized the influence but illustrated the difficulty of detecting whether the effect 

was positive or negative by referring to the new development of the traditional 

Puppet Theater in Taiwan as an example. 

[Q 16-(8)] 

TV 1: Well .. 1 don't think there is an negative effect .. 

I: Why? 

TV]: Well, there is an effect but I don't really know whether it's good or not. At the 

moment it is hard to tell whether it's good or bad. For example, in terms of more 
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positive effect, why today the traditional Puppet Theater in Taiwan still can exist in a 

form of programs on TV, it's because the influence of Western value and cultures. For 

instance, you start to see vampires in the Puppet Theater (laughs), then the appearance 

of special light and sound effects, it is influenced by Western technology and cultures. 

And that make you feel it's new, make you feel that it's up-to-date, make you feel that 

the Puppet Theater links up the tradition and the modern. So this is a .. Some people 

think it damages local Puppet Theater culture, but some people think this is why 

modern Puppet Theater can still be accepted by audiences. Otherwise, basically now, 

Taiwanese Opera is not broadcasted on Tv. right? And neither is Peking Opera. But 

Puppet Theater can. What does it mean then? There are many people watching it. This 

is a very good example, right? Very important case study for cultural studies ... 

I: So there are positive and negative effects on traditional cultures? 

TU 1: Positive and negative .. 

I: Negative effect? 

TU: Negative effect is that some people think about the same Puppet Theater is 

nondescript. They think that traditional Puppet Theater is supposed to be simple 

without those special light and sound effects. It is supposed to show the delicate 

posture and performance of puppets and the skillful manipulation of puppets, rather 

than showing those special effects. So they think it damages traditional opera. So there 

are both positive and negative effects ... 

(TVI, male, 35, assistant professor ofintemational culture and intercultural studies, 

MT: Minnanyu) 

The same effect might be regarded as positive or negative depending on one's 

perspective. The above example might not be a direct confrontation between 

English and local cultures, but implies that local cultures have been influenced or 

even transformed by English and global media such as the Internet, movies and TV 

broadcasting which can transmit Western values and cultures. 

For some other respondents, the influence of English was obvious and negative. 

As a junior high English teacher commented, the spread of English was a 

combination of language, culture and mass media. It is not the language itself that is 

harmful but the underlying cultures and values transmitted by English. 

[Q 16-(9)] 

Because of the problem of cultural differences. For instance, previously on TV there 

was a cartoon show called the Simpsons. It uses very indecent language. And the South 

Park which uses that kind of bloody images and then, again very improper words or 

languages. They are bad examples for teenagers ... Because that's what would happen 

when contacting other cultures.. Children might pay less attention to local cultures 

because he/she lives in the environment full of this kind of American and European 

cultures. Then after a long time he/she will think those are ours and internalize them .. . 

This is a kind of colonization of dominant foreign culture. You will take it for granted .. . 
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(ETH3, female, 34, junior high English teacher, MT: Mandarin) 

When English is a vehicle of dominant culture and values, it is difficult for English 

to escape the responsibility for marginalizing local cultures. As a medical doctor 

remarked, the spread of English is a kind of cultural invasion. 

[Q 16-(10)] 

I: Is there a cultural level in the popularization of English? 

SE3: Invasion, I think it is invasion. 

I: Invasion? Why? 

SE3: Because now the young generation actually is totally different from the old 

generation, if don't take my generation into account. Why? It's because of the constant 

flow-in of foreign cultures. So children accept foreign cultures before they totally 

identify with their own culture. They would think that foreign cultures are their culture. 

So then your own culture will disappear. Isn't that invasion? .. 

I: Does English take the initiative in the so-called invasion? Or we actively embrace it? 

Is this process irresistible? 

SE3: I think in the end if everybody can more and more fluently communicate with 

each other, actually cultures will be blended together. But in the process there must be 

some cultures disappearing and some cultures growing in strength. But if you are 

dominant. If under the circumstances that you are a native speaker of a dominant 

language, actually if I have to use your language all the time, I have to think in your 

way in order to help you understand what I mean, right? But after a long time, I will 

learn your way to use my language, so that's why I said it's invasion ... { ... ] We .. We 

don't want to actively embrace it but have no choice ... or put it in this way, we're 

unable to resist ... 

(SE3, female, 35, medical doctor, MT: Mandarin) 

The respondent argued that the dominant status of English had made it an 

irresistible medium for learning, using or even thinking, and that this produced a 

marginalization of local languages and cultures. The negative effect on local 

cultures is not directly caused by the English language but through a complex 

power struggle between languages and cultures in the global world and in Taiwan. It 

is not due to obvious signs of harm but because of tendencies towards neglect or 

marginalization. As a university student explained, learning English is time and 

money-consuming and will result in the undue admiration of people and things of 

foreign countries. 

[Q 16-(11)] 
SUl: I think there must be negative effects. Like I just said, learning English has 

occupied us too much time. Because sometimes I would think, why it is not that people 
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learn our Chinese. Yeah, and you see, you have to spend time and money, right? And it 

is not guaranteed that you will really use this language if you learn it. It can only 

provide a technique and an opportunity ... 

I: So do you agree that it has a negative effect on Taiwan's local cultures? 

SUI: I think negative effects are more than this. Actually many concepts will 

cause ... it's possible in Taiwan, constant admiration of things and people of foreign 

countries. We Taiwanese really have this kind of character. That is, they feel that 

anything overseas must be better. It's the real situation. But I think good, I think it's 

not necessary to preserve tradition, but the good part has to be preserved. The negative 

aspect can be ignored. Like I don't think it's necessary to develop mother languages, 

because if there is no practical need for their existence, why preserve them deliberately? 

Justfollow the changingflow of time ... 

(SUI, female, 20, university student, MT: Mandarin and Minnanyu) 

There appears to be an interesting change of stance when speaking about the 

preservation of minority local languages. The respondent believed that the spread of 

English may lead to overvaluing things related to foreign countries. But as regards 

the value of local cultures, she considered that only those with practical needs in 

Taiwan were worth preserving. In a sense, a hierarchy of languages and cultures can 

be identified here, where other local languages or minority languages are positioned 

at the bottom of the hierarchy. These languages are usually neglected or powerless 

in the face of the pressure from the dominant language in the locale. In this case, it 

is Mandarin coupled with English. 

Commentary 

Only a few respondents took the most pessimistic view of the influence of 

English o!\locallanguages and cultures. From their point of view, the future of local 

cultures is uncertain in the face of the irresistible, trend of global English. For some 

other interviewees, the effect of English prevalence on local cultures was still too 

early to detect. However, for a great proportion of respondents, language and 

culture are to some degree two separate concepts, and the global and the local are 

not necessarily in conflict. English was regarded as an instrument for external 

communication and to express the local. Although learning English might be given 

priority in education and would occupy much time and resources, its effects are not 

entirely negative. They consider that local cultures have their own strengths and 

advantages and will not seriously suffer from the spread of English. ' 

The effect of English on local cultures in Taiwan is a complex one. The 
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interviewees' responses reflected their attitudes toward local cultures, i.e. whether 

they were worried or confident about local cultures, and English, i.e. whether 

English is considered as a dominant carrier of alien culture or a tool for external 

communication. Overall, English combined with the global media does have 

considerable effects on Taiwan's local cultures, in the sense that the local is capable 

of appropriating the cultures and values transmitted by English and the global media. 

However, in terms of educational resources and policy attention, much emphasis 

has been placed on English language policy and practices often at the expense of 

local languages and cultures. To some degree, there has been a gradual 

marginalization of local languages and cultures as a result of the dominance of 

English. 

Overall impact of English on Taiwan 

The final question explores respondents' perceptions of the impact of English in 

Taiwan as a whole, since many facets of the role of English in relation to 

individuals and Taiwanese society have been discussed in the previous questions. It 

can be regarded as the conclusive question of the whole interview. Following is a 

summary overview of interviewees' responses. 

Question 17: The overall impact of English as a global language in Taiwan is (a) 
positive (b) negative (b) neutral. Please comment. 

Table 6.16 Summary overview of responses to Question 17 
Responses to Number of Notes of responses 
question 17 respondents 

(N=43) 

Positive 12 A number of respondents thought the overall impact of English as 
positive because English is beneficial for Taiwan's economic 
development and internationalization. 

Negative 0 
Both positive 25 A majority of respondents considered that the overall impact of English 

and negative was both positive and negative. The positive impacts included 
enhancing Taiwan's competitiveness and economic development, 
increasing international opportunities and improving international 
communication while the negative impacts involved culture invasion, a 
marginalization of local cultures and languages and issues on English 
education. 

Neutral 6 Several respondents were uncertain about this issue and few thought that 
it took longer to evaluate the impact of English in Taiwan. 

Perhaps unsurprisingly, more than half of the respondents (25 of 43) believed 

that the overall impact of English in Taiwan was both positive and negative. Twelve 

respondents reckoned that the overall impact of English was positive while six 
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respondents were of the opinion that the overall impact of English was neutral or 

still hard to determine. 

Benefits, opportunities and national competitiveness 

For respondents who considered English as a tool, the general impact of English 

as a global language in Taiwan was more positive than negative because English 

was thought to be beneficial for international communication and external 

development. For example, a vice-professor in industrial education remarked that 

though there were some disadvantages, the overall impact of English was positive 

in terms of Taiwan's external relations. 

[Q 17-(1)] 
In terms of internationalization, it is positive; You have no choice but need it if you 

want to go aboard ... I think we should be more open to it, even it will marginalize part 

of local cultures. I think if the cultures are very good ones, they should be able to 

sustain the trial. But still we should be open to it, we should not ... manipulate. That 

kind of close-door attitude is not good, either. I think we should follow the rule of free 

competition ... 

(TU2, female, 40, vice professor in industrial education, MT: Minnanyu) 

The respondent believed that English as a global language had made Taiwan more 

open to the world. English is regarded as a tool for international communication and 

to explore international market. By pointing out the benefits English can provide, an 

executive of a Japanese electronic company emphasized the necessity of 

overcoming international communication problems for Taiwan. 

[Q 17-(2)] 

SE5: Should be positive.: I think in the next 50 years, 60 years or one hundred years, 

English should be .. it will take a long time to decline. So I think now we should start 

form the education. If you don't start now, Taiwan's competitiveness will be 

suppressed ... 

I: What kind of positive impact can English make to Taiwan? 

SE5: Like what I said, everybody is able to use English, is able to speak, to write 

naturally, then Taiwan can connect to the world in terms of its international status, 

economic activities, social activities or cultural activities. You don't have to 

communicate through translation which wastes a lot of human labor and money. Isn't 

it great if you can absorb directly? 

I: Connect to the world? 
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SE5: [. .. ] Because we are not able to lead others, then we have to learn from them ... 

You are not able to catch up with others. So called con/rantingly catch up, you have to 

absorb others' then you can catch up with them directly ... 

(SE5, male, 60, executive of an electronic company, MT: Minnanyu) 

In this context, English is regarded as an efficient instrument for connecting with 

the world and catching up with other advanced countries. 

A trend with neutral or complex impacts? 

For some respondents, however, it was difficult to tell whether the overall 

impact of English was positive or negative. For example, a trader, who was also a 

parent of an elementary student, thought the spread of English just had to be 

accepted as a neutral trend. 

[Q 17-(3)] 

PEl,' I don't have any thoughts about the positive or negative, because I think it is just 

a trend, isn't it? 

I: A trend, with no positive or negative impact? 

PEl: No, if'sjust that you have to do it. There is nothing good or bad. It's like a tool 

for a living. This is a kind of, it's similar to the situation in the past that we have to 

study. So there is nothing good or bad. This is a trend and you just accept it ... 

(PEl, female, 44, international trader, MT: Mandarin) 

And as an English-major postgraduate argued, it would need much more time for 

the overall impact of English to become clear. 

[Q 17-(4)] 
I chose (c) neutral because I think it takes longer to really evaluate the overall effects 

of English on Taiwanese society. And of course some impacts might be subtle so that 

quantitative measures might not be easy to grasp these subtleties ... 

, (ESUI, female, 30, English-major postgraduate, MT: Minnanyu) 

Cultural identity, international linkage and economic development 

For some, English is beneficial for establishing international communication 

and enhancing economic development but it may also have negative effects on local 

cultures and languages. A postgraduate in engineering remarked that the impact of 

English was helpful in enhancing Taiwan's capability but harmful to cultural 

identity and local cultures. 
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[Q 17-(5)] 

SU3: Both positive and negative. 

I: What kind of positive impact? 

SU3: It will make us more capable to obtain better .. .for instance, enhance 

international status, then it's easier to obtain knowledge, then further more it will be 

more convenient for us to develop our economy or to advance our international 

diplomacy. It can facilitate and then results in more substantial reward. It's kind of like 

that ... 

I: Then, the negative impact? 

SU3: Negative, It's probably more about the influence at psychological level. For 

example, not identify with our own culture, or some subtle influences on children, and 

the absorption of improper concepts from foreign cultures and things like that ... 

(SU3, male, 26, postgraduate in engineering, MT: Minnanyu) 

Though agreeing that the impact of English was positive on economy, a government 

official in Council of Indigenous Peoples offered an aboriginal view point on this 

question. 

[Q 17-(6)] 

03: [ ... } Because I think Taiwan relies on its economy to exist. And our economy relies 

on exports. It needs English to export. Ifwe cannot speak English then we will not be 

able to communicate. Then Taiwan's economy will decline, people's lives will be hard. 

So I think if looking at the question from this angle, English is very important. [ .. .] 

[ .. .] 
I: But how about other areas such as culture? 

03: Culture and general .. Actually in terms of culture, it results in tense tense .. 

relation of competition. [oo.] 
I: What kind of impact does the tense relation of competition between cultures have on 

Taiwan? 

03: It should be put in this way. Ifwe divide Taiwanese society into three levels, upper, 

middle and bottom. Actually the impact of English is only in the upper level of the 

society. But everyone wants to climb upward. And because everyone wants to climb 

upward. then this is your ticket to the upper level. If you don't want to move upward, it 

actually doesn't have any impact. Because only those two percent at the upper level 

might frequently use it. If you don't want to move up, actually it doesn't matter. 

[ .. .}Actually I think, long-term speaking. actually global English might enhance 

competitiveness, but it"!ill also increase the instability ... 

(G3, Male, 39, government official in elP, MT: Amis) 

Here, we can detect ambivalent attitudes to English. In terms of Taiwan's 

development and economy, English may have a positive impact. But in terms of 

social development, English is becoming a kind of 'ticket' for entering the upper 

level of society. To a certain degree, the informant's opinion reflects the current 
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situation in Taiwan. Although the goal of Taiwan's English language policy is to 

improve general national English ability, the effectiveness of English education in 

the state education system is still questionable and some measurements, such as a 

certain level of English proficiency as a requirement for graduation, have made 

English take on the role of a gatekeeper in society. Therefore, as English is needed 

for Taiwan's economic development and mastery of English cannot be easily 

acquired by everyone in Taiwan, English inevitably becomes the gatekeeper to 

access to a higher social class. 

Issues on the extension of English education 

For some other respondents, the negative impact of English was related to the 

extension of English education in Taiwan. The impact of English might be positive 

if people are interested in learning it. However, for those who are not interested in 

English or are forced to learn it, English might become a burden and thus result in 

negative attitudes. For example, a government official in elP stated that although 

English is useful for international communication, compulsory English education in 

Taiwan might restrict other choices for some students. 

[Q 17-(7)] 
I think.. there should be both positive and negative impacts. Because in terms of 

positive, at least we have learned one more language, right? Then the disadvantage is, 

in Taiwan we have made it a policy, because ... because in the past we started to learn 

English in junior high schools, now we start to learn it in elementary schools. Thenfor 

some children their learning interests are suppressed. So I think .. I don't know how to 

describe it. A knife has two sides, there is a good side and a bad side .. learning one 

more language can enhance international communication, but on the other side, you 

make it a regulation that English must be learned. This this, for students, if he/she can 

have choice, they don't have to choose English as the medium for outward 

communication ... ! think it changes the opportunity that the society can have more 
multiple developments ... 

(G2, female, 36, government official in CIP, MT: Minnanyu) 

A university English lecturer approved of the positive impact of English regarding 

the international promotion of Taiwan but pointed out that introducing English 

education at an early age could lead to poor performance in both English and 

Mandarin. 

[Q 17-(8)] 
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Its impact on Taiwan. Taiwanese people always want to improve their English ... Its 

impact ... I think, is both positive and negative. Because in terms of positive impact, 

active learning, then there will be more new, for instance ... new international 

promotion or some so called the creation of self image, to promote your image. This is 

more positive, because compared to the past, more people who are able to use English 

are working on this. But on the negative side, I think, is that if English is learned too 

early, that could result in a situation that both Mandarin and English ability are 

poor ... 

(ETU3, female, 28, English lecturer in university, MT: Mandarin) 

A parent of a high school student also expressed her concerns about the unbalanced 

power relation between those who have the resources to acquire English and those 

who do not. 

[Q 17-(9)] 

Actually both positive and negative. Positive impact is that it makes people think that 

you have no choice but learn it, everybody has to learn. That is, motivate people to 

learn the language. Then, the negative impact is that those who are not able to learn it 

have no competitive capability. It turns out that they lose one competitive capability. 

Even though I really have great ability, without the language, I still cannot compete 

with others. Very pitiful...Now because of the unbalanced distribution of wealth, 

wealthier people have more opportunities to enhance their capability and poorer 

people have less chance and money to invest in it. Because the government doesn't pay 

attention to take care of those disadvantaged groups. Actually they really have the 

talent and the ability but they have no choice ... 

(PH2, female, 40, employee, MT: Minnanyu) 

She maintained that English proficiency had become a necessary ability for 

everyone in Taiwan but it also increased the gap between the rich and the poor. Her 

point of view is indicative of one of the major issues concerning the global spread 

of English (see Phillipson, 1992; Tollefson, 2000). As mentioned earlier, for 

Taiwanese society, English is seen as a gatekeeper to a better job or higher social 

class and learning English is time and money-consuming. Thus, those who have 

more resources and can invest more in learning English are inevitably advantaged. 

Although English has been a compulsory subject in the state education system, 

mastery of English cannot be easily acquired by most people in Taiwan, and many 

consider supplementary English education as necessary. English thus becomes a 

skill that needs extra cultivation and investment, but this makes those who cannot 

afford it more disadvantaged. 

However, in Taiwan, as well as in other East Asian countries, the focus is more 
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on the gap between the urban and rural sectors in English teaching and learning 

(CECA, 2003; Lin Jun-jie, 2004; Ho, 2003) than on the gap between the rich and 

the poor. It is because inequality in the society is mainly increased by other factors 

such as economic status. To some degree, the level of English proficiency in Taiwan 

is more a consequence than a cause of socio-economic inequality. And if the 

necessity of English is assumed, equal access to English provision is an important 

way to reduce the gap between the rich and the poor, and between the urban and 

rural areas. 

English as necessary evil 

Although most respondents consider that the overall impact of English in 

Taiwan is not all positive, some respondents admit that it is necessary for Taiwan to 

embrace English. For example, as a medical doctor admitted that although the 

spread of English in Taiwan might result in a certain degree of cultural invasion, 

Taiwanese society has no choice but to learn the language for reasons of 

international communication and technological development. 

[Q 17-(10)] 

SE3: It depends. Actually there are both positive and negative impacts. But generally 

speaking, in fact since internationalization is stressed, the impact of English on us 

actually should be positive ... /f we take local cultures into concern and look at the 

differences between you and foreigners, it will result in cultural invasion ... 

I: So comparatively, the impact is positive? 

SE3: Yes, generally speaking I think it is necessary to learn English. But if I focus on 

cultural development, I think it should not be over-emphasized. But if you concern 

about technological development or conditions of advanced biotechnology and things 

like that, I think you still have to learn, because we have no choice but to do it ... 

(SE3, female, 35, medical doctor, MT: Mandarin) 

From the viewpoint of academia and cultural studies, an assistant professor's 

opinion was that English was necessary for Taiwan to connect with the world and 

argued that the negative impact of English could be overcome if Taiwanese society 

identified with its own culture. 

[Q 17-(11)] 

I: How about negative impacts? 

TU}: Negative .. er .. Relatively it marginalizes many others things we have to learn. 

then .. er .. negative, there is negative impact, but because I think it's a small evil ... I 
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think, I think if the subjectivity[identityJ of Taiwan is strong enough, the impact of 

English is more positive than negative. The negative influence of English can be 

overcome ... 

I: Subjectivity .. Then how do Taiwan and other Asian countries respond to the global 

spread of English? How to maintain their subjectivity[identityJ? 

TVI: It is a fact that English has become more and more popular. It's the same in 

these countries. In China, Singapore, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan and South Korea, 

most of them cannot escape the consequence. But the popularization of English doesn't 

result in the homogenization of cultures. That is, basically these are two different 

theses. So.. English has gradually become a global tool. Through English, many 

Western values are brought in, but through the existence of different values, it also 

results in the intensification of local subjectivity[identity]. So this is a two-sided 

thing ... 
I: So the spread of English will cause people to feel alarmed? 

TV 1: Yes, actually when you see difference, see others' characteristics, you usually 

reflect on your own characteristics. That is, there is a contrast. The clearer the 'others' 

are, the more the 'subject' emerges ... 

(TUI, male, 35, Assistant professor of international culture and intercultural studies, 

MT: Minnanyu) 

The respondent explained that the dominance of English did not necessarily lead to 

marginalization of local languages and cultures. Although through English the 

influence of western values and cultures increase, by contrasting the local (the 

subject) with the West (the other), local characteristics were more likely to be 

recognized and local identity is therefore intensified. And rather than being a carrier 

of Western values, English can be a neutral medium to present different cultures and 

values. In the expression above, the respondent seemed to attempt to separate 

English from its native cultures. However, whether English can be a neutral 

medium is a controversial issue in sociolinguistics (e.g. Adolphs, 2005; Jenkins, 

2000; Seidlhofer, 2001, 2004). This is especially the case when a considerable 

number of learners of English still regard native speakers as a model to emulate to 

some degree (Timmis, 2002). 

Commentary 

Responses to the question on the overall impact of English revealed ambivalent 

views regarding English in Taiwan. English was generally considered to be 

beneficial in its impact on technological development, international communication 

and national economic competitiveness. This view recognized that English was 

indispensable for Taiwan's relations with the world. 
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On the other hand, the negative impact of English on local cultures and 

education was acknowledged. Problems about cultural identity and cultural invasion 

were raised by several respondents. English as a carrier of Western cultures and 

values was regarded as a threat to local cultures. To a certain extent, it is inevitable 

that English transmits the cultures and values of its native users, but as Graddol 

(2006) suggests, the emergence of English in its new global form is increasing the 

influence of non-English speakers. By acknowledging new forms of global English 

and raising cultural awareness, it may be possible for Taiwanese society to enhance 

English ability without damaging its cultural identity. 

Another negative influence of English frequently mentioned was its effect on 

education. When English is promoted through education and language policy, a 

competition of resources between languages and between individuals is inescapable. 

Research in English in Taiwan has suggested (e.g. CECA, 2003; Lin Jun-jie, 2004) 

that the curricular dominance of English can reduce the time and resources invested 

in local languages (see Section 4.4.2). It can also produce unbalanced power 

relations between the haves and the have-nots. As long as English proficiency levels 

remain restricted in Taiwan, the advantage of English will not decline and English 

will remain the privilege of the wealthy classes. 

Generally speaking, English is viewed both positively and negatively. That said, 

the positive impact of English on increased economic competitiveness may exceed 

its negative effects on local languages and cultures. English is regarded as a 

necessary evil which can be beneficial and rewarding for both the individual and 

Taiwan's future development. 

6.4 Conclusion 

6.4. 1 Determinants of Attitudes to English 

The age of the interviewees did not seem to be the key factor that influenced 

their responses to English. Rather, interviewees' responses were influenced by their 

education, working experiences or in some cases ethno-linguistic background. The 

respondents especially approving the promotion of English in Taiwan, such as PE 1, 

ETH3, SE5 and SUI, do not necessarily belong to a certain social class or position. 

Their approval of English seems to be based on realistic and utilitarian reasons, 
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such as English being considered the dominant language in the world. 

Education can be identified as one of the influences on respondents' attitudes 

toward English. Respondents with a higher education background or in the 

academic professions, such as having experiences of studying aboard (e.g. PE I), 

working in university or academia (e.g.TUI, TU2 and TU3) and postgraduates (e.g. 

SU3 and ESU I), tended to emphasize the importance of English not only in their 

life but also in regard to the future development of Taiwanese society. A possible 

reason is that English is the dominant language in most academic domains and 

English might play an important role in their professional and academic life. 

In addition, compared to other respondents, English teachers generally had a 

more positive attitude toward the important role of English in Taiwan. Although the 

nine respondents who taught English at different levels (ETEl, ETE2, ETE3, ETHl, 

ETH2, ETH3, ETUI, ETU2, ETU3) took different positions on issues such as the 

starting point of English education; impact of English on local cultures; and the 

association between national English ability and national competitiveness, they 

generally agreed that learning English was beneficial. In addition, they concurred 

that it was necessary to give more attention to the effectiveness of English education 

in Taiwan. 

Finally, ethno-linguistic background seems to influence respondents' opinions in 

some cases. For example, when asked whether English education or mother 

language education should be given priority, those whose mother language was the 

official language, Mandarin (e.g. PE I, SUI), emphasized the importance of English 

and ignored other local languages. And some respondents whose mother language 

. was Minnanyu, Hakka and aboriginal languages (e.g. TU3, G3) tended to stress the 

importance of local languages and cultures. 03 (male, 39, a government official in 

eIP and an Amis) was the only aboriginal respondent in this research. His responses 

indicated a different attitude to issues regarding language and culture. For example, 

he insisted on the association between language and culture and his concern about 

the preservation of minority languages and cultures. His perceptions may be 

representative of those of minority groups because his aboriginal background and 

his official position may help him gain more knowledge of all of the aboriginal 

population. 
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Other factors such as the respondent's gender and region of residence may 

influence their perceptions in some way, but the sample is not large enough to 

confirm any influence on respondents' attitudes. 

6.4.2 Summary of Interview Findings 

Interview findings of this research are summarized as follows: 

(1) Mother tongue education should be given priority over English education. 

The majority of respondents considered that the mother tongue is an important 

element of culture and necessary for everyone. But for a few respondents, English 

education and education of local languages are not necessarily contradictory and 

English education should be prioritized because of its functions in international 

communication. 

(2) Elementary education is regarded as the appropriate time to start English 

instruction. The majority of respondents suggested that English education should be 

started at elementary level in order to achieve better results. However, instead of 

agreeing with 'the younger the better' hypothesis, a large number of respondents 

believed that learning English at an early age might marginalize local language 

learning. Many also thought that English learning should be based on initial 

development of mother tongue skills. 

(3) English will continue to be the language that links Taiwan to the world. 

Although some respondents considered that Chinese and other languages might 

challenge the status quo of English as the global language, the likelihood that 

English will maintain its dominant status in the next fifty years was accepted. 

(4) There is an unbalanced power relation between English and other foreign 

languages. A large number of respondents ( 25 out of 43) agreed that English as a 

global language has reduced the learning of other foreign languages in some way 

while some respondents ( 15 out of 43) argued that learning English did not 

necessarily lead to a marginalization of other foreign languages. 

(5) The use and function of English in Taiwan has increased. Although English 

is not regarded as a language for daily communication in Taiwan, many accept that 

the media use of English and the function of English in daily life have gradually 
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increased. 

(6) Mastery of English is considered important for accumulating personal 

capital and English is regarded as a socio-cultural instrument. For most 

respondents, the benefits that learning English can provide are mainly related to 

communication and achievement in their careers. English is regarded as a tool for 

communicating with foreigners, to acquire knowledge, to obtain opportunities and 

to achieve a certain status or accomplishment. 

(7) English is associated with better careers and a higher status. A high 

proportion of respondents ( 39 out of 43) agreed that learning English is beneficial 

for a better life or career and high English proficiency is regarded (by 33 out of 43 

respondents) as a requisite for better prestige or status in Taiwan. 

(8) English is strongly associated with national competitiveness. A high 

proportion of respondents agree that the improvement of the national English ability 

is crucial for enhancing economic competitiveness, and more than half of the 

respondents ( 29 out of 43) agreed with the idea that bctter national English ability 

could enhance Taiwan's global competitiveness. 

(9) Ambivalent attitudes to the overall impact of English on Taiwan. There were 

concerns about cultural identity, cultural invasion and the problems of extending 

English education in Taiwan. But there was also approval of English as an 

indispensable means for individual and national development. More than half of the 

respondents admitted that the impact of English was not all positive, but the benefit 

and rewards it could provide exceeded its negative effects. 

(J 0) Anxiety about the consequences of lacking English. From the interviewees' 

responses on issues such as English education and the importance of English for the 

Taiwanese society, there was a kind of worry or anxiety frequently expressed by the 

respondents. The parents were worried that children would not be able to compete 

with others in the future if they did not learn English early. Ordinary pcople in 

Taiwan, like most of our respondents, were concerned that without English, people 

would not be competitive enough in employment, ~nd thus Taiwan would not be 

competitive enough in the world. 
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6.4.3 Critical Commentary on Respondents' Views on English 

in Taiwan 

Generally speaking, perceptions of English in Taiwan presented in this research 

reflect many different influences, for example: the process of globalization; the 

political situation of Taiwan; language and education policy; the promotion of 

English by the mass media and the government; and individuals' experiences and 

expectations. On the one hand, the prominence of English in Taiwan is associated 

with the following beliefs: the dominance of English will continue; English is the 

key to economic competitiveness; and 'the younger the better' hypothesis. On the 

other, the emphasis on English in Taiwan's national and educational policy 

inevitably provokes concerns about local languages and cultures. 

Although most respondents agreed that English would sustain its dominance in 

the next fifty years, a large number of respondents also pointed out that the 

influence of other languages such as Chinese Mandarin would increase and 

challenge the status quo. Since the spread of language is substantially influenced by 

the politico-economic power of its speakers, the rise of new economic powers such 

as China indicates that the use of their languages may spread. As Graddol (2006) 

proposes, in the future the status of English might be challenged by other languages 

in terms of economic advantage, size of speaking population and policy changes. 

However, although other languages such as Chinese and Spanish have risen as 

strong competitors and transformed the world language system, in the short term the 

foundation and network of global English is so strong that challenges from other 

languages will not seriously affect the global status of English. As Crystal (2004:22) 

points out, it is unlikely that the global role of English will be replaced for the 

foreseeable future when 'the factors which brought English to its present position 

are still very large in place. ' 

In Taiwan, the use of English is increasing and it is still a gatekeeper in certain 

professions and classes at present, and maybe more so in the future. This could 

make English one of the mechanisms for structuring socio-economic inequality 

(Tollefson, 2000). According to the interviewees' responses, English is strongly 

associated with a better career, higher status or prestige, and better national 

competitiveness. This is due to the perceived benefits it can provide in education, 
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employment and international communication. However, according to Graddol's 

(2006) projections, and as several respondents argue, when English becomes a 

common language for everyone, the economic advantage of English could diminish. 

In the long tenn, this prediction is plausible. But in the case of Taiwan, the 

economic advantage of English will not ebb away, at least for the next generation. 

This is because, in Taiwan, English is still very far from a 'near-universal basic skill 

(ibid. p.IS)' and it remains a source of individual advantage. 

The dominance of English around the world and in Taiwan, to a large extent, 

leads to the assumption that English may be the key to national and individual 

economic competitiveness. The association between English and economic 

competitiveness, as shown in most interviewees' responses, combined with 'the 

younger the better' hypothesis has led to the earlier introduction of English into the 

school curriculum. Similar policies can be found in several Asian countries (Nunan, 

2003). While only a few interviewees literally believe 'the younger the better' 

hypothesis, most approve the necessity of extending English instruction in 

elementary education. However, although several researchers suggest that 

pronunciation might benefit from learning at an early age, there is little evidence 

that the level of English proficiency gained is detennined by the age factor (e.g. 

Scovel, 2000; Singleton, 2001; Marinova-Todd et al., 2000; Nikolov and Mihaljevic 

Djigunovic, 2006). In fact, apart from the length of English instruction and the age 

factor, the effectiveness of English education to a large extent depends on the 

context of teaching and learning such as teaching materials, methodology, 

curriculum design and students' motivation. Therefore, it is uncertain whether the 

early introduction of English will increase levels of proficiency. If the necessity of 

English in Taiwan is acknowledged, more attention should be paid to other factors 

in the context of teaching and learning rather than just the age factor. 

Turning to the impact of English on local languages and cultures, English is 

often given priority in national policy and educational agendas. However, with 

limited time, resources and money, a linguistic power struggle is evident between 

Mandarin, English and local languages. According to Chen (2006), English 

language education policy in Taiwan was more systematically planned and 

implemented than the Local Language in education policy has been. For central and 

local governments, schools, teachers and textbook publishers, the low status and 
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limited function of the local languages reduces incentives to promote these 

. languages (ibid.). The emphasis on English has increased anxieties about the future 

of local languages and cultures. This fear was expressed by those respondents who 

considered that mother tongue education should be given priority. That said, 

interviewees' attitudes to the impact of English in Taiwan are ambivalent. While 

concerns about the preservation of local languages and cultures were expressed by 

many respondents, the necessity of English was also recognized by most 

respondents and strengthened in Taiwan through English language policy and 

English education. These ambivalent responses indicate that English is not a 

monolithic phenomenon, and that Taiwanese society is far from a passive receiver 

in the face of the global spread of English. As Okano (2006) argues, the impact of 

global forces is not unilateral. Instead, it is the local context (e.g. national policy, 

concerned organizations and individuals) which decides in what aspects, and to 

what extent, global English will affect the local society. 

Generally speaking, Taiwan represents a complex case in the global spread of 

English. A feeling of uneasiness is expressed by many respondents because Taiwan 

lacks a clear-cut political status. In this sense, Taiwan is different from other East 

Asian countries. Although Taiwan and several East Asian countries have 

implemented similar national policies to strengthen their national English 

proficiency, Taiwanese society tends to give more emphasis to English due to the 

anxiety of losing its economic advantage. Although objections to the over-emphasis 

on English can be found in interviewees' responses, most respondents indicated the 

importance of English for Taiwanese society due to the disadvantaged position of 

Taiwan. In short, Taiwanese people tend to accept and adapt rather than resist the 

influence of global English. The overall impact of English is thus considered more 

positive than negative, and English is generally recognized as an important factor in 

Taiwan's future development. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

This thesis has explored how English is perceived in Taiwan and what impact it 

has on society and culture. The study has drawn on three kinds of data: (i) analysis 

of policy and documents, (ii) critical discourse analysis of textual data, and (iii) 

interviews with respondents from different levels of the education system. The aim 

was to provide a current in-depth study of the role and cultural politics of English in 

Taiwan. Rather than offering a general and quantitative picture of global English, 

this research concentrates on qualitative and contextual data. It focuses on issues 

which arise when English is given an important role in national policy and when 

English instruction has been introduced into Taiwan's elementary education. The 

study thus offers a limited but significant investigation into the spread and influence 

of English in Taiwan. 

7.1 Summary of Main Findings 

7. 1. 1 English Language Policy and English Education as the 

Mechanism of the Spread of English in Taiwan 

Although Mandarin, the official language, is still the language of power in 

Taiwan and other local languages, especially Minnanyu, have been given more 

attention in the new elementary and junior high school curriculum, English has 

acquired a powerful status. The recent prominence of English can be attributed to 

the convergence of global-structural and internal pressures. While the rationale of 

English language policy and English education is based on the politico-economic 
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goals of national competitiveness, the impact of English language policy is not only 

an educational but also socio-cultural phenomenon. It raises issues concerning the 

effectiveness of English education, as well as problems of cultural identity and the 

distribution of resources between English, Mandarin and local languages. English 

might not directly suppress local languages and cultures but, through language and 

language in education policies, it is one of the main factors that have changed the 

power relations of languages and cultures in Taiwan. Facing the pressure of global 

capitalism and the challenge of globalization, English language policy and English 

education has become one of the mechanisms of the spread of English in Taiwan, as 

well as an important element in the design of national and education policy for 

access to power and resources. 

7.1.2 The Ideology of English: The Presentation and 

Construction of Discourses about English 

The spread of English in Taiwan is a product not only of policy making and 

education practices but also of the subtle influence of discourses about English. 

While discourse plays a critical role in the exercise of power, discourses regarding 

English are the sites where ideological representations and power struggles take 

place. The various discourses on English can thus reflect the ideological basis of the 

promotion of English. Moreover, the process can be regarded as a part of the 

mechanism of the spread of English in Taiwan. By analyzing six significant texts 

including governmental and educational documents, advertisement and news 

reports, I have identified a number of ideological assumptions about English in 

Taiwan (see Chapter 6) based on trends of globalization, national economic 

development and personal competitiveness. The dominance of English and the 

beneficial rewards of acquiring English serve to form the basis of assumptions such 

as 'English is the language that links the world', 'English as a socio-cultural 

commodity' and 'English as indispensable instrument for competition nationally 

and individually'. 

The indispensable role of English also provokes anxiety about the consequence 

of lacking English ability and about the effectiveness of English education. 

Therefore the hypothesis that' the earlier English is learned, the better the result' is 
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widely accepted and there are different degree of concerns that • a lack of Engllsh 

will cause serious problems '. To an extent, the ideology of English in Taiwan is 

based on a strong association between English, globalization and economic 

competitiveness. In essence, the debate appears to reflect the inherent uncertainty 

and anxiety regarding Taiwanese's politico-economic future. 

7.1.3 Perceptions of English and the Impact of English on 

Taiwan 

To some degree, individuals' perceptions did largely correspond to ideological 

assumptions in discourses concerning English. For most respondents, the 

dominance of English is a simple matter of fact and the benefits of learning English 

is base on commonsense. However, relations between language, culture and identity 

also evoked interesting responses and were controversial in the discussion on the 

impact of global English. The responses of the interviewees showed that languages 

were given different evaluations at different levels according to their functions and 

social values. In general, English is highly approved of in areas related to national 

and personal economic well-being, while the prevalence of English also leads to 

concern about local languages and cultures. 

A somewhat contradictory picture therefore emerges. On the one hand, English 

appears to transform the power relations of languages and cultures in Taiwan. In 

doing so, it inevitably creates unfavorable conditions for the growth and the 

maintenance of the local languages and cultures. On the other hand, it also 

empowers Taiwanese society and individuals by offering a global instrument for 

communication and achievement. In this sense, English as a vehicle of western 

cultures and values could be perceived as a threat to the local cultures. But as access 

to resources, knowledge and the world, it can also be seen as a tool to empower the 

local society, to express local identity, and thus to resist the socio-cultural 

dominance of English. 

This research revealed that the overall impact of English is therefore complex 

and that originally expected as the effect is, in many ways, contradictory in various 

levels. It depends on how society and individuals identify themselves, and to what 
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extent English is adopted and expressed culturally. In other words, the impact of 

English varies according to the strength of local identity. It also depends on the 

degree of cultural awareness of the community, and their consequent reactions 

towards the influence of English. 

7. 1.4 Taiwan as a Typical and Untypical Case in East Asia 

In this section, the summary reviews the spread of English in Taiwan in the 

context of East Asia and examines the similarities and differences between Taiwan 

and other non-English East Asian countries (expanding-circle or EFL countries in 

East Asia). 

Taiwan and other East Asian countries have experienced a rapid growth in the 

EL T industry and changes in education policy for improving national English 

ability since the 1990s (Ho and Wong, 2003; Nunan, 2003). For these countries, the 

rationale for promoting English and problems regarding English education are 

similar in many respects. Similar to the process of modernization in the twentieth 

century, globalization and internationalization are the predominant themes in the 

late 20th and the early 21 st centuries. This process has also been seen as the 

so-called 'Englishization' of the world's political, economic and social 

communications. It is assumed that this trend is necessary in today's globalized 

world and perceived as instrumental in stimulating economic competition. In the 

competitive environment existing between countries such as China, Japan, South 

Korea and Taiwan, it is assumed that national levels of English proficiency can 

enhance human capital as a resource, and thus make the country more competitive. 

However, the impact of English has been problematic in these countries. Problems 

such as the effectiveness of the state English education, the quality of teachers, 

crises of cultural identity, and the gap between the urban and rural areas have been 

identified in most of these countries (Ho, 2003). 

Similar to other East Asian counties, Taiwan faces the pressures of globalization 

and economic competition and encounters similar problems with English education. 

However, the complicated ethno-linguistic situation in Taiwan and the difficult 

political status of Taiwan (see Section 2.4.2) has resulted in different responses to 

global English as regards self-identification and the level of anxiety in the society 
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and individuals. With little confidence in, or identification with, local languages and 

cultures, English is regarded as the prestigious language of outsiders. Interestingly, 

however, Taiwan English, as a variety of world 'Englishes,' is seldom promoted by 

Taiwanese scholars (cf. several accounts in expanding-circle East Asian countries, 

e.g. Jiang, 2003; Wei Yu and Fei Jia, 2003; Hu, 2004, 2005; Shim, 1999; Matsuda, 

2003). The uncertainty of Taiwan's future not only intensifies the pressure of 

globalization and economic competition but also leads to higher levels of anxiety 

regarding the lack of English expertise. Consequently, Taiwan can be regarded as a 

typical case among East Asian countries in tenns of the socio-economic and 

educational impact of English, while the ideological assumptions (see Chapter 5) 

and perceptions of global English (see Chapter 6) reflect Taiwan's unusual position 

in the world. 

7.2 Policy Recommendations and Implications 

7.2.1 Policy Recommendations 

In general, the overall impact of English is considered more positive than 

negative and the necessity of English is assumed by the majority in Taiwanese 

society. The main concern here is how to adopt global English effectively without 

damaging local languages and cultures. A number of suggestions regarding 

language-in-education policy and issues of cultural identification are proposed as 

follows: 

(aJ A more balanced curriculum of language-culture education (Mandarin, local 

languages and English) is needed. 

As several infonnants argued in this research, the over-emphasis on English in 

tenns of public attention and resource distribution has resulted in an unbalanced 

development of language and culture education in Taiwan. Interviewees' 

responses exhibited a high degree of anxiety regarding English and they 

expressed their concerns about local cultures and languages. Therefore an 

improved curriculum could ensure equal attention to English, Mandarin and the 

local languages and could provide a solution to the problem. The important 

point is that socio-cultural implications should be addressed and taken into 
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account. For example, each language should be given sufficient learning hours 

and resources in order to achieve its curricular goals. In addition, the cultural 

base of each language, and their relations with other languages taught 10 

Taiwan's education system, should also be included in the curriculum 

(b) Policy and public attention needs to be given to cultural awareness and 

identification (in education, the mass media and the government). 

In Taiwan, the values of English perceived rely on the power of politics and the 

economy. But English could be a beneficial tool only if the local communities 

have a strong identification with its own languages and cultures. Therefore, 

instead of simply following the current trend, Taiwanese society should take a 

more active role in dealing with the global spread of English. One solution 

would be to adopt English purely as a tool to serve Taiwan's needs in 

international domains rather than to be overwhelmed and assimilated by English 

and its embedded culture. Therefore, it is important to raise cultural awareness 

in the process of learning English and to consider English as a medium in 

expressing Taiwan's culture. For example, instead of emphasizing the use of 

authentic American or British English, the English curriculum and pedagogy 

should focus on how· to establish effective ability for international 

communication in general and how to express Taiwan's own cultures and local 

characteristics. Furthermore, culture-bound elements in English curriculum and 

teaching materials should be identified and reflected, rather than being taught as 

mere elements of language. 

(c) If the necessity of English is assumed, the effectiveness of English education in 

the state education system should be massively reinforced in order to reduce 

inequality. 

Similar to other East Asian countries (see Ho and Wong, 2003; Hu Guangwei, 

2005), English in Taiwan is generally associated with high social status and 

prestige. People from a wealthy background are more likely to acquire higher 

levels of English proficiency simply because more attention and resources are 

invested in learning English. Without effective English instruction in the state 

education system, supplementary English education (in the form of cram 

schools) becomes crucial for improving one's English ability. This can result in 

inequality regarding access to English provision between the poor and the rich, 
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and between those living in rural and urban areas. Therefore, more effort should 

be made to enhance the overall quality and quantity of the state English 

education in Taiwan. The aim should be to reduce educational inequality and to 

increase the popularity of English in Taiwan. 

7.2.2 The Power of English and the Empowerment of the Local 

In conclusion, it would be useful to consider the claim of Foucault (1988), that 

power is everywhere. The power of English can no longer be identified with a 

center-border dichotomy, i.e. the powerful native English speakers vs. the powerless 

non-English speakers. In the context of Taiwan, English is not imposed but 

promoted through global trends, the education system, and the discourses of the 

mass media and individuals. At the global level, this research argued that the spread 

of English can be regarded as a continuing manifestation of modernization (or 

westernization) which started in the late nineteenth century among East Asian 

countries. It aims to strengthen national politico-economic capability and to 

compete with Western powers and other countries in East Asia (see Section 2.4.1 

for imperialism and nationalism in East Asia). In Taiwan's case, the intention of 

improving the national level of English is simply to acquire the language, engage 

and become successful in global economic competition, and share the benefits. 

On the other hand, by examining the impact of English at different levels of 

Taiwanese society, this research suggests that the power of English is 

multi-directional. The power of English is sustained, transfonned and reproduced 

where English is prevalent, such as language classrooms, news reports and daily 

communication. Responses from local societies and individuals to the prevalence of 

English are not only mere responses in the form of adoption and rejection, but also 

can be regarded as a dynamic part of the mechanism of the global spread of English. 

The attention paid to global English in national policy, public forums, and personal 

career reinforce the influence of the English language and intensify the involvement 

of different parties (e.g. ENL countries and EFL countries at international level; the 

government and schools at national level; parents and teachers at personal level). 

Thus through policy making, resource distribution and educational practices, the 

local communities should not be regarded as passive receivers but more as active 
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participants. In this sense, while the dominance of English around the world 

indicates the power of original English users,. English in East Asian countries can be 

a tool to empower the local communities by strengthening their economic 

competitiveness and expressing their cultural uniqueness. 

It is plausible that in the long term English can become a near-universal 

language in Taiwan, which might express local identity, if appropriate English 

language policies and language-culture education are implemented. The economic 

advantage of English might gradually ebb away if English becomes a common 

language in Taiwan. However, in the short term, English will still be a source of 

socio-economic advantage in Taiwan. This may result in a greater influence of 

English on local languages and cultures, and increase the need to deliver more 

effective English education. 

7.3 Limitations of This Thesis 

Instead of providing a general and quantitative investigation, this thesis offered 

qualitative and contextual research on the socio-cultural impact of global English. 

By using CDA and semi-structured interviewing as research methods, this thesis 

presented a critical, in-depth but restricted study. First, the data of this research was 

collected in a limited time period from 2002 to 2005 when English had been 

officially introduced into Taiwan's elementary education, and English had been 

promoted through a national plan. Therefore, rather than a state-of-the-art 

description of the spread of English in Taiwan, this thesis represents an limited but 

significant analysis of the ideological, socio-cultural and perceptional phenomena of 

Taiwanese society in the face of the global spread of English. Secondly, apart from 

governmental and educational documents, texts selected and analyzed in Chapter 5 

include only news reports and advertisements from newspapers. Text selection thus 

limits the representation of the research since discourses in other media such as 

magazines, the Internet, TV and radio were omitted. Finally, the small sample of 

interviews represented in Chapter 6 somewhat restricted the generalization of 

research results. 
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7.4 Recommendations for Further Research 

I examined the ideological construction of discourses concerning English in a 

limited selection of texts and explored perceptions of English in Taiwan through a 

limited sample of interviewees from different levels of the state education system, 

members of the social elite, and people in other private sectors. For a more general 

representation of perceptions of English in Taiwan, attitudes and perceptions of 

other social groups could be explored in any future research. Similarly, further 

analyses of discourses on English in other forms of the mass media could be carried 

out in order to obtain a more comprehensive picture of the ideological construction 

of English in Taiwan. 

In addition, research on the socio-cultural implications of the introduction of 

English at the elementary level in Taiwan also needs to be conducted. These could 

include a critical examination of education practices, and of the cultural and 

ideological implications of teaching materials. Moreover, there is also a need to 

further investigate the impact of English and discourses on English in other East 

Asian countries. Since English language policy is regarded as a vital means of 

enhancing national competitiveness, advanced studies on the impact of English in 

economic competition between these countries would be particularly insightful and 

useful. 
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Appendix 1 

Original Print of the Selected Texts in 
Chapter 5 

1. Text 5.3 

2002 Year of English Fever: Your Ability Determines Your Future! 

2002 if. ~~a~~if.: 1~l¥Jng:tJ~~5E:1~1¥J** 

2. Text 5.5 

Fluent English Higher Pay-Manpower industry: English as salary 

criterion in nearly half enterprises, most commonly in high-tech industry 

and foreign companies 

9t)lJffii,' iT'l'~~~T-AjJ~: lli*1J?:~9UA*,~iTt~~ f4t1&)7~~mi}~ 

3. Text 5.6 

Series of Teaching ABC in elementary schools of rural areas (3) 

English Early Rooted Better Result- The lack of elementary teachers, 

distance of cram schools and affordability of supplement education are 

problems 
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Appendix 2 

Interview Questions 

Information of interviewee 

1f.ti Age: 

ti53U Gender : 

q~1n~J.l Education background : 

~~ Occupation : 

B3:~B Mother tongue : 

~)(f~J.l ( §iltWf5E) English proficiency (self-rated) : 

t. Attitudes towards the role of local languages, English, individual's mother 

tongue and other foreign languages 

1. What is your mother tongue? What status does it have in Taiwan? 

~wF~'1~B"J£l~tH~: ___ _ 
~~£lm~~.~li.~mmW?(~B~IH~lm~mg~m~l~mAD~) 

2. Which language is the most important or powerful one in Taiwan? (Mandarin, Hakka, 

Taiwanese or aboriginal languages) Why? 

ti.M#~m~~(~~.m·tim·~~~·mtt~m).g~~.m.~~~ 
-1iBB~ ? m{t~ ? 
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~~~~'PJ ~*Jfrl{] Please read the following news paragraph. 

MOE says English important 
Education Minister Tu Cheng-sheng (f±lEJ19j) said yesterday that Taiwan's 

development will be limited if people in the country do not strengthen their English 

ability. Tu made the remarks at a seminar held in Taipei on ethnic groups and 

cultural development. As the "new Taiwan citizen movement" is one of the issues 
being discussed at the seminar, some participants maintained that mother 

languages of each ethnic group should be given priority over English. They 

suggested that the government should not promote English education too early 
for kids. Concerning such suggestions, Tu stressed that English is the channel to 
the world community, and the essence of Taiwan culture cannot be accepted and 

understood by the world without it. (Taipei Times, Monday, Oct 18, 2004, Page 3) 

ftW$*tilEW~B.ftr~Mft~~BRJ~~e$mili·~*~.AR~~m 

~m:t.J::f;l]D5ml¥J~?i • aifll¥J~~lf%~¥U~NitU • Wt$~tJt r *JTa~AW!WJ J ~~timllH1 

~M·~~WWt~mili·ffi_~~m·&~Ml¥Jrom~~*.~~~~.~~m· 

®~Rili~.~~~mftW~~'.~ftm.·~~m®n.·ti~m~~~mm 

fD~~~ffctWti~mi~~m · 9r7B · a~~{tl¥J*~~~mU*n[QfU~f~~~~ffctttf~~W 
7~~ • 

3. Should mother language education of each ethnic group be given priority over English 

education? Why or why not? 

~.&OO~M~em~~~~~~~~m~~~?mft~? 

4. Will English continue to be the global language in the next 50 years? Why or why not? 

**S~ 50 ifpg · ~~!HI~:~ttiUiUfH-1j~I!1&J~~~lf~(3:~~lf~·)~!tS11L ? m1t~ ? 

5. Do you agree that English as a global language has decreased or marginalized the 

teaching and learning of other foreign languages e.g. French. Japanese, German etc. in 

Taiwan? (a) strongly agree (b) agree (c) neutral (d) disagree (e) strongly disagree. 

Why? Please comment. 

f~m~~?Jm · EE~~~IHHm7~~~/3:~iifi~S~!tS{1L · !z;]llt5HfiB*~j~U&1t71.:Ealf: 
!tElii~fiJ!9}~afi§(~D : f!~ , t!3t ' El3t~)~¥~f1W~~? 
(a) ~Fm~~ (b) ~~ (c) $:lr:@(;~~5! (d) 1'~~ (e) ~Fm1'~~· f?Sftm? 
~~~SA 0 
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II. English education and English learning 

6. When should English be introduced in school? (a) 1st or 2nd year in elementary school 
(b) 3rd or 4th year in elementary school (c) 5th or 6th year in elementary school (d) junior 
high school (e) other choice . Why? 

~BR~lffJ!!~tt{Q]~f#j~il? (a) /J\~-=1f.*& (b) /j\~.::.[91f.*& (c) /J\~1i7\1f.*& 

(d) mq:t (e) ~{ili l.MtM? 

7. Is mastering English important? Why or why not? 

*~llfi~B~HEF~HIH!i~? ~ftM? 

8. What have you gained personally fonn learning English 

- in career? in interest? in entertainment? in general? 

f11~@IAffij § , ~~BRS':J~~fi~W? -Elf15~g;t.t· JUlfU: • f*MP~~J: ' j:)'&~11 
ffiJ~o 

III. Use and functions of English in terms of daily life and the mass media 

9. Is English important for communication or interaction with people in Taiwan? With 

which people? In which situation? 

:{fal'l' ~BR~:e~-@JfDft!!A~PlllfifD1L!t!bl¥J1li~IJ't. ? fDUE~® .A.1Lmb ? :{ffQ]fm~ 
f!;? 

10. Is English an important language in the mass media in Taiwan? Why or why not? 

9t~1Hi!s~aitt*~~fmm;mLf:B'9-fl!~Uli~~R~ ? ~{tM ? 
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IV. Impact or influence (positive or negative) of English at the individual, 

polio-economic and socio-culturallevels in Taiwan 

11. For you, what does English represent? A tool, a school subject, knowledge, investment, 
commodity, global infrastructure or something else? If so, why? 

~e@A®~'~m~a7ff~?-@IA·.~fi§·~a·N.·.£·~~ 

B'J£~9t~'WZ~f!l!?mft~? 

12. Do you agree that learning English is beneficial for you to pursue a better career or a 

better life? (a) strongly agree (b) agree (c) neutral (d) disagree (e) strongly disagree. If 

so, why? Please comment. 

1(IHi~:~~~ , ~~~)(ffIlJJ~1~1£$~J:J!HB'J~JitWZffi*J!~TB'J1:.m/ A 1:. ? 
(a) ~F-m~~ (b) ~~ (c) t:p:lz:WZAAsJ! (d) ::f~~ (e) ~Fm::f~~ 0 m1tP'i!f? 
l~~SA 0 

13. Do you agree that good English proficiency or ability is regarded as a requisite for 

better prestige or status in Taiwan? (a) strongly agree (b) agree (c) neutral (d) disagree (e) 

strongly disagree. If so, Why? Please comment. 

1~~~~~ , tEal'l' Rfflfl-HfB'J~~fi~gjJ$ZfiJjJ~~~m~t~lrfii/i5t~ffct1fttE1lL~~ 
lIB'J~,~{~{tf ? 

(a) ~F-m~~ (b) ~~ (c) t:p:lz:w<:AA~J! (d) ::f~g (e) ~F-m::f~!t 0 m{t~? 

~~~Sj] 0 

14. Is the improvement of English ability important for Taiwanese society? Why or why not? 

~-Ellfffr±tt®~ , ~~fi~gjJB'J~ff-~~11HII~? m1t~? 
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15. Can better national English ability enhance Taiwan's global competitiveness? Why or 

why not? 

J!~r~m*~~!Hl~jJ , ~~~~mff-ill'!ll{£~~~fm~jJ ? ~ft~ ? 

16. Do you agree that the spread of English worldwide has bad/negative effects on local 

cultures in Taiwan? (a) strongly agree (b) agree (c) neutral (d) disagree (e) strongly 

disagree. Why? Please comment. 

1~~:a~~ , ~~B~~{t(~~!H¥gt1ErrW~&HN~illfla"Jjtfr1J)({t~fFf~~~ .? (a) ~Fm~~ (b) ~~ (c) 9=lJL~mU~5! (d) ::f[Il]~ (e)~Fm::f~g· ~ft 

~? ~N~BJ3 0 

17. The overall impact of English as a global language in Taiwan is (a) positive (b) negative 

(b) neutral. Please comment.. 

Iftmffff ~ '~~1h§:fl-OO~~BB ~ t-Jill'!llS"J~W~ (a) IErmB"J (b) f!lIDB"J (c) ~:lz: 

~. ff.Sftrt ? ~~~BA • 

Is there anything else you want to say about this topic, that I haven't asked you? 

Ht-Jm@ffi~.e·~.~x@.~~? 

Thank you very much for your time. That has been most interesting! 
~b~._~_.~~~~~~~.~ __ ~~.~_a, 
-I't- ffi Il:.I~I:Cfl/~'~:.R./'U}1ul-l'II~Jl3( ~QIJHf,,, ~~ ~/~'.FlRI-I:.) ,~),U· 
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Appendix 3 

Original Chinese Transcripts of the 
Quotations in Chapter 6 

Quotes in 6.3.1 

Language of power in Taiwan (Question 1, 2) 

[Q 1-(1)] 

1::~) iWl¥J:i: Im::tfu l:v:JJit e~~~:il: 7 ~ • mfJli':E1:: ~J!~~)'c~ filllla ~I¥J]Ii~fj~ -ltllll~ · §!fE~f5! 
:(£a~Rtt~1~~7 • f.El.J!m:~tE)Jit~¥i;g{~~aam~(i1j [ ... ] Z.PJTj.,:J,~aaJmJlblU!i~I¥J· ~~ 
~i&~-@J5i&~tE' !15i-' !1.A.~lI~W~~ffl~ila . ~;g1::I¥J¥.Hfi&m, ¥.tffm1~~~.m: 
9C~)~~R~:i: • 
[Q 1-(2)] 

powerful 0 

[Q 1-(3)] 

.A.D .. ifflJ3.~1tl~l&±~~~~1f-WJi&rtJt5~ ... m~pg'lfj~l¥Ji&rtJt5~~*~~~jj!.{tlZ 
*:!1rJJit~*±ft • J5JTj.,:J,fill~tt~ focus l£ailll¥Jfl3:~ll.t. ' filllmlBm~il!-l!1(i 0 

[Q 1-(4)] 

~llR~'§'1JliR ~ ifflll1?:tt$~cp'li ' ~1t1~llR§~~lEI*llfIJH!~~m~~~ml£-rel¥J ' {.!l~~ 
WJ~m.~.a~~~~.~&1fa~ml£-m·~l£.mWJmal¥Jq~,~w.~~~= 
l.lU~l1il • JJit~~~1t::fl±lfJ!Hi~~ , ~~fIJ~WJm&.~WJH{~¥5ift~~1*' • ~N*1i • {E!J~:~D* 
{f]\~fIJ~llg~J!~~ • {f]\~f'lJil!1l]li§I¥J~{~ • ~,t~ii1f~{f]\m~B'9mWJ~~I¥J~f:iL • J5JTj;)~~g~cp 
'1i1¥J~g~ • lll1il5~~Q]'fl~3I~mf~[i:r~tn 0 

[Q 1-(5)] 

~~~.~TW::f~~r47 • l£~ml£~~.aliBfill1r'~J!l"lI • j..:J,M~1r'0'9~a~~(IJ Blia • 
~1r'itJ!l"!1 • JJ1l£~~~f'lJa~gftl:!{f'~itl!1"1I • ~f'IJ~3tftQ{f'~~~1~'1I • ~~ft!!{f'~{£lY&I9i-~~ 
if · ~13e~*!,}iE.iif~/l\~-rI¥J~3t • f.El.J!~{tM~'8'~1?:[alla]1'~5t1i~;!£;~~ • ~~~~ 
TftfJ.~1t1~~fIJa~gI¥JAftl:!l¥Jffr±'8't~1:V:Hf~l:t~fJ£ • ~~~~*m~l.~~f'IJ~ • Hf~~f'lJaliH't" 
)t1~[ ... ]jt1~jl!'~~&tt~fJ£ • ~;gRNftlZ~f'IJ~.::f~m~~T 0 

[Q }-(6)] 

I: JJ1{£[I'iiJ~~~t-)lNm~ • JJit~r-M • §iW~f'lJBJ:agl¥JtI6jJ? 
G3: ~~~::f'8' .. ~.ffl.{£ 30 ~~Xfl¥J • *fflHm::f*'t"~fIJ • (£roJ~~1!OO • 30 )}~~)rl¥J* frlW 
::f*~~r4 • tI2~lfitH • 1EjJ~~1''8'~r4' f~~i!filZ]1i+~I¥J' ~~Rll~JJtta~all~jJ5m • iJl)1i 
+~~)J:I¥JB3:~aij~jJl:tlllVJ~afi~jJ5m ... m~~~ .. ~~~~~cp~)~& • ~~lIff]\l¥Jffl!jl • ~O:f,lH~ 
~~CPj..:J,~& • ~05f!J~;!£;.fH#l~~~ • ¥UMS'8'~ml¥J~~ • m{f]\iiJJTiiJJTl¥J3]:filY&l~a~6jJJ&f-t7a~M6 
jJ , J5JT~)~f5!1£~f4~lia1f~{~~~~IlIVJ~H~~~~I¥J ... ~~31~:;h~,Ej~fill-ar~~'t"-~1l'l~ • ~ 
1t~~ ... ~'lmm~{tlZfr~J!l¥Jij~JJ • JJit;!£;~fillQ]'ij~.RJ!PW~'::'JiX • J5JTj;)~~~af4~::ftt~f4 • 1l'l~ 
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Mother tongues vs. English (Question 3) 

[Q3-(1)] 

1it~~B3:~tH'C~ , I2§mfttp$:*:§i,t~B3:~ftlli ' ;ttJl.m¥U~~ftfffi71B"JA ' R~P~-®tt.'~J~ 
~{)Ff,ftf!~~Hi·i¥JA'**Ai¥Jr~Jigt~-@1~~m,:::t'~~-Jii¥JAW~~~H~::Z:B"J [ ... ] 
{g~f,J:~ft~~frtk~ZP:m-B"J1f1lillHEI~~!:j§A~~rm~ , m~Jfl.~W~~t¥J1l!Iill ' ~i¥Jy$;~~f~ 
r ... 
[Q 3-(2)] 

B3:~ft:::t'R~ifllilliI~J!~::Z:fl::.m:~5G* ' ~~B.nR::t1'f::Z:1t~jJ( , ~D*~~~~all%~GJ<Ti¥J 
JGV~gt%~g§1t, ~~~=:tttW::Z:1ti¥J;Q;'~· ~~~1t~m~i¥J:::t'~~~~a' ffij~{J\JlijfDtmJ'C ... 

[Q 3-(3)] 

~a ~ Jt"1'fm1W:wfi~ , -1W;f!miffii¥J:wfi~ , ~j}-1Wgt{~~fttt't1l'~EjYJi¥J ' ~aB ;f!B01z~ , 
Jt.t't;;S:r.!~3it'ti¥J~~ , Jt.:f£~3i~r1J~OO~ft~B"JAB"J::Z:{t ' mfil!Af~B"J~m ' i!2~-m 
J~,*tEi¥Jf~~ , .pJTP)t'Htl~ffJi~D*:fEr1J~c.i¥J~a~ , Ej¥JmH~~a~B"J~~ , ~~~~~7ffJi~a ' 
~'g ~ ~jt~iiWOO:wfig[!jft , ~D*{fJiR55iliJliJm@1ifllmiB"J:w~gi¥JH~ , m{fJifHtR:gt~~~{fJiB"J19V~tt 
7 0 ~fr~U!:f£mm:f£~r1JIDt . r ~~mi11. . l'£!lftftilW • j moo r l'£jjft j mm :I£f~;tq,ff~i¥J ' ~1l'~
~!'fJ:(£5Siiimlj}Jt~jJ . ~.i¥J*~ • ~tJl~f,t~)(1t~{I*g§mU~~~@1*g§{fJiZJ!: balance '8 0 

[Q3-(4)] 

aifllf,J:~fi~MJ!~fI)t;~~8fl~M ' a8flt¥J~Mt!1mtt.~3t{tt¥J{1$J~ , B~tJ§ Bt¥J3t{t1m 
:::t'~£~ , f,t{~¥i1'fB01i¥JA -f¥ ' :tJtai'!'l-Th'I:fm:ff~B3:~ai¥J~M ' ~-1J1ID ' alt'Jx~7* 
m~IB.m.Ht¥J~::Z:!!!i ' I3Jffij~J1Xtill-@1~a~mi~Hi¥J~Jjt • 
[Q 3-(5)] 

~jti~f,J:~fl:fm~M ' l:::§i,t~~~W1ID~ffJ~l:: ' fXjti~B3:~g~D51tRJ!Htt)E:f£7Mjffi~N~~~~N 
{Y!mi¥J~~ , :fm¥Hel::JUm-@1~fj~7 ' m~D*~~~t-jl::t¥J3t{t1f:£{'§.MfJf~ , mlgt~ 
f~.l-j,WifX1f"~~¥~W~71ftMillHfJl\lllJ ' mfi)({t1fftB"J~t-j 'm::tJ!JUm-@1~fi [ ... ] 13J~ 
~::Z:~1f"Y11lm@1!!!i ' pJT~~~M ' fX~i~~~Jj!JI~l&~t¥JtM ' fXt¥J;th'\$~~f~ , ~M~ 
f&~I¥J ... 
[Q 3-(6)] 

t't.~l~~::Z:~{I~ ~m~~~1H~-~~~1ljlUJ ~~ff]\B*~1l1flj1iJ1(fJ~g~7 m~g~~rfll1iJ1 
8'9~ft~ PJT~)fX~1~~3t~'M~fI~~a~fillfiL ... ~~~gm$UI¥J1I$PfR~ f~fX:f£$t:j:t:tZ¥ 
fX)j,U~~m:f$u ~O~:t£~~1iIht¥J~~ ~~Q]'ijM,tm~~~g ~~f~:tm~m$Ua~H 

[Q 3-(7)] 

PE 1: f~W;1~ftl:~'a:::t'~~lll:J!:i¥J~55iliJliJ • ~~J£~ , ~fmmll f,J:~aij~t.J J!~J!llB:f}~IY:J-ftf 
_ ' {g~fX1I"ti1'f~)(~gjJt't1l"::tf3~~s]~fl{§~ ... ~~~**~~jJi¥JrJlJm ' PJT.l-j,~:?€)(f3g 
jJ ff!.~¥HJttJD55i ... 
I: 1m~D~HftJJRf±~1mfi~~~B"JB3:~MfI~? 
PEl: 1mt't;l'~'8m1tM*:fj! , ~l2§m'8:::t'~fI&~ , 1m:::t'~fI~i¥J~i§ , {fJiR~J.t~5Si1t'8 ' 
mtlTB"J~~ .. . fX1'9;D~mOOll¥11l'8i¥JJ1X*~~ ... 
[Q 3-(8)] 

SUI: ~W;f4!1}]~-@1{§:::t'{§$'CW:::t'~tHm:~ , J\'$1tM1'PJP)iiW{I-Jm~MJl\IIlJ? 
I: PJTJ.,j,PJ~J[TIJ~ , :::t'lH§~I!? 
SUI: ft~ ,gt{~mffJi~D*~B3:~gl¥J~~ '{fJi:::t'J!1~ft~c.)(1tll~B~ ... ~~1~)({t~B:::t'li,B[TIJm 
~fla~~Y11l~Fm~F1Itkt¥Jrmf* [ ... ] ~:fjt1~~a~g:§i,t-)E.fl~fi$ft§B8'93t{tll~B 
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IPJ ... 1fPJfig{tJi~1r~j¥J~~! · PJ ;l:l!{tJi!tai!l~fl3t1tPJ~g;l:l!1f~~IPJ!3'g 
I: m!tliHt.~~~~!3'gBJ:~{~J]( 11J~~!D,f8 ? ~~m:ff!flU,~ ? 
SUI: ~1f &'~IlI3 · ~.~1tl~~! § ~@l:~~fl§!3'g~i5' m:.:t~~iltA..~~mt • m~*.L~@l*gg ... 
i,t .. i,tY~1fA1£mU~ • ge~~~.~1fm@l~!3'g&'~'Ii~*fUf ·1Z9~W~ilU}!3@ltt.te* · ~~ 
3t!3'gtt.~~~Ue ... ~:Wfig*~t'IJ . m{tJi~a~fi ... ge ... 'f::l¥Jmj£:/f'~tt.~3t*l~~ 
[Q 3-(9)] 

~WI~M!3'gaBtH!:f~J!l.~{f)t~~I¥J~~ ~1¥J1§:~~B~1¥J ~1tff!3'gJlI!E8~ IZ9m~o* 
-@l~tJi~~fi § ~-@j~*t:pa~ A1f1!m!3'g~! ~ mJf:~3t ... 1f:i:t!tJf.*~t'IJ*a~~*1f1!ml¥J 
~!~ Z - pJT .L-jJx~;g~'f::~-@l~tJi~!3'g~fia m~3tI¥J~M JJl!~~fl~B3:~fi!3'g~M mHI~~ 
/f'1~~~-e~PJ tJ/f'~ ~;l:l!~'8I¥J"~J¥;l:l!'f::st ~f~T ... 
[Q 3-(10)] 

PP J: tl. alfl:f~1£ ... ffii!t ... ~Ij<1t!3'gM7\r£ · ftJi~~3t/f'1Ti,;t¥5i 1f~$5ttfj* . {g;l:l!~*..t~'I~ 
.L &'~~-e~!1Ist · ffI3:fl • ..tJJl!~~.L-j,~~~~ ~ ~3t{lst ... 
I: m~O*~{tJi!3'g~T ~r -{~I¥J~i5 {tJi1r~.ftgst~U.Y~-fll!? 
PPJ: ftgll'~st~u'y~-fj!J\IiY · 1X~;gmJm;l:l!~~!~~~~{lst ... {fr;tzD:~t~JJ!Wl1£aitl()f,J~i5 {fr;BJ: 
~! ... ~t*~3~g$~iffil¥J~3ff13i,;t11Hf7 {g;li!{tJitzD*1f~5ttfj*()f,J1t/ilL' ~3t/f'~!3'glii5 fR*8,t 
5t~tfj*!M 

The Status of English in the next 50 years? (Question 4) 

[Q4-(l)] 

-5E~*lff · lZ9~m1f1IU~*mR rr · ~~!3'g¥flJjffi&'~~flfWJ~3t • ffij '§'i&¥il*Ji!~I¥JW:tl.!iffij~ • 
~~fJl!m~~!!3'g~tJim · &'~/f'1r~~Ut{I~ ... 
[Q 4-(2)] 

50 1f:P'J~~8~liijUffiff~~~~8~I¥J!lli{:iL ·1Z9~m!3'gA~. I E**~~m~fli' ~?~mI¥JA~ • 
~r*mI¥JAJm;l:l!1r~ • ffl3i,;t1JEiti¥j[/f'mErr · E-tl2.'lt'ltl¥J/f'mErr • {g~fx~l{t 50 1f:~ 
/f'JEt)'~IE~lR~ltrr¥U5c~/f'mErr [ ... ] ~*{tJiB*Ji!M'tIl¥J*gg· ~fli~ug**m&r&:~fJGlI" 
1£~mit • ..t**mMt:p3t·~~~mAm.t:p3t·a~~ffI3.m-m.ftRm~r&:*l¥J. 
gg . ffij '§'1X~1~/f'PJ~~~~t:k:3ml¥Ja~rJj.~r&:~ft ... 
[Q 4-(3)] 

SE3: :f:f! 211!t*c.~W!t:p3t7u,~? (~) '''~~1~¥f 30 1f:ue • 1XfflWJa'Ili!~ 60 ~.L-j,l&m 
PJ.L-j,~f4t:p3t (~) · pJTt),1X~t'IJ 30 if, ... 
I: 30 if,1&~t:p3t~~1~ ? 
SE3: !t · 1Z9~t:pm*~i • ~~affl.1£~o*tf:l~rm1t!3'g~i5 . a.L~~~~rm~l¥J~f~ • 1f-@j 
fflllAffilfa . r {tJi*~m{~1t~? {tJi;l:l!*~.iAn,~? J ~f~T · FJT.L-j,;tt.1iP.1I'~f&*iJ}lft1f~fIJ · 
$"Ll£52?fHB':J~~ • f1E.11"§Vii~~tt~aAmH'i!:~r:p3t~nlG-fllim~ • ~m*~m~~*~.m 
~~~·*~!3'gm~**·+~~I¥JAD**m~~m@jm~.1f**·M~~1fM1f~* 
*B':J§*ml£*~·~~*~rm~!3'g~OO~~·~~ •• ·**ittl.t:p3tm.~·IZ9~~m 
Rm~~~rM ... 
[Q 4-(4)] 

§~*.~~I¥J~WBRm1£;l:l!~3t·ili;li!m~~m!3'gm~m.1f't:p3t!3'gmM·mmlZ9~ 
~Jt;~~;l:l!:t;* • JJ/)t:pm-tl2~m~* • PJmf~~l{t~3t~@J*gg~f'&~A1fm~~!a · PJT.L-j, 
f1E.::f~*ml{-t . PJ;l:l!~~PJtl~~1JD-flt:p3tl¥J~fi~ • {g~~3t~~ffi.:t~~~~~~!~ · t:p3t 
-5E~~* • {g;l:l!1iP./f'1i~~1j]I{\Z1-t~~8 • ~~8~~~~~~8~ • *ff~7t~*m~~t),~3tME1flJim 
l¥J~8a ... 
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English and other foreign languages (Question 5) 

[Q 5-(1)] 

1X1:1~E1H~Fm~fit!5'Hft IZSlm ... milit A*~~ ... m@l!Jfil m-@I;f!lZSlmi&JffI¥Ji&w:gt;f!~~ 
~)(Ili ~~~)(**1lt~l\m~$'t;~~)(1lJluJ m~D*~~~**~;g~@l~~I¥J-@l!tt:r(£1¥J 
~;S ~D*fit!PJPJf:~HE~f~m-5i-ilBftl¥J~;S ::fJe.I¥J~*@ff~~)( PJ;f!lZSlmEB*~JUA~~JJi§ 
7 ~D5IHJi¥fff;!:tflliI¥JBH)(;g~.iOO W~~{ml¥Jm=5i-ilBH mH§ff~:rEJ1tJ!*I¥J{J,jJ m~D* 
~{mti;g11H$!¥JitJjJl¥J~;S ~~~fmri;gmf:l¥JfI*l¥Jg;S {m;f!::f~¥f*~¥um=5i-ilBHI¥J ... 
EI¥J~Fm;f!~Ni&w:;gtul{*1¥J !ZSImE;g5$$U;liJUE~fm-)£~~~)( ... 
[Q 5-(2)] 

-JiN:aitVA*~~¥Ul¥Jil5i-m,~,*~W~~H*il*;gr#l 9!IEUi!¥J~ ;f!*~ ~ilWl"ti =*iU9J 
¥!{~jll'~~~~~H~JifE-!¥J5'HHf4§ l£-JiN:~~fl i1~)(::tR6;gfIJPJ[iJ mtlfffij~ ~~{it!~H~' 
ti{t~ffl' fiiJd6l~O~? 

[Q 5-(3)] 
f'rutl £*J:5€)(~Jm:l:~ *g~~I¥JA:rE1it ~1¥J~rFl'l£5€)( !ZSIf.&5€)(~;f! ... iltff m I¥J-@I 
~~~BH § PJTPJ*g~~ A~;f!~$'t;~r}]1mlit5$I¥JBft~ ~1& ... ~**ttf~lfrMi~I¥JI~I¥J~;S ~)( 
~;f! i±!:ftH&~Tm!¥J tt~;!:t{it!1¥J~7fai±!'It'ltl£dUiil~!Jfil 1X!~i£aittl¥J~M;g~ft1tI¥JJJi~ m 
5€)(E~Mpg:tlli{ll3mjiHIUfU!~!litJ ... 
[Q5-(4)] 
1X1:1~::f-)£!ffi ~~!ffi ~!lf\i5l gt19.t5:gf.j::&fpJiDi!;g;g!flll!~ mlZSlf.&O)B tzo*;f!/Nmbi: f,t;f! 
tt~/J ,!¥J/Nmbi: ~fl.3:~5l1it~~1ff~{it!~l¥Jm-Btfs"~;f!5€)( WPJ ;f!~D*¥U7 if:&fpJi tt~~* 
7 gt;f!*fI1l20 ~~7 ]Jllft!!iV~~;gI{'F!¥J1m* ~~;f!~fit!**~)(r,t~1~3!::fjti7 fit!PJfi~ 
rtD5i-*~;!:t{it!BH~ f,t19.t5S)( ~)( 1,t)( pJTPJ~Fmn~ iV~~Ij,~~ IJ,-~til¥Jif:*c~Fm~illl 

;f!¥iI¥J;f!f¥:(£ PJ ;f!~D*;f!*-'~l¥JmH~~::f ~ 1~ !ZSIm~1X:(£3t~¥xl¥J*~,~*~ ~?!'\tE3t~rm 
!¥JfJI*&1ltr:f:1 nIB -®~~:fJI!¥J!UjJlI1lt~;f!tt~~ r:iJ ;f!:(£1X~JJi B 3tl1i~~3t1J!3t;!:t1'f~~fJIl¥J 
!If\i5li±!~::fm ~~ S 3tgt;f!-@l~~m= @l1.lHm~I¥J-@liiB~iiflT ... 
[Q 5-(5)] 
1X1:1~::f~Im ~;f!;g A1f~~ iffl"§'~:Yll~&:ifflRg~ff1mi;!:tft!!~)(PJ5i-l¥JiilaI¥JA ttt~~oz: 

:m:' IZSlm~3t.1f;f!**l~Jj{..t ~~~iVj..:J,~:fr:~..t1'~mM* {g;f!~O*~ffJi ~ B¥Hr4iffi 
¥f~'lmr~~fi~;f!f!~fil¥J~;S WflI¥JAi1tt~~ot~ fZ.;)mtt~~~ A fZ.;)mtt'~~ Af~illiii1iOOI¥J~ 
iN ... !ZSIm~)(e*~j,(tf~7 jJj5~~~~o*~{fJi¥f~;!:tft!!l¥J~a~l¥Jg;S ~9!H ... 
[Q 5-(6)] 
1XJt1~::f~~~1tJjftt1t !ZSIm~fI"jfs:*gt~~-illlj:~~5'i-~~B~~M &:IE~fI"~7~3t1Gj: 
~j}~Bft ~ ~~ !ZSImft!!**gt;f!il~1f-..ttl:,~lit ml¥J~fia PJTPJ~:Yll~ jJj5Ml~-@l~t'1~fI" 
gtJlPJT1lt~I¥J~~3t jJj5m=illlm~ **~~m=5i-~fi!¥J~{~ ::fit~~ **Di!;f!1.l.u~{A~* 
~B3t ~~3t PJTj.,:J, ... 1X:Yl1~~*~~A~m=5i-~lEfill\l~ fZ.;)~fJi1:fEJP.k¥!titlt!U'f.~~s/J2It 
~ ~1&Jm~{~ S *i¥J{M{~JJU ... 1Xl:l~~m=5i-~~fi~AD;g!tf1Jo 
[Q 5-(7)] 
t<D*~+if:iWrJj~ 1XitlEJll mffl.l£1X::flEJll ~mfJi1:Ej(m.1£;f! ... ~i/iRUj,;;:1*7 ffijJ3.o~:Yc 
~~N~~m~ML::ff4~OZ:""fPJT;g1¥J ff::fff pJTPJt~:,It;g A*~~f,fiIX~}H~;f!;!:tft!!~B~l¥Jm~ m 
m-{lfig~l~fH-Ei¥J~~ ~~tt.l.-~iW¥tlfJi1:E {m~ S ~a ~~a JJi1:E'lttif'r1:EIm~~~m~ pJT 
px~tJr~~fi~;f!-@l;J:t;IEJ~lffiI¥JI~ {fJ.~{it!~fi~'It'lti±!i1;gm~ ... 

Quotes in 6.3.2 

Starting point of English education (Question 6) 
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[Q 6-(1)] 

ETH3: ~D*{1JI~gt~g~~~*~!¥J~i5 ' tttJf..tfl:f.&~~~ftjMr'!¥Jm=1I91~g~ ... gt~~{~~~ 
3t!¥J~~ , PJ~JT1JD!&:~fJU!¥J~i5 ' ft!zfrtFf::f'&!f.8,t~~ , FJTPJgt~1I91},jrnJ~Yt ' ~Yt:f~/J\-~-
11911' ~~ IZ§ m~ {rnJ A fl -1I91~JT1JDJffi:!¥J Wt~: ' {tltkfjl,~gt~m{rnJ~f~ r#l Ml~!¥J ' ff,\:f&filr(£ i9Ufl ~ 
3t!¥Jif,tfljmH~fjill:l1Jtm ' ttf~~fr'~fjtt~9JrfflMl~!¥J*!¥JH ... 
I: FJTPJ~!f.~H? 
ETH3: J!!f.~J!H~ ! tlO*~fl1f~I¥J~i5 ,t:ttfj~~Q]'p),rm~f:l~~ (~), ~~£mQjl~ ,tlO*=Q]' 
J..j,I¥J~i5 ' t:ttfj~i7fj~f:l~ , !1~ , ~N-fl!~lm@!]~1'mf:(£~j! (~) ... 
[Q 6-(2)] 

, ~Jl1~~!f.~H!¥Jfl~li~~lHNftl!!¥Jfl~ , '1ff,\~fl~fl§m~~tJ~JT~~1~1'~T ' ;gf1Jlii' 
}dt!!.¥U~~~1~]!!flJM1J ' m'i2:~m!f.~* • ~:Yl1~tlO*Q]'P)''i'ff,\~!f.~H ' ~mIE~JUK~ 
tt~/J\rfflMl ' FJTPJ~:t~ttIJ\-rfflMl • ~!f.~~T!¥JIJi1:~:f'&~ , ~m/N~f~!¥J~~:f'&Y , FJTJ..:J, 
~~3tI¥J~r~'ff1'&~ , ~*~~~~~*rg!t~1'&~~~~f~tfj* ' f1)\~**I¥J~i58,t~fl~±ff 
it ' FJTPJ~gB?tp}i , f~~:t;= ' ~m~fl='1191 ' :r,t!tw~*a ' ~fl='1I91/J\~ , ~:Yl1~~!f.~~ 
~it~~T ' aJi\j]ii1ff~~Si ... 
[Q 6-(3)] 

~m/Nm:bt~~:Yl1~ , 1'~mr<Ugoti ' :r,t~1f~~!¥J~f~ · :r,t~/J\~~~~f:l • ~m/J\~ftl1.fr'tt 
~tj1f~~~1J ' ~1&ft!!.fr'q&!&fjgn1.&5ta ' ft!Zfr~q&~~~g~!¥JfjgnQjl~ , ~Fm!¥J5m • ff,\i&8,t~m 
P}i , ~~ ... :(£~~..t-arP),~\¥#-ftl;~3t ' ~flJMff!I¥J~3t ' i!1-arPJ~ft!Z1fftl=F ' f,t~t:t/J\ , ~m 
IN~fl~nfi!!1f1.&t1C ' A;;tt/N~lt6i:1f1Ntjc • ff,\1&~{1)\11llt~P)'i& ' P)'i&~ft!ZW~om~~.(tJg~ , 
fi!!fr'~~~~ft~ ... 
[Q 6-(4)] 
~~x?'m~~g~ff ~~fO-B3:~g-~!¥J-@f~It!¥JDil!~ ttlJ \~~~Ml!¥Jlii5:r,t~~'I'I'I"!HMi!!t1f1j '1'1 
'It~'tJ~@~3tI¥J~Jt IHw.~~a~ff~~fO-B3:~g-Jte ~*FfTfl A~fj~3ta~q&!&!¥JliMDM~ 
*!¥Jf1gn !¥Jli~ ~~t-tt~H-~~ ... 
[Q 6-(5)] 

m@~~~tt9JiW61¥*&PJ1& ' *fI1flm1¥*&J..:J,i& ' ~mm@~UJ1§/J\~HJ!1£-=1¥*&ftYl1~:;t/J\ 
7 · ~~ft~Jm:!&£*!¥JtJ:B@ft!!f,*~ ~ ~ n c '1m~::ffT • ~Y~7='1¥*&PJi3f~* '~ffi 
~oJEfJ!l£~iff,\-= 'ffi~ftl!fr'fl-"lit8'i2:fr'lt!ltt1t • 8,t~~T • fj , ~m*g~?ttt9J1f:*&PJi& ' 
9J1f:*&~~ · ft~'i2:!¥JJif\r£~ , 9J1f:*&~~3t~1I1~~!¥J ' {1JI¥UiWj1¥*&!¥1t1'~~f4 • t-fl
~~~NiM • FJTP)'*fIlf-ar.L-:J,='lm1¥*&~~{:j{~liJn1t!¥J~~ , ::f~:;tmff~j}!)1I91~~~~~l1lU~ ... 
[Q 6-(6)] 

ftfr~PJMm@1¥{-t~rl9J • m~fJ!1£~1t1~-ar.L-:J,m!f.¥U~/J\='1¥*&' ~Yl1~Q]'J..:J,oti • ~JlijJU~T ... 
IJ\!¥-1¥*&-arllg~~~!¥J? ~ n C1m~~1'~T · :r,t3lftl1.~~ ABeD, fj • ff,\~&x1JD1:JJ!1£~ 
*~}t1~WI'J:!,7-mnMmi¥JWm~;t .. ~3t. (~) ... W • tzo*~ftW~f.llHAL~ • ~1td\~-r 
1iftl<iJa~.{iftmwm~±~r1=~mj}!)fj9!f3t=F-B3: · ~~"f~*{tl!i!1}t1~11if~~1.&m~ • -ar~/J\~ 
Tnl~::fIfT!¥Jf&~Hffd ' ~3t-5E:~~T ' 9!f3t-5E:~H • ;tt'JfQ92.~~am7~~r-1~~ , PJTPJ~ 
~1~/Jv~-1¥*&:;t!f. 7 ... ~}t1~~fi -5EI¥J~a3t1l~n ' !t ' -B3:~al¥J*~n ' R~~3t ... 
[Q 6-(7)] 

~}tf~cp1¥*&~tbfi~IlilJUH ' ~;l:E}t1~W@1¥ti..t1ftt.~JlijJUH~ , ~mf1)\:fJl:(£1it\1¥*&I¥JJij§ , 
tiJ1lgf1)\;tt{i!!~~ii1tt~m:~ ... ffij.El {ftiftfr~1f.Hffdf~!¥tf1'!t · ¥UCP1¥*&~fltJF.H~~ · ~ ABC 

~~::f'lt!¥J~i5 ' {1JI:.s=:~..t.Hffd~? 1!lG~mf1Ji~tif'F1lUffd1!lG=tfft~Z~!¥J ... 
[Q 6-(8)] 

~~,£m~Y/J\liZ1&~!¥~3tili~~1t ' ~m~~~T!¥J9J3t!!~li'ff..tefl-5E!¥Jfj.J.t • ~~~ 
~3t ' tt~fJgl~YT1tJif\r5L ' =~~a~!¥J~~t!2~-W3t1t!¥J~~ , ~£f.~~ , ~~!t~a 
l¥J3t1t~~g?J.~r~M • ~pg~D~~~a~ff!¥=tf5!HffJ~PJ ~ a*Jl,§}*~~~""f -*it r ~!¥J~T 
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~~~"r:p)(J ' gef~i±I~t!!I¥J:m':;-~)(~l~lIHi~:tili ' r:p)(BP~rr ' &~~~~)(1t!t~a)(1til~ 
iffitM • ~J!~!I5C~fl¥J!lAl5L ' gHSI¥J~ , q:t)(~H ' ~)(iiZ~H ! ... 
[Q 6-(9)] 

~~~~q:tuE! • ~Yll~/N!~f~~;ft;.¥~1tMffllm • IZ9m~ge~~/NJ~f~rm~Ei~ • ge~Hf~~ 
IJ\-1f.*&uE! ' ~1&~¥Um:1&JJUfj@jr:p!lllli ' ~)(iiZ1~1flN5!R~ • !tllJl~ , fffl1l.Ij\~R)tl~1N~ A 
~~1£:5t~ , ge~Yl7~1f&~~1£~~~g0E! ' !t~ • geYll~m.!f.~1f"tiuUt~Fa' ... 
[Q 6-(10)] 

-~~fX~I¥J~~ , RYll~~r:pgeQ]'tXT ' IZ9mfXYll~&1E..R~:fJl:t£~.!f.~I¥J~~ , ~if{tri1iZ:t£ 
. {tMf.lI¥J1f.*,c~ , ~~~~1l:!'8 • ge~R:Vtl~JJi:t£I¥J~~~~]I!m.!f. ' FfTtJ.{tri1l:!'81iZ:t£/J\~ 
-1f.*& • mH@j/J\:mYJJft~ge~*~*!!~gYJJft~UffI • ~1&Rjtl~{~mfll!$'I~iiZm1~1f~fil¥J · 
fXYll~ge~ • !!~gYJJft~I¥J/J\:mR~:fJlgt~ .. . gtmfi~~g~~tlJl~lN:.tIlril1¥J • ~1&~~~~~g • 
*a5IHtM~lN:.tIlril~f.l • FfTtJ.;ft;.fX}t14fXfr~ff!~]I!m:ff!5!mOO~*1¥J • ge~fXfr~'Er1j~g ~ ff!~ 
~~xH · ge~~fflmM.!f.UffI • ~.!f.~~~*~/J\~Jt~l¥J~jJ~]I!.!f. ... 
[Q 6-(11)] 

RYll~~q:t • ~/J\I¥J~?iJ!~)t~~al¥Jm:~g , ~lirt!i¥Jm:~!H1~7t • fJi:t£~~ge*~¥U/J\- • 1'f~ 
YJJft~ge~~{tri7 [ ... J ;ft;.f~J5!1£fi!!fr~/J\~mlt~~1f~)( • m1tM~-mHrf · IZ9m~&iN 
~~ZFa'iiZ~{tatt!I5C • ~~gtYl14~~Q]'tJ.Itr>JUA • fffllif~JJi1£~~{i!!iiZit*Fci'l~ • ~"~~ 
~~~~~-1f.*&gtrm~L. [ ... ] ~.~,t~l1X:m~s"JFci'lJl!1i ·lZ9mtJ\~HJi1£iiZ1fm1:.l¥JrJ].f8I • Mtt 
~~0n:{g~iiZ1'fm1:.l¥JmjJ • FfT.L-~,IJJi:f£*f:f~7tI¥J~~~~1J:""f · ..Rlltl!.!f. ... 
[Q 6-(12)] 

03: R3i~jt14~q:t • fXYll~;ft;'f9~~gfi~fr~*~f4 • ;ft; • ..R~Jl1'f¥Mm1i¥JJiJhgffflB · 1\yHiIil¥J 
JiJ~gl¥J!f!im~iIl'~M.!f.~ · !t~*~tlJR~-OOiMm1I¥JIJl • 7~1f &,~m~.!f.~~'8 • m~~a 
~71Mill1I¥JJiJf!g • ~1'f-m3t1tAf~*~i¥JJiJ~~ • 3t1tJiJtI~ • m{tri1lt~;;Il!~/J\~,t&,~~~~m 
E [ ... J .pfT.L-j.~I¥J;git3l~:W14 • ¥'HmJiJ~~I¥J~fi~g§nl • ~.~iIl'~M.!f.~ • ~r:ptJ.1&M~ 
~Q]'tJ. ... 
I: mM:9tHtriI¥J/J\:mO~? {fF~~{i!!I!YI)~f~rm~Ei~ ? 
03: ~jt14~iIl,mM.!f.~ • {.E!~mOO~~'I~~ • ge~~ • ~J!'Ii.t.~jt14~iIl,mM.!f.!$! • {.E! 
~/J\:m':;-iiZ~t~iKI • geJik~iiZ~tftl!~/Ni!!~~~1£!$! • {i!!iiZiNlt~~iiZ~&fj~ • j}~~~ 
~~nWJ{il! • geJik~~~1'm1£~ • m{triilHf~ • ~~*~{il!JJJl.1Bij ... 

Importance of mastering English and personal gain from Eng/sih 

(Question 7& 8) 

[Q 7-(1)] 

~~1Z-~§iW~-fift~i¥Jn~jJ · IZ9m~D*~I1'F • {tri~{i!!~i~A~lt~~l¥Jft~~ , A~ge* 
r~~ftri~;;CQ]'.L-j. • OK f,tfl)t~I& • FJT.L-j.E:£Ji:t£~-m!flgjJ • WRiiZm~{~~.~¥U*~flgjJ 
~mftl¥Ja~{r~ • E~ • ..R~-11II~ffije ... 
[Q 8-(1)] 

I: JHtri11lAffija- ~~3tf~J&f!U~fPJ 

PE2 : ~Jl14~Fm* ... 
I: 1£I1'FL.? 
PE2: ~Jl14~.R:t£I1'FL. · IZ9m~:Vt14~Hllt!ili{ftl¥JrJjfHi • geJik~A~ft{tril¥J • ~YJ~{tri • A 
~&~m{triJik1tMf.l':;-I¥JA • 1£*UITL.fNm:~ ... I!!~~ff!H~!tB1lL1'm11HI[~ ... 
I : WOO 1H& 1* 00 glG;ft; fi!!:1Jffii OlE ? 
PE2 : r~ltMMWJ • ~~F~~{tri~f4i±1~:5tUffI • ~:W:14mOO{6{tri~m*Ij\-OOf:f~~ • pfTJ,j.A~~ 
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~nf.(lfpJTJ;J~~)( • fXm~~m.1£1':I6'~ • geo~~lf1ffi'{fJi~geHY ... 
I : »I3~ftffjj ~ O~ ? 
PE2 : ge~@I~m~lZSJlttffjj~ca:~ ... 

[Q 7-(2)] 

11UI[~ • ~~M~:ffltt.JB1~fa&~r}JB1:16,vmf~{tt • *~mi~~B1£iJ1tllNoz;~ • ~~~Lg§~ • [] 
O±~)( • ff!~lN?£¥~1£iJlIlJmoz;,~~ ... 
[Q 7-(3)] 

~~fXfflo,yIHlEf!3JJr~ ... M~Rbmmi~~BB1m~tE . ~~~»I3~l£~fJfLjfDfffl~WB1A~D*~~tHJ~ 
JJ::f~{Y~ Ai!lWgB1~2i • PIti~tt~~~¥U'3W · :t;l't~l£J!i~TlJim:B1If,f{-t • ¥J1JDLf4t!1ffi'*~ 
{!flJ • .1£1'ti~N~~~~iH3*~~~~~~miB1IJ'l. ... 
[Q 7-(4)] 

mmi~3t ... ~flt4~~~${t?!I{'F0~ IZSJm~~A ftl1.::f~ .. ~~Fa1iV8,t~fstJR~lNjG~~ 
IlB'C$~ PI ~ff!~H{~1f2~1§i ~Ytt4~~lt~ Ar.t~¥)l ~~$~Im~3t~~1Jffii~I {'F1ljlUJ 
p1TJ;J~Ytt4~~If'Fot1 ... 

Quotes in 6.3.3 

Uses and funcations of English in Taiwan (Question 9& 10) 

[Q9-(1)] 

I: 1ftJlIl · ~~B~-@IfOft!!AtMmiB1I!:~I~O.~ ? 
PP4: ~~ .. ~1IJliY · IZSJmJJll£tJit't~*~~7HiA± · p1TJ;J~~I'l~3t~mttt~~ ... 
I: fDO,y~~ Am~ffl~)(1Mmi ? 
PP4: r.t~l£If'FL~7H~AIllI~ ... 
I: ~:&,,~t~~~-g-n~? 
PP4: -tl2~If'FL ... 

[Q 9-(2)] 

l£a1tl~)(Mz1'~fDAR!l!JB1m~I~ • ~Y :'P~AB1If'Fm~~DilMRm* • *~I&A~Y 
1f~~~~)( · Bm~m::flltfj!ffl¥U~)( • J;JmniHPIJ;JtI(;~¥X±~~)( • JJl1£fJJJ¥x±i:l2::fiift 
9Jf)(Y • PJT.L-~~iift~3tRf1g:rEa$Mt~J;JIY ... 

[Q 9-(3)] 
TU1: 1f~fijtjW~ot11£fX1r'~~If'FJ!j{!ji~B1 {E!~1£Bm~m ... Bm~m;l't.tl2¥i~»I3~ 
ti~Im ... ~¥U1'~1~12:~lJI)~Il1~ IZSJm{fJi~it~ {r~m~-mt]~)(nt'L {Jlfl{fJi::f:f~J~12:m 
7f1Jmi~ ... 1C~B1-@IIJ'l. ... 
I: 1£iJ1tl~ff.j J1.~)(fl-@m~B1tf4miI~? 
TUl: f-t fJ1~ ge~~~fJfLjJf~~im'!@1~ot1 3~Hi!~~H4~ ~D~Ji! .. {fJi~D*Ji!$3t~ {fJi~D 

*~;l'tftl1.~~ 1NI'fHtlJIljlUJ ;l't{t!lB1~~~;g~lJIl.IB1f4* ... 
I: ffJip1Tf!1lB1tf4mi~? 

TUl: 19mrmit ... ~m~m ~f& WG1!m~$~-~JllJP7C IZSJm~D*~~3t*ft!!fr~lN~m~ffl 
~3t*rmlt IZ§mfffNtHI1~f!f~gffi .pJTJ.-~~1Jffii~-)E~ffli¥J¥Ui¥J ... 
[Q 10-(1)] 

fX:Wt4'8~-@~JT~~mE {~fN~¥&*~ .L-),mHm1§i~{t~~)(¥~1IJliY fXfr,JJl.1£PI J;Jy~Ut!lfli1J: 
ffiitfpw,::: f)}9Jf3t¥~ ~~~fJ!H§~~f~JJ!)@~~MV~fU -mEB1~~~~fXfr'~~Wt" m~ ... 
'8~-@1~fiB1 ge~~-@I~'~B1~t1Eot1 .. l£7fJ~It$ ... 
[Q 10-(2)] 
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!Z9mfX~ PJfig~;frt¥JA fu:ltt'~*~~ 7 IZSlmm1£~3ta':JfjgjJH{~8*~~*~tNffi7 ~r 
{~**~lfm ... ffiHI. fXj!l~ PJfjg~~m: 1H9iw.dmfl~~JfN~~~fitfL fi flG1tl"J~~ltt:~fI1l 
~tR~7 .. . PJT ~J~j!H{~~~WJl~~145€3t::t ~-1ll{t~ PJfl~~;g7J<J1$!t¥JA mt~a':JWL~H{~ .. ~r 
{~fEi~9Ht7 f!.{l&~**mH{~~ .. IZSlA~ PJTJ-~tU~~m§a PJT~J8t~tIl~3t ... 
[Q 10-(3)] 
~~ ~p;g+OOPJ...ta':J~~ff!mm1£aifltllli lli'!P&fi*a':JfiU!(flJ~ mj1ff-~~~Fm-~9i~ 
~~ffa':Jm~ ~~fi!mml'HJTtyla':J CNN BBC ffr±f-l~U!(a':J Discovery lb~£~ ~~ttMl! .~a':J 
HBO if~ MTV ~ :ER1JD...t9='3t!m~a':J~3t~.~!(~ J!1'1~ 7 ... 
[Q 10-(4)] 

ETU3: ~j!l~r::~fjg.~:m:~t¥J~ff~ r::Rfm}l~-@l~1JWJt¥JBa~ tE~WJBa~Iit9=l.m~ 
(8 .... 
I: :m:~(8~1iWJ~ff~ l':P!~? 
ETU3: tb~D~7HtUJTrm [ ... ] ZfSOOAAtftft1JOO [ ... ] {~China Post fO Taipei Times '8~*...tPJT 

~tfit¥JAD l.&~~~~J~~~~~3t(8~WJA.1: FJTPJfx~l~ .. l'&~ AM5~nm@l*~9t3t 
(8 lZ§mftg~~Dml':p!f:m9t~:a*NIHi'~A~ aifl~~1tM$ ... 
I: PJT~J~5€~a¥x~tE~(8? 
ETU3: ~D5IH$Mt(8 China Post ~~f~tb~{~ IZSlm1.&~~Siji~~*~~~~ym1Th'l ~m{i!ztr1 
~Dm~~tlD*&frtE~~3tlt~ff~a':J~l5 ifJif,t:tt Times !11(;~~ New York Times 1t;g-~'tM 
ftMil'lffiMIljIUJ ... 
I: l.&*gB7t~3tAAttmlfrll3:ftr.$ 7MWJ'-¥~3t? 
ETU3: l'&~Ifrl§i)~~m-:rti f;!Pfre:ft~ff~a':J~~a$JTM '8ili~~tJi~~~?Jt3t (~) .. ;{UJTfm~! 
9t3t !j!lJl~ ... 
[Q 10-(5)] 

~~rIm .. . ~m*~~m!jt¥J~*~~ a;flt¥J*~~~'lmat4r:p3tn.~ J~1£1f'lJmF1'~'lm;;i'Ilr:p3tn,~ 
tE-®I{'Fa':J~fl'1rmf.&~a':J?Jt3t {.E!.~*gB7ta':JA~~a':JMif~M5~~~f'IJ9='3tIljlUJ ... 

[Q 10-(6)] 

a;fl;g~~mff~;g~~...tBllI!mmPJ~~Lf~t¥ 9tBa#tmm~tl2~p 8;t:ll:fffl~ ~h~~~f!~ 
{g~f§rn*~~A~(8~~ ""fOOa':Jn~'f~ N71tP!9t~a {J;J.p ~ ~»pp!m~7 ... 

Quotes in 6.3.4 

English for a better career and higher social status? (Question 11, 12. 13) 

[Q 12-(1)] 

tlD*~@lA · ~;g~ • $~...t~&;g · J!Ha':J~m · ili~Lf1f-arfjl! • ~m...ta':J~l5 . iligLfflGtr1-ar 
,l:)t±l~~m . jg1*7 . **flGtr,tellm:ti:l5C · *ImliJijgjJ · (fU~;gt:i]'ijg • §M*~i'4~¥i;g I § 
M~¥i;g~*'~m§M~a':J$~f,t~m~~a':J~liJI~·~.ili~~~~ifl~-liJA$
~ -;:£~li!lf!~3t1¥J · fjlljlUJ • re?Jt3tlljUa(8mM* · l'~a-llIA&9t3t8t~7E!lJI~ • ~~»PP! 
m~ ... 
[Q 11-(1)] 

SE3: ~~~14~-liJf.ijfml® f.ijfmJfNIJt.~.1'&f§m: WtIUWtlU~j\J»PllI~~tl2flf§m:a':J ... 
I: m{t~? 

SE3: ~, .... tlO*;g:lt~a':J~fi~ $ • ...t8tt:i]'P)7Ml.lUA. fj~fi »PPJJ-~7ml.lUA(8g,~,f,.t~ 
N{mPJ~J*~EEmlll*g§~fim: fiU[!j1J »P~9='~A*~j\J$ • ..t. 9='~A~tr'R~fifl)9='1lm 
3tit. 9='~(8*g§ mtlD*IDl{m4-~~7?Jt3t ffJiPJijgPJJ-Jj'&fJJjImzA~jYJ~ii {fJlPJhgPJ~JiN !VB 
,E,t *g§52A~jYJ~ii {fJlPJij~ PJ ~Jmff!IIA~jYJ~ii f!{13dfJI*~EE ~ @l{fJlPJ J-~~DmA~(8~mt¥J*~·~ 
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A~~~~fta"l*g§ mWk!l!U!fl¥J-fl11Ufl¥JI~1IfiL mHg~-flmf!UU!t1JI.I!J!~~ni~7 
~~fBl~$!J!~flT fBl=fll".R ffijJ~lH':EfBlij[1£~@I~pJTf.1~~@I1tE1J ~pJTf.1~~@I1tE1J ... ~7 
~@ 1£~Il'F..t '8ill~-@I1N:*:1IHf~I~~fl ... 
[Q 11-(2)] 

'8pJT.)J~:~t~:R .. gt~~{BltU&ll"m1~¥U · gt~1ttt,5t1f5m~:tJ • ~~{Bl1fPJfig~@I*g§1t* 
*~$Jj! .L-~ irlfl § iW~Wk~Jt!\Bl*~ • lJI3ll"~~* .. ft~ ..t~nt~-fl~~t .. 
[Q 11-(3)] 

ETH3: .L-~J:~~ .. 
I: E~-OOI~? 

ETH3: '8~-OO~~;fl¥JI~ ~1&!t~~iffl ~ ~7t~l¥JI~ ~~f4 § 1lt?~~~ '8~-f1I!~D 
~~ill~~i5PJ~ .. 
ETH3: '8~~O~? 
I: 1lt~'8~~o~~ ~~~aa~7f3rrX:~;t~~O~~-fl*~~ !t~ t~Wi~~i5 ill~n~~ rzg~~ 
fr'~~~OO~a~ gt~~~gt~A~gt~ff~HI~~Am~-lJ'H~:R Pifi~~~ rzg~~lU~~3t 
iffl*~rm~1N~ ~~~~~91~ ~1ljIiiJ rzg~f~~Mi~-U~ .[P]~W[P]3t1ljliiJ lJI3~frt~t!H'f. 
~~-fI -OO~~mil¥JIHm:tJl¥JI~lJI3gt~~3t ... 
[Q 12-(2)] 

Bfigm~i3a*~~ifQ3t pfT1f~ifQ3tmm~i3a~~ ~'fIg~$UflJ~ ift~lfj7g~~?1fiJ {E!r9JUH*, m~ 
3t~~-)E:tt~~#m ~m~i% ... 
[Q 12-(3)] 

*@!t~1f ~~iri!J~~tt~1l:J{rPJ~!t~fI~3t~~~f ~*~f'F~~f~A fili.{iWtt,5t~ 
~Jjf* tt~D~f~-Ntjf.rm0~~JjfJ(ift~tt*±~RI&rm~~ !t~~ ... 
[Q 13-(1)] 

-OOA1£~±ll"~Jt£fft =fll"~~~3tfigtJgtJt£fftgti@j .. ffii~fi!2.t¥J*~1flJt£{ft .. *~i~iNjEa~t¥JJt£{ft 
~fI~3tfigtJ~ft!1.1~1f1N~~Jt£{ft(~) ... 
[Q 13-(2)] 

SE3: m=fm~n6 =f~11H§~ ~=f5G~[P]ftllfiL 

I: ~ft~? 
SE3: ~~ij[1£"i~D5f.HE1f'!!AUftJt£fft~D*~1flJl3@1 fili*g~7t~~mjf.@]*~ filifr,*g~ 
7tm~~mjf.~~~ rzgm.RlflJl3®lf1l~A 1£1Xfr'~/J\~~1~:tfi§~{ytfj~. pfT.L-~m~~ 
f{g1r'll¥JJ:-{-t~ftf!{mNHl¥J~JlzHiPl .. lJI3ft!?frH~·~fl~t.mm {i!2.1it~~3tRgtJH PJ~@]* 
ft£~=f~f~~tt~H lJI3=f-)E: ~~-OO1~f~ ~jf.-1Wm:fji.i~~ ~-¥l¥J ~fr~~-¥~ 
tt~D~ tt~O~I7j(Jf~T7 ftl!.t!1.:f-)E:~3t~~5m {E!.~j;ftl!.~*:W{t!!ri:fIr~~Jm {g~ft!!Ut' 
JlE{ft=f~rzgm~oo*g§*l¥J iffl:l'E~~{if!l¥J~~.~~~{if!l¥J:lt~*~ PfT.L-~;l:t.*fi~7t~:lt 
~~ ~-¥l¥J11?:~~~.filifr,m=fJE:~~~3t~1f(t:]A {E!~{i!2.fr,(t:]ffr±ttJt£{:fL1'~rzg~~~ 
~3t ... 
[Q 13-(3)] 

ETE3: .. {E!~ UftJt£{ft~ lf~AU.!ili{fti@j~3t=f-)E:~T .. =:gZra~l¥Ji!t!*a ~=fJE:137tZ13 .. 
rzgm~Yt1~uttflE{.i'L~~I5 .. gt~=f~ 13 7t Z 13 I2SI~Utt1tE{:fL(t:]liI5H{~~:ttfili*it§*1'UIff ... 12SI 
~ffctll"1tE{:fLff!~~;gftg~$~liX:gt ~~ .. 
I: pfT J:).~3tH1' JM~UttJt£{ftrtJj? 
ETE3: ~3tH lf~.R~~~1J\!i! ~~M~i5ffiie lf~.R~I{'FJ:iHi~m~ .. {E!~n~~Ytl~&:z 
P}i A~ttfljm~@]*!ti1JD§ a(t:]u,ttJt£{ft .. gt~ilftflHlJm*t)ut § aU.!ili{ft ~:g~ § a 
*$~-OOI~ ... '8~@]I~ fg1ft!1IftgtJ~=f{~~fi!2.fft±ltJt£{fti'l6 ... 
[Q 13-(4)] 

lfPJfi§ • fHt1~~~PJti~ 'lzsl1~§iW*~M • ~7fm}:flI.L-~)7} '1J~3tl¥J*g§ • *~7t~~ .. Il!, .. 
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tt.~D~~3tijghittt.!Ii~~i¥JlmH~:JII~m~i¥J ' 91:. ' ::t~~U1:. ' ~1{t .. f,t~w::tJ!tt.~Hi¥J ' 
¥xf)'llltiL' *:tJ!tt.~~fi¥Jtt.~fjg~fJHIf; .. Il}B .. 3lz:~~~T=*~ ~ ~~)(, ~~~)1.M!t@]*i¥J • 
~*:tJ!H:t~Wtit=*~ , {1]I~D*~-~*:tJ!:fHWfjg~t}IHI~~~~ , ~ ... :tlD*IDtf!W@Al£ 
-t.e ' ~D*-@~)(fjghtt.~5tft ' -@ri~~)(fjg:1J ' AW:1f3tf~t:t{i!!i¥JlIr!1tH-W!f,t1f·· 
3tl~IDtftfr H)f.ll;~ ... 
[Q 13-(5)] 

THI: it~ ~~~~it~:z~~)(~gifjtt~J1.it~~ ... 
I: ~1t~? • 
THI: {i!!11"B~~*1fUlitrfN~~~~)(J:Jr{t::t~Hllili! ~f{t:X1JDL.~ff.¥{i!!:f~~OOAmtf~tIJ 
'i' {~~ ~-@t1Eflji¥J~3tjmhi¥Ja~f~~ ~ faf1]li¥JfflH~jjB{.iL*!1} f,ttt~~ f~i¥Jfjgh*~ f,ttt 
~H i£ -lf9nt~~a'g~r!l£WlHi FfT J:J -JfN:A ltJlf~~ fi!!PJfj~Jt£f.iLjWj~'t1f~ :t1f~r-illi 
\lilUW~ ~l~-Cl7JiEflj~:Jta'g~)( ~llt~{i!!]1ja.Hz.~i¥J pfTJ:J~)(Hmtrm!*a¥UfN~1J 

1Hi ... 
[Q 13-(6)] 

SEt: i£f,t:.tE:Uitffi{iflaJia'g*~\1 f1]l;rg~~*jfrIf]m~\1~ u£ ~)(mm~~ ~f&/J\~~mm: 
~~~141Nt1Eflji¥J~3t fXJ:J 1{t~ ;G:~t~;G:~f~ ... z.~a'g ... AAtmla'g~I! ... 
I: J}j)ff.¥ftJ!!**itJll~~VIi~3tfj~:1Jf,tlt1f$5c~UitjjBfft? 
SEI: ~mftr;it~:fit ~1lf~~1fftri:fit J}j)f1I!~jft ~~ .... f9Ij~o~-fm1 PI~~ili1fW&:f::t 
-ft f51j~D~~*~~ EfIl~*~~ **:fJll~ftfr .. ~ {g~~)(f't:J~~~ff.¥aJif't:J*~\1 i£;l£:-OO 
~)1.a'g*iZS ~f&)1.~A ~~ ~f"~"~ ... 
I: W:E:.tE:1f -OOA fNit~fIlr!)( {1]I1f:ftrilillli1:T~ttl't-J1J{[i? 
SEI: ~ .R~~7~ilat:JilaiN~*~~ ;¥tftfr B*il~~ml't-JflHn~ili11tjftf~1NJr.ttli .. t:tll!l~ ;iji"t;l£: 
{triPJ J:Jm-fmJJUf't:Jila~mWr~~J!!I¥JJf4~ V'itflJ ~1{t~'Hi~iE m~m~ AfrX14:I¥J ... PI ~~ 
OO)ji,;t{~~ili~Lf{~'£];R1t~~ QX;~;IiHN1t~tIJ~3t ~fX*ilflJ~-t~I¥J ... 
[Q 13-(7)] 

fX:fJlf~ fX:f3tl~~ff.¥-OOila~ ttt:t-OOA tt~l!fXt:tftfrl¥J:tjr! ;¥t{i!!AfX:f~Dm fgt:tfX 
*~\1rim ... {g~fX~~:t£t:Jitl;¥tft!!A:.tE:~ftl't-Jllf\r.st ~ff.¥*~~7} Am~:fH (~) PfTJ-J,~l~~l 
i¥JAf,tf~~Bff.¥1NJfJt~ ... ~1f)ji,;t:.tE:ttJ:JiW~ t:Jitlili:.tE:ii~~m~ 1ig$fi]m~l!I1~.illi ~~~¥U 
i¥J~Ut~~(~) ... ffflll-JfN:A{~W ~7i£J!!7-.i¥J~3t ~:.tE:8m:f~f pfTJ-J,t:tmW81lJl~Hl't-J ~ 
~¥iJJU*f.f0~ .. fffl1l1.&~~B3:~ a ilil!:f*'II~3t PJ :m:/J\~T p'~~fJ1!~fIJJ~~1:i]f~:m:~3tI¥JJ+! 
iZS ~,;tl.&.w~11lt~ i£1fftJ!!H.m11ltl't-J {~r:p3tm~fIl:fm~7 t:tll!l~ ... 
[Q 13-(8)] 

PEl: ~#oB *#~~ fXJlf~~~f!tT~ ~mitJll~~{~flfff~J.ltt.$~i¥\'j ftfr1tJl1~{~1¥J 
~ i:iJ1m3tl~~{~a':Jffct1t*~'~1~JE~1y J}j)pfT J:J~'8tt~{~-OOtt.~ 1£1~\ § *~{~-Mltt.'~~T 
a'glW7}~l$i£ttT 

I: m{~~)'HEl*i¥J ABC ~3t1Nt1EfJj -JfN:A 1t~:Zff.¥ft!!11"~±ttjjBffttt.5cif1jO.~? 
PEl: t:t ~J:r~~:.tE:m-EP~ ~m~11"JJ!l£al'Jl¥J~~~11'~RmIf'F~1lfm-EP~L.lHi fi!!.11" 
l¥JU1Ef~1ftt~*a'gil~ m{g*Et~11'~R~If'FQX;:m:~iffiL. ;¥tWi!fUl!-fl~~Ml. J}j)m~ 
'i'f~~§J1Ez.l{t;¥t.f,t1f]l!~I¥J~*tt~.J:Jf{tl¥JlW7}i£f~T {glMJljrmMlfi!!11"*@t:tf~1fil~ ... 

National English ability and Taiwan's global competitiveness (Question 14& 15) 

[Q 14-(1)] 

02: fXW:l~~a~1ighm7T~mHa':J {'!3J£~:f:.tE:-JE~~3tU~ P.:.tE:JJ!1£.1:7JiE;f!~3t W1it~ 
~3t:m:~U\l~ ... 
I: pfTJ:Jm7T~3t~ghm~? 
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G2: flG~!l~~YJ~~~~~H7 :f~~¥U :f~BlOOA~m~~filtZ~~I1'F1¥J :f~Bl-OOA 
~~~~~I1'F1¥J1ljI~ :::fm~~.K~~ol:!. .. flG:Wl~f~1EW~1PI¥J.c",IjSI,NNWW1,~~*-®f~fN* 
:fm~Bf,nl~g§ ~1&~ ~ ~~-®f~jEI¥J*g§ntL 1t~ft~1¥J {E!.~.~~t.t~7f,tm:f:EmH! 
7~ .. flG3tf~~ff~¥5i1U§'fJl¥Jru!~ iiJtiE~1ff§f1I¥J~~ff:f:E~ ~~U~3tf~~ .. {~-g .. ~ 
mf~M1f1t~~N{~it~m~ tlD*~~flG~fiU~~=lf flG'i'~itf'&~jlm f;~~fNm:~ W 
tlD*~~~ili1f~Im.l:OO:m:~m ~@L*g§f.&m~ x¥~~mflGf!"~)(ti~jJx~l&~{t~{t~ 
I¥J W~~f~x~~7 m'B ~ti7 ili~~7 {ii!.ili~l~mm~t~:ffTllII~ flGfm~ttfiio*~{t~§ 
7}HI2:9/J'~~ §~HI2:9/Nm~OOftf&OO-~~ miiJti~OOTr~m fJt:Ytl~~9;tit1f~fif'&Jj[~l'&Jj[ 
~1¥J*g§ {E!.~~~Y5i1'f~'~Bl@lA~IHl~~m@lf~J3t~ -;E~~~-@Iif1j~:glG9:tif1j ~ff&.1¥J 

t~~*~a)H~~al¥Jti~jJ f~~7m@l~*ft~jJ~t~59i7n.~ ~n.~? Bl@lA~i&1~t~ Ilm*ft 
~jJi,t~59i7? (~) ... 
[Q 14-(2)] 

~Yll~ff!~;f!;t;~~ § a1'f!ftft5I¥J3<:{tJ:t)~~m~ .. ~f&~ffl .. WB .. ~ffl~~fire§ al¥J ::Pt1~ 
~~fi:glG;f!9J)( re§ BI¥J)({t!ftft5tf£Jliili:* ~~fiiiJ P):&f'F-@ImIJiI¥JI~ mjtfii!.A~Dm~ 
pm t:Jlfl~~@IftT fJ :::f~~-~¥Ut:Jlfl{ii!.PJm~ Thailand ... 

[Q 14-(3)] 

~~m~Ql:!. ... Jitt;f!~f!"m~~mm~I¥J~.tIl **~tit:Wl~ !ii~:::f;f~7i~1:.{E!.~~~B'I!Jll"ff~ 
it~l'l~3<:J:t {~:::f it~j\J~3( fJU itl¥J ~'U~=lf;f!fJ 1} '8J I¥J ~W M WJit J:t!l& ~~tl pJT tJ iiJ fj~ 
it J:t!l&:m~ ... f,t;f!~ [qJ f~~ fiAIlIIli -fiit~l'lm-@I:::f it~j\J 1} '8J :f:EJ!!;~I¥J~~1it ~tr m!jfJt 
1} '8J J:t!l&HI¥J A)!§*MWJ~ pJT PJJitt;f! f§fJl¥J~,t;f!~D*t:Jlfl~±~~~j\J~3(~~ 1&1¥J~j5 ~,t;f! 
]I!~~mff-~fiiUitl¥J~Jt~jJ ... {E!.iWm~~~@Im~:::f~ntL .. 
[Q 14-(4)] 

TUl: §iW*E"~m~l¥J .. 
I: m:J!I¥JJJj{~~{t~? 
TV 1: m:~ I¥J JJj{ ~~ 5"lfl ~ fEili~ .. ~ m 5"lfl fE :::fili:*1l\Ii! PJT.L-~ ~ if',::tm ~ fEili:* ~ f.H~ if'~ 5" 
~:t:ffiH7 f,t:J~fH~iBatll¥Jl$&!Jt:t:IUm x:f~A*7i~1:. ~f&~if"-ifi~tt~fE fJtif"I¥J*~~ 
J!~Jm *~jJ!f~~~~if"x:::f~fE9:tIlm*~imfi1J[tiJ mf~Jitt~HNNjtfii!.I¥J~}llmiE~1Pr1t~ 
~f~t~J7'3{f]i:::fiiJfjg§a~Jm PJTPJ{f]i~iNIlm~~tIL iN~~~M!Ia ~)(f,t-;E~ ... 

[Q 15-(1)] 
ETH3: ~~~,~B"J 
I: &'~I¥J? 
ETH3: 1it~0JIDJ -OOHB"J~~ (~) ... ~1l]~~!tl1f~1'ilifIft~j;jJt.A~~~Ul¥JtlE1J ... (~) 
I: ~{t~~3tfj~:hf!ff-3::~ft~ :hit!fJ1JO? 
ETH3: lZSIm~3t1f§M~t!!:~;ll!:~tR~I¥J~1f~ PJTJ,~1f1'&1P1Jilli~t'~7GE* PJTtJ~f!"~D*~ 
:f:E5"lIl~3<:ti~jJmft :f:E~~ft~jJ1.Jffii~it!j1JD ~@If§tlTntU flGl¥J~JHJ~f~~f!rmI~ 1i!!:::f 
it~3( ftQl¥J*g§iiJ.L-~~¥U~~H~·1lm fi!!1'f~lIttf4tj iiJ~ftgt5i~mfi~fi1:! ftQ&'~~~u&-fifqt 
ft refii!.I¥J*i§~tt~m~ WmftQ~a~!t1f~@iffi~ {-tB~ll§t~~~ft!!.@Jjm~5'i-~FnN4!1a 
fii!.9Jrl'l'~7-JWfIJ~I¥J*U~U ~;l1!~M.I¥Jf§UT ... 
[Q 15-(2)] 

~iiJti~iiJ.L-~ ~m~D*~if'n~·fJT1JD!&:fD~~I¥Jf§UT ftQfr~*~jj!f~.~~igm;t:J'l!~mfii!.if'lk~~;t 
I¥JA~~1'f~~fi£**I¥J~fflij~jJ ... 
[Q 15-(3)] 

G3: ... :fit .. gell{&1P~M~)(I¥JIlm~ ili:f jM~~1.&5tRl¥Jft~jJ .. 1N1Plfm*~3t;ll!:'Er1J~aa ih 
:::fJM~1'f1N~9il¥Jft~JJ ~nJ.l:¥l:~IlmM~1.&t'~"~3<: iiJ~:fHN5tRI¥JN~jJQ.~? ... 
I: tJl)ft~:h~~1n? 
G3: :f:Ef~~1I1l!l*I¥Jf4li .. f4ttmil~B"J~~ ... 
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[Q 15-(4)] 

ETU3: ~:ttl~~~af!g:b ~Nft~ tJ~ 1im~;kI¥J:tElrulmL 
I: ::f::t:tl3rul ~{t~? 
ETU3: ftSl~m~~ii:J4UatMl¥Jr",5Jm iffl::f:tEtn.R~~a ~ I¥Jr",5m J!;~~~W1~~~jm1iil3z:~l¥Jru5 
iL. 
I: ~ii:~i&~l¥Jr",5m 

ETU3: !j ftSl~-W1WlJ~ J;JB**~jYJ B*~W1~~1i~~3'z:1¥J ii1.1iA::ftW"~~3'z: OJ~!j 
fi!!fr'*~11l\':b fi!!fr'~3'z:~~m{jUmt~- ri1i-W1A~gml¥Ji@1{i!!fr~1¥J fg~{i!!fr~*~7J!\I:b1iri1i 
~W It.~~iB1I11i 1im~l¥J;k .pfiJ;)Jx)tl~ ~~{i!!fr':tEWlJ~I¥J~~~N g al¥Ji&J:Il ... 
[Q 15-(5)] 

:~Jfl¥J~J.lI!:1J~W~Ij~fDWfJst K¥ g {aIL.' 'Wtt.~~ati~jJm~· ::fi@jf:IHt-~~BfmjJ 'M'~PJ.1-:A 
mft-ai!1I¥J;1~~ft~tJ .R~m~tE::fIfij ... 

Negative effect of English on local cultures? (Question 16) 

[Q 16-(1)] 

1t:w ~I! fE!.~~ W1~I!;ij!Hji~::f~f § IW"fNJftIlT5E ... ftSl~{m~~~~3'z:m {ti~J¥U{mmt<$:!}! 
-~7JIjI¥J*g§ ~1~Hi~:{m~ilJl¥J~ra' WG~~{me:W-~mmbl¥Jrt¥ra' .pfiJ;J1i~!&! {E!.~¥U@~ 
H~~::f~f ~1i:W-W1fm$ ... 
[Q 16-(2)] 

PEl: tW" ~~-OOtmfjflll .. 
I: ~Fm? 
PEl: !j {E!.~::f~jt1Hi1¥J fjt)tl~~~-OOAJ~OE! ~)tl~::f1f~~tt~~ft1Hi ~{~A -;R{m 
YJ,1r 24 OOtj\~1iIl mfm**!¥~3'z: fmg~t'tt$3C~!¥{ml¥J*±I¥J*g§ m~H{~~-W11Ng 
~BWJ!~ .. 
I: pfi.l-:A1r~Fm5&~ fg::fJe.l~~::fHB"J 
PEl: !jQjIaJ ~fi*g§~fr'11Ui~m5JU~ {m¥i~~!¥7*±B"J*gglrtt$3CHO.~ mWG::g-~{m~ 
7~3'z: !¥7~3'z:~~ ~J(~OJj..j,)tf~~~OJ.l-j,~f~tt~~~f fg~~~~7*±B"J*g§ lJtR 
t'tt$3C7WMi!!fr'~ttT fg~~)tf~~~A~::ft'ftSl~~-'Uiiffl1ipfi~~ ... 
[Q 16-(3)] 

ETU3: ftSl~~~a~~~~gll\lUJ 3::~ft~3::~ftB"J*gg f.~~{m::(f local ~*g§~~-fl ~)i~ 
f¥1£B"J ifflli;ktm7j-A~~::(f local .Jtl±lI!mB"JA::f~4ijW1Al±l~Il\IUJ .. ~)tl~mUj~:~@I::f[f3J~ 
1i:~ ... 
I: ~~~::f[f3JWi~? 
ETU3: ftSl~*±3'z:ft tt~D~::f'1fJ!cp3'z:~~a~g ftl!ga-@I~*1cQjIaJ ffij..l3.ffl~tlTB"JilHm
::(fft~B"JA~fHt~~m~A ffl~~a::(fft~tt.~D~{~{i'&WlJ~~jr{~1¥J {iE.ii1.~mm-MA::(f~§t~ 
{i!!~ Q]'~g~f!l~m*±~t~iU~ft ~ pfi J;J~)tf~m~~J!::f-tl0E! 
[Q 16-(4)] 

ftSlm~1tl~ • tt£:1J3tftgt{~~/lijU/lijU~jYJl¥J • -~tI'MD~{mgalN1ffil{m~ • {m.R::fi@j~te~3t 
1ltIJUNA~{i'&J1!H~1f4illi · J1!Hl¥Jif4m1' {m::f JH~tW" ~ {1J;I!f.~ proud of your own traditional 

culture • pfT.1-:A{m::frM~~~~~ • pi · ftSlm1im@l • pfiJ;J~~W~~3'z:ft • ff!!.~::f~ • ffij~~ 
~J1!~~~ show ~B"J*i§. ~iHm share ~B"Jm@jfjttm1iB"J knowledge !11(;J!t~B"J traditional B"J 
1'&~*i§ · ~i:iJJ;J share ~ • ~~~Jt~~fJ ... 
[Q 16-(5)] 

~)ftl~::f[f3J~ jl;J~m:(fB"J-@jm~OjIDJ 'M)~ ~~::(f~~ftm~Jttr m::(f1r1N~~filLj~WG{t 
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M**~~*~mff~t&1J*~,~ fD1Lf~:<fi:± gt~~nt~.JJl1£~*tf~7t;g$U1N1}~,t~ .. ~,t~ 
tiJOtKtlH'f, f.§.~~J!1Lf~ zt~ga(t]:<$:± maiflm1£!Z§miQ.~jE;t.fRijtf FffJ.,.:J.fmInilU~TXfm~ 
mmff~:<fi:±l¥J*03J!@J* ~1f..t~~~Ht ~1tl~:MLr9.1flH§fjjg;g :ML=1'1t~$UtJFm~fjjg;g ~ 
!Z§~{~mliJff#{~1£~i!1l¥Ja~if~~ 81N1}l¥Jmll .. uJ§ .. 1iJf~~{t~*~,~7t~0JI~ lN1}fm~-JEJ! 
ml;S;mliJ .. ffriliffi rzgm1f;i;E:ffr±liffil¥JJII~MI ~,t~f;E&'t&*~,~ * *iJ&ml8l¥J*~.~ iJ&!l:Z8a"J*~,~ 
fDfflZ:r}JI¥J{9U.:r ~1!t 1£m$U3::~1t i,t~;ltl'l~ 1}fm~~f;E/ J \t&1J {t&.® Fff PJfX~1tl~ § MI¥J 
JII~ H{~~Hu~ Hf~=1'~1f1' ~~ .... 
[Q 16-(6)] 

fX=1'~~~~-1I3::~~l¥JAA~'~W1}~1f'ffi~7~~'a~iQ.~~~B~·"~'~ 
~*~~I¥J~WI 0 ~fflAOsf.J1}~&J!~~~.l¥J~Jt., ffij1£*1J~fflt:p~l¥JAotJJ{~1}~ , {fU 
=1'~~!z§~~~~ &ffij&!£.3:~~~ 1t*~~l¥Jfj.lt ... 
[Q 16-(7)] 

G2: fX&lA~~1t/f'l±l*~WM8AI't~~1' ~ PI ~fX~I¥J~~1~~&:ffjj~I¥J~~tjt1l2~~ 
W*±~1tl¥J ~ga*±~1tf!OOI¥J~iliJB~~1£{t&Jt~ ... fX~ftM~1~ftfl.fi*±~1tl¥J~ 
W/f'~lNWliJ~rzg~fX~~ =1'3W ~~~$UI¥J~~ fXfr' g B~1lJa~:gS'g fi!!Jt'VlHBi~1IJ~~BS'g 
tM~sf.J ~1f@: f!~{tf!§ al¥JBJ~~Jt.iQ.;lEfBl~~~~tJF~S'g &'-1iJ~*1f -liJ'B1JBBa-S'gjF)(: 
~ fif! ~~, 1tfEJt {if!S'g£.3:~~l¥J *03fE fifM"JF~t4t ... 
I: FffPJ~~J7gJ7gtf~S'g~:g~~1tN~? 

G2: fiiQ.~"f~~~1f~1! ffi~fif!tmliJfjllR~ mll1mllitElI\I~ *,rsfir9.1f§ aJ7gtf~~gX;l¥J~t.J 
mM* mM8AI't iQ.m'8~{fi~~~i!.~¥9.~~I't~~$U ... 
[Q 16-(8)] 

TUI: PJ&!, ~/f'~;g~1f=1' ~S'g~ ... 
I: ~ftM? 
TU I: PJ&!, ~~W{fi~H1'HfX~l¥J::f~D~ § M1NJlEft&~t.~-Tl¥J*iJWrm{&$U)g;;lEH~jiFf~T 
~1tl~~T!!fm1f tt1Jm ~1lJtt~1EITfil¥J aifl~~I¥J1n~~ZFffP)'~PJPJ1f TV l¥JID~*f¥m 
fi::f!l1 '8gt~-&1 ~3jU031JI¥J~ fti;fJfWi~ 1tl¥J~W tt1J~f$~taU1n~~f!OOrm~I:fjJJliJ& 
Ifn)l (~) ~l!tI:fjJJlV*1if5&~ ;lE~$iJ031Jl¥J~WOJI~ 031Jl¥Jf4~0JI~ ~1&031J1¥J IIJB mfti; 
~1tl¥J~W JJl3J!ftri1t1~~*JT~S'g J!f$1tl~~RNl¥J..ta~{-t1¥J mf$jtl~f$~&I*03fJJMEmffl. 
1-tzra~~~tlLl¥J ~FffP)'~;lE-lI .. ~fti;J...&{?m~~!N~*±1n~~~1tl¥J .. l¥J~~1Q PJ;lE~ 
® A~;gm~~JJl {-t1n~~ZFff PJ~fj~~'riJm*%(~~I¥JJJJ(!Z§ 1'~~:<fi:..t JJl1£®:fr~ffl.1£~..t 

1'7.ff~S'g !l1=1'fi m@J~'Ui:!2..t=1'7mfft!i JJl31n~~PJPJlI\I~ ~~{tM 1f1N1}J...1£58' This 
is a very good example, right? Very important case study for cultural studies ... 
I: PJTP)'fif!!tf,\tJMt3t1t1f1EOO~. 

TUI: 1f1EITfi1f~OO 
I: Wil.OO~? 
TUI: ~OO~1f A~;g~fif!~ ~f~S'g1n~~ ~£~ftl!~1'{fifJ1'~Ojl~ ftl!~£miift1l'J~ftS'g1ff~~~~ 
i,t~M¥S'g ~1&¥9.1ffm~Jt*if~ ftfl.~~~~J! J! J!ffl~S"J~JJl1n~~*~m{ml¥Jt}~f1ti 
lJI3fM!W~ tmB~ ~8"J ~~!ljij ~1!t~~1¥J.~'1i!ljij ffjj::f~:tElJI3fM!~tJ.J8"Jrr l±l~1flJl3@J~*~*!ljij 
pJT PJ ftgfr'~2~~~-1Ifi1l'JMt~ffEl¥JfJ~ pff PJ~~IE&:OO1l{Wi1m5~a"J ... 
[Q 16-(9)] 

1ZSJ~~1t~~l¥Jr&jM tttm~ziW11M~.t.~JJI3@J-Fmi$ii~~&! '8&!ffl?F1in£l~l¥J~fia- ~ 
~JJI311i¥j1J0~ ftfl.fflS'gWflIfnnlI¥JmOO ~1& iQ.;ij!::fHS'g~~~;ij!B:ga- JJl311fi1f9~~1' 

~TI¥J~~a ... rzg~~ft:i1!***gt~~fl .. .INi)1b[1fPIfi~tt~/f'mff~*±a"J~1t ~~fif!~m 
~iI,*1m5;ij!~fllilWz~B"J~ft lJI3{if!~ 7~,t~£~iift~i:!2~~fr'*I¥J*03 .. ~P31t7 .. j:~Jl!~~5$ 
~~1tS"J-fmM~ {$1t1t1~~J.lpff&,~ ... 
[Q 16-(10)] 

I: ~~~'i:~1t iQ.-§'~7~{tl¥JJlITfi? 
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SE3: ~am a:\tl~*~am 
I: ~am?:GM~? 
SE3: ~ma1r'JJ!1£iPP~i¥J-{~ .!fLjNa1r' tttlD~ a1r'~-{~:f!B!~}f7 tttlD~~Na 
1r'~Jrwi¥Jm-{~ e*~~~i¥J:f-fl mftMge~~~~7}i¥J3t{t-U[1£3!*1Il J5ff~J/J\~T 
1.It~{i!!:(£ ~ Bi¥J3t {t~1j ffiic!ii@zrw {tl2geti~7}*i¥J3t {t {i!!geitJll~m11l7}*i¥J3t {tge~ 
ftfli¥J3tft J5ff~J{trc~*i¥J3tftge:f ~ 7 m:f~{~~Q.~ ... 
I: {1]iPM~i¥J{~~;l':f:~Ba:±:IbQ.~? ~;l':f:a1r':±:iibf1tU§?~11I~fj,;l':f::fPImt1i:i¥JQ.~? 

SE3: aJll~~Ul&f&*~ tlD*rf4iffi~*~tHr ~.*~i¥J3t{t11t~!lFt£-~ {E!.;l':f:Q~ ~;l':f:1£ 
~ 11I~fj,'i'CP-5E11tff -®3t {tm~ -5E11t~ -®3t {t*~±*1ll {.!l~{fJI~ dominant ffJI~ff 

fI~i¥J~R a ~tli¥J-11If1~tt~J'I~?5tzT .J!'LatlD:5IUJ l&mHmml~fI'HfJli¥J~Ra a~m ffJIi¥J 
1J~:*JG',~ ~1rtJHfJlPI.1-~7mai¥J*g§ W:fW {E!.~~ffij~za~1t~~{fJlmfj1J~*m 
ai¥J*g§ J5ff~Ja1t~{i!!;l':f:~~ ... ::f;l':f:a1r'i&~:*fflH§B ;l':f:~~.1£ ffJI~j!JJtn~-tl2;l':f:-'.s ~ 
~~ atlD*~Bae~~~I!j({t a~~\~J[~m~fj1J~*/'iSt~ »I3~ffij~za~m~:fi1J~}iSt 
~ ~mfXm-5E~m~:fi1J~1I\IUJ tt.tlD~aJJl1£ aJJl1£~fJ aJ]'1£~UfiN fX11tGI1X atlD 
*;l':f:1£~ paper i¥JB1i~ fX1tnl1X~3t a1tm~m1J~:*/'iSt~ »I3~ffij~ZCP3tfXffB1i{~itg 
~c m;l':f:-5Ei¥Jifi~tIf. W pffJ;Ja~p,m 'i'~{fJI~ ~B:±:mbi¥J~amQ.~ PJN~t!1::f£~1Iffl {E!.;ft 
§ M*~r4'8*-{lE59i~i¥J*g§ pff J-~HjJ. La1r'~\~~~ m~fi1J~/'G',~ a1r' a1r't!1::fr~:±: 
iib fE!.~t!11i¥fJ$r* ... 8!~~r4f!ttfJ~t1i: ... 
[Q 16-(11)] 

SU 1: fXJlf~::f ~i¥J~.-~;l':f:~i¥J ~f~fXifijJUifijJU~i¥J ~~3t~ f*$'lff{~7fXfrt*1Pi¥JU;jr~' 

~ma~B1i{~1t:m~ m{tM::f~A.~*~a1r'i¥Jcp3t WIl\lUJ ffij.13. {fJly1Ulx?Eu;Jr~' fj::ffj 
ffij.13. ffJI~~{lE*g§ ::ffJ~1*~ffJI~*¥t:i¥Jml~~U .R~!tJ;/]D-{lEt.tfj~ -11lw.t~ ... 
I: pffJ;J{fJI~~ftflfjt:JiflttE1J3t{tff::f.m~W? 
SU 1: :f .m~WaJll~::f .R~® ~.'8fflN1P1N1Pi¥Jlt~~~.~~I1X ... ~f~a1r't:JiiVPIfj~1!t 
~,t~-U[~~#rrJ)'} a1r't:JifllN~~mmtE ~,t*Yll~~ ~7}~@]*i¥Jlf,t-,gtt:~~H ¥t:i¥J 
~~flT {g;l':f:aYlf~Hi¥J a:Wl~~Mt:f-,gStt~1*fjT* {g~Hi¥J~\¥lT*~ :fHi¥JStt 
PI J;J~f~:f mJ! {tl2 f~~geJll~~&ff ~\~J<u~~~rmB3:~Ri¥J*g§;ij!~m ~mfi!!tlD!itUi ~~F 
m-.1£ff1£i¥J~\~ ~{tM-5EJ<U~~»I3@ Stt~t1i:~~B1i{~i¥J»I3@ ~ma~{~~&~U\IOJ ... 

Overall impact of English on Taiwan (Question 17) 

[Q 17-(1)] 
ge~~Jf,{tffij~ ftl!~:iEffiji¥J rj¥fJ$~J!~~tf:l~Sttm~{i!! ... aJl1~Jiit~ open -w'1i even B~fm~ 

JU~7ti¥J*±3t {t ~:Wl~~D*¥t:i¥J~11Ufi¥J3t {ti¥J~J§ Jf!.~;l1!~1~1te PJ J;J~l~Ite~~i¥J1Iffl 
PI;l':f:3m;l':f:~ open :f~m7~~ .. ::f~~~;;F1Iffl Hf~»I3fl1!Mrmi¥Jft~Jlti1:f~11Uf ajtl~~yt 
~I~ EEtJt~i¥J~~JjT~l.i{'FSttPIJ;J 7 ... 
[Q 17-(2)] 
SES: 8!~~IEffiii¥J .. fX&:p,mttf&~@{fJI~1i +if:i:!2H:t\+t!1H - s1f.i:!2ff ~3ti¥J*g§8!~ 
*" ftg~:!1t~~ff-~QB1ir~ PlTJ-~~~P,~~J]'1£i¥J~1f8!~~ImM:i ff!1~~{fJI::frmM:ii¥J~J§ m 
tillli¥Jft~ tJ~tt·lt*rr~t!j! ... 
I: »I3~~Rfjt:JlIlffu,ij~®IErmi¥J~I!? 

SE5: i,tf~fX~:r~i¥J *~Wit~3t *~mff¥fJ$~~ ff~~'f.i; mlN~f~i¥J m~t.li¥J~J§ 

tiitl:(£~~1i€i¥JttE{:iL~~1£~[lJf,t't$*~11!fm!liJJ~*ffct~m!liJJ ~;l1!A.3tm!liJJ W~~~W~~1i€}~ 
ttLllJIOJ ::f~\*~i&!n~¥IIfflj! ® *g§i¥J~J§ ~ ®m~Jlt AtJ MtJ IIffl {fJlij~~{gu[W~~1l:i¥J~J§ ::f~fN~r 
n.\~? ... 
I: Stt~m~[lJf,tittL .. 
SES: ~~~titf1.~ ~mffJIJ]':(£-®*ifflm~tt;n~~*f~tf1.1li »I3®U~~»I3tiA.jJMjJi¥J~J§ a 
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~YJ,m~~.f~:t~ 7 ff]l1Nff]~**1'mfm~Ul~IJ&~~I¥J~2i W::fflHfn.~ Ei§~~fm)t:gmm~~~ 
~A* fXfr'~~~~A* .... ff]l&:g~$lf!f~L.A* pJT~\Hrrjllf!L. iQ~~IJ&~A*I¥J* 
g§ ::t~gillIgJ!If!L. ... 
[Q 17-(3)] 

PE2 : ~7)t:gftMlEiIfi~iIfil¥J~t* Ei§mfXI:1~~~~oom~::f~n.~ 
I : m~ 7)t:gH~J!? 
PE2 : fj ~~{f]I£\~J{~~{t't( 7)t:gftMHWG::fH gtf'&{~ff]l-oo~Jit~I~ ~~-f1I! &t1'&{~fX 
fr'~)M~~.-f~[!i !l1::f!l1 {f]lgt~~\~J{~~ft't(I¥J$'I1f!l]l~ PJT~)&:gftM~fWG::fH ~~~
oom~ {f]I~~~fi!! ... 
[Q17-(4)] 

fXm~$ft~mft.m~.lE~~ •• w§~mfj~.I¥J~ •• ~E.I¥J~M@R.~:g 
~'jW-ar~g~flUHHj'&I¥JW-ar~g::f?ff~m:flftl¥J:1J$f~~D ... 
[Q 17-(5)] 

SU3: lE:etiID~1[06 

I: lEiIfil¥Jijf;W~? 

SU3: 8;t~'811}gl~fr'E:g~g)]~~f~ E~fl¥J ... V~D~ rtm~ZHt!!{lLmiWE~ ~f&~1H~~D~?ff~ 
• ~1&jj!WJi-~ftfr'V~D~*~~~ftJN!l]I~ WG~~~~~f:fiJmO~ 8,t~EWfj~~wEOOJJJ ~ 
1&E E1[.ftl¥J~m *Wl~~f~ ... 
I: W:etiIDojB? 
SU3: ~iIfi~~ -ar~gtt~Jl1nWfJlHJ\!!lLlliIfil¥Jijf; •• -~tt~D~Ji1n*~)(ftl¥J::f~?c?-~lit WG 
~~Jt/J\f}<T-~itH~~ftl¥J~. ~f&IJ&~~¥a-~~*)(ftl¥J::fHl¥Jllt~:z~I¥J ... 
[Q 17-(6)] 

03: [ ... ] ~mfXJtf~~.~D*~aU'ffiE ~~*~~ ftfr'*~~X~tBCl tBDI¥J»~ooClt\t~~ 
)( ~D*~~fr'::f11}~)(EN~~~Zr~&1[~$~j\J ~.*~m~m ARI¥J~m8,t7)t:g~$ PJT~J 
fXI:1~~D*1::t~oo~)jt3f~~I¥J~iS ~)(~flUt~1¥J [ ... ] 
[ ... ] 
I: 19~iE)(ft~;ttftgJiiIfi? 

G3: )(fU~-~I¥J .. ;tt.!l1)(ft*~\'4;tt.7f3!vz~~ ~~ ... i!~rm% [ ... ] 
I: W~oo)(ftl¥J~~i!~mm% Jta.:g;Gf~B"9Ill3.0.\i? 
G3: If,~~f~~\'4 .. a.ffr±11}~D*5t~L.$"f ..tmtiii±t" $~ ~~fl£Ji ;ttJ(~)(:g~.)].R:g 
L.Jiffr±11} W1g~1ijooAW~tj:L.re ~~~~maooAW~mlL.re pJT ~Jt1@I)j,t~{tJil¥Jr'~ 
~D;li!HtJi::f~&t 11L.~ 1i!!.~Zt1:;tt.fl1~ fl1~ ff 1tJtrul% IZ§ ~TFff l:OOl¥Jmt..tmr~ 5t Z=I¥J-a]' 
~g*~-mFlnUfi!! ~~~D*ftJi::f~ttL.rel¥Jii2i ~t.&:gWOO ff]l~fX¥)t:g1tMrm%~ [ ... ] ;ttJ( 
fXJt1~ ~M*ff;tt.i:~~)(iQglfi!~JJi'ili7 ffd:t"I¥J::f~~iQ!tll1JD7 ... 
[Q 17-(7)] 

~jt1~~J8 .. IJ!~1$:lE:etiIii~1[o~ ~mlEffiiJiit~~ ~j;~fr'~~~~ 7 -fli!~'1l~~ !l1::ffr 
~ ... ~tJJIt&t~~ ~fl" t3 B ait'l 1ee~!VZ~-m .. '&t1'&~ }.f!iffi~fflGiEtmj..jJ& ~m .. ~mj..j, 
M1::t~$rm~a fJ!1£~/J\8;t~~7 ~l&:g~/J\~&W{i1!I¥J~~OO.iOO~fBi&tm~ fiJTj..j,ft:1t 
1~ ... ::f~D~~;GM~lf~ -1e7J:gPfYiIfi :gH:g~~ .. ~ 7 -1il~H~-a]'~JE~~~ff-i~mi m ~~ 
9i--iID8;t~~ ftr;te'8fim;E$UA~iSm-;E~~~)( f1 moo ~oo fj1n~1:.*~ ~D*ftg:g~ 
mtEI¥J~2i ftg::f J! 1~~~~)('&t1'FftgJi~rfljjffil¥Jlf~!l]I~ ... fX:Wf~ftg~~ 7 ff!±11}1¥J-fm-ar j..j, 1[ 
-ar~gE ~ftftJmI¥J-oo~~utL ... 
[Q 17-(8)] 

f1all11¥J~. ait'lA -Ul1.&~1e~)(~HoB ... '81¥J~ •... fX:Vtf~~lE$\ffijW:g ~mlEiIfil¥J 
~iS f.i!{fil¥J~MIli f!.\l&oJE:gl,& ~~I¥J tt~D~ ... *JfI¥J-a]'~gJiit~!l11n~~~L.I¥J-~ .. fXfr'~\'4~ 
promotion IItJL ~~-~!l1 t3 BI¥J-ooJlJTml¥J image niIfil¥J~~ 1f]1l¥J7f3~m~ m~-oott$~ 
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IEOOI¥]OB ~~1'flN~1I~~tts~A:t£{it(ti1nml¥J$ tbPJiW~ {E!.~j\\OOUJt.~:\t1~~~/t!f.~ 
~3(7 PfTP)j~nlGr:p3(~3(fm;t!iril ... 

[Q 17-(9)] 

~.fm1'f IEOO~,t~~A*:Yll~m IEOOge1iHIA*::f~1'ffotl **1mn!:~~!lJlliI gtn!:i/iU~A 
fr'=*~m~tt§ ~lttjt OOgtn!:~-~&tn!:mn.§1 1jJh$$;~19.1'f ~I¥] Agtn!:& 1'f~~tl~jJOfll 11 
~nlG~f~ o/-11I~~tl~jJllfll !lPfj!~.l¥]tlgjJl1gtli {El.n!:~~tt ~ I'll m~~~19.1'f~$;g~A 
*~~ lNilJ'l~s~ ... ffl.:t£t!1n!:M1;::f~otl ~~fl¥]~~f ~§:I¥]~~§: ~~i&$Jt!119.1'flNt=IH., 
:t£~om~~~~lla ;ltrft!rfr'.l¥J~W11l~ltlt~W11ltlgjJ {EI.;li!iiz19.1'f~$; ... 
[Q 17-(10)] 

SE3: :y1JOOntL ;tt.IEjtIID'MIHfutL {El.n!:{~m~1IffiJ§ ttili3't*~f1Jl¥J~f5 $'t.I:JJ!:t£~f1J*~fim 
~1%{tl¥]~f5 $. L.~3i:~~fr'~~n!:IEOOi¥J~W ... :tlO*~fr'~~ilIJ**±3i: {ti¥J~f5 Jl!~ilIJ* HJ\ti 
11IAg~9i-fimA 1'f{t~::f-f~l¥]gf5 tif~I¥]*g§ ~1'f3({ts~{~~ ... 
I: pfTPJ[}:Iijf§tt~i.~Z""f .IEOO? 
SE3: ~ ~ft*~ilIJ~g;g~~n!:~~~3i:llfll JJ!.~~ilIJ~tm*~ilIJ {EI.;li!m{~mtlo*~~ml"£3({t~ 
l!~jK11IftjJ.t*~ilIJ ~ge:Yll~~11I*g§1'ff!~:t:*5t1i~ {EI.;li!tlO:ltH~m~f4~1¥]f5t~ ~~~9t 
~i¥J{t~~ {t{~{tf{t~z~l¥J~f5 ~~2m{~3i~1~~ ~m~~1'1~::ffit(~ -ftf$'I~i!ft ... 
[Q 17-(11)] 

I: jJ~jtoon~? 

TV!: jtIIDO~ .. OJB .. ge~Bf§~JJ,tfjFtj!HN~lIH!,I¥];ttftQf§~&,~JiJ!~i¥JJf!g§ ~ltt OJB ... ~IID 

n]g lIjtOO {EI.~~~~1m:Yl1~{-(g~/J\~llfll .. . ~:Yll~ ~}tl~llflln.§1 tlO* tlo*alfl*~i¥J::I::1m 
'li~fjJ5t1il¥]~f5 IEiIDl¥Jg¥JH~:*~jt 00 I¥] jt iIDl¥J~~~ ilJ PJ fi5iB\ilI¥J ... 
I: ::I::1I'1i .. maifl:fo;ttf-(g~71tlfim~l"£OOfj~3(3t~{tl¥J~BmE~tlOW~~? tlOW1*lI::I::lm'li 
n,~? 

TVl: ~3(~*~aji~-11I$. l"£~~fim~f!I!OOfm-tl 1'~r:p~ ~JT1Jot&: ~m iJ'litl 8 
:<$: i¥im ~~-'f1lm~ty1'f.$:~f~I¥J*S* {EI.~ ~ggl¥Ja~{t ML&lI~nlG3({tl¥]~~{t ~~m~ 
:<$:..t~~m11l1'~i¥JrfIi~ fifT.l-J- .. ~ggB~*~nlG~-11I3t~I¥]I~ mj!~~~gM{~m)1§* 
1N ~ g§1J1¥J 11 {iil {EI.~j!~~ ~::f ~ 1¥J1IfiilI¥J ~~ ~ ~t!1~nlGl"£Jili::l:: mUll¥J 5t1i{t pJT .l-J-~~ 

-immOOi¥J$'I~ ... 
I: fifT.l-~~~g~f~S~oo.~B~""fI¥]~f5 jt.1I~~.}t? 
TVl: ~ ~:<$:L. {~f:i¥U1'-f~1¥J f:i¥lmUAI¥J¥-fiffl¥J~{~ ll!i~ {m~;r Du,-n~u 13 BI¥]¥-flt ff,t 
;li!m{~1'f-11I contrast 1It{if! m11l others ~m~ {~I¥] subject ~~.~JJt .. 
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Appendix 4 

Examples of Interview Transcripts 

Example of interview transcript (1): G1 

Information of respondent: 

Age: 42 
Gender: Female 
Education background : PhD in Education 
Occupation : Government Official (Senior Specialist), the Ministry of Education 
Mother tongue : Minnanyu!Taiwanese 
English proficiency (self-rated) : OK 

Interview transcription 

I: 1wl¥JB3:~tH~:a~R »I3ftE-l¥JB3:~R1£a.l¥Jm±fr 
ttH1lL? 

01: ~~Em1iQ3m1t5$~l¥J1ljlig , § rm*~f4~ ... 

I: 5$~ ... 
G I: f.§.~~f ... :f~ official language 

I: :f~'§'15~g§ ... 
01:!J ~;fJ1. official language 3m~ Mandarin 

I: {iQ5$~l¥JIJjUz;I~? 

01: ~mm population *~ PJTPJ.{{g~tjH~5Si~ 

I: pJT.L-:J,~AD? fWmAD*~? 

01: !J !J ~\'Jl¥JAD~pJTPJ.ftl!~5$~ 

I: »I3a.?JT~~R~ ~m5$~Q!ZmHlrJ!S"J~UJJ~
@? 

01: 'B15~R'~H@'fJ~i&mf,!S"J {.§.~~D51HflJ1iQl¥J 

powerful »I3~frtf{,m Taiwanese ff!.~~tt.,~ 

powerful 

English translation 

I: Your mother language is Minnanyu. Then how 
about the status of your mother tongue in Taiwan? 

01: I think it is quite powerful, for the moment, it 
is ... 
I: Powerful. .. 

01: But not ... not the official language 

I: Not the official language ... 

G I: Yes, I think the officiallanguage is still 
Mandarin. 
I: Why it is powerful? 

01: Because, in terms of population, it is still very 
powerful 
I: It's the population? In terms of population? 

01: yeah, yeah, it has larger speaking population, so 
it is powerful. 
I: Then among all languages in Taiwan, which 
language is the most powerful or important? 

01: The Official language definitely is the most 
important. But if we are talking about 'powerful', 
then I would think that Taiwanese should be the more 
powerful one. 
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I: f~rem~tuDffl::fJ7tml? 

G I: ~~~1'-f~ 

I: PlT tJffl::fJ tt~*5tR~-!f.Mf]~E1~~ {.§.~m: 

JHi*~ ... 
G I: m~'li~~~I!llU~:a 

I: iJ~fHtR~:fjH?S1~AD ... 

Gl: AD .. ffiJH~it1~m'±'~~~3i1'f-OOi&m 

ts~ § iWl!llUj7g~'I~~{t!r1'fi&mts~ jJj)1!llUj7g'I~~ 

~i&m1S~~*§~~~itw;{t!r*!liU!*±{t 
pJlJ:J, {t!r~tt~ focus 1£iJiIJ~B3:~:aL. ft!!fr~1N59l 

~~-'.!i 
I: PJTtJJJi1'£~i&m'I~~~W7 ... 

G I: ~itl~jJj)@~-~~7t1l1ll gt;lJH>t~J!L'2l,lia 

~BJ~:a~jJj)@)5ta~ PI ~~@)i&¥tiJm § iW'§:n~ 

~OO~.~~@$ E~~~EM~~~~~~ 

m~ 

I: gt~1'ffJHt-ffiJB? 

G I: fj fj ~&YJ~~1'fmff-.. . 
I: ~~f~y-""f j,j. ""f~~~*JTM .. . 

I: jJj)f~E:Ji~;gi&J~@)*JTrm7 ~tfjH$~~fIJ~ 

am~~m~-@.~~~~.B? 

Gl: ~tt~YJ~am 

I: aim @:~~? 

G I: a~~I¥J~~~Ett7m{f]I~jJj)OO traditional 

custom ~~ culture tt~{f]I~ ... ~~~ $:.7 

m{f]I~~m .. 

GI: fj g?z-[qJ~ 
I: Ji~a~fl.~ff~ .. . f~~p.p &~U~~~f§~mB'J 

~~u.~? 

Gl: :fi 
I: m5** 50 1f::j7g ~XJitt*tH~eB'JJlli{.lLu.~?tt 
*1tt-1{t!r~ ~~~:a~~t!!: W~:a~B'JJlli{.lL U.~? 

Gl: ~ Jf!.~~ ~~it14f!l.~~~tt ~~t::~ 

~;J:t [qJ~:a ~ 1M 
I: ~11'lJ~Pia ... 
G I: fj gt~t::PI j,j.~nx:tltW~l1'lJiflJmi~~:a~ 

I: You separate the important from the powerful? 

G I: They should be different. 

I: So Minnanyu is more powerful and has more 
power, but in terms of importance ... 

G I : The important should be Mandarin. 

I: Minnanyu is powerful because of its population ... 

G I: Population ... and I think the main factor is 
political ... the political influence of domestic situation 
is that the DPP emphasizes localization. Therefore 
they will focus more on mother tongues. They 
emphasize this point very much. 

I: So now it's the influence of political climate ... 

G I: I think that's a part of it. That is, it will 
emphasize the strength (powerfulness) of mother 
language in Taiwan. But politics and the current 
official language are two different matters. It just 
makes it stand in a more powerful and important 
position. 
I: Just enhance its status? 

G I: Yeah, yeah, I think there is enhancement ... 

I: Please read the following news report ... 
(the respondent were reading the news report. ) 

I: You have read this news. Focusing on what 
Minister Tu said, which one should be given priority? 
Mother languages or Mandarin? 
G 1 : I would say mother language 

I: Mother language, why? 

G 1: To learn mother languages is to learn your 
traditional custom or culture and it will make you 
more ... how to say it, make you understand your 
origin. 
I: Is that identification? 

G I: Yes, identification. 

I: Mother languages should be given priority ... Do 
your duties at work related to English? 

GI: Yes. 

I: Then in the next 50 years, will English sustain its 
status? Will it sustain its status as an international or 
global language? 
G I: Yes, it will. I think it will sustain, because it is 
still the common language 

I: Common language ... 

G I: Yes, that is, it can become the language of 
common communication in the world. 
I: Why will it continue to be the common language of 
the world? 
G I: I think it's because it has enough, it has enough 
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population 1M ~\1i¥JAJ1i]~ it~\1~:><:i¥JAJ1i]~ 

tt.M~1XJm B *A. ~D"=fth:ftf~$:><:~~3 ~ 
fr'RfigJ'Ir9:f:><:il'liJ@ '8~nX:~~i¥J .... -@I~F~~a 

~~~rllJJ@i¥J~as ... ~ff~~1X~f~*g~7ti¥J 

:><:ftj:~~m~:><: document ~~~'/1i¥J~~:><:ftj: 

~~.p.w~m~:><: ~Njrmj(:fth~R:><:*~~~ ... 

01: $:><:111 
I: q:t:><:ffPIffg? 

a I: ~Jtf~q:t:><: ~F.S~@Igt~ ~i¥JJ1:~lfQgt~ 

m population *;g "~*$:><:t"~-@J5m*i¥JJiJ! 

~ 
I: PJTJ..jJ~A.D ~~J&1:k:1i1$~*llim)jI:I¥JItl\Bt.? 

01: ~~ ~~ -§t31XfF'W.~-@l~a~ ~~ 
i¥J population 1¥J~3 ~Jtf~$~A..~N~ 

01: r9jtij r9J~ 
I: ~ ... ~F.S~:><:~m~~~~ffal¥Jtt£fft f~~:f~ 

jJ€3tjf:~~1t~~jr 7 i1lflj(:fth)7Hal¥J~~?~ 
~ ff !flij3Ft~rl't {ttl 5'} ~fi 

01: (~)P!, ..... ft.RfJ~~B~~m¥U~1:.~ ~I¥JMj~~ 

{111m marginalize :m::f:m:? 

I: ~m marginalize jf:~~{t 

01: marginalize ... (~,~) 

I: ff~Fmt!j!Mj rJ.1 

01: :;tn"~Fmt!j!Mjrs~~-g~7t i~J3!31~~E~tr 

~Fmnm ft~ .. . 

I: ft~fffla .. . 

G 1: i!@1 -tl2.gtmft~ r,t~~ ~1¥J~1tn!i ~a:><: 

i¥J~~E~-11l ... ~~:f.tt.t.trIDP.X:zf&f~*fft~~ 
:ft"!,§~c7 f.E!.~tJ~:9i-*i¥J ... ftfr,~a~a f~ 

*fIll~ 7 J..j. f& *fIll~-'¥:f it !'&,~2 7 PI ~tJ1i1 
)7}*~fi3tI¥J~~ ~D*f~lH.&ftl¥J-~.§tMj~~-tl2.~ 

~t~~~ f~*fI1f-tl2.:fit~~2 FfTP)JJ:j3@l~,tit!l!p.x: 

1JI)~~-@l ... ~{t~ ... ~ff' !ltt~i¥Jrdjm ... 

population. There is enough population of it users. 
With enough population of English users around the 
word, for example, if I want to speak to people from 
Japanese who can not speak Chinese, English will be 
the language we choose to communicate. It becomes 
a internationaL .. a language for communication 
between non-English speaking countries ... In 
addition, most international documents are in English. 
Documents, all kinds of international documents are 
written in English. Other languages are seldom 
used ... 
I: Then, will there be any other competitive language? 
To compete with English? 
01: Chinese 

I: Chinese is possible? 

01 : I think Chinese, because this is, my argument is 
based on population. In the future, Chinese will be a 
very strong competitor. 

I: So it depends on population. Does that mean it 
depends on the situation of Mainland China? 
01: yeah, yeah, including us, we all belong to one 
language system. In terms of global population, I 
think the population of Chinese is very large. 
I: If there are enough Chinese people, its influence 
will gradually increase? 
01: that's right, that's right 

I: Right. .. because English has obtained the status as 
the international language, do you agree that English 
has marginalized or decreased the learning of other 
foreign languages in Taiwan? That is, marginalize 
other foreign languages. 
01: (laughs) em ..... .1 can only say that it does 
decrease students' learning time. You use the word 
'marginalize', don't you? 
I: I use 'marginalize' 

a I: Marginalize ... (thinking) 

I: There is a decrease of time 

G 1: Actually the decrease of time is only a part of it. 
In the long term, it will marginalize, long term ... 

, 
I: In the long term ... 

01: This is also why, that is my feeling, language 
learning is a ... you probably will not forget it once it 
is formed under the natural circumstances. But as to 
foreign languages ... We learn the mother language. 
After you learn it, you probably will never forget it. 
But as to learning foreign languages, you probably 
will not forget it if you have learned it for a very long 
period of time. So it becomes a kind of ... what is 
it ... framework. An issue of piling up .. . 
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I: ~t'":f:DI~I¥J ... 
01: !t PI ~~D:~Hfri1£~~~-1WI~~~flOO fit!.~ 

~~fN~:f~I¥J~Ba m58,ttr1f~1WIr.ljm m5ge~ 

~{fril¥J~~I¥J'I"i5C pJTl:)J~Fm~rl3'~1! PI ~~Sif 
rs'*IDt ...... ffrige::f1!~liHUt{it!.I¥J~B ~ gt.L-)'~)( 

~:j: ... 

I: ... m5~~B:1_Hfff!~O'y~@lSif~~M:l? ~ (a) IN'~ 

-=~*& (b) IJ\~'::'[9~*& (c) 1}~1i7\~*& 

(d) ~r:p ~;lE (e) ~{il!? 

I: r:p~*&I¥JSif~ 

01: !t !t 

I: ~{tM~r:p~*&? 
01: ~19. ff:1~~)(1¥J experiences f.E!;lE~1¥J 

experience ;lE* ~ Dt~~~~ ~ Bl¥Jm-r ~1f 

~1WIm-r ftQ{mm~~~::f~/J\~'::'·~*&~M:l~~ 

{il!fr'~~)( ~~ff~N)rH1i~~ffi -OOM:t~H'H1i 

~~ffi~*:1~ PI ~~mffi@]~Z 1&~~jjnU~fit!. 
review WZ~*Wf{il!~r:prl3' ~f&{friffilgUIDt 

J!::f~!f.-'-1li~ W:fW? ~~B~7J!l@l~W 
mother language ~~!f.-'-1li~ PI ~W~@l)i.~B 
~{f":f~ official language ~{f"~~~~BI¥J~li 

~~B~::fmJ!~!f. jz:;J~~!f.'81! .. ~~B~m5~ 
-@l~lii jz:;Jm~{f"~~{ffiiJ~fi~ B~ 

language ~ PI .L-~Rlliil¥J '8~-fI ability ~ PI l:J 

lH§~ transfer I¥J {'§';lEEf§!tl¥Jit~~{friI¥JW~ 

-f@~H~I¥J~M ~~~~E~I¥J 

I: £3:~tt~;lE~~? 

01: ~~ !t ~gt;lE~~Bm~~B::fm~/t:.!f!~ 

I¥J,*~ 

I: gU£~/J\~~Be*~¥Ur:p~*& 7? 

01: 2, 3 ~*& 7 2 ~ 3 ~~ 7 
I: 7J!l1fttl;Wkme*~¥U-1f.*&'7 ~D*~mt*~1¥J 

;gl$l¥J~li fm~2m-1f.*&'~M:lOJE? 

01: -~*& ... ~tr1t14fflM!f.7-rg. 

I: fflM!f. 7 -'-1li ... 

01: IZ9m1£ailttt~::f-tf gt~IDt ~{f"~Ta3: 

I: it is accumulated ... 

01: Yes, but if in the same period of time, students 
have to learn many different languages, then, there 
will be this kind of problem. That is, it depends on 
your situation oflearning, so, there will be a decrease 
of time, but in the long term ...... you will not pay 
attention to other languages and will focus on 
English ... 
I: ... then when should English education start? Is it 
(a) grade 1 and 2 of elementary schools, (b) grade 3 
and 4 of elementary schools, (c) grade 5 and 6 of 
elementary schools, (d) junior high schools or (e) 
others? 
01: (b) it should start in the middle of elementary 
education. 
I: The middle grades 

01: Yeah, yeah 

I: why the middle grades? 

01: I don't have any experience of teaching English, 
but my experiences are from the experiences that I 
teach my own children. I have two children. They all 
started to learn English since the third grade of 
elementary school. I did hire a foreign teacher. In the 
beginning the foreign teacher tutored them in English. 
Bu.t I still had to help them review and tell them some 
other stuff after the teacher left. Then you mentioned 
that whether English should be learned earlier, right? 
I think that as to mother tongue it should be learned 
earlier. But in terms of foreign language, rather than 
official language, if we talk about English, I don't 
think it should be too early. Because learning too 
early will .. .1 think that will be a kind of obstacle. 
Because when we learn any language, though 
languages are interflowed, it's a kind of ability that 
can be mutually transferred. But it will relatively 
decrease your concentration on a specific study. 
That's what I think ... 
I: Mother tongue is still the foundation? 

01: foundation, yes, this is why I think it is not 
necessary to learn English too early. 

I: Now English education has been introduced to the 
middle grades of elementary schools? 
01: grade 2, 3, grade 2 or grade 3 

I: In some cities or counties, it started from the first 
grade, from a viewpoint ofa parent, what's your 
opinion? 
01: the first grade ... I would think it a bit too early ... 

I: A bit too early .. . 

01: Because it's different in Taiwan, that is, besides 
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~RZ1\- ~1f-@lll1J~R~ tJ:l3fX~B':Jl'f1J~R~.IE 

~B':Jf~~~t:£/J\~-~~rm~ tJ:l3{~:t£~@l~{~ 

1Q]fK¥~f~li!l.9:f)( ~~W:1~ ~M(f~!ZAtJ:l3~ ... 

~~11Hl!~ P./TP){~PIJ-~MeE compare tJ:l3@l~~JH 

B':J~~ ~.1N:};, )"/J\~gtl*j~af~9:f3'z: {i!l.fr,* 

{f~5ttllW~~~ffi~*-:#ii:t:t£~9:f)( P./T P)~ 

oo~fXB':J~W:J!!~~-t~B':Jl!n' 

I: ~~IJ!~1:Pt:l~*&J-~f& tJ:l3milli9:f3'z:~fm* 

~f'll~/f~1Nm:~? 

a I: ~D*~lXB':J~UJ5 fX~BA1Nm:~ ~~*m:~ 
IZ§ ~lX1'fl$ :&~U 1$1\-B':J~r% 

I: 'p./T~1$1\-B':J~r%~~? 

a I: V~D~ ~JJl:t£~Jf-oommn*:nf5(IIJ'C~~~ 

1t~fEHm~r% ~1'f§m WTO .... .. P./T 

,1:) .. . education service ~OOfT~ 

a I: ~ *~ '&~ fXfr' focus ~jF)zJfD. tJ:l3gt 

~fXfr'm*~~A.* show ~ lXfr'B':J higher 

education ~{t~. ~f&fXfr'1f .. · ~@I~r%~1f¥U 
f41*00 ftfl1r'~~ENIfm1\-gt~~ ~fr'~m~~1\-1fm 
B':J~~* ~fi!l.fr'~D~ ... tJ:l3~m:t£t!11fi1Hrf,\\\itJ:l3 
@l~~ fl~fB':J9:f)(ffijfl' tJ:l3fX fr, ~1}1f -@l1$1\

B':JI'fl {jJ:PWIfm~1it3(~M1E '8~f1H~1}J{ fiBfr'~1~ 

1}J{ tJ:l3@l *'§~:ffi~fX~fffiBfr' 1Z§~~**fl' 
m tt.~D~*-@I0»~-@I*~B':Jf5(~~Z:,f~ fill. 
fr'ttft~tl-® ... ~~~*B':J*~5t~~*~ .. * 

I¥JW~*~ OO~g~5tW~~~ ... 

I: ~{~B':J~~*~flJ9:f)(1Nm~ 
01: n,~, ... 

I: f~~l~~ftM~{.il:? 

a I: ~~1*~~W;~Wi§'] 
I: i\%W;~Wi§']1*lID1'f5tili*u,~? 

a I: lXfr'1'fI2B@lf4 PI ~fX:fI! ... f41!lID ~-@1 

f41'f -00»1300 section chief »1300 section chief Z 1& 
gt~1f ... ~~!MmpW senior specialist ~~1ffi!l. 

fr, ... htt~1~~mB':J *~1:f1!~{Pj~f~ ... 

I: p./T.L-~1i!l.fr'm!liJl1~~.r~~ft 

mother language, we still have an official language. 
And the teaching of our official language officially 
started from the first grade of elementary schools. 
Then at the same time you want to teach them 
English, I think, I don't think that ... that's important. 
So you can compare to those European countries. 
Actually not many start to teach English at 
elementary level. For most of them, English is learned 
when students are older So that's what I think and it's 
the same ... 
I: It should start after the middle grades. Then is it 
important for you to master English? 

a I: If in terms of my work, I think it is very 
important, very important, because it involves foreign 
affairs. 
I: What do you mean by foreign affairs? 

a I: For instance, now I am in charge of a project of 
promoting the internationalization of colleges and 
affairs about WTO ...... so ... the industry of education 
service 
I: Does the internationalization of colleges mean the 
communication and contact with foreign universities? 
a I: Yeah, universities, of course, we focus on policy. 
That is, we often have to show others what our higher 
education is, then we have ... these affairs are 
included in the duties of the division. They will let 
other countries know that we want to recruit foreign 
students ... Now I am working on the editing of the 
English introduction of the higher education. Then, 
our another unit which is related to foreign affairs is 
called the Bureau of International Culture and 
Educational Relations. It will receive foreign guests. 
When they receive guests, my supervisors would ask 
me to accompany them. Because I am familiar with 
the job of introducing us, for example, a university 
chancellor might visit and they will ... because most 
guests are from universities, then it is necessary to ... 
I: For your work, English is very important. 

01: mm ... 

I: Which department are you in? 

a I: I am in the Department of Higher Education. 

I: Are there divisions' in the Department of Higher 
Education? 
a I: We have four divisions. But I am ... Every 
division has a section chief. Then the one above the 
section chiefis ... my position is called 'senior 
specialist'. That is, the one to collect and organize. 
Sort of like that. .. 
I: So they call you special commissioner. 
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-~~-. --------~.--

Gl: ftggtOW~~ 

I: pJTP)A5fjl}~~fll¥J 

01: W~ L~gtf4* f4~¥JL~gt~WF~~ 
~ WF~~~ML$;gt~MUs]~ "f5]* 

I: j}j)~~)(l¥J~j5 , ~U § iWmlt. ' ~~~)(~UfJ!:(£ 
l¥J~j5 , tz1]\1tl~~~)(:lt~S':J~WJfO~~f1HHtM ? 

01: fXjtl~U1fJf:(£fX~U9JLfi ... fimfj- , :ltfX~ 
m1JMWJ ' ~m~~U~U~M7 ' fXl¥J~m:fr-$iJ1 
~W7)i. , j}j)tttlO~fXfI~NNA~$;~~iI" § iWl¥J 
)!Jm~ftM ' ur •... fX~~m~m~l¥J~ml¥JlU1ffi 
~~:frMWJ 

I: fiMWJ ... j}j)~O*~W~~i*OO1JOOOJB? 
01: Oi.f*Mfi ! ~1tl~f*f)JHRfi~' ~m~~~u 
-1ft:~jtl~ ... ::tJ't~~~~IIfiL ... t§m~mm:w ... fX 
m:j':lX~mm ' jj) 7 -1ft: ... ft!! fr'81'1Ji¥J@.~ft ... f~ red 

neck (~~E:. i~) , ~:fr lame dock 09.1J~ ffnlGw 
i¥JMM1E) , ~f& lame joke ~<fi~~j5 0 ~m~=1'~O 

~ , JJM1]\*~f1~Y9.:frW$$~o~ftg:(£~l'lHt~ , "i:iJ 
~ ... nM! ... miJ!~~~@I~JiS', ' ~Jtl~~f1~m:fr.iOO 
l¥Jo 
I: gt~ffF"i:iJ .l-~~~Um~@'~MEl~mS':J ... 
01: ~~ ... 

I: j}j)!l~ffij~OJB ' ~~)(!1~i¥JJ'tftg~ 1JOO:fr7)t 
:frftMMWJ ? 
01: 0Je)" .• JJ!~~fioe ' t§m~o*tz1]\mm reading ... 

~~ .... f~fX~~W;gj}j)@I CNN i¥J website' '81r 
ftM*JTOO ' j}j)~jtl~~~~US':J*fflHtWl.&t~S':JR 
M ' ~l&tJ!3fXtttm~~R\ CNN ... tJ!3WJ ... '8 24 INI~ 

S':J ... 0 pffPJ1R1rf!~, ' ~;x=!'fF1fXmfX/J\t(5C ... 
~t!!/J\~~~ ... fXm~~It~m ' ~l&Bjc..t.:t£ hotel 

m!OOfXgtfJlffl CNN ' tzt!!gt~ , ~ , ~lij~J~fXfr'alfl 
~:fr,~@I~~~~alfl-~l¥Jm~a'~~' 

l?SIm~~~t!tJ'f.i¥J ... (laugh) 

I:tz1]ll¥J:tz::51~~~~-re~i¥Jo,~ ? 
01: !1~ ... ~thgt~ , mftJ!H~11I~alfll¥J-t~ , 
~m/J\~T ... PJT.l-~!1tzth*~ , ~ili1fU~1tNHN 
surprise 0 ;!t.~1tl~jli.:t£lRfi.iOOS':J ... !1~T-& 
~~f~ 
I: ... tz1]li¥J/Nm~JJ[:(£1r~)i.fm~O,~? 

01: fXi¥J I J ,,~Jt&: 1r 
I: ~jdll,{~:k? ~WJ/Nmb[ 

01: It's called commissioner. 

I: That's how it's called. 

01 : Administrator, then above administrator is section 
chief. Above section chief is special commissioner. 
Then there is the deputy director of the department 
and the director of the department. 
I: Then, in terms ofiearning English, according to 
your experiences ofiearning English, what have you 
gained from learning English? 
01: I think there is certainly enhancement in my job, 
it help me to fulfill my duties. Because like what I 
just said, a part of my job is related to foreign affairs, 
for instance, if I need to talk with others about our 
current progress or things like that, certainly ... I think 
it is helpful because of my job. 
I: It's helpful. .. Then in terms of interest or leisure? 

01: Oh, leisure, yes! I think it is very interesting 
about leisure, because I've learned something, I 
think ... especially entertainment. .. because I often 
watch .. .1 quite like seeing movies and write down 
some ... colloquial usages they said ... such as red neck 
meaning, lame duck and lame joke. Because you 
don't know, then you cannot understand what they are 
talking about by listening. But ... oh ... knowing what 
they really mean. I think this is quite interesting. 
I: You can learn many colloquial usages ... 

01: yeah, yeah ... 

I: Then, in general, is learning English helpful for you 
in other areas? 

GI: well ... there should be, because if you often 
read ... like I read the CNN website and its news 
everyday. Then I think what I receive mostly is very 
up-to-date information. Then I also often listen to 
CNN ... that. .. its 24-hour broadcast. So, very 
interesting. This summer vacation, I and my little 
daughter who just graduated from the elementary 
school visit Europe. At night in the hotel I tum on 
CNN, and she said, 'ah, mom we have that too in 
Taiwan, why is there the same TV channel? I said, 
because it is for the world . .. (Iaugh) 

I: Your daughter watches CNN with you? 

01: Yeah, yeah ... She said why this is the same as 
Taiwan's. Because kids ... for her, she felt very 
surprised. Actually I think this is really very 
interesting ... and it's the same for kids. 

I: ... 00 your children enroll in cram schools? 

01: My children do. 

I: How old are they, the two children? 
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01: -{1~1~7t~= ' -@j7tIJ!:f:11\\1li ' ftg1rn~~m 
ftg1r'~tm~fJI 0 ftg1r'/J\~I¥JIf,j~~:tE7~'&~1f,j 

FJ1 ' ?,&f&~ili.~{tfl1r' ... {tfl1r'~¥U~H~~~ , pJT 
p)jf]\~~m@j*:tl:~ , ~ ... Mft£/J\~7t~!:f:1 ... ~ 
gtnOfu-fl~tA.~~~ '{E!J~:~.A.~ti~ , ~gt:t£ 
mflf±7-~~{R .. 

I: ¥i1¥J ... 
01: PJ1E:~1f: ... ~m9fu§a-@.A.~*~f¥J~;:( 
$t;~f)l.t~ , ?,&f&f~§a-@.A.¥um¥:J:* ' ~m 
~~l~m*'J/f3(~ , **~m-@Jlft~ti9fu ' ~ 
*m@J1JlbZ19.ti¥Uf~ , 9fuf,t§ am bus ... 

I: §.a¥u~~~j~1J ... 
Gl: ytyt ... 9futtf¥Jtt!!1J ' ~Ylr~r.&~.lz: ' ~f¥J~ 
~~ , ~t.i§:flwll**~~~U;IJf¥J ... 

I: ~JJltE::r~=? 

01: 7t~= ' 15 ~ 

I: 15 ~ , mwll**l'&~111 ' tt-~I¥J/J\ltIt~:wll**l'& 
~ 
Gl: ytll/l~ , 9fu-tl1~7~r~@~* ... 
I: PJT,l..:,IJt!l~f~)(l.&~Jl'@&? 

01: ~1f ... (laugh) ... &~¥-¥53UJl'@& 

I: {f!.~~)(ijg:JJJJ!~~/f~06? 

01: {f!.~~t!l1'~~'tS ' ~t!lPJPJ~~-tl11'1t~'t8 

I: ~}jH~1r'zrru/J\If,j{~1f&1ffm~ 7l]t~~B~t§ 
rm~fj ? 
01: it~~~~9Hi~gffi*~fI~¥~ 
I: f,t~m ~~~I¥J ... mi§:f~""f*ft~1r'~;:(ngjJ 
~7t-... 
01: gt~~ , ~.R1E:~~t!l1r'-OOllj:f , ~::f~~ 
't8~)( , 1'!!~'t8~74 ' ~~.E!~fu11'~PJ,l..:I. ... m1f19. 
f:iOO~ ... /f-f~' ~~l~/J\l¥Jtt*I¥JJl!:frR~ 0 

I: /N~JtbZ/f-f~ ... 
01: ~mOO/J\l¥Jtt*I¥JJ!1Hiift~ 

I: mtEailf ' !R:)(~/f~-@fD:jtftg.A.iMill1l¥Jm 
~I~? 

R: /f-5EIffl 

a I: One is going to be the-second-year senior high 
school student and another is going to be a junior high 
school student. I have them enrolled in cram schools. 
I spent a lot of time when they were in elementary 
schools, then I also let them ... they have been to many 
countries. So you see, my elder daughter, she ... in the 
summer vacation when she was going to enter junior 
high school. .. I let her visit the US by herself, but 
someone received her and she stay there for the whole 
summer vacation ... 
I: Yes ... 

01: But this year .. .1 let her attend the pre-session 
English class in the university by h~rself, then she 
traveled to New York by herself. Because I think New 
York is not safe enough, I ask a friend to collect her, 
in the end the friend didn't find her, she took the bus 
by herself ... 

I: She went to the place by herself ... 

01: Yeah, yeah ... to the place she stayed. I think she 
is very independent. My feeling is, actually this kind 
of training is helpful ... 
I: She is now the second year of senior high school? 

a I : going to the second year, IS years old. 

I: 15 years old, that's a lot of training comparing to 
other children. 

a I: Yeah, she also has been to many countries ... 

I: So is she interested in English? 

01: No .. . (laugh) ... not especially insterested 

I: But she has quite good English ability? 

01: But she will not be afraid, she can express and 
won't be afraid 
I: Then did they enroll in cram schools of children's 

English or relevant classes when they were little? 

01: I hire a foreign teacher to tutor them at home. 

I: Tutor at home ... Then, its effect on their English 
ability ... 

01 : That is, I just give them an environment. Don't be 
afraid of English, don't be afraid of speaking. I think 
both of them are capable ... Then as to their interest ... 
it's different. I think the younger is more interested 
than the elder. 
I: Children are different. .. 

a I: My little daughter is more interested than my 
elder daughter ... 
I: In Taiwan, is English an important tool for 
communication with others? 

Gl: It depends ... 
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I: ~-JE ... pff.L-~)J~:;G:t~l¥JJfj\r£? 
G I: 1Z9~~iUJLt1Hj!~~l¥J~?i~.t:m:J! ... YI]\9;O~u.!§? 
#~l¥J~~~~m~~~~~~~~~-~,~ 

;g~miMT ' ~JT1JD!&:fu~T ' .~*55ai:!1YT ' W1i1 
~flj{ , ~f:f -1i1EPlt ' EPlt~N~m1:ltf?,Ul~.:~~~ 
m ' EJ ~~U~U~1IJ~~1fj{ ... ~*55a ... *H1JOJEZ ' 
~tBfrlJ:E:1N papular' ~fmf4~~~~1N .... .PJT~).~~ 
14~~#~l¥JrJjJmIl!l~ , #~~f:f~1i1!1~ , 'pJT~)' 
~~1f.~ft~~~~lU ' tiili1'~T~)'f&~.t~ ... P)'f& 
~1If~i~Jl-T ... W1i1ml\'.5~:t£ ' ~)'iViri f:f1N~5ttJ 
~:t£m~~ ... 

I: ~1$:~f,Hfffl3pgg~~retJEi&m ' ~~~~i& 
m? 
G I: J!!;~~~t1m~~ ... ~{mj~!ii.t 2008 mOOf:f-
1iI E ili{~A::t!t11Htm ' ~~mmff-~~~~JJ9U 
te ... 
I: .pff~)'W-1i1¥fH~·~-1i1m:~1¥Jt~f~? 

GI: fi' W~~~~Hi~ '~1i1~~~~tii ... .pJT 
P)'fl~g~fu~tNfSH~tf-1i1¥~E-:t£fi'& ... 

I: ~1i1¥~E-~~m:~? 

GI: ~~ 

I: w*JS<1lJm~m..t ' ~~~1'~-1i1m:J!l¥J~fi 
§? 
GI: J!!;~~ 

I: ~ftM~'2:~OOm:~l¥J~~? 

GI: RH ' 1Z9~~1]\lifJj~~*~1lJfI ' ~1'r~§iWf:f~ 
fi.ff~il'{itMr'~ffl~~*f&¥~fJTIlll' ~itf~1JI)8Yt 
;!E-@*~ f$l1IB~l$JintL~l$Jie~~~~fift~fl;JtrtiJ 

7 0 

I: It depends ... on what kind of situation? 

G I : It is important if needed in work or 

employment. .. Do you know, English environment in 
Taiwan is different from English in other countries in 
the world. Take a look of Hong Kong, Singapore, 
Malaysia, Philippine and India. There's not much left 
to say about India and Hong Kong. But 
Philippine ... Malaysia ... Singapore, English are 
popular there, they speak English, it's very ... So I 
think this is the problem of Taiwan. There is no such 
environment in Taiwan. So why is it so promoted in 
recent years? It's possible that. .. it will be like 
that. .. the point is that in the past English is not 
strongly promoted ... 
I: Is it the policy that has fixed by Ministry of 
Education or a national policy? 

G I: It is supposed to be the integral nation ... in our 
Challenge 2008, there is a project of cultivating E 
generation. Improving English ability is listed ... 

I: So that project is an important index? 

G 1: yes, that's a national plan, a plan for the whole 
nation ... Policies and implementation of Ministry of 
Education is based on the project. .. 
I: This plan is so important? 

GI: Yes. 

I: then, in the mass media, is English an important 
language? 

G I : It should be. 

I: Why is it an important language? 

G I: Oh, because what you ask is the mass media, we 
currently have several TV channels which broadcast 
news reports in English. I think that is a tendency that 
the mass media has gradually become Englishized. 

I: fj~1]\1iIAmH§t , ~~fiJ!!;~.{~~7 -1i1ft~t~ I: For you, personally, what does English represent? A 

~*5 ' ~-1i1I~U.~ ? ~~~f5(l¥Jf4 § ? tool, a school subject, knowledge, investment, 
commodity, global infrastructure or others? 

G 1: I~U~ , ~~~-fjIjl. , -m9;D~U~ ... im G I: Tool, it should be a kind of tool, a kind of 
EJJ,:J,Il!I~ ~ knowledge ... all could be yes. 

I: ttJi~1~1m~ , 1E!.fittJi1ilA*~1¥J~~UJE ? . I: You think all of them, but for you personally? 

G I: fj~1iIA*~" ' ~1I~:gn'8PJ~E~-1iI3!I:j< 
1¥J i§tltt!9!~U~ 
I: ~~~UJE? 

Gl: 1Z9~'811~ ... ~~ global. ' ~~tt'5e~E~ 

~I:j<{t 

I: ffif1~1]\fDf1J;1¥JIf'F*~ 

GI: '2:jUt'~IA ' f;t~If'F..t1¥J ... 

G 1: For me, personally speaking, I would think it 
could be the global infrastructure. 

I: Why? 

G 1: Because it will let. .. that is, global, that is, it can 
help globalization. 

. I: But for you and your work ... 

G I: It actually is a tool, that's in work ... 
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I: mHl~IEJ::f1EJ j/~~3t!N~l£$~tt 1ft9.1H!! 
Hl¥J~Jm? 

GI: fl ! ~)tt~fl ! 
1: ~3t~81J{fJi1r~I{'FJ:tf~ •... ftmQ,!g? WG 
~ ... 
Gl: ftm::f jM~ , {g~~Ylt~tf!1~I f'F1!1f1'& 
::kl¥JMWJ ' 1!~~feIf'Ff'F1~J!H ' JJI3~If'F{'F 
1~ J!H~::f~1fJ!~Tl¥Jft~ ? ~~1~fu~lfQB 

I: FfiJ~1!1f~WJ 'l£~I¥JIf'FfAf1J:tffiMWJ ... 
GI: !N!1!N ... 
1: JJl3i:iittl¥J~i5 ' ~1EJ::f1EJ~~VIi.mHI¥J~~Bfg~1J 
WGfjB1t*~:gm~t*:ff~~ffcttfttB{:iL~VWI¥J&'~ 

{~f~? 

GI: ~~1~¥9.:ff~Je.Im ' l?9~::fJe.1~Im 

1: ::f Je.1~ ... 79.:ff~ftl¥Jji~ .. ·~3tHgttt.~~ 
*& ... 

G I : ::fit ' ~~1!t:f~~ 
I: ~1]i@lA~1!~f~;W , i:iitt:fft9.:ff~f.~I¥J~$? 

I: ::f-5E ... PJTJ:).~O*:ffI¥J~i5 ' ~~ftl¥J~i5t ' 1f 
mfg~1!:ff ? 
GI: gt~~1]i1!73UA::fit~ , gt~~f~ffijelJ\lUJ ... 1f 
~~.g-{iJ;~g147~gtjff~::f~~!lJliiJ ' ~itEi1~J!~ 
a'J feedback ' -5E~~f~U\I~ ... {fM~1¥¥~~~t±lm 
a'J!f,ff~ , ft!!~1.&~mU~ ... (laugh) ... mlfJt~Pfil ... 

1: fti:iittm±**~I¥J~i5 ' mft~3tfjg}J1.&m~ 
Q,15 ? 
G I: ~W:1~~Jnlm~1¥J ' ~moo.*jI~~Jtt!t 
~ .. JJI3fi~~{tlltft, ~~{t ... l?9m{fJifjU£RNt!tW~ 
ttLl¥Jmt1!~*~~· 

I: wt!tw~m~~$JLi1if~I¥J~$ , i6l:iff'§'1J'm m 
~f~I¥J~$ , ::f~oiti~Wffl3~f~~m{~$'I~? ~ 
M5E~? 

GI: JJI3~-@I~~~ ... (laugh) ;!t.~1r'~~.1I: 

Jtt±l~ , l'I:I:~ show i:illl~ft~ , ~.~1r%,& 
71'&~Im ' ~:fft9.:ff~~1r~JJI3f1 study in Taiwan 

JJl3f1 website ' ~1]imJ:).~;gtj 

I: Then, do you agree that learning English is 
beneficial for you to pursue a better career or life? 

G I: Yes! I think so! 

I: English ability will have influence on your 
work ... promotion? Or ... 

G I: Not directly about promotion, but I think it is 
very beneficial for my work and will help me do 
better in my work. Then if I can do a better job, 
doesn't it mean that I have better chance to get 
promoted? I think maybe 
I: So it is helpful for the execution of your work ... 

Gl: Yeah, yeah, yeah ... 

I: In Taiwan, do you agree that good English 
proficiency or ability is regarded as a requisite for 
better prestige or status? 

G I: I think I am neutral on this, because it's not 
necessary so 
I: No necessary so ... there is no such kind of 
association ... good English proficiency is regarded as 
better status .. . 
GI: No, I don't think so. 

I: You personally don't think so. Is there this kind of 
thinking in Taiwan? 
G I: Some people do, some people don't, it still 
depends on the situation ... 
I: It depends ... So if some people do, in what kind of 
situation, people have that kind of thinking? 

G I: That's because you are capable of something that 
others are not capable of, that's it .. .In some 
occasions, you are able to speak then you feel great, 
you will have more feedback, it must be like 
that ... like I visited other countries with my 
mother-in-law, she admired me very 
much ... (laugh) .. .I'm just kidding ... 
I: For the Taiwanese society, it is important to 
improve your English ability? 

G I: 1 think it's quite important, because in the future 
the trend is to the world .. globalization, 
globalization .... because you have more and more 
opportunities to link the world ... 
I: Wordings like link to the world or international 
connection are often used in governmental documents 
or presentation, how does Ministry of Education look 
at it? How to define it? 
G I: That is a tenn ... (laughs). Actually we just try our 
best to go out, try our best to show what Taiwan is. 
Actually we have done many things. Have you seen 
our website of study in Taiwan, you can go and check 
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I: Study in Taiwan? ~¥t'ffg~fi'&l¥J? 

a I: ~PJ l-~)j?U¥t'ffg~1¥J website f~j!~ '1'£~~~3t 

¥~~ 

I: ~~l£fl'*,ilEl1flI¥J? 
a I: ~~ , ge~*,~~~H¥]A~D~ , 1N~a1fll¥Jfl' 
~ttt .. :ffi-~)r}~~1::*tJiflll;ft: •... 

01: l'ffiMOO ' m 1iHlMOO ... 

I: mtlD*~~OOtJl'l*UI~:~*l'fJ!HI¥J~3<:ijg 
bEI"Jil2i ' ijg~ijgm1tai'l1£~~El"JID!~b ? 
01: '&~ ! (loud) 

I: m1t~? 

a I :~-nlBtl~~3<:~OO ' ~ree~2m~@lI~ 
• ' {fJi~3<:H{fJiN~:t.J~?t.5$~ , {fJillfm~~,f~, 

n,~ ? {fJi~3'(H ... ffJilN1HRlZ!3 ' ~mtzD*ffJi~1£1lm 

~~..t ... ~~I¥JID!~:t.J ' {fJi~3<:1'H~mA*X~ 

N~? 

I: pJTP)'~W4illiU,~? 

a I: ~;ru~l'f information I¥JlCilf~ , 3!l'f{fJi~mA 

* share experience ' {fJi1'~m ' X~l'fN~:t.J ... 

I: FJTl-.:J-~3'(.~-@11Hl~l¥J2jStJ? 

a I: ~ , ~&£mm~-@l.1HI[~I¥JI!t 
I: {fJifQ]1'fQ]~~iiR~~1tl¥J;EJ!~ , '§mtJlIl~m 

iff aEI"J~2i ' ~tJlflJlli1J3'( {tWZ::;$:±3'( {t~1' ~I¥J 

~I!? 

Gl: jt.~i:NFF~~~ ~1'fQ]~ 

I: m1t~1'iff? 
01: f51m~i:l~ , ~1J3'(1b¥,tf~~~U~U~MI¥J ' -

~~ttlD*{fJi ~ c.1NJlU!5'lffJiS"J ' {fJi.R1'~:ijHE!~3<: 

'&'I~iNA*{i'&J!~f8'9~jffi , J!HI¥J~illi ' {fJi1' 
~l~iff iff {fJi~~ proud of your own traditional 

culture ' PJTP)'{fJi1'Wn~~~~~ , ni ' f51Al'fm 

00 ' PJTl-~1ft~.~1¥J3'(1t ' ~~1'~ , ffij~~~ 
J!~~~ show ~8'9*g§' ~m{fJi share ~l¥Jmoo 

~tjl'f8'9 knowledge ijI(;~~8'9 traditional 1¥J1N~ 

*lZ!3 ' ~PJl-~ share I¥J ' ~1¥J~1t~~fl ... 

I:'8PJn~~-@I~~{fJi~5H~ g B8'93t 1t ? 

Gl: !1 !1 !1' {~fX/Nlfj~mFf~~/J\~~I/)~ 

it ... 
I: Study in Taiwan? Made by Ministry of Education? 

01: You can go to the website of MOE and it is under 
the Bureau of International Culture and Education 
Relations .... 
I: It introduces Taiwan? 

G 1: Yeah yeah, it's for foreigners to know about 
Taiwan. It introduces Taiwan and ... hope foreign 
students will study in Taiwan ... 
I: So your job is related to the Bureau ofIntemational 
Cultural and Educational relations? 
01: We frequently have contacts with them ... 

I: Then, if Taiwan has a better national English ability, 
can it enhance Taiwan's global competitiveness? 

01: Of course! (loud) 

I: Why? 

01 : I always think that English is a .. , I think it is a 
tool. When you have good English ability, of course 
your competitiveness will be stronger. Do you 
understand what I mean? You have good English 
ability ... Many things, because if you want to compete 
internationally ... global competitiveness, how do you 
compete with others with poor English ability? 
I: So it's for communication? 

a I : Communication and obtaining information, and 
you have to share experiences with others. If you 
don't understand, how can you have competitiveness? 
I: So English is a kind of important platform? 

a I: Yes, I think it is a very important tooi. 

I: Do you agree that the popularization of English 
worldwide, including the prevalence of English in 
Taiwan, has bad or negative effects on local cultures 
in Taiwan? 
a I : Actually I don't think so. I don't agree. 

I: why not? 

01: I think local culture, like I just said, if in the 
beginning you pay attention to yours, you just use 
English as a tool for better communication with 
others. For better communication then you are not 
necessarily ... you should be proud of your own 
traditional culture, so you don't have to concern that 
it will affect my culture because of it. It shouldn't be 
so. Rather, it should be that I would be more willing 
to show my stuff, to share my, the knowledge I have 
or many traditional things of mine. It can be shared, 
that's what I think ... 
I: It could be a tool to promote your own culture? 

G 1: Yeah, yeah, yeah, like my children don't want to 
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iEM7 ... 

I: iEM? 
Gl: .~ , fXjJIHrnl*:tz::5C.t:E/Nit!3a~~7!6 

M'.*~-.~~·~¥'~~~~.~N~ 
~7 ' fXl&U[U~~& pick up , ~&~~fllJlDJ 

I: ~~!H:§:WJ~I;ft~R~ftaitVl¥J~1! ' ~flIffif§ ~ 
1EOOI¥J'$\OOI¥J'~~~1z:? 

G I: fXlt~l~j!lEiID~ , fjai11!l~1EOO~ 
I: ~OJ.I~:fjOOlEOOI¥J~.? 

Gl: ft{fJlp]Jj,8NA.~~ ... ;ttf:j:*. ' NltA~~if1J 
lHi ' fXlt~l~~MWJ 

I: ~~WJ ' ~7~~~OOI¥J~. ? 
Gl: ~§WJWJA1'jtl~ '~7~~~:W:¥tl ,1gm~ 

I¥J/NiJtR~1'fIWtl~lN~f ' ~{!,HN/J\~~It~f1!!{!"¥tl 
B*'~~~~~~~A~'fX~m~~I¥J~~ 
~~.~1NH ... 

I: f~~I¥J*~1N~*'WnD:E~~~iil¥J~*1t 'If 
~D~~~l¥Jr~m ' ~WJj!¥.t~nmm~~~~WJ~ 
f)C !3 a 7ifj£1¥J ? 

a I: ~{!,'r&atJ~f)C~~f~ , WWJ~~f)C~!3 ± 
ffI ' ~f)C,*§a~~~f1'W 

I: ~. ~~r",~¥Ui!fI7 I ~~fm· ~tfi]1®r",'Jm ' 
f~~~~f1!!~Jto,~ ? 

01: ft~7~fj7 ... 

learn violin but choose to learn the pipa (a 

Chinese-traditional plucked string instrument with a 
fretted fingerboard). 
I: Pipa? 

01: Yes. My elder daughter chose to learn the pipa 
since she was little. She had learned for three, four 
years. She stopped learning after entering junior high 
school. Recently I asked her to start again, she said 
'yes'. 
I: The general impact of English as a global language 
in Taiwan, generally speaking, is it positive, negative 
or neutral? 
G 1: I think it is positive. For Taiwan, it is positive .. 

I: What kind of positive impact? 

G I: You can have more opportunities to ... establish 
outward relationships, to communicate with others. J 

think it would help. 
I: It would help. Is there any negative impact? 

G I: At the moment, personally I don't think so. I 
don't feel any. Even for my children, I think it's very 
good. I arranged for them to live in local families in 
Japan and in America since they were very young. I 
think these kind of international experiences are very 
beneficial. .. 
I: Now many departments of universities have 
regulations about the result ofGEPT, for instance, the 
requirement of passing certain level ofGEPT for 
graduation. Is this kind of regulation decided by the 
Ministry of Education or universities? 
G I: We encourage universities to do so, that is the 
decision-making power of universities. Universities 
will decide by themselves whether or not to do it. 
I: Yes. That's all my questions. Thank you very much. 
Is there anything else you want to say about these 

questions? 

a I: None as I think ... 
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Example of interview transcript (2): SH2 

Information of respondent: 

Age: 15 

Gender: male 

Education background : first-year student in a senior high school 

Occupation : student 

Mother tongue: Hakka (father) and Taiwanese (mother) 

English proficiency (self-rated) : not good enough (cannot speak fluent English to foreigners) 

Interview transcription 

I: ftli¥J-BJ:~tH~:a~IHO$~~fi ' tJlHt5JU*lm ' a~tf 
l£Ei'lflEtJUtiit:tt3f:iLmliiJ ? J¥:~~9i~ , ~~~ ? 

SH2: ~~9i~O~ ... 
I: ~9i~ , mftM~59i~ ? 
SH2: ~mllt*mfAil& ... ftf!5Si~~a.f,t~lma 
~tf 

I: ~Ei'lflf,t~1nlmEi'~tf? 

SH2: ~ 

I: tJI)$iifiOJE? 
SH2: ~m~~~i¥JO~ , .R~~~::ttiitf!¥UffflB 

I: tJI)~m@]iifi~ftl~it~t40,!ij? 

SH2: ~iifi~/f~lmIffi' ~*fftHf@NHm ' tt~ B m 
i¥J~~!l!1~'f1i 

I: 18";.RJ!Mij'Ii' l1~klt~~~O,~ ? ~~ ... 
SH2: fyt~ff~71' IJ\ff~71 

I: tJl)Ei'iifiOJE? 
SH2: Ei'~rtj;;Jffi71imPJ.L-J 'IZ§milmi¥J A ~~t4aiifi 

SH2: ~~tf 

I: mftlit1.[EJ~~fi? 

SH2: ~ 

I:: mftiallR~M.i¥J? 

SH2: Ei'IlRo~, ~m~f;t/J\i¥JmPilJfyt~~.81U~~ 

a~R 

I: mi:J'lflJ5JT~i¥J~R~mrn:i ' O~~-@IB9i~ ? 1Qt5 
llJl1J~fi ' aiifi ' $iififOW-l!.§:iifi 

English translation 

I: Your mother languages are Minnanyu and Hakka. 
Separately, what is the social status of Minnanyu in 
Taiwan? Is it powerful or powerless? 
SH2: Kind of powerful. 

I: Powerful, why is it powerful? 

SH2: Because Chen Shuei-Bian is in power ... He 
emphasizes that to love Taiwan is to speak Taiwanese 
(Minnanyu). 
I: Loving Taiwan equals to speaking Taiwanese? 

SH2: Yeah. 

I: How about Hakka? 

SH2: It's still quite weak and is mentioned only 
during elections. 
I: Do you speak both languages? 

SH2: I cannot speak Hakka. I probably can 
understand. I can understand daily-life conversations. 

I: You can understand. Can you understand all? Or ... 

SH2: Just partly, a little part. 

I: How about Taiwanese? 

SH2: I can understand most Taiwanese because 
people here all speak Taiwanese. 
I: Then, which language do your parents use when 
they speak to you? 
SH2: Mandarin. 

I: Do you reply by Mandarin? 
SH2: Yes. 

I: Then, how do you learn Taiwanese? 

SH2: Taiwanese, because my nanny spoke Taiwanese 
to me since I was little. 

I: Among all the languages in Taiwan, which 
languages is the most powerful? Including Mandarin, 
Taiwanese, Hakka and aboriginal languages. 
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SH2: ~~a 

I: W~ftM'8*ft5$~e9~a § ? 

SH2: ~~fltft. 

I: ffJIft.?· 

SH2: [2§~:k~im~~~a ... '8*,§1J~a§06 

I: J~l£JJWlt~JiffJI:tt-r~f~fJTrifl ' ~1&:ttffJI~-r 

F.\l-r ffJIa9B5e. 

I: ~il!Y~f~fJTmlZ1& ' B3:~aa9~~;fO~~fia9~~ 
02~-@lP!~~fI$'G ? 

SH2: a~fioB 

I: ~itM? 

SH2: [2§~flt!tt~1fl3*fltfr~e9fN06 

I: B3:~g*fN* 
SH2: fi 
I: H· **1i +~pg , ~>C.::f.*,fE~'8~~~~g 
~~t!t;'f.~g ~ e9jiEfft ? 

SH2: ~jt1~ tiJ~g.flcp>c!&{~ 

I: ~ftM? 

SH2: rzg~r:pmjJ!EJIl~:t5{R7 

I: !&1:R;1ncp~*~i? 

SH2: !1' :ktlil25 ~U 50 ~CP>C.!&{~~>C ' {g~ 

>cili~'8-~e9~M'~~~>c~*mm~'$ 
>CfD~>Cimtf~t!t;'f...tm.~B"J~g ~ • 

I: [2§~m:(£:k~im~~)( , ~)(:;\!I!!&l~~~g~ , {fJI 

~/f'~~'8f1al*~~tt:f¥}~!J~{i!!e9jHg , f~ 

~>C·.>C·B~~~'~~~~B.~>C.~ 

.~fflG~fi11~~e9~* ? 

SH2: fltJtf4~1!1lJInJ ,fltYlNH~-fI!~g~imf:f'8e9 

f,ffS ... 
I: ~f5 ... 
SH2: !1 ' f~fltgttf~.tLT)( 
I: ~1tM? 

SH2: [2§~'8~iW*1N~~' 1Nm:~1l 

I: ff]\fr'.~f:fm~:t£~~zj}~~m=51~g 

OJ~ ? 
SH2: 1jf:f ' 19.~li1f!t1m~ 

SH2: Mandarin. 

I: Why is it the most powerful language? 

SH2: Because it's the language that I am the most 
capable of. 
I: You are the most capable of it? 

SH2: Because everyone speaks Mandarin .. .it is the 
official language. 
I: Now, please read this news report, then I'll ask your 
opinion after you finish reading. 
(the respondent were reading the news report. ) 

I: After reading the news, which one should be given 
priority, the learning of mother languages or the 
learning of English? 
SH2: Mother languages. 

I: Why? 

SH2: I think mother language is our root. 

I: Mother tongue is the root. 

SH2:Yes. 

I: Right. In the next fifty years, will English continue 
its status as an international or global language? 

SH2: I think it might be replaced by Chinese. 

I: Why? 

SH2: Because Mainland China is' too powerful. 

. I: It depends on Mainland China? 

SH2: Yes. After around twenty-five to fifty years, 
Chinese will replace English. But English will still 
have its own speaking community. So English will be 
stilI very important. Both Chinese and English will be 
important languages in the world. 
I: Because now everybody learns English. English is 
the international language. Do you agree that it would 
make people not learn other foreign languages, such 
as French, German and Japanese? Do you agree that 
learning English would result in this kind of 
marginalization? 
SH2: I don't think so. I think every language has its 
own characteristics ... 

I: Characteristics ... 

SH2: Yeah, like me, I would like to learn Latin. 

I: Why? 

~H2: Because it sounds very romantic and very 
comfortable. 
I: Is there any regulation in your school that requires 
you to learn a second foreign language? 

SH2: No, there is no compulsory regulation about 
that. 
I: Then, when should English education be started? 
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SH2: ~Jlf~~9=tU6 

I: l\NJ9=t? mft~? 
SH2: ~Jlf~/J\~S"J!tfj~J!~JtJe§ as"J)(1t~ .tt ••• ·~)(~~9=tM~.o~.m~mti 
~~{l"ai!lA*m • J!;~JJ~I~ • ~f&B3:~g~ 
)(1t 
I: pJTtJf~.f~~l\NJ9=t · f}I3{~D»~~~~tE~i:f*&ml 
Ml~~~gl¥J ? 
SH2: ~~tE~+=:~i:f*&mlMl~S"J' {f!J~:f}I3~~ 
~. r"t~¥j1fft~1:E~~' r;.t~f{~¥!{f~ft~ AA 

Apple • 5l:1it~~gutL • ~Jlf~¥ift~~ · IZSlm~~ 
~1:E~·B~1f~~·llim~-s·ill~~.m 
W ... ~/J\!tfjf'*r;.ttt7 • lli1'~fftf}l3~{'*mlMlS"J ... 

I: {1]\ztWl'f~~? 

SH2: IZSlm~~,!.ti~.I&~ffli~IjJ~gjjj· r;.t~~~mt.:f 

;Wliillittlii¥U ... 

I: PJTtJ~{~tE/J\t¥JlI!l 

SH2: ti 
I: WffHm~)(.:fm&? 

SH2: fim. 
I: fi:m& • mft~ ? 
SH2: ~jfl1~1:Er;.t~~·.· 

I: r;.t~~? 

SH2: IZSlm~;wlUlt~IlJIUJ' PJtJi~)7}~A~ case • r;.t 
.f~fi* • fiJJ:tt 0 IZSlm1:Eai!llUlt1'¥UftM~ · 
pJT tJ~t±11J 0 

I: ff · tU§iWmJ1: • {~~~)(~lf.7? 

I: ¥U§tW~lt· ~7~)(tif1]\11lAffiJ~S"J!&rl~ 

ftM ? 11lA..tOOl'fftMMWJ ? 

sm:M.S"J.a·m)7}~A~PJ~utL 

I: !¥~..tu~ . l'f1)il'fMWJ ? 
SH2: l'f~. -JE~~t¥J • JJ11:EWJ:U[~S"JMWJ · ~ 
l'f**~$~W~~ 

I: f}I3~~~{*rm~ · 1f¥i1fl&ij(~MWJ ? 
SH2: ~m~· r;.t~.7~)(!-j,1& • f1]\.liil::~ft 
pf • ~JjUr;.t.jfl1~r;.t~~1I • 1f~~ 

SH2: I think ... m. junior high school. 

I: Junior high school? Why? 

SH2: I think in elementary schools it is more 
important to learn one's own culture. I think for us 
Taiwanese people. English should be a kind of tool. 
then ~other language is culture ... 

I: So you think it should start in junior high schools. 
When did you start learning English? 

SH2: I started learning English since grade 3 and 4 in 
elementary schools. But that almost. that is. there was 
no real class. it only taught you things like' A for 
Apple', children's English. I think it's ineffective. 
because it's full of playing games in classes. Though 
there were exams and I all got perfect scores. But I 
think that...1 had already known that stuff when I was 
little. I did not start to learn at that time ... 
I: You had learned before? 

SH2: Because my mom is a cram school teacher, I 
have no choice but to listen to the classes even if I 
don't want to ... 
I: So it's because of the environment when you were 
little. 
SH2: Yeah. 

I: Is it important to master English? 

SH2: Very important. 

I: Very important. Why? 

SH2: I think. in terms of employment. .. 

I: In terms of employment? 

SH2: Because I want to earn money. I can discuss 
cases with foreigners. That makes me feel very big, 
very awesome. Because people cannot make much 
money in Taiwan, they have to go overseas. 
I: Right. Until now. how many years have you learned 
English? 
SH2: From the third grade until now. around six. 
seven years. 
I: Until now, for you. personally, what have you 
gained from learning English? Any help for you 
personally? 
SH2: Simple communication with foreigners is OK. 

I: In terms of your schoolwork. any help? 

SH2: Yes. I have to pass the exam. It's the most direct 
help now and it's helpful for applying for university 
in the future. 
I: In terms of interest or leisure, any gain or help? 

SH2: Watching movies. That is, after learning 
English. you will listen to what is said. When you 
listen. you'll know what has been taught. 
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I: ~tmffij § O~ ? ~9!)(~~)(fi{ 
SH2: H{~1~fI7 

I: In general? Gain from learning English. 

SH2: There seems to be nothing else. 

I: ~f ' 1'f'Eiil'l ,9t~R~~~-lIf[J;l:tftgAf[lf.JrPJ I: Right. In Taiwan, is English an important tool to 
mit¥Jm~IJ'{. ? communicate with other people? 

SH2: 1f~n6 ... 

I:.~' ~H~? 
SH2 P,W ....... l£aifl ....... 
I: P,W .... l£a.5Hfi~1'~-@1fD~ftl!A1M-mit¥J 

I~'~fr? 
SH2: Il/l~ ... 1'.~ 
I: 1'~;¥! , ~ft~1'.~? 
Sill:l£a.'.ama~ •• ~N~m~~~. 
i&J ' ~mL1'm~fIUU~~ 

I: maltVi¥J*~{tfllH~ftJ: ' {~mff!51.~¥&*~ , ~ 
~;¥!1';¥!-@1m~t¥Jiifi § ? 
SH2: 1'~ ... 
I: m{t~1'~? 

SH2: afr~w~r:p~Il/l~' -i!RAW~r:p~ , rSt~~ 
~~aill1'it;g~~ 

I: H ' fjf~@1Aftij~ , ~~{~~7{t~? {~WJUWJU 
~;¥!IJ'{.'~7~I~Z~'~~N~~ftl!? 

.~f4§ '~D~' 1~Ji ' ~8b3l;¥!~~{tt¥J£~ 
~~? 

SH2: W~ 

I: W~? 

SH2: ~~l£a.~1I~~f4 § , aYtl~'8 ill~~D 

.,~m~~~~t¥J~.3IN~~~r:p~i¥J~' 

~~-;E~ ffl~ila ::tfi~:tllim® 

I: ~fjDJ~? 

SH2: .... ~~{~~7 ... ~Ytl~Jf.~~im~DE! 

I: iTem? 
SH2: {~m@l impossible is nothing lIJliiJ ,~~ NIKE 

moo Just do it ' '8gt~f~~~{tJ¥JiTef~ ... 
I: pfTtJ'8~@lPJ.L-:J.m~~rr~f!1(t-J~t!~? 

SH2: f1 
I: m{~~1'~g , ~~~~fi~WJ~{~l£$~J:~ 
]I!~Tt¥JDJ!U1ZiI~Pj<]I!~Ti¥J A~ ? 

SH2: ~Fm~g 

I: mH~? 

SH2: ra:~m~7 ' ~~t¥Jm~~Hm7 ' m7 S 
1&IUU~pfT .L-:J.f.&m J'i.! 

SH2: Kind of yes ... 

I: Kind of yes, why? 

SH2: m ...... in Taiwan ..... . 

I: m ... is English an important tool to communicate 
with other people in Taiwan? 

SH2: ah ... not really 

I: Not really, why not? 

SH2: In Taiwan, such as I and my classmates, we 
seldom speak in English. It's not necessary to use 
English in daily life. 
I: Then, in Taiwan's mass media, such as TV or 
newspapers, is English an important language? 

SH2: No ... 

I: Why not? 

SH2: We all watch Chinese ones. Ordinary people 
read Chinese. I don't read English unless 1 have 
exams to take. 
I: Right. For you, personally, what does English 
represent? You just mentioned A tool. Apart from A 
tool, does it represent anYthing else? Such as school 
subject, knowledge, investment, commodity or the 
global infrastructure? 
SH2: All of them 

I: All of them? 

SH2: English is Taiwan is a school subject. I think it 
is also knowledge. Because some foreign knowledge 
has to be understood by using English before it is 
translated ... 
I: Anything else? 

SH2: .... English represents ... I think it should be 
trademark ... 
I: Trademark? 

SH2: Like that 'impossible is nothing?', and NlKE's 
'Just do it'. They are very globalized trademarks ... 

I: So it is a language of global marketing? 
SH2: Yes. 

I: Then, do you agree that learning English is 
beneficial for you to pursue a better career or better 
life? 
SH2: Strongly agree. 

I: Why? 

SH2: This is too important. One can easily make 
money in oversea markets. For earning money in the 
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I: ftr;~::f~~1£a]q9t3tti~.1J~~:)(fllJ3t1NH 

~A'*~~~~fl~~~ft*~m~W¥? 

SH2: :f~~ 

I: ~it~? 

SH2: f~~L~~¥U--@l~tfll.~~' ftgmftf1~UtE 

llO**@J* ' ftg~-~mHN~fr'm~:)( , ffl.~fif! 
U*!tEflLt!l::f~1N~ , t!l::f~{t~±tr*&~ 

I: ~:)(ti~.1JfDffi±tlt~flL~:a:f§MJ? 

SH2: ::f;li!M3ff1¥J ... 
I: H ' ffalflfr±ftffij~ , ~~gfj~.1J1¥Jm7T;Ii!::f;li! 
1N~~? 
SH2: ;Ii! 
I: ;l! , .mit~1Nm~ ? 
SH2: ffai1Vftitffij~ ...... 1X:?l1~:f~:;t~$WijI* 
± ' -1ftj}IIH1¥J*gg~ir,-arj..:J.~reftgg&~!.l:~ 
* ... 
I: ::f~:;t5$WijI*±? 
SH2: ffJl\liY ' JJ!1£;Ii!flrgti:;t5$~7 
I: fl"ti:;t~$~*± ... 
SH2: ff ' ~g&~!.l:g§:1JH~g~jt 

I: 12SI.m~~giE:~{t ' ffl.1£~~grmMr~&mt:fj , W 
ftr;~::f ~ g~flt~~ft~~ ft*:f "!tEi'itltttr1J3t 
ftfl::f ~1¥Jll{;W ? 

SH2: ::fit 
I: ~{t~:fi1? 
SH2: 1XJll~{tr;~:fi l.Uf1¥J(MMo(g 
I: liUf1¥JiMft? 
SH2 f~uN!~~'it~~)t:re~a~:)({t¥f~~ 

I: ~1~[)m? 

SH2: ~~ftgtR;ij!--@lI~ 

I: ~~gR~I~' 

sm:ff,:)(~gt~~~1¥J:)(~,~m::f.~wm 

*.~. 
I: ~lmffij~ , ~~ft~fl--@l~~~g~ffai1V1¥Jll{; 

w,~rrOO'~OO~;ij!~fl'~~$ft? 

future, so, it is very important. 
I: Do you agree that in Taiwan people with good 
English proficiency or high level of English 
command is regarded as people of better social status 
or prestige? ' 
SH2: I don't agree. 

I: Why not? 

SH2: For instance, last time I met a taxi driver. He 
said he just came back from Canada. He spoke 
English to us all the way, but his social status is not 
very high and he is not at the executive level. .. 
I: So you met a taxi driver who can speak fluent 
English? 
SH2: Yeah, very fluent English but it's not correlated 
to social status. 
I: Is English ability correlated to social status? 

SH2: Not definitely ... 

I: Right. For the Taiwanese society, is it important to 
improve English ability? 

SH2: Yes. 

I: Yes. Why is it important? 

SH2: For the Taiwanese society ..... .1 think we should 
not overemphasize the local (culture and languages). 
We can learn and absorb some good things from 
foreign countries ... 
I: not to overemphasize the local? 

SH2: Yeah, now it's a bit overemphasized. 

I: A bit overemphasized ... 

SH2: Yeah, we should absorb the good aspects of the 
West. 
I: Because of the globalization of English, English 
starts to prevail and becomes popular. Do you agree 
that the popularization of English can have negative 
effects on Taiwan's local cultures? 
SH2: No. 

I: Why not? 

SH2: I think you need to have a good system. 

I: A good system? 

SH2: Like one of course has to figure out one's own 
culture in childhood. 
I: Then? 

SH2: English is just a tool. 

I: English is just a tool 

SH2: Ye,s, Culture is our own culture. English will not 
have great influence on it. .. 

f: Generally speaking, the impact of English on 
Taiwan, is it positive, negative or neutral? 
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SH2: ~" .. llm1:f 
.1: llm1:f ' IE~iID1lif\1:f ? 
SH2: ~ 

I: IEiID1:f? 
SH2: mfj-lm~1.J ...... ~1:ft'Hmjj~1.J .... ~~~*JT~D 

I: ~1:fQ,~? IEiIDl¥J 
SH2: ~/f~7 

I: tJf)~iIDQftl? 

SH2: ... {~1f~ A 1.&/J\t'ti9Jm~germ~il~11Ht!l~~ 
)( , ~Jl1~tzD*P):lt'It1£JJCI¥J~3~JPiJPJ ' {E!.~ 
~*-rm~.~B~~)('mB~l¥Jm'a.~ 

~f~~/J\~~fftt~~T 

I: ~fftt~~T? 

SH2: ~'fiWi/f~{i!!~$3t1lif\~/f*ff~' */}~ 
ft~W$3tI¥J~~ 

I: ~1:f15i1f;tt{i!!Q,~? ~iIDl¥J 

SH2: 1:fPJjj~~~~3t{t.~1!*5~1¥J1i3' 8,tff~1~ 

* ... ~M~ ... open 

I: ~~)(1t.~W*5~?'!~ 
SH2: .f'&G§1t. ' 1'& open 

I: {1]I~tJi'-H3M~~:atrF~{$~U/J\-lB~i9Jm 

II' 1HtM~$? 

SH2: ~.1~*~~ 

I: *~~? 
SH2: 15i1f~,~QE!' a.1,*wil**-~~I¥J~~f'1' 

~*5fR~~)(i!@I*g§ , 1'~fEl{i!!'j'-1i~fj I 

~'i'l'F;f!~l~~U[l]ml!J 

I: w±IJlJ?I§!IifJ? 
sm:ft'j'~~-.R.'.~~M-. 

I: ~T ' ~S~r<=1'~8,t~U~f1J! ' ~imHjir.a:~l~I¥J~J1 
~ , jt~~~r",'M ' f~~lntft!t~~Q,\& ? 

SH2: 15i1f7 ... 

SH2: Well ... both 

I: Both, both positive and negative? 

SH2: Yes. 

I: Positive impacts? 

SH2: Enhancing competitiveness ...... and 
communicative ability ... acquiring new knowledge 
I: Anything else? Positive impacts? 

SH2: It's about that. 

I: How about negative impacts? 

SH2: ... Like some people start to learn English from 
a very young age in the kindergarten. 1 think it is fine 
if they learn it slowly and have fun. But if English is 
emphasized in the beginning, and it is emphasized a 
lot, I think it won't be better for children. 
J: It won't be better for children? 

SH2: Right. They probably cannot even speak 
Chinese yet. Learning English too early will influence 
the learning of Chinese. 
I: Anything else? Negative impacts? 

SH2: It's possible that because the influence of 
American culture is too strong, people would become 
too ... how to say this ... too open 
I: The influence of American culture is too strong. 

SH2: People would become very Westernized, very 
open. 
I: What's your opinion on the introduction of English 
into the first grade of elementary education or even 
kindergartens? 
SH2: I think it is too exaggerated. 

I: Too exaggerated? 

SH2: There's no need to do it. I think it's OK to 
practice listening. But don't overemphasize English, 
don't consider it as a course. Just consider it as a kind 
of activity of student societies. 
I: activity of student societies? 

SH2: Just consider it as an interest and as leisure. 

I: Right. Here are all my questions. Thank you for 
taking the interview. Is there anything else you want 
to say about these questions? 

SH2:No ... 
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Appendix 5 

. Information of Respondents 

Education Mother 
English 

Age Sex background 
Occupation 

Tongue 
Proficiency 
(self.rated) 

ETE1 42 F MA (Education, English teacher Minnanyul Not bad (high· 
TW) (elementary school, Taiwanese intermediate) 

Taichung County) 

ETE2 41 F MA (Education, English teacher Minnanyul OK 
TW) (elementary school, Taiwanese 

Taichung County) 

ETE3 33 F MS (Health and Teacher (elementary Minnanyul Not bad, 
Welfare Policy, school, Taichung County) Taiwanese intermediate 
TW) 

ETH1 34 F MA(ELT, UK) English teacher. (Junior Minnanyul High· 
high school, Kaohsiung Taiwanese intermediate 
city) 

ETH2 35 F BA (Education, English teacher (Junior Minnanyul OK 
TW) high school, Taichung City) Taiwanese 

ETH3 34 F MA (Education, English teacher (Junior Mandarin Good 
TW) high, Taichung city) 

ETU1 30 F PhD candidate English Lecturer Minnanyul Not bad, better 

(English (University ,Taiana) Taiwanese than ordinary 

Literature, TW) people 

ETU2 31 F MA(ELT, UK) English Lecturer Minnanyul OK for 
(University, Kaohsiung) Taiwanese communication 

ETU3 28 F PhD candidate In Lecturer (English and Mandarin OK 
Journalism (UK) Journalism, University, 

Taipei) 

TE1 38 F BA (elementary Teacher (elementary Hakka Basic 
education, TW) school, Talchung County) 

TE2 37 F BA (elementary Teacher (elementary Minnanyul Basic 
education, TW) school, Taichung County) Taiwanese 

TE3 25 F BA (Special Teacher (elementary Mandarin intermediate 
education, TW) school, Taichung city) 

TH1 29 F MA (Education, Chinese teacher (Junior Minnanyul OK for reading, 
TW) high school, Taichung city) Taiwanese not good at 

speaking 

TH2 30 F MA (Geography, Geography teacher (Junior Minnanyul Not good 
TW) high school, Taichung city) Taiwanese 

and 
Mandarin 

TH3 26 F Post-graduate Art teacher (Junior high, Mandarin Not good. OK 
study in Applied Hsinchu city) for reading but 
Art (TW) not good at 
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speaking 

SH1 17 M Third-year senior Senior high student Minnanyul Average In class 
high school (Taichung county) Taiwanese 
student (TW) 

SH2 15 M First-year senior Senior high student Hakka and Not good 
high school (Taichung city) Minnanyul enough 
student (TW) Taiwanese 

SU1 20 F First-year University student Mandarin OK for listening 
university student (Dept. of Accounting) and and speaking 
(TW) Minnanyul but not good at 

Taiwanese reading and 
writing 

SU2 20 F First-year University student (Dept. of Minnanyul Not good 
university student international trade) Taiwanese 
(TW) 

SU3 26 M Post-graduate Post-graduate student Minnanyul OK for reading, 
study (TW) (engineer and manufacture Taiwanese not good at 

technology) writing and 
speaking 

ESU1 30 F PhD student PhD Student (Applied Minnanyul Fair 
(USA) linguistics) Taiwanese 

ESU2 17 M Third-year college College student (Dept. of Mandarin Not good 
student (TW) Applied Foreign 

Languages) 

ESU3 30 F Postgraduate MA student in ELT Minnanyul OK for 
study (UK) Taiwanese communication 

TU1 35 M PhD in Culture Assistant Professor (Dept. Minnanyul Good, OK for 
study (UK) of International affairs, Taiwanese communicating 

Kaohsiung city) with native 
speakers 

TU2 40 F PhD in Technology Vice Professor (Dept. of Minnanyul OK 

Education (TW) Industrial education and Taiwanese 
technology, Changhwa city) 

TU3 36 M PhD (TW) Assistant Professor (Tainan Mlnnanyul Intermediate 
county) Taiwanese 

G1 42 F PhD in Education Education Specialist. Minnanyul OK for 

(TW) Department of Higher Taiwanese communication 
Education. Ministry of 
Education (Taipei city) 

G2 36 F MA in European Government Official. Minnanyul OK for 
Studies (TW) Council of Indigenous Taiwanese communication 

Peoples. Executive Yuan 
(Taipei city) 

G3 39 M MA in Ethnology Government official. Amis OK for reading 
(TW) Council of Indigenous and writing 

Peoples. Executive Yuan 
(Taipei city) 

SE1 28 M MS in Civil Engineering consultant Haka OK 
engineering (TW) (Taipei city) 

SE2 32 F SA in Law (TW) Law clerk (Taipei city) Minnanyul Intermediate 

Taiwanese 

SE3 35 F SS in Medicine Medical doctor Mandarin Average 
(TW) (Pulmonoligst, Taipei city) 

SE4 37 F MS in Genetics Senior assistant researcher Mandarin Average. OK for 
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(TW) (Taipei city) reading but not 
good at listing 
and spa eking 

SE5 60 M BA in Accounting Vice-general manager Minnanyul OK for 
(TW) (Taichung city) Taiwanese communication 

but still 
considers 
himself 
Incapable 

PP1 61 M Senior vocational Employee, trade Minnanyu! Seldom use 
school, major in department (Taichung Taiwanese English 
mechanics (TW) county) 

PP2 44 F BA In English Employee, sales Minnanyu! OK for 
(TW) department (Taichung Taiwanese communication 

county) 

PP3 29 M Senior high school Technician of maintenance Minnanyu! Not good 
(TW) (Taichung county) Taiwanese 

PP4 29 F BA in Nursing Nurse (Taipei county) Minnanyu! Not good 
(TW) Taiwanese 

PP5 34 M BA in Social work Employee, sales Minnanyu! Intermediate 
(TW) depertment (Talchung city) Taiwanese 

PH1 54 F Senior vocational Employee, accounting Minnanyu! Seldom use 
school of business department C1:'aichung Taiwanese English 
(TW) . county) 

PH2 40 F Junior college In Employee, accounting Minnanyu! Not good 
Business department (Taichung Taiwanese 
Administration county) 
(TW) 

PE1 44 F MBA (USA) International trader (Taipei Mandarin OK 
city) 

PE2 37 F Junior College In Hospital administrator Minnanyul OK 
nursing (TW) (Taipei city) Taiwanese 

• Distribution of sex: Female: 31, Male: 12 

• Distribution of age: 

Age 10 ..... 20: 5 
Age 21 ..... 30: 12 
Age 31 ..... 40: 18 
Age 41 ..... 50: 5 
Age 51 ..... : 3 
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